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THE INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL CRISIS
WEDNESDAY, )XAY 30, 197I3
1 '.S. smxNm,

ox

~IN'~NJ FI NANCEI ANT) Riotomi:

OF'IlE COM I'l
ONmim o F1NANxc-P,
W~ash/igton.D.C.
FIlie s3iIheomillit t(e itiet, pl)UVSIII a1t to not ice. af 10 :10 m. ill room

2221,1)DikIsen Soniate Oliu'( Buidlding, Sinator H a rry F. Byrd (chatirIIIaJI of tile s1ilbeolm it too) pi-esidin r
tice. Motliae Ic,
F't nu.
g ai.I
Prl
( se:t-St'iiitot's Byi(l 1'.1:1
Also present :Senator IlaskellI.
Senlator. M-m Ge
(hnt lemen1. t h. Siileoill Ill itt ve oil Inter'national
Financ(' mid( Rlesources today c'oii ces :1day s of hearllings oil the 'subjet, of thle inteinationai Ilmonletary riss
, hlese hearings 11re being Ii('i(1with1 t%%wo
purposes5 inl minid First, we
intend to eXloIe the ('ailses and(('ffects of instal lity inl the world filiaic'il markets. s('cond, we intend to exa nine various alternatives for
restorinlu mlonletary stii l ity inl the short termi an1d( achieving monetary
r'e form kfor the longer terml.

'The experience of the past, 18 months offer ample j ustification for

these hearings. Thle fever, plise, an11( ot her vital1 signs of thle internaltionial iiionletai'y system serve notice that thle system is approaching

a finial shutdown.
'rwice, in thie past, 14 months. tile (d011lar has been devalued. A $10.2
billion l~lic-fpvinsdefi('it in the first quarter of 1973 overshalOws Aprils brghteninlg tr'ade prospects. T1he rising price of gold,
fueled by sp eculation iand thle pro"pet, of ea1sy profits, mallkes it dificu1lt to recallI that not long agos$35' bouieght an ounce of gold.,
These indicators make it clear that the world *ecolnmy is moving
through it period of transition, Inarkced not. by at series of monetary
crises )ut by at continuing crisis mvhich we muiist understand and1(1 manage if we are- to shape atmlore Stablhe system. Th'lere are. inl the words
of William McChlesnecy Martin, "dliq 11ti tg Similarities" between tWe
financial chaos of todayv and that, of t I e turbulent 1930's.
our iuIli
these hearings is hlow we ('anl best manage the pre'senlt
situation an(1 how we can move toward at new system for conducting the
world's monetary aiffatirs.
There is no adequate way to sepa rate mlonletam'v Issues from trade and
illvestinenlt issues. o1' fi'oii domestic' econloicl 'isiies. There is a i'elationiship, however difficult to understand. between the priice of gold in
LTmidon and the price of beef inl Richimond.

The price of gold reflects confidence in the U.S. economy; that confldence has been eroded by uncontrolled inflation, which in turn is
fueled by enormous budget deficits.
We are fortunate that a number of very distinguishedd witnesses
have consented to testify before our subeonm'ittee today, Friday, and
next week. This morning we will hear from lon. )ewey Daane it

distingumhed member of-the Board of Governors of the Federal 1e.
serve System, and from )r. Piere Iinfret, a private economist, who
has a well-(eserved reputationl for (andid and peiejeptive insights on
economic issues. We welcome both of you here.

On the next 2 days of hearings, wo will have as witnesses Hon.

William M eCliesney Martin, former Chairman of the Board, Federal
Reserve System; Mr. Eliot ,aieway, financial writer and analyst;
lion. ,Tae Bennett, Deputy Un(ler Secretary of tile Treasury for
Monetary Affairs; and Mm'. ldwin L. il)ale, r., international economic
writer for tile, New York Times, Washington tilreau.
Before you begin your presentation Governor i)aine. I will put in
the record it )ackgi'ound staff document, which raises the issues which
this committee will be. disCtssilg in this hearing.'
We are delighted to hiive you (Goeiol,
rnirille
1111d il it fw olllnlllts
we will call on you ilbut, filslt. I would like to yield to the distinguishedd
Senator frol kallsas, Mr. I)ole.
Senator Dox. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I share the same concerns exl)res.d l)y tile cliairman and appre.
ciate his leadership.
STA'rMMENNT'

OF SENAroR DOLE

Senator i)ox. Mr. Chairman, our hearings today coincide with re.
cent tremors in the international monetary system and a rising concern
for the future of trade, exchange, and e'onmiit' stability between the
nations of the world. Recir!'ing Illonetary e'ises tleve little doubt that
the structure greeted ill the first Intermtional Monetary Conference at
Bretton Woods almost 30 years ago is breaking down under the stress of
changing eeonomicn relhtimtships, Renewed speculation in the European
gold markets is driving the prime of gold to new heights, and in tile
opinion of many this upward instability reflects aln erosion of confl.
dence in paper cu r'encie, particularly the dollar.
The United States persistent Ialanie-of-payments deicit-$10.2 bil.
lion inl the first quarter of this year-is adding to theglut of dollars
abroad. Of course, news of the" April trade surplus-the first in 19
months-was welcome and hopefully indicates that the dollar devaluations and other currency realnelments are beginning to take hold, But
I believe we nust await, further (levelopments before attaching longrange significance to the statistics of 1 or 2 short months.
POWERFUL FORCES
There are many contradictory and powerful forces at work in the
international financial climate today. Our surplus trading partners
urge ts to put our economic house in order, yet few show any willingness to make the concessions required for us to do so. Private capital
'The briefing material prepared bf the staff entitled "The International Ntonetary
Crisis," appears as appendix A of th s volume, p. 167.

is being moved front country to country-from currency to currenyto gi n windfall Iprofits atid is file ing tie Iistal Iity in t lil world finan-

cial markets. Our bltIince-of-payments deficits breed speculation, and
speculation adds further to our d(lfcits. At home we are faced with
l)ersistent inflation and a skittish sto,,k market,.
For most Aneriians--and. I think. not a few economists-the interlinatiolltl lloltary SyNstei is it mystery. Yet it is a mystery we cannot
afford to ignore' if we arte to restore, ('Oifildence ill our currency and
order in the world ,,ollonty,
RESPOIIIIITY
IMP( ITA NT H

('hlir1ian. I bellevel these hearings andoir disMr11.
,'d,
Ill this rega
tinguished wit liiwS(s ,(ai (IC)11great deal to )eliitrate. this mysterious
subject fint cast light ol tlie basic issues aid realities which we must
S ,'ll'ch t, e le'etive and realistic policies.
Confront in ourl'
The l, inane (Oninittee. throtulgh its jitris(liction over trade and
lolletary iiiatttersl las ill extremely important rsponsibihlty in the
formulat ion of A ieria's nternut ional economic pol icey, I look forwardd
to these hearings and to our eolnnlit t,'s ,olit ilinz eltlorts in this field.
As i nw nillebr of, the Fiinllce ('oumitlittee and this subcommittee,
I wish to extend nill ppreciation to you. Mr'. Chairman, for your leadership in calling tlese hearings. A nf I look forward to working closely
with you as we exploree and exaline these iml)ortant matters.
Senator Bum,. Thank you, Senator.
Governor I)faune, you may proceed.
STATEMENT OF HON, DEWEY DAANE, MEMBER, BOARD OF GOVERNORS OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM, ACCOMPANIED BY
RALPH BRYANT, DIRECTOR, AND JOHN REYNOLDS, ASSOCIATE
DIRECTOR, OF THE BOARD'S DIVISION OF INTERNATIONAL
FINANCE
fMr. ,,E. 'lhanlik you, Mi'. ('hairinan. I am accompanied by Mr.
Ralph Bryant on my right, the l)ireeto' of the Board's divisionn of
Iniit(,rnti ionul Fl nanev; 1111d tile Assoc(iaite I)ireCtor' of that )ivision,
Mr. John Reynolds. ol my left.
I uml leased to Ie here today to testify on behalf of the Board of
Governors of the Federal Reser've Systil. It is useful to have these
hearings at. this tilme. Iii re,''ent weeks, us the chairman of this subcommittee has noted, there has been som renewed uncertainty in

foreign exchange markets tabout the future of thle U.S. dlollar', Thle
in th1
e dollar requires, basically, a substanr estorat ion of con fiden('

tial II)proveient inl 0111' international lillanve of l)ayvluents,
Parenthetically, I would add fll improvement in our perform.
ance ol the inflation problem .
These hearings provide an Op)ortunity to make clear that the outlook for the U.S. international payments position, and hence for the
dollar, is consideriably better now than it has been for some time.
The outlook hias been greatly improved by the exchange rate relinements of 197O-71 and ea'l, 1973. Altogether. the 17.S, dollar has
been effectively devalued against all other currencies by about 17
percent since niid-197o. and by substantially more than that against
our strongest competitors. This is a w'ery large adjustment, which

greatly improves the international competitiveness of U.S. goods,
Senator MONDAL.. Mr. Chairman, could we have that broken down
by countries? Maybe you have that, Governor. Do you have a table
of the net devaluation adjustments?
Mr. DAANE, I am not sure I have it for each country, but I am
sureSenator MoNp,:,. It must be available, though.
Mr. DAANV. I am sure w(- clan find it for you.
" Senator MONDALE. Oh1, h('We it is, I guess we have it.
I .would ask
that, the table appear at. this point, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BYRffn. Without ol)jection, so ordered . The table on page
43 will appear at. this point.

rThe table referred to follows:]
TABLE 9.-PERCENT APPRECIATION (+) ORDEPRECIATION (-)
AGAINST THE DOLLAR'

Apr. 30,
1971 to
Dec. 18,
1971
Currency ofAustralia ......
.....
Austria ...................
....
CBelgium.Luxembourg
anada ......... .........
Denmark,
Finland ...................
France ................
Germany .............
Greece ..........
. ...
Iceland ................ ..
Ireland ...............
Italy ......... ......... ...
Japan ..................
Netherlands.
.
Norway.................
Portugal ...................
Spain .....................
Sweden ...................
Switze
...........
Turkey
United Kingdom ......

+8.6
+11.6
+11.6
+ 5
+2.4
+8.6
+13.6
0
0
+8.6
+ 7.5
+16.9
+11.6
+7.5
+5.5
+8.6
+7.5
+ 13.9
+7.1
+8.6

Pre.
February
1973 to
May18
WD

+11.0
+12.8
+14.4
-.18
+11.8
+ 5.7
+152
+15.9
0
+ 8.3
+8.6
- 12
+16.5
+12.7
+12.7
+7.9
+10.9
+6.7
1.9
0
+8.6

Apr. 30,
1971 to
a 8
17

+26.3
+25.8
+27.7
+2 .
+8.2
+25.0
+31.6
0
- 3.3
+6.4
+ 6.2
+36.2
+25.7
+21,1
+13,84
+20.4
+14.7
+38.8
:4

i Calculated on basis of U.S. cents per foreign currency unit, Averages are
Weighted on basis of U.S. bilateral trade pattern In 1970,
'Calculated on basis of Apr. 30, 1971, par values and, for Dec. 18, 1971, new
par values or central rates following Smithsonian agreement. Market rates on
Apr. 30 end Dec. 24, 1971, were used for Canada, whose currency was floating,
' Base rates are par values or central rates prevailing In early February 1973,
except for Canada and the U.K., for which base rates of U.S. $1-C$ lnd $2.35- 1t,
respectively, were taken as an approximate average of rates prevailing In the weeks
preceding the February market disturbances. Rates for May 18, 1973, are market
rates for most countries, and par values or central rates for a few of the smaller
countrIes whose rates are. not available regularly.

Senator BYRD, Proceed.
Mr. DAANF. Yes, we can furnish that. I can either run through it
now orSenator MONDALE. No, I just wanted to have it in the record.
Mr. 1)AA-.. Fille, I. amy cast-, yotOl are (plite right, there have been
differing results with respect to liffrelnt countries, and it has been

very noticeably changed with respect to .apan where the devaluation

has been somelhing over 25 percent. It is (eti'tain to have large effects,
even though the siZe ind timing of the expected ilereases i exports
alld'slowin ig of im)ort growth cinilot be foreseen with precision.
TFhe structure of (Il'iliance of liynimnts is su(-h that we need to
earu iasulstantial 8lI)ilHu
ieolni
rlent international transactionsSl×citeflally on ierclhandise t-a'ih,-in order to lalance the net outflows of (oveilient aid and private capital which are natllral and
desirable for a wealthy eoUitry with a well-developed capital market,
But the dolllinit tl'delncy Ii ou r international trInalictions froni
about 1965 through 1172 w i leit
'riste, mt
worsening in our current
bllince--and especiallY ollr ti'ide hialane-to tlle point where they
moved into deepening deficit, Liast yeai, it.
s yoI know, we had it tllie
deficit of almost $7 billion andl iIt itit oil 'all current and long-term
ial)iital trinlsat ions (onlliiled of ore! $9 hlllion.
World business cvle conditions were idverse fr'om a U.S. balance.
of-payments viewl)oillt during 1972. L'ast, ial'.
our ecoloily and our
ipolrts weie igoioisily expanding while'demanlnd abrloid, including
demand for our exports, was still riathei, slack. But ev'en after naking iarough allowallce for the lid\vel icalivil
position, the uinoderly.
ingr trend rate of oil, tiad( defleicit last year llwas )rolblly itleast
around $4 billion. So conipaired with tlie'mid- 1(10's, when we had a
trade surl)lus averaging more than $5 billion a year, there had been a
deterioration on tlridoe iicOlit of iaround $10 blfllion. U.S. imports of
finished linnulfactill-eros
e pam,
illticlhrl • iy
rillidly during this period
while the U.S. share of world expoits of ianifacturesl declined
steadily.
The adverse trend in our t tide balance from 1065 to 1972 is atitrihiutable to iavarietv of factors. Fi'st, after 19615, the I'llited States
experienced greater increases in costs iilid prices, and lower rates of
prodiuctivity' gll'owth. thaii most other industral countries, Seeond,
this occI iried lit
iatilme when itnuibeih r of other (.Omlltries--Eilropeall
cooliit aies, Jall, iild vliious
iit
, oi'intihes in Asia-were reaching
Iapoint lit.
which they had built UIp the cabl)ility to take advantage
of existing price-cost dittreitntials. ''hirl. and 1u1ore recently, rapidly
rising imports of l)(trolc'llil,
have added to o1u foreign ex)enditiures.
Now, ias
a result of the exchange iitte lianges, together with other
factors, one can be cautiously
i')tinaistic, The woWlening of the trade,
blanie was halted dlling tihe (coUrs of 1972. The low point was
reached early in that, year, when the tride deficit apl)roached $8 billion it,
an annual rate. Tho
h .S. share ill
world exports of inftiufactures tOp pd declining in 197 0.
So -far this vear. the, has been a inairked improvement i the trade
balance. The .annual rate of deficit on trade in Jaiuary-April 1973
decrpaWsharply to around $2 bill ion, compared to $6.8 billion for
19072 ats it whole. MNuch of this reent. improvement reflects anl excep~tionally large billge, inl aigricultural exports which is likely to prove
temporary, so that the underlying gain is not nearly as large its the

raw data suggest. We should be prepared for some temporary setback
during the months ahead, as the dollar prices of imports will be
pushed up further in delayed reaction to the devaluation, while the
volume of imports will not yet have fully reacted to the price rise But
there have ben solid gains. The value of nonagricultural exports in
Jauiuary-April 1978 was 14 percent larger than it had been 6 months
earlier, a near-record rate of increase. New foreign orders for msa
chinery in the first quarter of 1973 were up by 16Tpercent. from the
third quarter of last year. Meanwhile the value of total imports after
rising sharply through January, has not risen at all since then, despite
becoming domestic demand, a sharp rise in prices of imported raw materials, and a continuing ris in imports of ptroleum.
Thus, the increased competitiveness of 1.S. goods as a result of
devaluation is beginning to have perceptible beneficial effects on both
our exports and our imports. The eortesponding opposite effects are
beginning to be evident in the trade figu es of other countries, notably
Japan, where import expansion has acceerated and export growth is
slowing down.
Parenthetially I might add, in the morning paper, I see where
Soviet Russia is having a trade balance problem of its own, if the
figures are meaningful and meaningfully intep)imted.
Later this year and in 1974, we expect to see further gins in our
foreign trade balance, not only because of the cumulating effects of our
strengthened competitive position, but also because business cycle con.
ditions are likely to be moving in our favor. Growth in the 11S. economy will be slowing to a more moderate and sustainable rate from now
on, while expansion abroad is likely to be continuing vigorously. It
seems clear that there can be a substantial improvemenLin the trade
balance beginning this vear, and gathering momentum in 1074 and
1975, by which time, we should be experiencing a sizable trade surplus
for the first time since the late 1960's.
The reallocation of resources that follows upon sharp changes in
exchange rates and competitive positions is, of course, not instant or
automatic. It takes time and it takes effort. Sellers must alter their
marketing strategies. Buyvers must shift to new suppliers. New investment decisions have to 6e taken and implementedL The lags in this
process are considerable. That is why we, are only now beginning to
experience substantial benefits from the Smithsonian exchange rate
changes of 1971, The benefits of the early 1973 exchange rate changes
probably will mainly become evident in 1974 and 1975.
So far, I have been discussing primarily the way we expect the
trade balance to evolve in the period alead. And as indicated, the trade
balance is crucial. Of course, there will also be changes in other cur.
rent transactions and inflows of private long-term capital. As to non.
trade current transactions, the balance on tlese has tended to change
rather slowly. We should be able to rely on further strong gains in
returns from U.S. investments abroad. Iii recent years, however, these
gains in income receipts have tended to be largely offset by mounting
interest payments on our debts to foreigners, especially in foreign
official holders of liquid dollar claims on the United States.
Flows of investment capital are volatile, and difficult to predict.
Over time, however, the influence of the recent exchange rate changes
on these flows should also contribute to improvement in the U.S. bal-

ance of iayaineuts. Anmerican firms muay tiiid that there is less need
than before to iieet time voiupetition li amaifaturimig abroad: their
17.S. plants can now deliver 1'.S. gubmls abroad at ucih lower price
in terms of time currencijes of tihe iinirimhig countries. By the same
token, foreign producers maya iiresiigly imid that it iio'r imkes
sense to think in terms of e4tailisimig puIaws1 hmere.
Portfolio immt-stors are :lsto likely to he favoramlr inlummtimed ais our
overall hzalauvme utives toward equiilibrinm Ink 1)311mular. foreign
investors shmouldlli~e emmt* uraged to vomitinle time 1srgee puareliues of
1'.S. corporate st~wks aiid immils that haive IM'comme sini1 .omIH~tait fesa-il lK
ba reversal
tuie of our balismeof pa:ymeumts. Mcmsii' erauliv. there
of time tentdeiiev to Imwrow dollars- for tm ariseof Switeiiig inlto
tat time 1xwsihbility of large
foreign-CIumrremmev demmoimmiuated aism't$ i1Mea
gais fromt execmaiime-rste vimaji res Iis Iw-eim taken out of time picture.
Oil time other ;Iaml. time phmasmmg omit of ('xistiiig vonktrols oni out flows
of U.S. caupitalI will temd to wor-k ini time otler diretioui. ()It balammee,
tihis coumtry is likely to reimmaiima nme't eximrter of both p~rivaute sand
(lovernmemat capital'to tile less-developed World. wlmieht is surely time
:11)propiilte post mare forii wea-:ltlimy e(simit v.
1)uring thle t rsaisitio
54) priodl wim niternat tonal t ranisactionis are
gradually conmiig into IKtter bmalsance. time Uited States will still have
au detieit-almeit a (limiiilhg.! ommeb--Omn cuIIremat ande loiag-terma cav ital
transactions. And~ we cannot rile ouit time imsimitvof ocesasioma I periods of miicertaitv in foreigia1 exemaiige iiarkets, :as time experience
of recent weeks indicates. TheIn' e'mt regrime of floatimig exchianige
rates provides a useful buffter duriumi smud episodes. mllowig su~rplus
countries to avoid time uaassive inflows of funds thamt caused t hieni
.serious domestic difficulties for amoietaury amanagemmpAci earlier this
year. and thus preventing time developimeiit of a -crisis that could
induce large changes in cuarrencey pa:r values.
More inlj)ortantly tihe main impetus for very large spveulative amovenients liss be-en removed boy time adjustment of exchange rates to levels
that are now -widely regarded as realistic, aid will. we think. come to
he increasingly re-cognized as realistic as time 1'. .1. jpayuents deficit
diminishes. Oncve time treii(l of miuderivuing iimIrovenment becomes clear
tothme market. the resiual basic detit f rom thmen on should be fairly
easily covered bv auretire flow of short-term funds that weit 3broail
during crit lier p) riods of curreiiev spNcuhut ion.
What further actions are needed hrv us and by other countries to
insure that tile needed adu~llstmnut toward better international balance
will in fact take place?
First. as indicated at the outset, time iniflationiary pressure arising
from excessively rapid domestic economic growth and credit expansion Imuist be curbed. so tilat our prices anid costs do not again _et out
of line with those of other countries. in addition, sufficient resources
will need to be available to ineet time increased dIemandls coining from
export expansion and( import suibstit utioim. Second. U.S. businessmen
must take adlvanitage of time new competitive 0p1 )ortunities, vigorously
and imaginatively. Third. foreign countries need to be willing to accept
some reductions in their foreign trade surpluses. Tiley must not manliputlate export incentives or barriers to import in ways that would tend
to frustrate the adjus-tment. Fourth. we and other countries need to

pursue the search for a reformed international monetary system that

provides a satisfactory international adjustment process.
In all of these areas, there is reason to be encouraged. On the domes.
tic front it is true we have recently had a very disappointing revival
of inflation. But the rapid increase inprices has reflected, in part,
special factors, including the food shortage, the transitional shift from
phase I to phase III, and the dollar devaluation--effects which should
soon subside. Over a somewhat longer period, our inflation has been
less than that inother leading eounti'ies. Our consumer price index rose
by 5 percent in the year from April 1972 to 1973, while the rise in
European countries and Jn pan was 61/2 to 1 percent. Unit labor costs
have generally been rising faster abroad thai they have here. Our hope
and expectation is that inflationary pressures here will subside in the

months ahead as economic expansion slows to it
more sustainable rate,

and its
the special llroblen of food supplies recedes,
In this connection, I light observe that tlw hectic pace, of consumer
expenditure experienced (luring the past winter seems to have moder.
ated somewhat inApril and May. Housing starts have receded recently
toward a more sustainable pa(t,. 'rhe deficit i the Federal budget 15
being reduced well below earlier estimates, and monetary policy has

exojted increasing restraint,
Tile main danger of continued strong inflationary pressures arises
reaction to the
from the possibility of an escalation of wage demands ill
recent. bulge in price increases, and fromn the possibility of an excessively large increase inbusiness spending on fixel investment and
inventories, But so far, collective-bargainin

at reeIents have restilted

in wage increases reasonably inkeeping wi tie

51/2 percent national

standard, And there is hope that business spending decisions will be

tempered by good sense, and by the considerable tightening of credit
conditions over the past few months,

As you know, the Federal Reserve has taken further actions within
the past 2 weeks to slow dowin the expansion of bank lending to business. On May 16, the Boad announced the imposition of marginal
reserve requirements on large denomination certificates of deposit
and on other money market instruments issued by large banks, in order
to moderate the expansion of bank lending to major business corpora.
tions. Chairman Burns has written to alt banks urging them to join

ina concerted effort to curb bank credit expansion.
So far as exports and imports are concerned, U.S. businesses are
already beginning to take advantage of their imnpioved competitive
position eliative to foreign Iproduce'rs. This is evident in the figures
for rising exports and export, orders, and in the increasing gains of
U.S. products against foreign products in our own markets-for
example, inthe case of alitoiol)i Its. Even more vigorous and Imaglnative efforts in this ar' clearly tire needed.
Foreign countries are showing i willingness to help bring about
the needed adjustnents. They have cooperated inachieving a more
realistic pattern of exchange rates, °Japan, inparticular, is making a
real effort to reduce its enormous trade surplus and to shift tile focus
of
its economic growth away from expansion of exports and toward
badly needed infrast ructure, linvet tient at homne.
The needed trade adjustmnents are not really very large in the ag.
gregate, relative to the total volume of trade and economic activity,

although sizable a(ljuswtmnts may I* required for Iarticular industries in sonic ,.()uits. Thl
Ires.nt expansive briikess climate
abroad is favorable for the MaeAed liustnwiats by foreign countries.
They do netA to slow their eXimlirt growth and accelerate the rise

in their imnmls. hut thty do notIhave to sulter actual cutbacks intexpo~,i,. ladeid. at lr'e .t they
aitd
ltatIarger and chealer inoxirts

or, a welotiw
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l
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l .
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[The tables referred to above follow :1
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TO IST QUARTER 1973
TABLE I.-U.S. BALANCE OF PAYMENTS, 1959
lIn billions of dollars a yearl
1973 lit
Annual averages
Item
andservices'.
Exports of goods

Merchandise, excluding military
Military transactions and services
Military sales.
Investment income ..
Travel, Including fIres.
there
transportation
Other services.
Imports of goods and services.
Merchandise, excluding military
Military transactions and suvIce
Ml Itary esponditwues.
Investment income i ,
Travel, includingfares
transportation
there
ther services

8

1996
27.6
19,2
3.4
.4
4,3
LI
1,6
.9
._23.8
-1" 2
-8,6
-

3.1I

977

93
38. I

12,3
.8
6.7

1,6
2.1

U.S.Government grants andcapi"
ti,1 net ....
Privte long-term capital, ot.

186.10

53,11

66.2

73.5

35.6
13.1
1,4
9,9
2.4
7

42.8
23.4
1.9
12.9
3.1

48
24.7
1.2
13.8
34

2,4

,31.4

-77.8

-894

.19.9
-4. 8
-4,9
-.5.6
-. 0
1.6
40.3

-55.7
-4.
-22.1
-4,7
,-5.9
-6.3
-3,4
-1.8
-4,2

-65.0
.24.4

33
.8

..

,-20 7
-10.8

46.9
-1.6

13.3

.33 8
-16 7

4, 1
.4,4A
-2.6
A.4
,31
.13
.1
-32
15, 1
A2.0

3I

8.7

',1

, ,,6

-1.4

-A,/

-. 9
-)i
.. 6
.? t

5.3
-3 3
.. 3 7

Ia transactions..

.39
,8

..2r7

Private short.term capital, net
and omissions, net. _
Errors

-2.5

--I.t

-5.8

-3,1

".4.4
,"4:

-3.6

-3.6

'.-9.3
io.
-.

-9.22.

-11.1

-3.8

3

1,.9

Balance on current and lont.tern capi-

Irans.
on official reserve
Balance
actions (excluding SORallow.
actions)..

SA
annual
Isas I

-65.4

5,

Remittances and pensions, net....
Balance on goods, servicts, and remittances. .

1972

1.8

~1.4

2.7

1

_0,5

-2.3

4, 1

9

1.2

Balance on goods andservices'
Merchandise, excluding military,
Military transactions andservices.
Military transactions
Investment income .
Travel, including lares.
Other transportation
Other services .

quarter

Annual

-2 4

.30.5

Preliminary.
I Preliminary estlits,.
I Cocludingl transfers under military grants.
4 Excluding undistlibutnod earnings Ol subsidldilri,
I Excluding military grants. Including nonliquid liabilities to other than official reserve holders,
Note: Details may not addto total$ because of rounding.

I

,.,t

-11.0

.....

-40.9

TABLE 2.-U.S. MERCHANDISE TRADE, 1970.-73
tin billions of dollars a year; balance-of -payments basis]
Exports
Agricul.
tural

Period

Imports

Other

Years:
1970
.............................
1971
..............................
1972
........................
Quarters (at seasonally adjusted annual rates):
1971:
8.3
35.2
....
I.. ...................
7.8
35.4
II....................
8.5
37.6
IV........................
6.6
31.7
IV.................. ....
1972:
8.9
37.8
I ....................
8.8
37.5
9.6
39.9
Ill ....................
IV.............
........
...
10.8
42.2
15.2
46.2
1973-11
...........................
April' .. .....
........ ...........
(16.2)
(49.0)
1. 469
January- April 1973,.. ................
Percentage changes from:
6 months earlier (percent) .........
52
14
12 months earlier (percent) ........
62
19
I Preliminary.

Total

Fuels

Other

Total

Trade
balance

36.6
41.5
50.6

39.8
45.5
55.7

4+2.2
-2.7
-6.8

43.5
43.2
46.1
38.3

3.1
3.9
4.3
4.6

39.8
42.9
43.4
39.9

42.9
46.8
47.7
44.5

.6
-3.6
-1.5
-6.1

46.6
46.2
49.5
53.0
61.4
(65.2)
62.3

4.7
4.9
5.5
5.4
6.6
(6.7
6.6

49.3
48.5
50,1
54.3
58.4
5.)
58.0

54.0
53.4
55.6
59.7
65.0
(31
64.6

-7.3
-7.1
-6.1
-6.7
-3.7
+.1
-2.2

22
28

22
30

11
15

12
16 ..........

TABLE 3.-PRIVATE CAPITAL FLOWS
In billions of dollars; (-) equals capital outflow]
Annual averages
1963-66

Annual
1967-70

1971

1972

-3. 1

.7

-14.2

.........................

-3. 7

-. 8

-4.1

U.S.capital ................................

(-4.1)

(-4.8)

(-6.3)

(-5.4)

-2.9
Direct investments abroad ................
United States purchases of foreign securities ..............................
-. 8
Other ..................................
-. 5

-3.5

-4.8

-3.3

-1.2
-. 1

Private capital, net ..............................
Long-term, net .......

Foreign capital ...... *......................

(+.4)

Foreign direct investments in United States..............
Foreign purchases of U.S.securities .....
2
Other ..................................
+. 2
Short-term, net ................................-.
U.S. capital ................................
Foreign capital .............................

7
-. 6
+1, 3

(+4.0)

-. 9
-. 7
(+2.3)

+2.2
1

-. 6
-1.5
"+5.5)
3
+4. 5
.7

+.
+2*
+.8

2
4-.

1.5

-10.1

+2.0

-3.4
-6. 7

-2.9
+5.0

-1.0
+2.5

Note: Details may not add to totals because of rounding.
Source: U.S.Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, "Survey of Current Business," June 1972 and
March 1973.

Senator Bynu. I think we should follow the 10-minute rule on cuestioning. I have a few questions and then I will yield to Senator Dole.
Governor Daane, the gist of your statement, as I read it is that we
have passed the critical point and the two devaluations oi the dollar
will restore equilibrium to our international trade and payments position. Has the Federal Reserve Board done any actual or factual studies
to support this thesis?
Mr. DAANE. Mr. Chairman, I really do rest my case on the data
that we have in hand and on our staff's analysis which seems consistent
with that of other staffs with respect to the trends, particularly on our
trade account. So that in answer to your question, I would say, yes, this
represents not just a horseback judgment but a serious attempt. to
make an in-depth analysis of our payments position, and particularly,
of our trade account. But, as I emphasized at the outset, no one can be
sure of these things in terms of precision and I would not want to
attach that degree of precision to any of our looking ahead.
Senator BYRD. Well, you seem to suggest that the doIlar devaluations
were a healthy thing for the international economy. What effect will
the devaluations have on the role of the dollar as an international
reserve?
Mr. DAANE. Well, Mr. Chairman, I pointed out that I believed that
the present exchange rate pattern is a realistic and viable pattern of
rates and certainly changes were part, of this process of reaching a more
realistic pattern. So that on the side of the imbalances that are attributable to the adjustment process. quite clearly the devaluations have
played a part in that achievement. As to the'status of the dollar as a
reserve currency, this is one of the aspects that the committee of 20 in
their work on international rnonetary' reform is quite clearly looking
at alongside of all of the other reserve assets. As you know, we have
the special drawing rights. We still have a stock gold iii the monetary
system. And we have the reserve currencies, not only the dollar but
other currencies.
And then there is a tendency to see some new reserve currencies
emerge. So we are looking in our work on international monetary
reform at the status of these various reserve assets and, quite clearly,
there will be a diminished role-and, in our judgment, there should
be a diminished role-for gold as a reserve asset in this process, as we
look ahead. And there quite likely will be a diminishing role, although
a continuing role, for reserve currencies such as the dollar.
Senator Byim. So the role of the dollar as a reserve currency is
diminishing and you would expect that it would continue to diminish ?
Mr. ),Ax E. As I say. Mr. Chairinan, we are looking at the question
of what should be the i'ole of these various reserve assets.
Senator BYRD. I know that.
Mr. D4 ,\xE. Including the dollar. And there is a reasoinable expectation that there will be a somewhat diimiinished role or a diminished role
for the dollar- Senator Bnm. But there is a diminished role, now. isn't there?

Mr. 1)daAE. Pardon?

Senator BYiu. It is already a diminished role so far as tihe dollar
is concerned?
Well, in terms of the dollar holdings in reserves of
W
Mr.
foreign currencies, I am iot so sure you can make that case but in terms
of the spirit and attitude, probably,*Yes.

Senator BYRD.That is what I was speaking of. Devaluation in itself
is not a solution to our problems, is it?
Mr. DAANE. No; I indicated that it was an integral part of the adjustments that were achieved since 1971.
Senator BynD.Yes.
Mr. DAAX,. I think looking ahead quite clearly there is no solution
to be found, no further solution to be found in any way, shape or
fashion by a devaluation of theiU.S. dollar. The solution, as I tried
to point out here, the solution is in terms of cal)italizing on the new
realistic rate structure and on resolving our persistent inflation problem both for domestic reasons and certainly for reasons associated
with our balance of payments.
Senator Bv'w. I was in Germany and England during the Easter
recess and talked to a great many people and my impression is the
second devaluation of the dollar. let's say, shook'the people up very
much over there, shook the business community, the financial
comnmnity.
Mr. DAANE. As one who travels abroad, it shook me up a bit, too,
when I had to pay those prices, Mr. (ihair nan.
Senator BYRD. I am speaking of the Europiean business community
and the European financial community. Is that the information that
you have that the second devaluation had an adverse impact?
Mr. ,A.M11.
I am not sure that that is right entirely, Mr. Chairman.
There was a feeling about it in terms of some of the countries that
it was not feasible to include in the negotiations, given the limitations
of time, to the extent we would have preferred.
Senator Ihm). Did it not tend toMr. I)\NE. But in terms of the countries that were involved in the
negotiation-and it was a negotiation-in terms of achieving these
exchange rate changes which involved, of course, Western Germany,
which involved thelpatterns established with respect to the floating
rates in the various countries, this was a negotiated package and not a
unilateral action on our part.
Senator BYR.-But (lid it not tend to diminish confidence in the
dollar?
Mr. DAAN.E. Well, we have seen some reflows of dollars since then,
Mr. Chairman. In fact, reflows in size.
Senator BYRiD. Do you anticipate a third devaluation?
Mr. I),%-xE-. No, as I said a mnmient ago. I certainly not only do
not anticipate it but I see absolutely no benefit in thinking along these
lines.
Senator BYR). But if I had asked the same question 6 months ago
about the second devaluation, I would have gotten-the same answer,
would I not?
M. DAANF. Central bankers have a tendency, I believe, as do
ministers of finance, Mr. Chairman, to, of necessity, take a position
of that sort, but I can say in sincerity to you, that really see neither
prospect nor profit in an, talk of, or in any thinking about, a further
devaluation of the dollar.
Senator BYRi). But you didn't see that 6 months ago for the second
devaluation?
Mr. DAANE:. That isn't quite right either, if I may take the opposite
position from you, respectfully , sir. If you recall, going back to the
Smithsonian agreement of December 1971, the United States argued-
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and I was part of the U.S. team in putting this forward-the United
States argued that it was clear to us from our studies, in part done
by the esteemed gentlemen accompanying me today, that it was clear
from our studies, not only at the Federal Reserve, but at the Treasury
and throughout. the administration, that we needed a swing in our
trade balance of around $13 billion. The Smithsonian agreement with
respect to rates, quite clearly did not accept that thesis of the United
States. It, brought about a major change-imajor changes-but the
best guess-although I wouldn't want to put too much credence in a
single figure-hut the best guess was that it probably produced a
change in rates that would yield a sum of improvements totaling
around $8 billion. So the Silithsonian agreement, in and of itself,
did not meet our perspective with respect to the magnitude of the
swing that was needed.
As you know, a part of the swing acconplished as a result of the,
agreements at that meeting was subsequently reduced by the British
action with respect to their rate. So, Mr. Chairman, had you asked
me somewhere in between Smithsonian and now, do you see any need
for further adjustment, not necessarily the Vnited States. but iao you
see a need for further adjustment ill' exchange rates, I would have
answered, well, we did not get a fully satisfactory pattern of rates
at the Smithsonian.
Senator Byn). It was hailed as one of the great monetary confer.
ences of all times.
Senator MONDALE. Great?
Mr. l),\,xN: It was a very great achievement. My whole life has been
in this area and we had iot ever had a multilateral agreement with
respect. to specific exchange rates. It did(result in sul)stantial changes in
exchange rates and, Mr. Chairman, whenever you talk about exchange
rates in an upward direction, you are talking about something that
is politically very difficult for the revaluing countries. So that I think
that it is quite correct to say that this was a substantial effort and a substantial result. But it wasn't clearly in retrospect an(, at least, in terms
of the ITnited States proposal at the time, it, wasn't enough and now
wo have gone through another change in exchange rates and, in the
best judgment. I can give you, we have accomllishe(d a realistic pattern
of rates.
Senator BYRD. Just one additional question and then my time will be
up and I will yield to Senator I)ole.
You mentioned, in your statement, a tightening of credit. This would
be translated, I assumre, into high interest rates, would it not?
Mr. DAANE. Well, Mr. Chairman. we .have been tightening credit in
a moderate and a responsible way for quite some time, as you know, and
we have continued down this course. tiring that period that we have
tightened credit, you could go back to March of 1972. if you wanted
to take one point of departure, quite clearly, interest rates. particularly
in the short end of the market, have rise substantially.
In terms of the longer interest rates, there has been relatively little
increase in rates, but there has been some. But the real principal increase in interest rates has come in the short end rather than in the
long end of the market, but there, inevitably, has been along with our
tightening and along with the quickening of business activity a rise
in interest rates.

With respect to tightening: We also have seen a substantial slowing
of the growth of our monetary aggregates and, specifically of the
money supply. If you take, for example, the narrowly defined money
supply, it has been growing this year at a rate just slightly above 3
percent compared to a rate of over 8 percent in the whole of 1972. So
that we have been trying to bring about a slower growth in the monetary aggregates. We have been not trying to bring about, but have accepted, the inevitable increase in interest rates that go along with
that. And since we felt. that the sort of critical area here at the moment
wae in terms of business spending, we took an action earlier this
month directed specifically toward thl large )anks increasing their cost
of funds,- aimed at slowing them down in terms of their extensions
of credit to business, and, in fact, we are seeing a slowing down in bank
credit expansion.
Senator BYRD. I am not expressing criticism of what has-been done.
I am just saying-well, you said it better than I did; that an increase
in interest rates was inevital)h,, I think you used the term.
Mr. DAANE. An inevitable part of the process of the kind of booming economy we have had along with the fact that the monetary au-thorities were trying to exercise restraint, yes.

Senator

BYRD.

Thank you.

Senator Dole?
Senator DoLE. I note in your statement that you refer to a recent
improvement in the trade balance, and ou indicate that much of
this recent improvement reflects an exceptionally large bulge in agricultural exports. But you go on to say "which is likely to prove temporar
e hear from Secretary Butz and others that the-.farmers have
almost reached the promised land, and that exports will continue to
expand and increase. In fact, we are about to take up in the Senate
a farm bill based on that promise; that is, that there will be a strong
demand for exports and exports will increase. We are talking about
hard exports for dollar sales. What evidence do you have that indicates the export increase of agricultural products may only be temporary
Mr. DAANE4. Well, I don't. claiii, Senator, to be an expert in the
agricultural area, but I would call your attention to table 2 in the
material which I gave you, which shows the tremendous percentage
rise in our agricultural exports.
Senator DOLE. Is that, b&ause of the Russian sale?
Mr. DAA-.*.. And we have some special factors-pardon?
Senator DoLE. Is that because of the Russian wheat sale?
Mr. DAANE. It does include the Russian wheat sale in that time
period that accounts for it, and again the best expectation of those
who are closer to this problem than I am-and I won't debate here
with the Secretary of Agriculture-but the people on our staff who
have stayed closer to this aspect of our exports, do not anticipate that
they can hold at the April level that you see in table 2, a level of over
$16 billion of agricultural exports compared with the level over the
years 1971-72 running from $6 billion to $8 billion, or maybe $9 billion.
So it does look exceptionally high.
Senator DOLE. What if the exports were $10 billion or $12 billion?
Mr. DAANE. That would still be a very strong export pattern, and,
again, I won't pick a figure here. I don't know enough to pick a Agure

for you, but all I am saying, again, my best advice and best judgment
is that it will back down from the current levels. Now, what it backs
down to, I don't know. It could still be a very strong export figure,
so these positions might not be inconsistent.
Senator DOLE. How do we explain to those who make inquiries
tie very sharp rise in the price of gold? I don't know what the record
high is-what it. is today-but when we had during a 6-month period
about a 100-point drop'in the stock market, and I think in mid-May
gold was $116 an ounce, is that construed to be a rational behavior, or
is it a deliberate attack on the American dollar? How do we reconcile
those two happenings?
Mr. DAAN:E. Well, Senator, this is not a question capable of a quick
answer.
Senator DoLE. I don't know if you can answer it at all. I tried to
answer it.
Mr. DAANE. Well-' I will try to capsulize it a bit. When you talk
about market l)svchologv--an1 I have been a. career man in the Federal Reserve from my early days back in Richmond, Va., back in the
late 1930s, and I learned long ago that you can't really find a rational
explanation at all tines for market belaivior, if you can at any time.
So vhat you are seeing here is a market. phychology that. has driven
up the gold price to the present astronomical level, and I can't give
you all of the factors of the market's view of this.
The price this mor.,,ing was $111.50. The Chairman says that the
gold has a relationship to the Richmond beef price. Well, one ielationship I can readily see there is the fact that Iboth are comlodity
prices, and that the'commodity price of gold is one in which tle
people like to speculate. And there is a considerable speculative demand
that has forced that priee ul) for reasons that I really can't give you
inclusively, l)ecause it is a latter of p)sychology. But 1 (1o think'we
can overplay the significance of a rise in the price of gold. The Central
Bank Governors and the Finaice Ministers, as vou know, in March
of 1968Senator I)oir. Excuse me. Is there any relationshipMr. DA4,NE [continuing]. In March'of 1968 took a different posi.
tion and, in effect, set up two different markets so that the gold Imiarket is a commodity market. 'le longer run forecasts are for i demand
curve that outruns supply. but the l)resent price is quite clearly not,

related to that sore of l)aslc analysis, soSenator DoiE. Excuse me, (ioes that reflectMr. DAANE, [continuing]. So it is a market psychology factor,
Senator.
Senator I)oxE. Does that reflect a loss of confidence in the dollar?
Is that it?

Mr. DAAINE. Well, how mach of it relates to the foreign view or
other view of the dollar and of our ability to resolve our inflation
problems, the kind of general mnsettlement with respect to the exchanges, the seeming slowness of progress in international monetary

reform, I don't knov. As I said at the outset, Senator, I long ago
learned that to try to analyze market motivations is not very fruitful.
Senator I)oL,. 'Well. ifWit continues to stay at what some consider

it to be a ridiculously high price. should we do anything? Should we
sell some of our goli at this high price and announce we will never
buy it back, or should we do nothing?

Mr. DAANE. Well, I would think at the moment that we ought to
do nothing. We have had under consideration again in the Uroup
of 20, as I said a moment ago, the role of the various reserve assets,
and gold is one of those, and there are a number of possibilities one
could conceive of. One possibility is to, at some point in time, change
this present, arrangement which is an international understanding
that keeps the central banks from doing what you suggested a moment
ago, Senator. The central banks have made an"agreement not to either
buy or sell gold. Conceivably, at some point in time that arrangement
could come under review again to see whether that is the wisest policy,
but in answer to you, taking it as of this moment in tine, I would
say you wouldn't want to (1o anything.
We can't unilaterally, because it involves an international agreement, and it is part and parcel of the look we are taking at the
role of these very reserve assets, and you wouldn't want to get out
ahead of the considered work and the kind of orderly approach to
these problems that is now going on.
I think I would volunteer that this applies as well to the present
proposal with respect to U.S. citizens holding gold. Quite clearly, this
is consistent with the U.S. position that over time, we want to phase
out gold from tie monetary system, just as your proposal would. It is
consistent with our basic approach and philosophy regarding the role
of gold in the system over time. lit is quite clearly would be premature
both in terms of the orderly consideration of the role of gold that is
part and parcel of our monetary reform exercise that we are working
on very hard. In addition to what I said, it would immediately aggravate, to put. it mildly, our balance-of-payments problems, should
P.S. citizens charge forward to buy gold.
Senator DoLE. Well, do you see'any relationship between what some
refer to as the energy crisis and what other refer to as the monetary
crisis, and, in particular, based on the fact that four of the countries
along the Arabian Peninsula may have by 1980, $100 billion, which
would have a great impact on economics everywhere in the world?
How do we propose to deal with that problem, or is there a
relationship.
Mr. DAAXE. Well, again, I am not an expert. on the energy problem.
I would refer you to the Treasury on that, but I will make the comment-and, again, I would like to ask you to take a look with me, if
you would, sir, at table 2, to try to put this thing in perspective in
terms of our immediate balance-of-payments problem. r have taken a
cautiously optimistic view of our trading progress and prospects, and
I have done it against the background of a full recognition, at least
I hope it is a full recognition, of what is happening here with respect
to our imports of fuel. If you look at the figures, you will see that
while there has been a rise in the dollar expenditure on imports of
fuel-and this is in table 2, and I am looking at the first column under
"Imports"-while there has been a rise, it hasn't been of the kind of
dramatic magnitude that seems to be showing through in some of the
press comments and other comments with respect to this problem.
That has not kept us from having a sizable surplus in April on the
trade account. It should not keel) its from developing the pattern of
surplus of looking forward to a substantial trade surplus. And again
I wouldn't want to pinpoint the precise moment in time.

Senator DoLE. Well, it has been suggested that figure might reach
$25 billion.
Mr. DA.,NF. This figure for ener, imports call go on up over time,
yes. These are longer range forecast's, but in making an allowance for
an increase in this figure on the best basis that our staff can do it, we
still come up with substantial improvement on our trade account, the
one we are experiencing now. So that I think one has to keel) this probloin in perspective. At the same time I do think it, is a problem and it
does relate importantly to the monetary system in that. these countries
will l)e earning reserve currencies in dollars. in particular, in substantial amounts, and where they invest those( dollars is of significance to
the system. So that. I would both. in a sense, minimize it b"'saying it is
not the be-all and end((-all of our trade picture 1y any neans, but, at
the, samew time, it. does have an important ,on'taryaspect in terms of
the flows of funds in the direction of those flows, as these countries earn
substantial dollars in the period ahead.
Whether or not, the figures are ight, it will be substantial. That is
quite evident.
Senator DoiE.Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
Senator Bll). Senator- Roth?
Senator Ryrln. Based on your pi-edictions for balance-of-trade figuTes can you give tue some ideva of what we 'an expect our l)osition will
be with respect to fuel ? You- chart on table 2 only goes up to 1978.
What do you think it w\'ill be by the end of this decade? An accurate
estimate would certainly help us here ill the Colngress inour eonsidera.
tion of wairiousol)osals to help solve the enet-gy ct-isis. I just wondered
what your ol)illons are.
Mr. D,\.a-E. Well, 1 would he i,,lutant. Senator Roth, without looking into it more precisely. to give you a figui-e sitting here. No can,
I Suppose. submit fo- the rveo-d some indicated range. but I would be
skeptical of any precise figi-es in this area. As I say, our staff did attempt to take into account the rise in expetiditu-es bere in. their looking ahead at. the likely result with respect to out' trade surplus and it
(los not seem to uts
thfit this will inhibit or prevent a development over
time of a substantial ttade sut-l)hus.
Senator- R'r-ii. With the app-ov'al of ou- chairman. could we have
the benefit of you- staff's wo-k in this area. This is a critically impoltant. )t-obleim, and I a1 pleased to see y-our optimistic, foreefsts. Certaitily mch of the legislation that is c61ming before the Congress will
have to be based l t udgment~s suchl ats yout-s and I think It would be

most. helpful if we could have included inithe meco-d ait a later-time the
mesum tsof your staff's tutdy.
SeItot- BY: 1. That, would be most helpful to the cot"mi"tte.. Would
that be satisfacto-Ny, (o'e-not-?
Mm-. I),A'F,. Yes. We will try to get some iiidication of the magnitude
that we see ahead of us he- In a.vety rough way but I wouliilt put
any strong etl)hasis ott the precision of these figu-es. We will take a
look at it, Mr. Chaimat. and if we can come up')
with anything that
might, be useful, initcreasing and improviig perspective in this area,
we will cei-tainly (1o so.
[Mr. Daate subsequently supplied the following information :]
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SOME IMPLICATIONS OF GROWING U.S IMPORTS OF PETROLEUM

In order to meet its growing requirements for energy over the next decade,
the United States will have to import increasing quantities of petroleum and
petroleum products. Most of the increase will have to come from petroleumthe
exporting countries in the Middle East and Africa, where two-thirds ofsmall
world's proven reserves are located. Many of those countries have
populations and limited capacity to absorb imports, so that their sharply rising
export earnings will lead them to accumulate very substantial reserves of foreign
exchange.
The question arises whether either of these developments--the rapid in.
crease in U.S. oil imports, and the accumulation by a few countries in the
Middle East and Africa of large financial reserves-is likely to cause difficulties
for the U.S. balance of payments and the U.S. dollar in the years ahead,
Large figures are sometimes cited as pr(ma faoie evidence of trouble. For
example, it has been estimated that the value of U.S. imports of petroleum
and products copld be as high as $25 billion a year- in 1980. It has been estimated that foreign assets of Arab countries could approach $100 billion by that
date. Both figure seem well within the limits of possibility. But neither is
evidence by itself of impending difficulty for the U.S. balance of payments
or the U.S. dollar. Other relevant magnitudes will also be rising over the
period.
It should be noted, first, that not all of the increase in U.S. payments for
oil imports will constitute a net drain on the U.S. current account balance.
There will be substantial offsets in the form of increased U.S. exports to those
oil-producing countries that do have sizable populations and development needs.
There will be further offsets in the form of increasing earnings by US. petroleum
companies engaged in foreign operations, and a reduced need for U.S. financing
of the future expansion of the industry.
Second, those oil-exporting countries that do add very substantially to their
foreign assets over the decade will be seeking secure and profitable investment outlets for these funds. It seems likely that a substantial portion will
be invested in the United States, which has a large, open, and diversified
capital market. Thus any net worsening of the U.S. current account balance
that does result from rising oil imports could well be largely or entirely offset
by rising inflows of capital.
Third, other industrial countries in Europe and Japan will also be increasing their oil imports. They are, and will remain, much more dependent than
this country on rising oil imports to meet their growing needs for energy. If
balance of payments difficulties should result from rising oil imports, such
difficulties are apt to be at least as great for other industrial countries as for
the United States, so that no weakening of the dollar against other leading
currencies would neecssarily result.
All this Is not to suggest that there will be no problems. There may well be
difficulties in persuading the oil-producing countries to increase their production
sufficiently rapidly to meet the needs of industrial countries. There may well be
disagreements with regard to petroleum prices, and increased participation by
the producing countries in the management of, and profits from, petroleum production and marketing. Environmental questions will continue to arise In connection with the building of new ports and refineries. The form which long-term
investment of oil countries' funds should appropriately take, and the mechanics
of handling such large investment flows, will need to be worked out.
Over the long run, much will depend on the progress made in industrial countries in developing alternative sources of energy, and in conserving the use of
energy, These are pressing problems, since the world's resources of petroleum
will not suffice indefinitely to meet growing needs for energy. But meanwhile, it
18 not at all clear that petroleum imports need cause insurmountable balance of
payments problems for the United States.

Mr. DAANF. As I indicated at the outset, however I think this
energy problein is within the administration and hands of our very
able colleagues at the Treasury, and they may be able to give you a
better reading on their particular outlook than we can.

Senator BYRD. But it is a matter of great concern to the Federal

Reserve Board, I would think.
Mr. DAANE. Yes, it is.
Senator BYRD. And the FederalMr. DAANE. And obviously we are not oblivious to it, and, as I
repeat again, we try to make a fair allowance. Within the limits of our
own knowledge in this area, we tried to make an allowance as we
looked ahead on the impact on our balance of trade. And on that
impact, I think, is easy to exaggerate.
ram more concerned, frankly, in terms of fitting it into our system;
that is, the reformed international monetary system will have to take
into account the disequilibrating flows, an(l'take into account the
magnitude of the possible flows from this particular source.
Senator Rowm. Well, I would appreciate your shedding some light
on this situation. It can't be taken categoricallv.
Back to your statement of cautious ol)timism, Are there any danger
signs, any storm signals, that we should be watching for during the
next several months?
I recall the time that we moved from phase 2 to phase 3, when many
economists, both in and out of Government, were ol)timistic about
the state of the economy. Now things donut look so good. Being a bit
pessimistic for a moment, what are the danger signals you see today
in our international situation?
Mr. DAAN E. Well, I think it is a little difficult to do that. Again,
Senator, I think we were a bit caught by surprise by some of the suddeftly erupting storm signals early on in this Year.
From long experience with the foreign exchange markets, and our
domestic financial market. I find it very difficult to be responsive and
say, well, you can look here for a warning signal and my cautious
optimism vas based on a trend analysis. It relates importantly to four
areas. You could look at those four areas for )ossible warning signals.
The first and most important area is our inflation )rospect. Now our
expectation is that there-will be an improvements in terms of a more
sustainable growth rate for our economy and a dimiinution of price
pressures that would accompany that more sustainable rate of growth.
,o this is a general area where'one would want to I)e sure that we are
going to be on course. Xid a second area, again. as I have pointed out,
is the area of our businesses taking advantage of the cost-price structure, here and abroad. Our price structure is relatively better.
It is important that businesses not turn inward and look only at
their domestic markets even though that is a very natural phenomenon.
Again, this is an area where we need to see more concrete progress and
this is a general area where I would be watching to see if we are miaking real progress. And a third area is in the area of what foreign countries are doing. I have mentioned they have shown some willingness
to cooperate in bringing about the adjustment, but if they turn in'ard
and begin to erect more controls and more iontariff barriers or what.
ever, again, this is a warning to us.
Finally, if we stuml)le and seem to be drifting in terms of accomplisihig'a restoration of a dural)le international monetary ystem-I
ave the feeling, based on my recent work and our Plrior work, that
we are making some progressin,,this area. but slip)age is possible and
this is another area for caution in a general sense. But if you are iook-
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ing for specific storm signals, Senator, specific warning signals, it is
very difficult.
Senator RaOT. Is there anything that Congress should do to prompt
businessmen to take advantage of new competitive opportunities?
Mr. DAANE. Well I am not., really, Senator, enough of an expert on
the tax side to know if there is anything fruitflf in that area for
consideration. I call say that,, in general, where I have listed the inflation problem as directly relevant, wvhate ver we call do to maintain
a fiscal posture of balance or maybe eveii a slight surplus against
the sort of overheated or overpressed economy that we have isquite
clearly useful. But I would not want to suggest specific measures.
Now you do have before the Congress, I believe, some proposals for
budgetary control and there are some encouraging signs that Congress
is trying to improve its control over the budget. There we would
welcome the rel)ort of your Joint Study Committee on Budget Control, and further congressional attention to the whole matter of our
fiscal stance, our budget control, and its relationship to the thrust of
policy against inflation-where quite clearly we don't want to count
on simply one instrument. These questions are within tie purview
of the Congress, and I would not, have the temerity to make any
specific suggestions, Senator.
Senator ROTh. Thank you. My time is up.
Senator Byn.

Senator Mondale?

Senator MON.-DALE. Ias the Federal Reserve made a study of what
interests speculating against the dollar helped to cause the two devaluations?
Mr. DAANE. Well, it is pretty hard to get precise figures, Senator.
Senator Moxuu,, Well,have you tried?
Mr. I)AAN E. Senator, we have made some inquiries of commercial
banks as to their activities. These inquiries or results are both revealing and nonrevealing. They are still not complete. I would be glad to
furnish the results of these inquiries to the committee, Senator, when
we do get the results. They wouldn't he precisely wat you are asking about, though, because'all they will show is some of the increased
flows, it is difficult, to sort out the so-called purely speculative from
other flows.
Senator MONDALE. Well, I don't wish to be limited to the question of
speculation. That is considered a loaded term. But what interests were
swapping U.S. dollars for other currencies during the periods leading
ul) to the two devaluations?
Mr. I)AA-.. We are looking into this insofar as the flows were from
the Tited Sttes--and the flows were quite clearly not all from the
United States in t.his sort of speculative flurry. We talked a moment
ago about the gold increase, Senator, which is a market )rice, a commodity price. In those markets subject, to the buying, a lot of that, I
suppose, goes through Switzerland as a pass through, but who is doing
it is just very difficult, to get at.
Senator oDAL. And there is no way of finding that out?
Mr. DAANE. Well, I will ask my colletigues here with me. to give
you the best information we have but it won't really be coinclusive,
Senator. We just simply can't find out. The flows are of a magnitude
and nature that is impossible to sort out totally.
And my colleague reminds me that almost everyone who can hedge
in a speculative situation like that. Businesses (1o it and-

Senator MONDALE. But I am not passing a value judgment, Mr.
Daane. I would just like to know who is doing it and how much on
the grounds that it might be instructive.
Mr. DAANE. It is a very valid question, Senator, and we had the
same feeling ourselves. And, as I indicated. we did undertake some
inquiries of commercial banks, which is our real link -to this process.
Insofar as those inquiries reveal anything useful, I will be happy to
share it with you. We haven't coinl)leted those inquiries. We had the
same question in our own minds as to who was doing this and how
much was from IT.S. sources and so on.
Senator MONDAiF. The American consumer will be paying billion.s
of dollars in increased costs for imports, not just petroleum, although
that has risen spectacularly, but I mean in other areas, as well. And
much of it is stemming fiom the devaluations, from the two dramatic
devaluations of tie American (lolla'. An'l unless our assumption is
that those devaluations were inevital)le and flowed entirely from innocent market forces, then aren't we drawn to the conclusion that we
had better make a very complete and intensive study to the extent
that data is available to find out who is doing it and whether there
are not other protective measures that we should take in addition
to the floating, to wvhat I gather is a fairly clean float now, to make
certain that we don't get. visited with another one ofifhese disasters?
Mr. DAAXE. Well, yes. Senator. However, I think one needs to dis.
tinguish two things hiere, and I think that insofar as these massive
speculative flows upset tie international monetary system and as they
had an adverse consequence. then quite clearly, we'want to know all
that we can about, those flows. We are, within; the range of our own
capabilities, trying to find out, what we can. But I would not want
to accept the inference that, in effect, it was tie speculation that led
to the devaluations.
Senator MON DAu. You keel) bringing it u ) that it wis the speculations that, caused this. I tried to inl out wio it was who was doing
itMr. DAANE-. I know, Senator. I know that, but I simply want to
say for the record, however, that I take back any inference, for the
record, that, the evaluationss related siiil)ly to s)ecIlation. I- say,
for the record, that ti(l devaluations related to the fundamental imbalances in trade and paynnts rather than simply a response to
.ecator no,,,m,. I n other' words,
it is your judgment'that the swing
in the value of the American dollar as against other currencies is
almost totally the product, of innocent market forces?
Mr.
. Yes: that is p)roal)l a better way to put it; that is to
say, that this swing is justified by market forces and by market relatinships in the basic sense. And, as I said, our best analysis, the United
States best analysis of our trade relationships and our balance-ofpayments position in the fall of 1971 indicated a need for a swing.
Senator moxn-LE. Is this the first devaluation you are talking about?
Mr. DA.NE,. Before the Smithsonian, yes.
Senator MONDALE. And did you feel the need for the second one,
then ?
Mr, D . And at that time, our analysis indicated quite clearlyand you can go back over the record-i indicated quite clearly that
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the swing to be accomplished would involve a change in rates and
here the changes, as you understand, Senator, can come from either side
of this equation; the changes call come on the part of foreigners and
the changes can come on the part of the United States.
Senator MONDALE. Or both?
Mr. DAANE. Or both. In fact, with the Smithsonian it was both.
And, more recently, it was both, so all I am saying is, as we viewed
the magnitude of the problem and leaving aside this kind of flow of
speculation, we had at basic imbalance that, led to the devaluations,
rather than it simply being a response to speculators in the gold
market, if that is the way you put it.
Senator MONDALE. Well, did you think following the first devaluation that there was a need for the second devaluation to bring U.S.
currencies into more realistic alinement based on ihe reality of their
market values?
Mr. I), ANE. Senator, the difficulty in all of this is to estimate with
any precision. We thought that the. amount of realinement to be accominplished, the amount of the needed swing in the trade sectors, Senator, was greater, but some very knowledgeable people, not just our
foreign friends, but some very knowledgeable in international organizations, thought we were setting our sights too high in terms of the
amount of the swing that was needed. There was an honest difference
of opinion.
So we went along with all that could be accomplished at that time
with respect to exchange rate changess and then looked for the "proof
of the pudding." I think the Proof of the pudding is that we needed
more.

Senator MoN-1A1,,F. You say you are undertaking a study of the
operation of the banks, the :T.'banks in the two devaluations. Is the
executive branch, to your knowledge, doing a study of the role, say,
of the multinationals, not just U.S. companies but others that might
be involved, foreign companies and the rest in this speculation, or
in transfer of money, in exchanging of money so that we might get a
definition and an analysis of how, truly innocent these matters are?
Mr. DAANE. If I may, Senator, I would like to ask Mr. Bryant,
who is working with the other Parts of the administration on this, to
answer.
Senator MOI DALE. All right.
Mr. DAAX T. He is working on the problem of collecting what we
can in the way of information, if he would care to respond?
Mr. BRYANT. lell, efforts have been made in the last few months
to look again at the statistical reporting network and see if that can't
be improved, both in the areas of transactions and assets and liabil.

cities, reported by banks and financial institutions and by the large
corporations.
Senator MONDALE. Are you getting responses now?
Mr. BRYANT. Well,'e are just in the middle of doing that.
Senator MONDALE. How satisfactory are the responses?
Mr. BRYANT. I haven't seen any of the individual responses myself.
Mr. I),AANX. We don't know thiat, yet, Senator.
Senator MONDALE. Who has seen them?
Mr. BRYANT. I am not sure whether the responses are actually in.
I mean, my knowledge of this is the kind of questions we were asking,

what further information we were hoping to get, how we could improve the reporting forms.
Senator MONDALE. Could we have a copy of this study when it is
done?
Mr. BRYANT. Well, we are not conducting the study ourselves.
Senator MONDLE. Who is?
Mr. BRYANT. The Treasury Department and the Commerce )epartment.
Senator MDei),LE. The Treasurv I)epartment is conducting a study?
Mr. I)A,\,FE. Treasury and Comilerce, Selator. are jointly engaged
in this project. I don't myself know how far along it is ii terms of
the answers. We can find out.
you submit that for the record?
Villd
Senator MoNmm\E. W
d0111(
you ask Mr. Bennett when he is il) here
Mr. DAAN E. Yes, or
testifying next Week?
Well maybe if your stall' man could explain
Senator Moxwsu.\.
what is the structure of that study we would appreciate it.
Mr. DA,E'. Yes, that we can certainly do.
[Mr. Daane sll)squelt ly Sf)1)1ied thme following in format ion :]
INTERNATIONAL FLOWS OF FUNDS PRECEDING TIE ANNOUNCEMENT ON FEBRUARY
1973, OF TIM, DEVALUATION OF THE U.S. DOLLAR

12,

When large lternatloli flows of funds occur during periods of extreme Uncertainty In foreign exchange markets, as ill late Jatiuary aid early February
1973, It, Is always (ifitult to Identify the transactors and their motives. A large
l)roportion of such flows usually represent changing leads and lags i ordinary
commercial payments are importers and exporters accelerate or (leihy laYuenUits.
Some transactions through U.S. banks call be Ilentifled and transactions of
large corporations are regularly reported ; but a large residual typically shows up
as "errors and omissionsli tint, balance of pay'lnenlits accoUnts.
The Federal Reserve has reviewed tie outflows of funds through U.S. banks
during the period Immediately preceding the amwmuncement on February 12 of the
devaluation of the. U.S. dollar. its review was based oin (a) regular statistical
reports by U.S. banks (including U.S. agencies and branches of foreign banks),
and (b) a special survey of 13 International banks that account for more than

60 percent of the foreign assets reports by U.S. banks under tile Voluntary

Foreign Credit Restraint program, and for the bulk of foreign exchange dealings

for commercial customers by U.S. banks.

The regular statistical reports show an increase in banks' foreign loans (together with the foreign assets of the U.S. agencies and branches of foreign

banks) of about $2 billion during the three week l)eriod en(ling February 14. and
unpublished data show a roughly equal volume of withdrawals of balances- held
at banks in tihe United States (Ineluling agencies and braneies) by commercial

banks abroad (including U.S. bank branches) and other private foreign residents.
These outflows, recorded Iin banking data, total $4 billion anl(d account for about
one-half of the U.S. payments deficit during tile three-week period. (The deficit
for this period, at about $8 billion, was almost its largeas the defielt of $10

.billion recorded for the entire first quarter.)
Tile princil)al conclusions of tilt( special survey of 13 international banks are:

(1) Shifts in tite hanks' own foreign exchange positions and-those of their

foreign I)raneles represented only a small l)art of tit, total Increase inldemand
for foreign currencies in tile period In question. The banks reported a total shift

in their foreign currency positions against the dollar of less than $400 million in
the 3 weeks ending February 14. More than half of tills shift was li theilipsitions

of foreign branches. Changes in head office positions were thus very small, and
reflected the eliinelon of a short
.poxltlons
in good part tile shift in head office
position in foreign currencies rather than the build-up of a long position in
foreign currencies.

(2) Foreign and U.S. commercial corporate customers' gross purchases of

foreign exchange (spot aind forward) from the banks an1d their foreign branches
increased significantly from a level that was already high by historical standards.
In the 8 weeks ending February 14 these customer purchases were about
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$600 million greater than in the preceding 8 week period-about $2 billion against
$1.4 billion. About two-thirds of the estimated gross purchases by customers were
rom head offices, and one-third from foreign branches.
Changes in banks' foreign ex,'hange positions, as reflected in the survey results
were clearly very small in relation to the increases in banks' foreign credit and
reductions in foreign interbank balances with U.S. banks that occurred in the
period.
In major part, the outflows through banks (increases in banks' foreign dollar
assets and decreases in dollar liabilities to foreigners) reflected transactions
initiated by commercial concerii4 and others abroad who during this period
reduced their dollar assets or increased their dollar liabilities. Such shifts may
have reflected speculation, but they would also occur as normal hedging operations, as banks' customers sought to cover previously unhedged foreign currency positions, and there is no ready way for the Federal Reserve or for the
U.S. banks to distinguish between the two types of transactions.
In addition to capital flows that are recorded in these banking sources there
are others between U.S. residents and foreigners that may be recorded in other
ways. or may escape statistical reporting systems. For instance, they may have
been large flows directly between U.S. firns and their foreign affiliates, or
between foreign home offices and their U.S. affiliates, but data on such flows
will not be available until first quarter reports for the balance of payments are
tabulated later this month. The U.S. Treasury and the Department of Commerce,
with assistance from our staff, are making efforts to determine whether major
types of financial transactions that occurred during this period are accurately
recorded in our regular statistical reportig system. Attached is a letter from
the Secretary of the Treasury and the Secretary of Commerce to presidents
of business firms ill the United States asking them to ensure that their statisical
reports for the first quarter of 1973 are as complete and accurate as possible,
Attachment.
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE NEWS,
OFFICE OF THE SECRErARY,

l1a.qh [toti, D.C., April p.5, 1973.
NOTE TO (OHRESPON DENTS.

Attached is a letter from the Secretary of the Treasury and the Secretary of
Commerce to presidents of business firms in the United States which file regular
statistical reports to one or both )epartments for the purpose of compiling

statistics on international capital transactions in the U.S. balance of payments.

The request is specifically designed to ensure that data reported within the
existing statistical reporting system are as complete and accurate as possible,
particularly for the first quarter of 1973.
It Is hoped that the request will lead to a better understanding of the sources
and nature of the unusual capital flows of recent months.
U.S.

DEPARTMENT

OF

TUE SECRETARY

COMMERCE,
OF COMMERCE,

Wa8hington, D.C., April 18, 1973.
The recent period of international monetary disturbances was accompanied
by large movements of funds out of the United States and from the dollar
into foreign currencies. Wille these flows of funds have aroused widespread
public interest in this country an(1 abroad, neither the United States Governmeat nor the governments of countries whicl were the major recipients of these
funds have adequate information concerning the nature of these movements,
The 14-nation monetary meeting in Paris last month, in which the United
States particilpated, announced the need to seek more complete understanding
of the sources and nature of these large capital flows.
The established statistical reporting systems operated by the Department'
of the Treasury and the Bureau of Economic Analysis of the Department of
Commerce are designed to obtain comprehensive data on international capital
transactions in the U.S. balance of payments, and together provide reasonably
adequate information under normal conditions. However, the extent of trans.
actions In the balance of payments for which no data have been recorded-

the so-called "errors and omissions"-indicates that many transactions escape

the statistical system in periods when unusual flows take place. Because of
the Importance of an adequate explanation of the recent events, we are convinced
that a major effort must be made to ensure that responses to the present report-

ing forms are thorough and accurate, and that the reporting system is properly
designed.
We are asking you, therefore, to undertake a policy level review within your

firm to ensure that the statistical data which are reported on the Treasury
and Commerce forms for the first three months of this year are complete, con.
sistent and accurate. They should reflect all of your financial relationships
with foreigners, including those with your own foreign branches and subsidiaries

or foreign parent or head office, except to the extent that the reporting exemptions apply. I'lease see the enclosed material for details,
Our primary objective is to ensure that the data reported for December 31, 1972
and the first quarter of 1973 in both the Treasury and Commerce data systems are
as accurate and complete as possible, to enable us to analyze the movements which
occurred during the first quarter. We believe the interests of the business com.
munity coincide with our own in establishing accurate information on recent
flows. In addition, the review should, of course, produce continuing improvements
in reporting. We would also like to be advised of any types of international capital
transactions of your firm which do not fit into the categories provided in these
forms, and which therefore are not reported.
We will appreciate it very much if you will give this matter your personal
attention. We are sure you recognize the importance to the U.S. Government and
to the business community of an objective and factual understanding of these

capital movements.
Sincerely yours,

Enclosure.
Senator MONo)ALE. Just one

GEORoE P.
Secretary of
FREDERICK
Secretary

S1IUJ~TZ,
the Treasury.
B. DENT,
of Commerce.

final question.

In your list, of proposed remedies for inflation and balance of payments trade, you seem to come down hard on turning the credit screw
and encouraging exports and the rest. What about tax policy or were
you deliberately staving away from tax policy?

Mr. DAXANd
. Yes, Senator: I am not an expert in tax policies. I did

give our view with respect to the importance of a fiscal policy and
posture Senator MONDAL. Yes.
Mr. D,,\NE [continuing]. That would weigh in against the inflationar, pressures which would point toward the develo pment of balance
or'maybe eveni a slight surplus, but I deliberately ie rained from trying to'say how that should he achieved or where'it should be achieved.
It. is being achieved in part. is you can see, in the reduction of the
deficit projected and, well, I think the answer to you is, I don't think it
is really my province to get into tax policy.
Senator MO,'10NALE. Did I hear you earlier recommend that the Congress spend less?
Mr. DAAXE:. Pardon ?
Senator MONDA,F'. Did I hear you earlier suggest that the Congress
should spend less?
Mr. D,%.EF. No. I simply said that this area of fiscal policy, which
involves both expenditures and the revenue side. is clearly within the
purview of Congress, and I would hope-that we would have a continuing policy that would help alongside monetary policy, in getting at

our- inflation problems.

Senator MONDAL,. What about defense and military aid? I noticed
you didn't mention that and maybe for the same reason. What is your
estimate of the total adverse impact-what is your estimate for the
total military and foreign aid expenditures by this country in this

fiscal year; foreign military aid and monetary expenditures overseas;
what is your estimate 1 ,
Mr. DAANE. I guess I might have to submit this for the record, Senator, but looking at this table is something under $5 billion.
Senator MONDALE. Well, that couldn't possibly be correctMr. DAANE. That is for military expenditures. Now, government
grants are about $3.5 billion or something in that area.
Senator MONDALE. What about that, too?

Mr. DAANE. I don't-well, this table doesn't break that out. We can
perhaps try to get a break out for you.
Senator BYRD. Would you submit for the record a breakdown of
that?
Mr. DAANE. Well, we will try.
[Mr. Daane subsequently supplied the following:]
MIArAnY TRANSAOrXONS AND FoRInON AiD IN TnF. U.S. BALANCE OF PAYMEM
Data on the balance-of.payments impact of U.S. military transactions and
U.S. foreign grants and credits are regularly compiled by the Department of
Commerce and published quarterly in the Commerce4Department's Survey of
Current Bu8ines. The data given in the attached Table 1 were abstracted from
tables appearing in the Marbh 1973 issue of that publication, Additional breakdowns of major U.S. Government transactions are given in another table in
that issue, a copy of which is also attached.
These figures reflect essentially the measurable direct impact of these transactions on the balance of payments. They do not represent budgetary costs
which, for related defense programs in particular, may be much larger and
may have important indirect influences on our international competitive situation.
Attachments:
TABLE I.-DATA ONFOREIGN
MILITARY TRANSACTIONS AND U.S,FOREIGN
GRANTS AND CREDITS APPEARING
IN THEU.S.BALANCE OFPAYMENTS
(Inbillions of dollars; payments (-)j
Total
1971

Other areas

Western Europe
1972

Military transactions, net
.........................
-2.9
-3.5
Direct defense expenditures .............. -4.8
-4.7
Transfers under military agency sales contracts.
1.9
1.2
Transfers of goods and services
under U.S.
military grant aid programs' .............
(3.1)
(4.3)
U.S.Government grants and credits, net .
4.4
-3.6
U.S.Government grants (excluding military)....
-2. G
-2.2
US.Government capital flows, net
............
-1.9
-1.6
....Certain nonliquid liabilities ...................
-. 5
.2

1971

1972

-1.1
-1.7
-1.8
-2.0
-2.2
-2.8
.9
.5
1,0
(.3)
(.2)
(2.9)
-.3.......... -4,
1
2:)

-1.8
-2.5
.7
(4.1)
-3.6
2
-1.

1971

-. 4

No net direct balance.of.payments impact.
$ Less than $50,000,000.
Source: U.S.Department of Commerce, "Survey of Current Business," March 1973.
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1972

1

-. 1

,3

TABLE 5.-MAJOR U.S. GOVERNMENT TRANSACTIONS
IMilions of dollars]

1971
Line
A.

1971 1972P
1
la

to
11
12
13
14
15
16

17
18
19
20

Under farm product disposal programs ....
Under Foreign Assistance Acts and related programs .. ,
............................
Under Expoct-Import Bank Act
C21ta subscriptions to international and regional organization. excluding IMF ...- .

5
6
7
8
9

I

Ii

Ill

IV

1

6.041

5.860 1,644
---- 1.611

1.741
1.595

1.227
1.383

1,429
1.453

1,433
1,400

2,045
156
-182

2.208
80
-135

465
90
-84

524
24
-50

503
19
2

553
23
-50

164
181
157

75
190
251

39
40
35

63
55
43

26
38
34

13

1

3

2

246
128
8
310
246
. 3.772
4

264
52
9
339
271
3.453
-16

44
84
2
70
35
1,134
4

102
15
3
95
49
1219
-25

19
.14
1
64
99
612
-8

81
16
2
81
64
807
33

151
626
423
246

1.238
2.259
1 297
271

239
736
481
35

429
762
384
49

234
568
238
99

249
560
320
64

U.S. Government grants (excluding military) and capital flows increasing Government assets, tol
(table 2,lines 30. 34. and 35. with sign reversed)...
Seasonally adjusted
BY CATEGORY
Grants, net
i..
Credits repayable inforeign
currencies.
tei foreign currency assets (excluding administrative cash holdings). net..Receipts from-Sales of agricultural commodities Interest
Repayments of principal..
Reverse grants
Other sources..
Less disbursements forGrants in the recipient's currencyCredits in the recipient's currency.
Other grants and credits.
Other U.S. Govermnent expenditures .-.Capital subscriptions to international and regional organizations, excluding IMF
Credits repayable in U.S. dollars...Oter assets (including changes in administrative cash holdings), net .
---- ---......

2
3
4

1972

I_

8

1

(-)

(-)

(*)

it

1l P

IVP

1,516
1,370

1,294
1,450

1,617
1,640

630
20
-33

582
14
25

497
10
-65

499
35
-62

36
47
45

42
48
49

32
49
44

0*

1
40
46

(0)

1
53
111

2

3

3

6

2

79
15
5
78
44
844
-73

9
11
2
81
69
866
-040

57
6
1
94
48
735
69

287

437
627
305
69

204
510
265
48

(-) (-)

1

120
21
2
86
110
1008
27

BY PROGRAM
.

......
....

-

,619

401
44

310
sI0
327
110

to
0

21
22
23

24

25

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
8

1
2
2a
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
lOa
11
Ila

556
..................
...
Oher asita.ncePrograms- -----346
Other 1fWre currency assets acquired (lines A-6. A.7. and A9) ------------....................
310
------A.13)
(line
or
credits
grants
for
than
other
Government
U.S.
by
used
currencies
foreign
Less

Adva

_..eei ,eL . .....
F,,agreements.
igatio.Fund
nder EundageStabxc

Oe (0cludin changes in administrative cash holdings), net-

.......................---

BY DISPOSITION'
1
Estimated transactions involving no direct dollar outflow from the United States--Expenditures on U.S. merchandise..
2
-818
I-_
ExpendituresontU.S.Servc
4
.
.
Uliitay salescontracts fnanced by U.S. Governmetcredits3 2(line B.1 )....
......................
credits
Govenment
U.S.
prior
repay
to
credits
Government
U.S.
U.S. Government credits 3 to repay prior U.S-private credits -.........
Increase in claims on U.S. Government associated with Government grants and captal flows
increasing Government assets (including changes in retained accounts) (line 8.17) -----13
Less foreign currencies used by U.S. Government otter than fr grants credits (line A. )Less dollar recoveries on short-term claims financing military sales contracts and U.S. Govern. .......
.... .. ....
. .. . ......
ment credits to repay private credits _.... ..
Estimated dollar payments to foreign countries and international and regional organizations through
U.S. Government grants and capital flows increasing Government assets._
Nonliquid habilities reported by U.S. Government. including medium-term securities and long-term obli-la tions payable p maturityy only under special conditions, net increase (+)
obci reserve agencies
To foreign
Seas(ataybdleed..

2. line 57)-

-

2

718
453
339

142
76
70

.......---....
---.
-38

5

1,480
803
212
246
216
105

135
101
95
-25

1.564
1,078
221
249
48
121

87
75
64

193
94
81

132

IO

78

10
96
81

263

214

166
86

92
94

----- ......---55 ...-...
-----.....---46
-73
-9

32

969 1,147
721
720
219
167
45
68
90
43
148
59

1,23D
915
193
75
50
139

1,284
840
230
164
44
88
13
81

1,015
586
161
124
53
197

26

1,272
764
215
128
134
154

607
396
432

4,801
3,105
799
490
281
579

26
310

19
339

6
70

-5
95

1
64

25
81

9
78

132

134

36

52

25

20

73

13

10

37

279
222
22
258

345
-109
-0
-189

78
78

5.160
3.322

881
_
145
341

1.059

189

164
-72
--1-

177
-11
-13

258
--2077
-197

232
235
Z3
170

203
193
19
179

232
97
97
155

-2
-8

-4
-8

-3
-9

350
366

280
280

-4
-2

-2
94

()
86

-165
-167

-24 ------------.
-24
U.S. Treasury securities issuedin connection with Columbia River downstream rightsU.S. Treasury securities issued in connection with prepayments for military purchases in the
-1
.
-2 .................
-1-..............
- UnitedStates(line e13)
-4 ----------------4 ---....- -4 --...............------4
- -.----U.. Treasuryoigations to be liquidated again.st.US.claims.-165
80
282 -------375
-----------197 -US. Treasurysecurities not included elsewhere a.375
-2
--2
---------------2
-4
-4
.
.
U.S.ams
ainst
liquidated
to
be
Expor-potBak obligation
Export-Import Bank securities not included elsewhere...............................................................................................................
() .... .
(*)
--------------_----------------------Otheir---------56
144
101
87
-- 15
-204
-97
-70
214
-486
andprwiae foreigners (table 2, line 48) -------------------To Wheofficial
180
-22
157
-196
-101
-5
-188
97
-...Seasonally-adjust204
149
91
-97
-139
-201
-203
-72
347
615
------------------------------Associated with military sales contracts .-----126
185
147
- 111
-220
- 185
-111
- -99
..... ........ . ..............
... . . . ... .
Seasonally adjusted ..............
-

co

--------------

TABLE 5.-MAJOR U.S.GOVERNMENT TRANSACTIONS-Contiued
[MillioOs o dollars
1972

1971
1972P

1911

Line

12
13
14
15
16
17
17a

18
19
20
21

21a
22
23
24
25

etc.-Continued
NoI=qui l
To other ha and private toreigners-Continued
Associated with military sales cntracts-Cotinued
U.S.Govern-mereceipts -from foreign governments (including principal repayments on
1 046
credits financing military sales contracts), net of refunds -.......................
Less U.S. Treasury securities issued in connection with Prepayments fot military purchases
-2
-- -----in the United States (fine B.4) -------------------Plus military sales contracts financed by U.S.Government credits ' (line A-29) ---------- 607
348
LessU.S. Government receipts from principal repayments .
Less transfers of goods and services(includmi transfers financed bycredits)(table 2,line 3)- 1.922
Associated
26
. .
. . I .(line
. . . . . assets
. .increasing
. . . . Government
. capital
. . . flows
. . . ;nd
. .U.S .Government
. . . . . grants
A.32). . .with
. - . -. - -..- .- ..--

1.396

20

-

246
46
475

iThe idenTl
botioot transactions involving direct dollar outflow from the United States is made

35IV

2431

37

325

4

214

359

243

374

325

455

19
-6
is

6

249
122
600

. ..
6
- - --------..
Seasoally adjusted- - . . .
Non4iterest-bearing securities issued to IDAto lOB.or to UN. for special programs ....................
5
19
26
-_
Foreign funds retained in U.S-.Government accounts for purchases in the United States
(-)
I
()
-------------------------------Other -------------------------4
1
5
2
1
0
3
.
.
..
.
.
.
.
.
..
..- -.-.. . . . . . .. .
- ----.
- . . . . .. . . . .
_-.
--. ---.
Othe r .
-4
Seasonally adusted ......... . .......... ... ... ............---- .... ... .......-- .....
..
u100......
loan to U.S.Government ..............................German Government 10-yeaF
-4
-1
Associated with U.S. Government nonmilitary sales and miscellaneous operations ----------5
(-)
-151
8
----------------.....-----.----US. Treasury securities not included elsewhereExpot4mp Bank securities tincluded elsewhere --------.------------------------------- -

inirpor bythe operafi agcy. Howevr such data for all quarters 1971and for first. third, and
ou quarters 1972 are only extrapolated estimates by SEA. because of incomplete reports from
one operatingagency, and are tohe revised in future isue oftheSurvey.
'Lim AIB inclodesforeigncorrenic c1ollce as interest and line A.30 includes foreign currency
coletedas -wl.imnaseoredin lionA-6andA.7.
i31 include somesiort-term U.S. Government daims, collections of which e
3 Lies Ag ldS
ecoidd i line A.34. Collections of those short-tem chims recorded in lines A.29 and 8-14 are
included in line 8.5.
and services financed by U.S. Government credits and of
e Comis of trans of wiliay goods
(on military sales contracts) financed by crdts
advance p~ents to the Deonse Deparm
eee o riners by US Governmentagenes.
ie fe ncurrens.
ilad scrties payable in U.S. dllar ad in c
aoder militaW sals contracts ae those in whcb the Defense Deportaent sells
CTI nmPlto
la
--- s and s arvrsa foreign prchaseron acas orcdtbasis Thetries
anitra
tomitarysescontactintisadtheothe
air rtd
for the zonalyteie o
ru
,r
InolIedsh
tiles --patal dm

2U

- ..-----..- - 1
490
374
1,166

ii

ii
..

I7

270

204

I

..

-5
-5

iill

iYe

-1........................---

68
55
429

45
124
419

75
103
311

164
119
327

124
73
228

128
79
299

1
1

25
25

9
9

13
13

-2
-2

(0)
(')

1
-5
(*)
(*)
-4
111
-4
111
100 ........
-S
6

6

,i

1

2

(0)
')
(')
-2

9

1")
1
1

1
1 -------

: consists of transfers of mitay goods and services 5F i

10
3
-3
-3
-4

--148

-3
-3
-3
I --------

4
-- 151

by U.S. Government credits (nlded

n lime 8.16) and of increases in Defense Department abilities (on military saes conatrs) which

arise tr advance payments to the Defense Department fnanced by credits to bo
Government
SExcludes liabilities associa
and induded in line 8.11.
V Preliminary.
*Less than$00,000 ().

s by U.S.

th military sales contacts, financedby U.S. Govermmt creits

Note.-Detads may not add to totaf becauseof rounding
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce. Bureau of Ecoomic Analysis.
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Senator MONDALE. We had estimates of $30 billion in overseas military expenditures and military aid and foreign aid.
Mr. BRYANT. These are baiance-of-payments figures and not the
budgetary figures, Senator. That explains the difference.
Senator MONDAL. Yes. Would you recommend a review of those
overseas expenditures to see if we couldn't reduce the impact in that
area?
Mr. DAAN HE.Senator, I don't have any specific recommendations in
this area. I am appearing here, in part, as you know, in lieu of our
chairman and it reminds me a lit of an experience I had when I was
a boy, when my family took me to New York to see the opening of a
new musical, which was reported to star a famous acrobatic dancer
Fred Stone and his two dancing daughters. At the last moment, Fred
was in an airplane accident and his part was taken on by his good and
close friend, Will Rogers. At the opening of this musical, Wi llRogers
came onto the stage, parked his gun at the side, and came back twirling
his rope and said:
This play was supposed to begin with Fred jumping from this scaffold up
near the ceiling of the stage doing a triple somersault and landing in the middle
Between Dorothy and Paula and breaking into a fast shoe-shuffle. That part
of the program will be omitted this evening.

So I am sorry to omit the part of the program you might have
gotten if you lhad our chairman here, but r won't try to emulate his
fancy footwork or headwork or even pipe work with you, Senator,
so I won't take any position on this at the moment.
Senator MONDAE. I thought you were going to say that describes the
economy.
Senator Bylm). Senator Haskell ?
Senator H,%siimSL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I just have one question. I take a sim ple-minded view of the devaluation. It doesn't indi-

cate a very healthy situation for the dollar. But as a fiscal expert,
Governor T uane, what effect, if any, do you think a policy of repatriating profits earned by foreign subsidiaries of our companies would
have either on the balance of patients or on the stability of the dollar?
Mr. DAANF. Well, as I have tried to indicate rather than look at
the question of delilwrat ly designing a policy, I think as weSenator IIAS KEL.
'Phie assumption in my question is that we adopt
4
the policy.
Mr. DA N '. If we look at the possibilities for repatriation in a voluntary sense, because the dev'elopnients at home and developments abroad
coswise-

Senator II.SKEL,. Excuse me. But just let's assume that we adopt
a tepatriation )olicy. I am asking you if we (lid adopt the policy,
what, if any, monetary effect wou 1(this have on the stability of the
dollar ?
Mr. DAANE. Well, to the extent that you have greater repatriation, it
quite clearly would have plus effect.; leaving aside any consequences
associated With it, it would have a )lus effect on our balance of payments,
Senator HASRELL. I notice on footnote 2 in table 1, you have ex.
eluded undistributed earnings in subsidiaries. I wonder if you have
that figure available to you?
Mr.'DAANE. I believe we can get an annual figure on that.

Senator HASKELL. I am not a member of the committee but if the
Chairman thinks it would be valuableSenator Bnm. Would you submit that for the record, Governor
Daane?
Mr. DAANH. Yes. I think the figures come annually and not quarterly.
We will submit what figures are available there.
[Mr. Daane subsequently submitted the following information:]
JUNE 19. 1978,

REINVESTED EARNINGS OP FOREIGN INCORPORATED AFFILIATES OF U.S. F1lt8s
Data on the reinvested earnings of foreign Incorporated affiliates of U.N. firms
are compiled annually by the apartmentt, of ('ommerce ant are published iii the
Survey of Current Bu8iliexR. The latest dato, through 1071 (preliminary), were
published In the November 1972 issue of that publication.
The U.S. owners' share In uch earnings in recent years is shown below:
Rein vestted earIigs

Billions

Year:
1967 -----------------------------------------------------------1968 -----------------------------------------------------------1969 -----------------------------------------------------------1970 -----------------------------------------------------------1071(p) ---------------------------------------------------------

$1.6
2.2
2.6
2.9
8.1

Thank you. I have no further questions.
I
Senator HASKELL.
Senator BRm). Governor, Nou have indicated that the money supply
increased 8 percent, or a little miore than 8 percent in 1972. Wlhat was
the increase in 19710
moment
Mr. I)AAN E. We C11 go on or come back to that, or wait it
until I find it.
Senator BYRD. I would like to get 1970 and 1971. We have 1972. And
you have indicated during 1973, it is 3 percent. I would like to get this
into perspective by getting it for three or 4 or 5 years.
.A Yes. We don't- have it,Mr. Chairman, immediately
Mr. I)D,
4 N.

here. We don't have the annual rates for yearly or quarterly, but I
can certainly get it. That wouldn't be any dihiculty.
Senator Bynii. If that is the case, I wish you would submit that for
the record; the figures for 1969, 1970, and 1971.
Mr. Rr.yNOiDS. Oh, here it is. Starting in 1969 ?

Senator BYRD. Yes, 1969.
Mr. REYNOMDs. The narrow money supply. that is, demand deposits
and currency, went ill) 3.6 percent in 1969; 6 percent, in 1970; 6.6 percent in 1971; 8.3 percent in 1972.
Mr. I)AANP,. You will recall with respect. to the rate of increase there
that we were attenmpting to revitalize our economy during a part o?
that period and, as we then moved into the strong expansionary phase,
the annual figures conceal that and, as I indicated, for this year we are
turning it around.
know the
fi
BYRD. I understand that but I think we need 6to percent
Senator
figues. The figures were 3.6 in 1969, 6 percent in 1970, 6. pe nt n
1171, and then it went up to 8.3 percent in 1972 and now is 3 percent
Mr. DAANE.

For the first 4 months of this year, it was running a

bit better than three, although it should be made clear for the record
here that these are averages and the April figure alone shows a much
higher rate of increase than the 3.1. The April -figure might be something above 7. Probably around 71/2 percent. So on the average, whioh

means in the very first quarter of this year, you had a very, very small
rate-of increase. One of the problems here, Mr. Chairman, is you do
get these bulges on a monthly basis and sometimes even on a quarterly
Senator BYRD. Well, do you plan that it will be around 6 percent
for the year? Will it be 6 or 5 percent?
Mr. I)AANE. We have clearly been aiming at a range on the monetary
aggregate side of quite clearly less than last year, Senator, so that my
preference would be to think' in terms of something in the range of 5
percent or 51/2 percent or something in that area, but clearly less than
last year.
Senator Bvm. Now you mentioned in discussions with Senator Roth,
you mentioned the various reserve assets. Now do you have figures on
the current gold holdings of the Federal Government?
Mr. D,,NNE. Yes; we lave them, Senator.
Senator Bvm). That is say for April 30?
Mr. D4 a, x. Our total reserve asset holdings are about $13 billion
and the gold coinponent is about $10.5 billion.
Senator BYRD. And then what are our liquid liabilities as of the end
of April?
M r. R,,YINOLDS. We only have them through March.
Mr. DAANE,. That is $7 1.3 billion.
Mr. RL-YOLDS. That is to official institutions, though ?
Mr. DA,\NE. That is to official institutiols, Senator.
Senator BYm. Wait just a minute. W'hat is this? Are you talking
about liquid liabilities?
Mr. DAANE. It is $90.9 billion to everybody and $71.3 billion to
official institutions.
Senator ByR1. It is the $90).9 billion I want.
Mr. I),\.A:. You want. the private Its well as official?
Senator livi). I want the total.
Mr. I)1 ,.xNE. $90.1) billion at tle end of larch. Senator.
Senator BYm. .Just for the revo i at the end of December which is
only 3 months previously, it was $71) billion so it went up sharply.
ir.
,
Our figure shows about $82 billion at the end of
I)ecemberi.
Senate) Bim). Youir figure shows $82 billion,
Mr. REYNOLiDs. These are l)1ii ished regularly.
Senator BYRD. TllV Ir(asury gave me the figure $7) billion.
Mr. DA%NE. I am using tile figure we i)ublished in our Federal
Reserve Bulletin. Senator, regularly. I don t know quite what the difference would be.
Senator BYm. All right.
Mr. I)AMN:. They might have taken out-the liabilities to international inonet.ary organizations of- something of that sort, but the total
we have for the end of l)eceinber was $82.9 billion and at. the end of
March $90.9 billion in terms of total U.S. liquid liabilities, both official and private.
Senator BYrn. Total assets as of the end of March 31, and total
holdings as at the end of March 31. were what?
Mr. DAANN. Well, our total reserve assets we can give you on up
through April. If you want anlenld of March figure, for comparability
purposes , then-

Senator BYRD. Yes, end of March.
Mr. DAAN,. The end of March figure of our total reserve assets were
$12,931 billion.
Senator Bymn). Does that include gold?
Mr. DAANE, Yes; that includes the gold.
Senator BYRiD. What was the gold?
Mr. DAANR. A gold stock of $10.487 billion but, of course, it doesn't
involve the change related to the February devaluation of the dollar
because that has not ,et been incorl)oratcd into these figures.
Senator BYmD. Right. But the point I am suggesting of your total
reserve assets, the bulk of it. is in gold?
Mr,DAANE. That is right.
Senator ByRD,The bulk is gold?
Mr. DA,,NF,. Yes, the b)lk is in gold that is quite correct, sir.
Senator Bynm. In your reslose. to Senator Roth, you said we are
exploring out' various assets. What did yoti mean by various reserve
assets?" 80 percent is in gold.
Mr. DANN. U7.S. reserve assets are 80 percent in gold, but as for
the reserve assets of the world monetary system, the gold is not that
high a percentage of the total, Senator. I think it is probably near
to 40oir50 percent oi evei less than that.
Senator Bym). Just several more (questions: Would a reduction in
Federal spending help to protect the value of the dollar and, if so how
large a reduction would be required to make a significant imlpacti
Mr.
.
Well, Senator, you are carrying me into the area of
fiscal policy and my basic position on it, is that anything that we can
do to strengthen our fiscal I)ostitre. however it is accomplished, to
bring us into a balanced fiscal position is quite clearly in order.
But how you accoml)lish this, whether it is done by reduction of
expenditures or whether it. is done in terms of the tax-policy route,
I would li'efer to (lefer to ,mebed other t han myelf.
Senator I pY).
It could either l)e (lone by a redu 'tion of expenditures
or an increase in taxes or IX)th. would it not?
Mr. D,,NE. Yes.
Senator Bl'nm. And you feel that we should try to approach a
balanced budget.
Mr. l).\,sE. I think that in terms of getting the benefits of reduced
inflation we should have a ('oot inatedal)lroa'h, yes, and that fiscal
policy is part. of a c'oordinated aiproaeh to outr inflation problems. To
the extent that we can move in the (lireotion of balance, it is quite
clearly appropriate to overcoming that problem.
Senator Byo.Let meI)ut it this way-Mr. DAANPE. And I am not select i4; the route, Senator.
Senator ff-m). Let me state it this way: would it be fair to say tha t
getting the U.S. Gove,rnment's fimncial house in order would be the
most helpful step that could be taken to test the dol1r and improve
the balance of pavments.
Mr. DAAXNE. What I am saying, Senator, inia little more gnetal
terms, is, namely, that we need to do all that we can to resolve our inflation problem, which is a serious problem, in order to move into a
balance with out' payments Ixsition and that. in the fight-against 'inflation, leaving asidehe income lliey-the two main instruments of
stabilization policy are mnonetary policy and fiscal policy. Quite clearly,
they should be in harness.

Senator BmR). And your concern is which?
Mr. DAANE. Our fiscal policy is well as monetary policy. And I think
on the monetary policy side,'we are doing what we can.
Senator BYRD. Are you or are you not concerned about the huge deficit the Federal Government has been running?
Mr. DAANE. I ami very definitely concerned about the deficits and I
indicated -a number of times I think in my testimony. Mr. Chairman,
I think it would be desirable for the tiscal'l)osture, to be one of balance
or even I could conceive of a slight suIIplus in the kind of excess demand economy that we have.
Senator B :n. Well, I can't see any likelihood of a surplus when we
have been running for four consecutive years a $30 billion Federal
funds deficit each year.
Mr. DAAN E. I will sttle for 'a balance, sir.
Senator BYRD. So would I.
#Just one final question.
#Just as a matter of information, what role does the.-or did the
Federal Reserve Board play in the decision leading to the second
devaluation?
Mr. DAN NE. Well, this is a difficult question to give a precise answer
to, Senator. "We, of course, worked closely within the framework of
government with our Treasury colleagues on these problems. We were
side-by-side with them in the'discussions. We were side-by-side and I
am referring here to our Ciairman, woi certainly 1)laye(d a part in
this process. We wer-e side-b'-side in the discussions. T Was alongside
Mr. Volcker in some of the discussions ov(erseas in that l)erid, so
that I think the answer to that is that we were associated with our
Treasury colleagues.
Senator Byr). It was a joint decision between TIvasury and the Federal Reserve?
Mr. DA1 NF. That is, I think, too vigorous a description. All I am
saying is that we did play a l)alt in examining the problems and the
alternatives. Our chairman was certainly involved in this,
Senator DOLE. Would it, he somewhgie between primary and seeondary involvement?
Mr. DA,\N-E. We arm always trying to contribute helpfully in the
framework of government, with oni measav I.)Plartment, to look at
the problems to reach tile proper conclusions tinl we were in on the discussions of most of these pm'obleins.
Senator Byim. Senator Hansen has come in.
Senator Hansen, do you have a (question?
Senator H,%NsE:N. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First let me compliment you on calling these hearings, I think they
are most appropriate.
I regret very much that I was not her-for your full presentation,
Mr. Daane. I have leen down in the Interior Committee considering
what can be done by way of establishing some strategic reserves for
energy in this country ai'd have just come from that committee. I was
looking at, your statement and your comments about the devaluation of
our dollar which has improved our export position as compared with
what it was earlier. But is it not true that in the overall balance-ofpayments situation, anticipating the need for increasing amounts of
oil and gas, for LNG, or whatever it may be, crude or product, that the
devaluation of our currency will be a net loss for this country rather

than a gain as we project our increasing dependency upon foreign
sources for oil and gas?
Mr. DAANE4. In this particular, Senator, in this one particular import category, quite clearly it increases the cost of imports; more generally a devaluation increases the cost of imports in the short run. This
is really the purpose, that is, to balance your adjustment in terms of
your exports and imports. It, improves your competitive export position and it does increase the cost of impotts, not only in the component
which you mentioned-and I call the committee's attention as to your
answer to our second table adjoining my statement-and that points
to the increased impoi, cost expendtur ' on fuels, I also pointed out,
however, that despite this both our current performance, where we
have a move to a trade surplus, and our prognosis, taking into account
the increased cost of fuel ahead of us, that both point to the achievement, on a cumulating basis over time. of a substantial trade surplus.
And this is, in my judgment. in no small measure attributable to the
exchange rate realinements that have taken place.
Senator H,,sE,. Is it true that we have, had about a $10.5 billion
imbalance in l)aymnents for the first quarter of this year?
Mr. I),.\ P. Yes, the figure I thiilfk I gave in my statement was $10.2
billion but all of that really occurred before mid-March. So it really
occurred before the recent' establishment of structure of rates and,
since mid-March, we have had an overall surplus in our international
transactions.
Senator H .
Well. I have not had the ol)portunity. and for
that I apologize, of examining your charts or, reading your full statement, but I must say that there seems to be growing concern, as nearly
as I (can discern it, over, the situation witli respect to our fuel and
energy imports. The predi(.tion is that by 198,) we will probablyy be
imnporting $25 billion to $30 billion worth of energy per year,
You are saying then that you look upon other advances that you feel
this country may have vis-l.vis other countries and you l)elie;,e overall that we'will 'come into it situation where we will 'have a favorable
balance of payments. as well as a favorable balance of trade. Is that
the thrust of .oni' statement
Mr. D,
'Nl.
Ihat is clearly the thrust of my statement, Senator. I
think with respect to the area you are dealin g with, this is an area
that is of concern but I don't tl'inik we should exaggerate the impact
in terms of our payments )osition or in terms of our trade l)osition. I
think it does ullll'lrs(,or t i need to look as the funds get larger in

size over time, that we need to look and work with our foreign friends
in those countries to see where they place e those funds and in what
form specifically, because it makes it considerable difference whether
those go into one area or another.
Senator IIANssN. I would agree with you. I don't think we ieed to
exaggerate it. It occurs to me that the Arabs will do plenty to bring
it to our full aware eness. I think there is no doubt about that. I would
like to associate myself, Mr. Chairman, with your incisive questions
about a balanced budget. If I could say so, I am just a little bit disappointed that there seems to be a reluctance by our people in Oovemnment to face up, honestly and forthrightly, to the question of what
effect a balanced budget would have on tlis country. I don't speak
exclusively of you, Mr. Daane, but I just think that, basically, many

of the things that have happened would not have come about if we had
faced up to this and I am willing to assume my share of the responsibility. But as long as we are printing money and making payments
through the various Government programs that greatly exceed the
tax revenues that come into the Treasury, I think we have laid the
basic groundwork for an inflationary situation.
Ani if there is one single thing that might be done, I would say
that a balanced budget has to be of primary importance. In that
regard, I compliment you, Mr. Chairman, for your leadership in
trying to drive that back home. I think it is a real fact.
Mr. I),\,I. Senator, I am not trying to resist. this, I am saying, I
think, the same thing that if I look back-and I have been a part of
this effort going way back-and if I go back to 1965, 1 would say
that our very bad l)erforiance at the present time is directly attributable to our weakness in terms of our fiscal policy and our budgetary
policy in that subsequent period. I think whenever you get into an
excess demand situation, it points quite clearly to inIkin g a real and
meaningful effort on the iscal policy side, as well as on tle monetary
policy side. So I don't think there is' any disagreement ortany unwilR
ingness on my part, to be forthright. I alreciate what you are saying
and I think we do have a double-barreled problem when we come to
inflation. I would say, again, in metr'ospCct-hbut we felt it at the time,
actually-we felt at. tile federal
d
Reserve that our fiscal policy was
inadequate to the deinands that emerged so clearly as we moved
through 1965 into 196. and so on. and we are reaping tile costs of that
flOw.
Senator INSE.N. I al)l)reciate your clarification, Mr. Diaane. Thank
you very much.
Senator Bymnt. Thank you, Senator Hansen.
I want. to call now on Senator Fannin, who has one question and
then we will go to the next distinguished witness.
Before calling on Senator Fannin, let me say you mentioned Governor, 1965 and 1966, but our fiscal situation now" is far worse than it
was then.
Senator Fannin ?
Senator F.NxiN. Thank you. Mr. Chairman. I regret Mr. Daane,
I was called out on a Ineeting and did not have an opportunity to
hear your full testimony. Isn't it true, Governor, we cannot compete in
consumer goods on the world markets unless we increase our productivity per dollar of wages? l'ach year we are adding an added cost
much niore than the other countries of the world. '
Mr. I), ,,NE. Senator. I would agree our l)roductivity is very relevant
to tiee question but. we do have an improved position rather than the
other way around, as I indicated ini my statement. On this point our
unit labor costs have performed better than other countries.
Senator F.xNiN. I realize we have improved but if we take the last
5 years, we have increased l)erhal)s about 14 percent whereas the
Japanese have had over a 100 percent increase in their productivity.
,ust as an illustration of the plroblemi we have, wlien the last steel
wage negotiation went through, tle wage rate increase for the 3-year
period was within 10 cents of tile total wage paid the Japanese worker
so it will take a long, long time to catch up, won't it?

Mr. DAANE. Well, the data I have is a little out of date on the unit
labor costs here, but if you look across the spectrum of the average
annual percentage changes in unit labor costs, we have quite a good
performance. I have here 1960-72. If you take 1970-, for example, our
percentage change in unit labor cost was something like less than 3
percent. fi the otier leading industrial countries, it ranged from 5 to 10
percent.
Senator F.NiN. Of course, with the tremendous differential of the
Japanese rate, it. is pretty dilicult to take it. on a percentage basis.
Mr. DAANH. Yessit is. I think all of the international comparisons,
you are quite right, are a lit suspect but, we had productivity this past
year, 1972, which shows that tlh6 percentage increase in our unit labor
costs in manufacturing was less in the United States than it. wasRin
Canada, .Jal)an, 01. Western Europe. We had about, a 4-percent rise in
productivity, a 6-percent increase, iiH-iourly compensation and a '2.1
percent rise in unit labor costs last year, whereas the other countries
again were well above that. 'Tlhe figure for Japan here is something a
little under )percent. Again. aIdlittedly. these (1ont resolve ever--thing but they are indicative that the pioductivity growth in .Japan
has -declined since 1967. So you had an increase in their unit labor
costs.
Senator FANxIN.. That is correct.
Mr. DAA,NE,. I don't mean to sa-v
Senator FAN N . I understand.
Governor 1)aane, I think my time is up. I appreciate very much that
information. Just one 11o,., questionn:
An article on the financial page of the New York Times quote Dr.
Franz Pickenly, an expert in this held, as Iedicting the price of gold
to reach $420 Within 3 'eai-s. Would yoiu comment on that statement?
Mr. I),\Ax,:. That is at self-serving'statement on his part. What the
price of gold can get to is something I wouldn't forecast. I think you
can exaggerate the importance of tile pri('e of gold exceedingly. And
as we increasingly diminish the role of gold in our monetary system,
our international, monetary system over tine, maybe we will 'get to
where we couldn't care whmmt tlat price is.
Senator F.x-, iN. Thank yon very much.
Thank you, Mr, Chairmnan.
Senator- ByRon. Thank you very much, Governor DIaane. The committee appreciates you and your associates appearing before the committee today.
The next witness will be Dr. Pierre Rinf ret who has a well-deserved
reputation for candid and perceptive insights on economic issues. The
committee is ,rlad to welcome you at this point. Dr. Rinfret.
Before c-alling on Dr. Rinfret, T would without objection, insert
into the record, three tables thti haIve prepared showing U.S. gold
holdings, total reserve assets, and liquid liabilities to foreigners over
specified periods: secondly. dealing with deficits in Federal funds,
interest on national debt. 10515 through 1974 inclusive: third. receipts
and expenditures of-the Federal Government. 1968 through 1974.
Without objection, that will be inserted in the record at this point.
[Tie tables referred to by Senator Byrd follow :1
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ASSET AND LIQUID LIABILITIES TO FOREIGNERS
U.S. GOLDHOLDINGS, TOTAL RESERVE
ISelected periods in billions of dollars
Total
assets

Liquid
liabilities

20.1
20. 1
End of World War II...............................................
24.8
22.8
.....................................................
Dec. 31, 1957
14.5
107........
t
--------------------------------------------Dec.31, 1970
12.2
10.2
......................................................
Dec. 31, 1971
13.2
10.5
Dec. 31, 1972... .................................................
12.9
10.5
_---Mar. 31, 1973
-----------------------------------------

6.9
16.8
43.3
64.2
79.0
90. 9

Gold
holdings

Source: U.S.Treasury Department (except Mar. 31, 1973, figures are from Federal Reserve B.ard).
Prepared bySenator Harry F. Byrd, Jr., of Virginia.
Fiscal year1968

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

$69.0
29.0

$87.0
37.0

$90.0
33.0

$86.0
27.0

$95.0
32.0

$99.0
34.0

$112.0
37.0

98.0
10.0
3.0
2.0
2.5

124.0
11.0
3.5
2.3
3.0

123.0
10.3
3.6
2.4
3.4-

113.0
10.5
3.7
2.6
3.9

126.0
9.1
5.2
3.2
3.5

133.0
9.4
4.6
3.0
4.0

149.0
9.6
5.0
3.3
4.1

116.0

143.0

143.0

134.0

149.0

154.0

171.0

38.0

44.0

51.0

54.0

60.0

71,0

85.0

...........

154.0

188.0

194.0

188.0

209.0

225.0

256.0

Federal funds ....................

143.0

149.0

156.0

164.0

178.0

188.0

199.0

Total ..........................
Unified budge', surplus (-t) or deficit (-) ......................
Federal funds deficit ..............

179.0

185.0

196.0

212.0

232.0

250.0

269.0

-25.0
27.0

+3.1
6.0

-2.0
13.0

-24.0
30.0

-23.0
29.0

-25.0
34.0

-13.0
28.0

Receipts in billions:
Individual income taxes ..........
Corporate income taxes..........
Total ...... ...................
Excise taxes (excluding highway) ...
Estate aid gift ....................
...........
Customs .......
Miscellaneous ....................
Total, Federal fund receipts ......
Trust funds (Social Security Retirement, highway) .................
Total .........
Expenditures in billions:

Trust funds ....................

36.0

36.0

48.0

40.0

54.0

62.0

70.0

I Estimated figures.

Preo-ared
bySen. Harry F. Byrd, Jr., of Virginia.
DEFICITS IN FEDERAL FUNDS AND INTEREST ON THE NATIONAL DEBT, 1955-74 INCLUSIVE
[Billions of dollars
Receipts
$58.1
.. .. .. .. .. ..
............
1955 ..... . ............
65.4
. .. . .. . .. . .
1956 ...........................
68.8
1957 ...............................................
66. 6
1958 ..............................................
65.8
........
...........................
1959 ..........
75.7
1960...................................
75.2
1961
...............................................
79.7
.........................
1962 ..........
83.6
...............
1963 ...............................
.................. 87. 2
1964
..........................
90.9
..............
...............................
1965
101.4
1966
...............................................
111.8
........
...............
1967
......
..............
114.7
1968
...............................................
143.3
..........
1969
...................................
143.2
1970
...................................
133.7
.. . . . . .................................
I971
148,8
1972
...................................
154.3
19731 .............................................
171.3
..........................
1974'
..................
20-year total .................................

2, 039. 5

Outlays

Surplus(+) or
deficit (-)

$62. 3
63. 8
67. 1
69. 7
77.0
74.9
79.3
86. 6
90.1
95. 8
94.8
106. 5
126.8
143. 1
148.8
156.3
163.7
178.0
188.4
199. 1

-$4.2
+1.6
+1.7
-3.1
-11.2
+0.8
-4.1
-6.9
-6.5
-8.6
-3.9
-5.1
-15.0
-28.4
-5.5
-13.1
-30.0
-29.2
-34.1
-27.8

2, 272. 1

232.6

1 Estimated figures.
Source: Office of Management and Budget and Treasury Department.
Prepared by Son. Harry F. Byrd, Jr., of Virginia.
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Debt Interest

$6.4
6.8
7.3
7.8
7.8
9.5
9.3
9.5
10.3
10.7
10.3
12.0
13.4
14.6

186

21.0
21.8
24.2
26.1
264.7

Senator BYmn. Dr. Rinfret is the president and chief executive of
Rinfret-Boston Associates, Inc., an international economic and financial accounting firm, whose clients include leading organizations in
business, industry, and finance.
The committee is pleased to welcome you, Dr. Rinfret.
STATEMENT OF DR. PIERRE RINFRET, PRESIDENT,
RINFRET-BOSTON ASSOCIATES
Thank you Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Rix'r.
Mr. Chairman and neiember of the Subcommittee on International
Finance and Economics, let me say that I have been waiting 10 years
for this occasion. It is about time somebody began to look at our international financial monetary problems.
When I received your invitation to testify, my curiosity led me to
back and read iy own work and to attempt to discover when I first
became very conceIrned about the balance of payments positions of the
United States. In fact, the first time that I studied and.wrote in detail
about our deteriorating balance of payments positions was in 1963,
10 years ago. I must say that ANhat I am about to tell you are things
I have been saying to my own clients and to both domestic and foreign
governments for ilpl)roxilately 10 years. I mean no disrespect to fr.
Daane, but his presentation of cautious optimism can be matched only
by my pessimistic caution.
I consider optimism P1anglossian in view of our payments situation
and symbolic of this administration. Tiiis administration always sees
the silver lining in the cloud, l)ut unfortunately the clouds remain and
the silver lining never appears.
We have had a dollar prol)lem and a balance-of-payments problem
since 1963. We have, in my judgment, a long-term problem. This is
not a short-term l)roblem. This is a basic problem. We economists call
it a fundamental disequilibrium.
I would like to read you a very brief one-paragraplh summary of
what I said recently to my own (clients. This was said just after the
second devaluation, wbicl, in my judgment, will be succeeded by a
third, fourth and possible a fifth devaluation. This is what I said
in one paragraph:
The Common Market. GATT and the Last Kennedy Round were the political
and economic out-maneuvering of the United States by hirope and by Japan.
This out-maneuvering included the creation of capital inflow insensitivity by
Europe and capital outflow Insensitivity by the United States. The simultaneous
export of the American technology by the United States while it pursued a huge
defense program and the execution of two wars has resulted in an acceleration
of foreign productivity and a relatively Inferior productivity trend in the
United States. The United States is believed, therefore, to have a long-term balance of payments problem even after recent devaluations.

Now, I would like to trace for you how we got where we are. I am
not going to do it with numbers because I would like to say somethin about the numbers. Most of them are not worth a damn. Most
of tffe statistics we have on our balance of payments problems do
not reconcile with those of other countries. Foi' example, we claim
that we had 2 $2.5 billion deficit with the Common Market last year,
and the Common Market claims we have $400 million surplus, You
cannot reconcile the figures for trade exports from the United States

to France or the figures for imports from France into the United
States. No reconciliation is possible. It is impossible to reconcile the
gold movements. It is impossible to reconcile currency movements.
Our statistical information is pitiful. We do not know what our
balance of payments actually is.
If you will look at the little category in the balance of payments
accounts that is called "errors and omissions" you will note that it
is getting bigger and bigger and, in fact, now represents more than
some of the major categories. So I am not going to trace it. in terms
of statistics. I am going to trace it in terms of commonsense and logic.
I want to start with the postwar period. I want to start with the
year 1946. Everyone forgets that we are where we are because of
a series of events which has o(,(urred in both the short and thelong
run, and those events ultimately culminated in something. In 1946,
this country was, by and large, the economic power of the world.
Through bombings'and massive artillery fire we had totally destroyed- the German and Japanese economies. As a soldier in World
Wa; II, walking through Germany I never ceased, as I saw one
village after another, one city after another, to be amazed at the
extent to which we had levelled that country. We knew that we had
to rebuild the world and we knew that we had to take a-very longrun view and help rebuild France, Germany, the United Kingdom
and Japan.
I would remind you. for examl)le. of something which virtually
everyone has forgotten. The first grant we gave in 1945 was to Britain.
$3.75 billion, which you might call the first postwar aid loan. It was
rather interesting tlat within a few weeks the British Government
bought. the British railway system for $3.5 billion and we gave them
$3.75 billion, but that is anironic footnote to history.
As a part of the reconstruction of world economiies, we embarked
on massive economic and military aid programs. For example, we
never took money from any of the countries for the grants which we
gave them. As a; perfect illustration. I wias a Fulbright scholar and
[am proud to say I wits one of the first Fulbright scholars to France.
The money I received came from the counterpart funds deposited
by the Fiench Governmnent against American money received in
economic and military- aid . spieit in Fi'ance and kept ' i 1rance. As
a Fulbright scholar, I received tie money, I spent it there and it
benefitted the French economy.
The second thing we did was to decide that the world would reconstruct itself if we would give them access to the American markets.
In order to provide access to the American markets, we had to start
dismantling certain l)rotections for Americans in their own markets.
We realized that in order to overcome the dollar shortage in the world,
the Europeans, the .Japanese, and all the rest of time-world had to be
able to get into the American market, they had to be able to accumulate dollar reserves by selling in the Unfied States, but if we penetrated their markets as rapidly, they could never overcome the dollar
shortage. So we started up a one-way street of opening American
markets to th rest of the world faster than the rest of the world
opened their markets to us.
The irony is that, looking at it from a strictly economic point of
view, from the viewpoint of productive ity and inodern capital investment, the way you win a war is, in fact, by losing it. You lose

the war, you destroy your industrial base. You then get th6 United
States to begin subsidizing that base and you rebuild that base with
modern productivity, modern equipment, and you end up with an
industrial base which is more modern than the United States'. For
example, there is no question that Japanese technology in steel exceeds surpasses the Inited States' technology. There is no question

that the German technology surpasses that of the United States. If
you look at the percentage of our plants which are more than 25 years
old, you will find it is amongst the highest in the world.
The rest of the world has more modern equipment and has made

much larger capital investment relative to total production than the

United States has.
Now, very candidly. I have, never been able to figure out exactly
how much

"money the IUrnited States has granted in economic and

military aid. If I may, I will quote Governor Connally, who claims
that we have given t.le rest of the world $180 billion net income and
military aid in the entire postwar period.
We arrived at a point in 1963 where, it is fair to say, the world
was rebuilt and we had, in fact, gone back to the prewar relationships. Germany was rebuilt, France was rebuilt, the United Kingdom
was beginning to come back, and Japan was rebuilt. The Vited
States was the only country in the world -which didn't. know that,
The United States has continued to follow a policy of believing that
it must continue to subsidize the rest of the world.
If I may put it, this way, one of the fundamental problems we have
in this country today is our vanity and ego. We still think we are
the foremost economic power in the world. We are no longer the
foremost economic over in the world. We have failed to realize that

the rest of the world is as powerful as we are and, in some ways,
smarter.
The creation of the European Economic Community was the creation of a Vnited States of Europe. and I remind you that was what
it wvas called originally. The population of that market now exceeds
the population of the' Inited States. Its productivity appears to be
higher than that of the United States. Its rates of inflation are now
lower than the T'nited States'. Normallv. the EEC grows about 6 percent. a year in real terms, whereas. I w)uld remind you, our record of
economic growth since 1968 is an incredible 2.5 percent a year in real
terms. So the European Economiie Community is a full-fledged competitor of tie United States in world markets: And heaven help us if
they should ever join with Japan. If they do. then you will have two
major trading blocs in the free world, with the Uniited States as the
second and inferior block.
We have a cavalier attitude about our economic supremacy. We
think, and we were brought. u ) to think, that we are the -nation of
plenty; that we are a nation of opportunity, and we are the nation
which has all the economic muscle. In my judgment, that supremacy
came to an end many years ago.
We have a cavalier attitude about gold. I must warn you that I am
of French background. I got my doctorate in France, and I am very
proud of that, so it may well be ihat I have sonie European ideas about
gold, ideas which are vehemently anti-American. I was at, a private
meeting about 2 weeks ago with two gentlemen: one was Stillman
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Rockefeller and the other was Langbourne Williams, Jr., who is
chairman of the executive committee of the Freeport Minerals Co.
We were discussing the role of gold in the world and he said: "Do
you know what I did from 1946 to 1948?" And I said, "No, Mr. Wiliams, I do not."
Parenthetically, I might add that he has been a client of mine for
20 years but I still call him M'. Williams, as one does if one knows
him.
He said:
My role for 3 years was to make sure that the United States could get rid
of its gold supply. The function I shared with Mr. Rockefeller was to make sure
that we pumped our gold reserves into the world. We followed an intentional
policy of attempting to deplete our reserves and attempting, if you will, to spread

our reserves.

So when we went into the war in Vietnam in 1963 or 1964 or 1965and one is never quite sure when we went into that war-it was obvious then that we had begun to lose our economic supremacy. That
war was the crowning blow to otiiFbalance of payments deteriorationn.
I will tell you a personal story about that. In early 1966 I touredthis country and Elrope. I went to France, Italy, Germany, Holland,
Belgium, the United Kingdom, and I took the position that the
United States was going to war, that we would get our defense spending up to $90 billion a year, that at its peak we would commit, if you
included the Air Force, the Coast Guard, the Navy and the ground
troops, one million troops to that war. Mly European friends, particularly the French, said "You are
"razl.
They said: "Didn't .you learn
anything from Algeria ?"

When I went to England, I met a young man named Gilbert
Bouveret, with whom I took my doctorate at, the Universit of Dijon
in France, and I asked him: "Tell me something, where is France getting her gold? Her balance of payments figures are not that good. She
seems to have an inexhaustible supply of American dollars and she is
converting those dollars into gold. Where is the gold coming from?"
He lookedT at me and he started to laugh and he said, "You must be
kidding." I said: "No, I am not." ie said: "I am a manager of which
bank in London?" And I said : "Now I understand." He was a manager
of the French Bank of Indo-China.
In 1966, the only bank of consequence in Indo-China was the Bank
of Indo-China. All the American dollars we were pouring into the
Vietnam war were mding up in the French central bank. And the

French in their wisdom, and I-say this in a complimentary way, immediately proceeded to turn as man y of those dollars into gold as they
could:
If you will look at the statistics, from what we are able to tell, our
capital outflow from the U.S. Government to fight that war in IndoChina was apparently somewhere between $4 billion and $5 billion a
year in 1966 and 1967, and foreign central banks immediately con.
vested that into gold. Very frankly, in their place, I would have done
the same thing.
That was point No. 1.
Point No. 2: If you look at the statistics which your own committee
has put together, your own research staff has put together, you will
notice an acceleration in Government spending on the international
side during the years 1965, 1966, 1967 and 1968. We went from $2.8

billion in 1965 to $4.5 billion in 1968. The war caused us trouble with
our balance of payments.
Point No. 3: We pursued the most inane set of economic policies I
have ever seen a country pursue. They can be described only as "stopgo." The parallel is England. Every 2 years England decides to "1pt
religion" and they stop the economy. They stop it for 18 months. The
economy runs into trouble and they slped it up. They let things run for
about 18 months and then they 'have to stop it again. It is rather
amazing to me that in the past 4 years the United States has followed
the most disastrous set of economic policIes any country could follow.
I admit that I am a registered Republican, but I say the facts speak
for themselves nevertheless. Look at our record. In i969 this country
decided to stop inflation by restrictive fiscal and monetary policies. In
1970, this country was on the verge of a financial collapse.
T hold no special brief for the U.S. stock market. But the Dow-Jones
index was at 1000 in 1966 and it got, down to 631 on May 26, 1970. That
is an index of the people's confidence, of their willingness to buy securities of American industry and, more importantly, to finance the
American economy.
- If you read the stories about the Morgan Gharanty Trust, you
will find that, thev ran out of funds in 1970.
The President of the U nited States held an emergency meeting on
April 30, 1970, at which lie finally decided to reverse the almost
disastrous monetary and econonlic 1)olicies which had been followed,
and finally, we did turn the American econoniy around. It. barely
recovered in 1970 and 1971. It is rather amazing to me that when you
look at your figures on capital outflows, you will discover a rather
shocking fact. The capital outflow of private industry goes up when
the American economy slows down. It is that simple. If you were a
businessman and you were looking for opportunities in the world
and the American Government had sto))ed this economy cold for
3 years, which is what we did, where, would you make your investments? Would you make then in the United States or in the rest of
the world ? While the rest of the world was moving ahead, we were
at a virtual standstill. So the money left the Inited States. Just look
at your numbers.
We had a further deterioration in our lhalace-of-l)ayments position. In 1971, we had one of the worst balance-of-payments positions
over seen in this country, a large l)art of it due to the capital outflow
from the United States. In 1972, as you well know, we began to get
this country under economic control. The record began to look good.
Then we got into that disaster known as phase 3.
And, as I mentioned, Senator Byrd, I would not agree with Mr.
Daane on the balanced budget. I woidd say we need a big surplus with
tax increases now.
This country is out of economic control. Our inflation rate on consumer-prices alone is now running 9 I)ercent a year. Herbert Stein
takes great pleasure in the fact that it dropped to only 8 percent in
April.-Forgive me for )utting it this wtv, but that is like the difference
between being in a fire up to your eyebtlls and being in a fire only up
to your neck; it feels that much better.
He takes pride in the fact that the, disaster is less disastrous. In
the first 4 months of 1973 our rate of wholesale price inflation was in

excess of 20 percent. Recently I asked my staff to look at our wholesale price inflation rate and compare it with those in the rest of the
world. We compared the U.S. rate with rates of 17 countries for which
we think the statistics are reasonably accurate. We came to a shocking
conclusion. We had the fourth highest rate of inflation among those
countries today. The countries whose rate of inflation exceeds ours are
Argentina, Chile and Uruguay.
The French rate of inflation in the first quarter was 5.7 percent
officially, and it is estimated that they understate their inflation by 2
percentage points, so let's say it. was 't.2 l)ercent. We had 9. Germany
in the first quarter had an inflation rate of 6.2 percent. We ran 9. You
go on down the line. You find that we have one of the highest rates
of inflation in the world.
Now how Governor Daane-and here I am objecting to his official
views--can talk about improvement in our international position is
beyond me. I think you are going to see more cal)ital outflow from this'
country, and you are going to see more private capital outflow as our
inflation rates continue to exceed those of the rest of the world, particularly in-view of the fact that this administration refuses to act.
And I want to say seething bluntly: the American people are
running away fromt their own currency. They are hiding money all
over the world. If you don't believe that, go to Switzerland, as I have,
go to France and go to Germany. People are walking into banks with
dollars in their hands, converting them int9 European currencies and
.Japanese currencies, selling thw dollar at whatever price it takes to
get a stronger currency. We are debauching our currency. How can
you talk about stable 'money with 9 percent inflation in a year?
And don't blame American companies for speculating in currencies. Why shouldn't they? It is their money. As an American citizen,
if my money is going down the drain. I think I have the right and
the obligation to sell it and to buy better money if it is available in
the rest of the world. There is no'law that prohibits me from doing
that, and if I have most of mv assets in the United States and I see
what I think is coming in this' omntry. then, frankly, I am a fool not
to do it.
I don't blaine the multinational companies for protecting themselves either. I don't blame the American people. But I do brame the
American peoplee for permitting the kind of inflation we have now.
I blame the American Congress for overs)ending and the administration for refusing to act. To I)ut it very simply, we are all guilty
and the irony is that this is why we have a b3alance-of-payments
problem.
There is a law in economics called Greshani's law and it was first
formulated in 15154 as far as we kiow, and it says: "The bad money
drives out the good." It is that siml)le. You get rid of what is bad and
you convert it into good.
Next, I want to talk about the flight of American capital for a few
moments. Let ine say a few things with which you may disagree
vehemently:
No. 1: f think there is antagonism in this country toward American capital. I think we have a Coigress which is, in fact, antagonistic
to American private enterprise and businessmen know it. When I
testify before the House Ways and Means Committee, some Congressien tell me that an investment tax credit is a tax loophole. My
97-331 0
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rejoinder is, why don't you look at what the rest of the world grants
in the form of tax incentives? When you have a Presidential campaign
whose chief economic issue is the ability of people to evade taxes, you
are scaring American capitalists. And ifyou scare them, they run for
cover. They hide. Gentlemen, American capital is hiding now and I
can prove that to you with these statistics.
In spite of the slaps America gets in France, the official position of
the French Government every year-and I say this with a name like
Pierre Rinfret-is to barely complain about fthe inflow of American
capital. The French Governiment does its damnedest to get our capital
to come there. In southern France, the French Government provides
American industry with tax incentives, tax freedom, trained workers,
and free factory buildings if they will invest in the Marseilles area.
If you put your capital investment where it will help reduce French
unemployment. the French Govmernment welcomes you.
The investment tax credit in the 1Inited Kingdon is 42 percent. In
the Inited States we fight about a 7--percent credit. In Belgium, they
will provide you with your working capital, a trained labor force, and
tax freedom for 10 years on any profits you may make in your venture.
American businessm6en look'around ihe word and they ask a very
simple question, "Where am I safe? Where am I welcome?" And I
think we have arrived at a. paradoxical stage of life where American
businessmen are more. welcomed abroad in many ways than they are in
the United States.
We are antagonistic toward American capital. You want to close the
loopholes? Well, the other day Herheil Stein once again brought forward the ridiculous idea of rescinding the investment tax credit. I
know for a fact that this administration has formally asked for the
rescission of tile investment tax credit. I hope only that it will never
happen. How can American industry do any planning when it cannot
count on any domestic sll)ort ? So itgoes broada.
In addition to that, let's look at one fact: This is a country which
has gone to war three tines in 30 years. We've had World War II,
Korea, and Vietnam. Parenthetically, I might mention the greatest
irony that I have heard recently. On Memorial )ay. this was called
a country at peace. I found that a little disquietin~g. If we are still
bombing and if that means this is a country at peace, then I have to
redefine "peace."
Does anybody want to stay in a country which is constantly at, war?
Look at the record in the expression . Wh1y did we get a gold inflow?
We got a gold inflow because the Eluropeans were running from war
and puttiiig their moneiy where they thought there would be no war;
namely, in the United States. I venture to suggest to you that it. would
not be silly to state that Americans are also running from war with
their capital.
The irony is that since General DeGaulle ended the Algerian war,
peace and prosperity has been characteristic of Europe but not of the
United States. And that. will always attract capital.
Just look at what the Europeans are doing. They have created continued economic expansion. Their record of economic growth in the
last. 10 years is superior to that of the United States. Their inflation
record intil 1965 was inferior. We did much better. But since 1965,

we have had an inflation rate about equal to that of Europe and in 1978
we have exceeded it.
If you look at it another way: When Europeans grant an investment
tax credit to American industry, they maintain the credit permanently. In the United States we (Io nothing but argue about retaining
and/or revoking the incentives to industry
Finally, the greatest irony of all, the European Economic Community is getting bigger and bigger, and the greatest. defeat which the
United States suffered was the multiple. float of foreign currencies. It
had been predicted that by 1980 the European Economic Community
might have a single currency which would be termed the European
Monetary Unit.
The Tlnited States, by its second dollar devaluation, in effect, advanced the. creation of 'aEuropean Monetary Unit 7 years. We are
forcing the European central banks to work together, to harmonize
their policies. In effect, we are forcing them to float one currency
which is the European currency. against the dollar.
Gentlemen. let me refer von to the record to two wonderful books
about this subject. One is "Benjamin Strong: Central Banker." It's
about-the twenties. The other book is "Memoirs of a Governor of the
Bank of France," by a man who was Governor from 1925 to 1939.
I want to tell yon a story which I have repeated frequently about
my father. 'My father wa4 an international speculator. Today they
would call him an investment banker. Ile speculated in Russian furs,
in foreign currencies. American currencies, American goods, Canadian
goods. When I was with him in 1936 in Paris. he told me something
which I will never forget as long as I live. le said: "Whatever you
give the Europeans. they will take."
Gentlemen. all I can say to you is that we have been giving and
they have been taking. and'thev'have been right to do so because after
all,'if you are on the receiving end, wvhv not ?We have now forced them
into a'single currency and they will uise it against us and not for us.
Notice the hardening line oni the trade negotiations coming tip in
Septemnber. riiev are not going to give us anything. We are going to
have to tight. W\hy should they give us anything? We gave everything and they took it, now the:v have it anI they are gohig to keep
it. And in their )lace. I would (lo exactly the sane thing. If-we have
made one mistake, it is that we ha1ve giell away our natural resources.
Look at the balance of payments. I will ask you a question and I
niean no disrespect, but. wh didn't you convene these hearings 10
years ago? Why not 5 years ago? W iv only now? Why did it take
us 10 years to realize that we have a l)robleni? You know why? Americans .think the balance of payments is unimportant. It is something
which is studied by a few obscure economic theorists hidden away
in -ome universities. After all, it amounts to only 5 percent of our
total GNP. Other countries understand the importance of the balance
of payments. When they have, as Canada does, approximately 28 percent of their employmeint engaged in export industries, they will very
well-watch it. We have been so insulated by our domestic markets that
we have ignored it completely.
I want to make five recommendations to you, if I may. I want to
be very honest with you. I don't think any one of these things will be
done. I gave up hoping years ago. I will say this to you: My advice to

my clients in the past 10 years have been very simple and I am on
record as saying this all over the world. I say that we will lurch from
one dollar crisis to another, ad nauseam. We will take action only
when we are faced with the inevitable collapse of the world monetary
system, and by that I mean a depression. That is on the record. I don't
think we are going to do anything. I think we have phobias, I think
we have egos, I think we have vanity, and I think we are just plain
ignorant. It is a boring subject.
Let me give you my recommendations, but before that I want to tew
you some of nm.y assumptions. First. the United States suffers from
arrogance. I might say that, here in Washington you see it around
you every day of the week. We suffer from arrogance. We think we
are the No. 1 economy in the world. I don't think that's true anymore.
I think we were entitled to that rank once. Senator Fannin talks
about. productivity. If I remember correctly, Senator, if you look at
the differential between our wages and those of the rest of the world
since 1946, you will find we have the worst differential on record.
Unfortunately. we hear a lot of gaff about productivity and unit labor
costs.
Well, let me tell you this: the foreigners are outstrippingus left,
iight, backward and forward. You can't export American technology,
gi e them the benefits of ouir technology with labor costs that are one.
fourth to one-half to two-thirds of ours, and then expect us to beat
them. We cant. So we suffer from arrogance. We still think we are
the No. 1 economic power in the world.
I suggest to yol that the No. 1 economic power in the world today
is the Vurol)eahi Economic Commnity. If it isn't the European Economic Community, Japan is certainly giving them a close run.
Mv second assuniption is that we stiffer from the strangest arrogance
1)o sIble in that we think we '210 million Americans can dictate to the
rest of the world what they:should think, feel, and do about gold.
I have a tabulation in my litiefcase which you may find interesting, I
added up the population's of the countries of the world where people
are allowed to buy gold. According to my staff there are over 1.5
billion people in tfhe world who are allowed to own gold and we, 210
million Americans say to them: -You are wrong and we are right."
We think we can tell 'them what to (lo. hut we cant. GovernorlDaane
says he would like to see gold wither away. I will take exactly the opposite position. (4old will comee ever 1mmo(e prominent in the world as
inflation rages, as economies stay out of control because I remind
you of one fact: the debate about whether or not gold is a commodity is nonsense. If someone had taken any known material and
dropped it into time ocean 4,00(0 vears ago, it would most likely have
dissolved and disappeared by low. But if they had taken a piece
of gold and dropped it into thie ocean and taken it out today it would
be in as good condition as it was when it was dropped in. Why has gold
remained valuable for 4.000 to 5,000 years? For a very simple reason:
people believe in it. I don't know whetherr they are right or wrong)ut if they believe in it they are going to act on that belief. And i
strongly enough, they are going to continue accumuthey believe in it,
lating it.
Let me remind you of something else. The U.S. Treasury takes
the attitude that if the Europeans have dollars and they don't like the

dollars, well then, they can sell them by buying American goods.
They have forgotten one fact; money is a storehouse of value. l have
the right to just keep money as money. You can laugh all you want at
the gold speculators, but let me remnd-you that the price of gold in
the world today is equal to the amount of all the increases due to inflition since 1933. At $100 an ounce for gold in the free market, all the
effects of inflation have been included. And so the person who put his
faith in gold in the past 20 years has been proved to be right and not
wrong, right because at least, he has the same purchasing power he
had 20 years ago. That is a fact and I have looked at those numbers
in great detail. Gold has indeed proved to be a storehouse of value.
My third assumption is that after two devaluations and a firstquarter balance-of-payments deficit whose adjusted annual rate was
40 billion, the United States still thinks it doesn't have a balanceof-payments problem. You heard it said today. We don't have a problem. We are going to ride it out. I have been hearing that for 10 years.
We are going to muddle through. That is the British term for it.
My fourth assumption is that we have forgotten how to trade. I am
a consultant to industry, but I feel our entrel)reneurs are no longer
entrel)reneurs. Where are the Yankee traders? Where are they? Where
are the people wl-o used to take risks in the world? Where are-the
people v-io used to pelletrate markets? They are gone. We have gotten
ourselves into a corporate environment where the way you stay alive
is to make sure that you never stick your neck out. I am dead serious
about that. While the rest of the worf( is venturesome and daring and
entrepreneurial. we have withdrawn into our shells.
Mr. Deny of RCA is sitting in the audience I think. At least, he
was sitting teire when I came up. Ilie will remind you that when I was
a consultant to RCA in the early 1960's, I took the position that the
Japanese would steal the entire radio market of the United States. Mr.
Denny, if I remember correctly, shared that view but nobody else did.
The Japanese, according to the figures we have, now hold 80 percent
of the radio market in the Uinited States. Eighty percent of the radios
we buv are iml)orted. They have stolen one market after another. We
reacted late.
Look at automobile imports. I could tell you stories about that.
American Motors came on the inarket with a small car'and they got
banged out of the market in 1960 and 1961. American industry worked
as long as it could to avoid producing a small car. Only when American
manufacturers were faced with the fact that the Europeans and the
Japanese were stealing that market did they finally react. We are losing
our entrepreneurial dri ve.
This, Senator Hansen, you asked this question about oil. Senator,
there is another problem which nobody has looked at and that is the
minerals problem. It is wofte than the oil )roblem. The oil problem
is just for openers. We have worked on the minerals problem to a certain
extent. The estimate is that if we continue current trends, by 1985 w6
will have a balance-of-payments deficit in oil alone of $50 billion a year.
Senator HANSEN. What?
Dr. RINPRtT. $50 billion a year in oil alone by 1985. It may be that
we will have the same balance-of-payments problem in minerals.
We are running out of resources, and all I would say to you, very.
simply, is this: No economy has ever functioned without energy, and

there is a direct correlation between supplies of energy and standards
of living.
As for the last of my assumptions, let me put it this way: As a
somewhat battered policeman of the world, we still pour out our capital to the rest of the world. We still give foreign aid; we still give
military aid. Finally, in my judgment, the world monetary system is
sick.
Now, let me give you five recommendations. Some of them may
surprise you, but I will say this to you. Each one of them has historic
precedents. No. 1, call in all American currency, call in all of the
money in the United States and all over the world. Issue new currency. There is more than adequate precedent for doing this. We di'd
it with gold. The results which this might accoml)lish may be listed as:
First, the elimination of counterfeit currency, which could be substantial. Estimates are as high as $5 billion to'S10 billion floating in
the world.
Second, the location and identification of large pools of illegal bank
deposits and cash hoards. Let me clarify that. You have heard about
the troubles of IOS. I don't know if you gentlemen realize that the fundamental reason for 1OS' existence'was that it was basically a depository for illegal money. money which could not be traced andf wouldnot
be traced. Isn't. it aiazing that after all of its troubles, IOS still has
assets of $500 million?
Third, we could tax the hoards of cash whose origins cannot be
traced.
My second recommendation is to raise the price of gold to $200 an
ounce, on the basis of the inflation which has taken pace since 19.3
in.-the United States alone; I am using American inflation only, not
Euro an inflation. We set gold at $35 an ounce in 1933; if the price
of gold today were to equal the inflation we've had since 1933, it would
be about $105 an ounce, or where it is. I would double the price, and
once and for all, I would put to rest any idea that there are going to be
further increases in the price of gold.*It is self-defeating nonsense to
raise the price of gold 10 percent at a time when inflation is 9 percent
in the United States and between 6 and 7 l)ercent in the rest of the
world. If you raise the price of gold 10 )ercent, using the slice of salami
technique, and inflation is 6 to 8 percent, then all you are doing is
buying 14 months until you have to devalue again. It is interesting to
note that the second devaluation came 14 months after the first. Incidentally, Mr. Chairman, let me comment that the-second devaluation
was not expected by tile administration. They reacted late. They were
forced to do it. They knew it. had to come but they did nothing for
5 days while the crisis went on.
I would raise the price of gold to $'200 an ounce and then the United
States should stand ready to sell gold at that price. to foreign central
banks.
My third recommendation is to create incentives to American capital to stay here and create more incentives to attract foreign capital
here. There is very little real foreign investment in the United States.
Most, of it is equity investment. In the past 25 years. the rest of the
world has created incentives to American capital to leave the United
States. They have done this by various techniques and methods, includ-

ing investment tax incentives, special grants, forgiveness of income
taxes, and so on. This has helped attract American capital abroad.
We need to do two things; First, we have to make it attractive for
American capital to stay in the United States by giving our businessmen the same kind of treatment they get in the rest of the world;
second, we have to give incentives to the rest of the world to come
here, especially incentives to foreign capital.
My fourth recommendation is to treat the rest of the world as it
-treats us. Let me be frank: Get tough. The Europeans will respect us
for taking a hard line. I happen to think they respect Governor Connally. I don't think they like him, but they resl)ect him. They complain
aboit him because he is tough. I am told by Lee Iacocca, president of
the Ford Motor Co., that-ivhen he exports a Mustang into Japan, he
pays $1,000 in duty, but when the Japanese import a Toyota into the
United States, the"duty is $100. If the rest of the world will not give
us equal treatment, w'e ought to take unilateral action to get equal'
treatment.
I don't think we are going to have a trade war. I think no one can
afford it. The rest of the world could afford I less than we could.
My fifth recommendation may sound silly, but let's face facts. We
are internationally bankrupt. there is no'other way to put it. We
have $83 billion worth of short-term liabilities. We have $13 billion
in reserves. We have closed the gold window but Nve won't face up to
the fact that we are broke.
I want to .: ;e you a perfect illustration of how that influences
Government p~olicy. I will cite names.
On April 26, Mr. Carstens, who is very high in the Christian Democratic Union of the West German Government, came to this country
and wanted to negotiate for payments to the United States for the
stationing of American troops in Germany. As you know, there is
some quid )ro quo. Mr. Carstens, I know, was prepared to pay $1
billion for the maintenance of American troops in West Germany. He
told me that the U.S. Treasury or the Department of State-I am not
sure which-asked for and accepted only $500 million although Carstens was ready, willing and able to pay $1 billion. I communicated
this to the proper authorities, and the payment was still $500 million.
We suffer from the idea that we can still afford to be the chief
policeman of the world. We gave away $500 million in that one
fell swoop. It was not important enough; we didn't negotiate; we
didn't bargain.
And so, I would end with one very simple thought: I don't think
the balance of payments situation is going to imlrove. I don't think the
U.S. Government is going to do anything to improve it. I think we are
going to continue to lurch from "one crisis to another. We seem to
lack tei courage, the drive, the incentives to change the situation.
If you make certain proposals, you are considered extreme, flamboyant, crazy. One of the leading economists in the United States 4
weeks ago suggested that gold is good only for filling teeth. There
are over 1.5 billion people in the world who think it is good for other
things besides filling teeth. Let's face up to one fact; we are in-trouble.
'We are in trouble economically, financially, monet-arily, and we are
slipping. I said the other day, before the Senate Subcommittee on
Antitrust and Monopoly Legislation, that we are on the way to becoming a second-rate industrial power.

I would give you two priorities: No. 1, stop the inflation in the
United States, and No. 2, solve our balance-of-payments problem. I
think we have the means, the techniques and the know-how, but we
won't use them.
Mr. Chairman, that is the end of my presentation.
Senator BYRD. Well, doctor, I must say I had not expected anyone
at these hearings to share the pessimism of the Senator from Virginia. I have been saying it in the Senate for several years. I have
thought much of what you have said this morning. I, too, have pessimistic caution. I do not share Governor Diaane's cautious optimism. I
think, as you said, we have a basic long-term problem and I think the
number 1 problem is to get inflation under control here. And it seems
to me that is not going to be done until the Government gets its own
financial problems under control. I don't see how it is logical to keep
on with these huge Grovernment deficits which have gotten worse in
recent years. By the end of the next fiscal year, 1974, 24 to 25 percent
of the total national debt will have been accumulated in the period of
4 years. As I view it, the rest of the world sees the American problem
far better than we see it right here. I think we have been living in a
fool's paradise, and I think the Congress is even more living in a
fool's paradise.
What disturbs me is that I don't see that any real-well, I was going
to say, effort is being made toward a solution to our problems. Certainly, I see no results from any efforts that might have been made. As
a matter of fact, it. appears to me that conditions are steadily deteriorating. I had not realized until you brought it out today-and I am
assuming your figures are correct-that the United States has the
fourth highest rafd of inflation in the world. That is a very astonishing fact, it seems to me, but I agree with your assertion, too, when
you said that our spending is out of control. I think it is. I think we
face a very, very serious problem, but in talking with most of my 535
colleagues in the Congress of the United States, I find that very few
share my pessimism.
And for that reason I am sorry to know that you not only share it,
but are perhaps even 'tlittle movie pessimistic than I am. I hope I am
wrong about this thing. I hope you are wrong and I hope I am wrong.
I don't think we are, though. I don't think we are.
Senator Roth?
Senator ROTM. Earlier, you recommended that we should not only
balance the budget but also provide for a large surphis. I wonder if
,you could be a little more specific. There has been a lot of talk recently
in the Congress, supporting the need for a legislative budget in which
we set priorities. Are you in a position to talk figures for this year in
addition to discussing more general concepts?
Dr. RINFRF.T. Let's start, Senator, with the concept that Congress
will accept its responsibility, which I think you will agree it has long
avoided, to add up the figures and find out how much it is authorized
to spend, then you set a budget, and you rank your priorities. Right
now this county, in my judgment. (esperately needs a tax increase.
I would like to see both' a 'personal and corporate tax increase, but the
personal tax increase should not he imposed on those in income brackets below $7,500 a year, because I think these people are overtaxed
now. I would hope we would tax to such an extent that we would pick

up about $8 billion in revenues for fiscal 1974 over and above present
projections.
The U.S. Treasury's most recent estimate for fiscal 1974 shows that
the budget will be in the red -by about $4 to $6 billion. That is their
most recent estimate.
Senator BTD. What budget?
Dr. RINFRET. That is for expenditures versus receipts, not the fullemployment budget but the straight. expenditure budget. Now, that is
not the official figure. The official figure, as you know, is much higher
than that. You must remember that they have raised their GNP estimates by a substantial amount. They have raised their corporate profits figures by a substantial amomt. And they are coming up with
much higher revenue figures than they had before.
The latest inside estimate for the fiscal year 1974 deficit is that it
will be $14billion to $6 billion; in other wor(ls we will have a cash
deficiency of that amount. and our spending will be in the red. I would
like to see a cash receipts increase of at least $8 billion. That would
give us a surplus of $2 billion to $4 billion. I think that would have
some obvious impact: (1) it. would take spending power away from
the people; and (2) of course, it would permit some very moderate,
N
but nevertheless some. reduction in Government debt.
If this Government cannot balance its budget in the biggest boom
we have had in inaybe 20 years. then heaven knows when we are going
to (t1it. Now. the l)roblein with a tax increase, of course, is whom you
hit and how. I myself would prefer a different kind of tax increase,
which I have talked about. I would prefer a surcharge on American
corporations anl1 on the individual Amierican taxpayer, this surcharge
would go into escrow : that money would not be available to the Federal
Government and would be kept sel)arate from Federal expenditures.
The surcharge could he turned over to corporations and individuals at
a later date if it is necessary to stimulate the economy. Incidentally,
this is not an econoinic innovation. This has been done in West
Germany with a great (leal of success.
Speciticallv. I would say this to you. We should have enough of a
tax increase to get our budget. into a surplus position in fiscal year
1974 because we sure can't (to it for fiscal 1973. We sho ild move for a
tax increase now.
I don't know if that is specific enough for you, Senator.
Senator Rown. 'Vould your escrow proposal involve borrowing temporarily from the public and paying it back at a later (late, when the
suggesting
that there would
are youtax
economy needs a stimulant ? Orform'of
F
b-no oliption but rather some
Dr. RINFRE'r. It would not be available to the Federal Government.
Senator Ro'ri. As you know, there are many people both in and out
of Government who feel that we are not spen~liing enough to solve our
social problems. Sonie people feel if we increase taxes we will increase
spending. Would you recommend increasing taxes and increasing
spending? 'Would that make any difference or would we just be spinnig our wheels?
Dr. RINFRElT. Well, I would answer you this way: I am no judge of
what our social objectives are or how adequate or inadequate they are.
But as a consultant to companies in the construction industry. I have
heard them scream about the impounded funds for pollution control.

It is amazing how they are for fiscal discipline until it affects their
own businesses, then they are for pollution control and not for fiscal
discipline.
Senator Rorii. That is a problem we are often faced with, of course.
Dr. RINFRET. I would say this to you. I think there is a very simple
answer to the problem. I don't care how you slice it, but if the American people want these social programs and Congress, as aliepresentative, of the people, votes for those programs, then I say let Congress
tax the people to pay for those programs. That is all. If you want it,
pay for it. Why do we persist with the ridiculous notion that there
is such a thing as a free lunch in economics? You see, you are taxing
the people anyway.
Sure, you don't hit their pocketbooks with a direct tax increase,
but when you make them pay 9 percent a year more for the same
goods or services as a result of inflation, you are taxing them. Government policies right now are highly inflationary. There is no question
that the Government is an engine of inflation r ight now. Incidentally,
so is the Federal Reserve.
This statement about a slowdown in the Federal Reserve allowed
growth of the money supply is nonsense. Incidentally, I will make you
this prediction and yvou cani check it out: The money supply figures in
April, May and ,June are going to be shocking. D1o you know why?
Because the Treasury is now unwinding its deposits into the private
system and, as they uinwind, the money supply is going to go through
the roof. Then you are going to see the Federal Reserve faced with
another surge ini the money supply and another attempt to hold down
on credit.
Our fiscal and monetary policies have been creating inflation in
this country. Our Governnent is the engine of inflation. We won't
pay the taxes which are necessary to pay for these programs. You can
go back, if you will-, to the "Great Society" which wanted war and
welfare simultaneously. No country in the world can provide both
umiless the people pay for it, and we didn't.
I don't care how vou do it. If people want. clean air and clean rivers
afld everything else which goes with that. then let them pay for it.
Senator RoTh. Many people argue that the public sector is spending
too much-some 33 percent of our current GNP. Do you thing that
there is any nmaximum that the Government can spend without placing
a serious drag on the growth of the economy? Are we there now or do
you think we will reach it soon?
Dr. RINFRET. I would have to give you an honest answer I think
that concept is silly in view of what i's happening in the rest of the
world. It is estimated that the French Government directly controls
50 percent of all of the output of France, for example, and that country
is going to be the leading country in Europe in 5 years. They have
one of the highest standards of living in the world: It is growing at
an incredible rate. Their GNP is growing 6 percent per year in real
terms.
Senator Rorw. When you say they control 50 percent, does that
mean they control the means of production ?
Dr. RINFRRT. Yes.
Senator RoTii. So, right now it is not complete?
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Dr. RINFRT. It is not quite total control. If you look at it from the
viewpoint, however, of Government revenues, they are taking in those
revenues and disbursing them.
Senator RoTH. As you know, we have a trade bill before us. I guess
this is a little bit out of our immediate jurisdiction in the subcommittee, but I would like to hear your comments on the administration's
proposals. How can we write into this legislation the need to bargain,
as you put it? Can that be done? Are there any techniques there
beyond the administration's people who are selected?
Dr. RINFRET. I just don't know how you do that. I think you have
to create a mental attitude and the right personalities have to be
involved.
Much of what you heard about tie first devaluation was inaccurate.
Much of what you heard about the second devaluation was also inaccurate. The first devaluation, for example, was really-4wo men making
a decision. They made a decision about how much and how far they
would go and when, and they did it. You know the two men I am talking about; one was the President of the United States and the other
was Governor Connally. Now, Connally was ready, I am told, to go
in with a 15 percent change in the price of gold. The British said they
wanted a change of 8 to 9 percent. Connally went in and bargained.
The French wanted 15 percent. Connally bargained. He shocked them
when he threw that on the table.
How do you tell the American people that we are no longer rich,
that we are financially bankrupt, that we are broke, that we must get
tough? People will still tell you that the U.S. function is to provide
for the rest of the world.
Now you either change the cast of characters or you are going to
have exactly the same thing happening again. I might add that I have
-been intimately involved in this area on an unofficial basis for a long
time, and the problem I have always seen is in attitudes. There is a
philosophy in economics which is, unfortunately. sometimes so out of
touch with the real world that it gives rise to statements like this:
"If foreigners don't like dollars, let them buy American goods." You
try to explain that foreigners don't have to buy American goods, but
how do you beat that kind of attitude? You beat it with personalities.
When a corporation is in trotible, it gets a new chief executive officer.
When the chief executive officer finds that his executives are no good,
he gets new executives.
P eople run trade. Nhen Mr. Eberle goes to Japan, I am told he is
tough, and the Japanese scream and the other Government departments scream that he is too tough, lie should be pulled off trade negotiations because he is tough. When Mr. Connally goes to Europe and
he is tough, everybody screams that he is a bull in a china shop. We
get worried whenever we have a tough man negotiating for us and we
run for cover. We are simply not protecting our own interests in our
--- rade negotiations.
I endorse the trade bill 100 percent. The President has to have
the right to negotiate tariffs up or d6wn. If I may, I'd like to make
a few comments about that point. As you will recall, the first point
the Secretary of the Treasury made was that the United States was
asking for the right to lower tax barriers, and the second point was
the right to raise them. I said, "It should be the other way around."
-

But his attitude was such that he was thinking first of lowering,
not raising.
Now, how do you change that kind of attitude? You change the
people in charge.
Senator ROTh. Is it your view that through tough negotiations
we should try to increase international trade or do you feel that protectionism doesn't have a significant role? Do you feel we are going to
have to move more in the di reaction of protectionism?
Dr. RINFRET. I think there is an answer to that. I have talked to
the Europeans about this. I don't think the Japanese or the Europeans
want. a trade war. I don't, think they want the United States to go
protectionist. But the impression I get., particularly from talking to
people at the top level of the French Government, is that they still
don t think we are serious. They still don't think we really want to
get. our balance of payments in equilibrium. I met with the economic
adviser to the French Minister of Finance. anid he said a very simple
thing to me: "Why doiit we stop quibbling and get on with it ?"
Senator BYRD. Would you repeat that?
Dr. RINFRT. This was the economic adviser to the Finance Minister of France, and he said: "W1hy don't, we stop quibbling and get
on with.it ?" He was saying, in effect, "We don't want to quibble with
you any more."
But they still haven't gotten into their heads the fact that we are
serious.

Senator RoTii. Should we put our defense problems together with
our trade problems as one bargaining package?
Dr. RINFRET. Absolutely. I gave you one answer to that. What did
the Germans say? Mr. Carstens told me that West Germany would be
willing to give'the United States $1 billion to keep our troops sttioned there. We settled for $500 million. I asked him "Wh19y don't we
force you to pay us $2 billion, which is
pull
so webe1
can
what the
youtroops
reallyout
should
paying us?" And he said: "Oh, you will
never pull out your troops. you can't pull your troops out of West
Germany."
This isone of the toughest, men in the CDU, and he said: "You
can never pull your troops out." I said "Then we should, because if
you are scared 'enough, maybe you will pay us $2 billion instead of
$1 billion."
So all I am saving is that we need a total approach using every
weapon we, have. 'Ask Mr. Denny what methods he uses in corporate
negotiations. What do you use 'inCongress? You use every tool at
yo ur command. Why do we divorce international trade from politics?
Why do we say that the monetary system is not related to political
objectives? That is nonsense.
Now, one of the reasons why we have a balance-of-paylnents problem is because we are. spending $5 billion a year for defense all over
the world. And don't tell me those points are not related. Part of our
getting tough is saying, "OK you want. the troops in West Germany?
You want all the'troops, all the equipment? Fine. Now pay us $2
billion, or you get nothing."
Of course, I have a hypothesis about that, Senator. It is very simple: our troops are there to protect us and not the Germans.
Senator RoTh. My time is up. I would just like to ask you: You
made some reference to our country's backward position in attempting

to develop incentives. Have you accumulated any information on this
type of incentive?
Dr. RINFREr. Yes, sir; I introduced this in testimony on investment
tax credits and other investment incentives before the House Ways
and Means Committee and, if you like, I will send it to you. It is a
detailed analysis of the incentives in most of the Common Market
countries an('Canada compared with those of the United States.
Senator ROTH. Thank you. I share your desire for this country to get
tough, for this is important. We have to learni economically, as well as
militarily, that we are-no longer the biggest power.
Dr. RINFRET. Yes, sir.
Senator BYRD. Senator Haskell ?
Senator HASKELL. Just one question:
You mentioned we lost the Yankee trader instinct. Based upon my
limited observation of our major corporate enterprises, I happen to
agree with you. You are the first person wlho has made such a statement though. I would like to hear from you any suggestions you feel
might be helpful in inducing us to get back some of these instincts.
Dr. RINFRET. Well, I would have to begin by saying that it is fairly
complicated, to say the least.
Senator HASKELI,. Oh, yes.
Dr. RixFInET. Let me give you an illustration. When President
Kennedy reacted to the steel 'price increase and sent the Internal
Revenue Service to investigate the tax returns of Mr. Roger Blough,
then chairman of the ITnited States Steel Corp., that was the beginning of the end of the American indif.qitrialists' willingness to talk it
out. It really was. If you go back and study the record, you will be
amazed to find to what an extent that. was tie turning point.
You have to recognize that the American businessman is terrified
by the U.S. Government. He is absolutely terrified. He doesn't want
anything to do with it. He wants to stay as far away as he knows how,
and the less involvement he has, the better off he is. He is subject to
harassment, lie is subject to investigation, he is subject t6criticismJ
he is subject to insults. Most businessmen, in my experience--and I
am not carrying their flag because I don't carry anybody's flag-most
of them are'pretty responsible human beings. Some of them are crooks.
Some of them are diheves. But the proportion of crooks and thieves
in business is no different from the proportion of crooks and thieves
in the rest of the population. Businessmen come up against the U.S.
Government and they are accused of everything in sight, so they say,
"Well, maybe the best thing is never to testify." They are subject to
a taxation system-and this is something I didii't get into with Senator
Roth and I would like to make one comment which I should have
made earlier. For example, this is the greatest capitalist economy in
the world, this is the country which has been the epitome of free
enterprise, and free enterprise means, after all, the information of capital. But, if I were to ask you how we rank in terms of capital gains
tax rate, what would your response be? Most people would say we rank
8th, 10th, or 15th. The shocking answer is that we rank highest in
the world. Our capital gains tax rate is the highest in the world.
Do you know what the capital gains tax rate is in France? Zero.
Do you know what it is in Italy I Zero. In England, it is 12 percent.
So the entire reneur says, "Why should f risk my money in the United
States?" If I risk my money here, they tax me h71/2 percent. If I lose

my money, I get a $1,000 deduction. It's a one-way street. The Government shares one-third of my profits and none of my losses.
So you have made him a little less of an entrepreneur. As an mdividual, I am proud of the fact that my income is a very high six
figures. But I will be honest with you; today I wouldn't take the business risks I took 10 years ago. It is not worth it any more. The odds
are against me now. I would not take the risk of losing with no compensation because the taxes I pay are too high.
Senator HASKELL. You are advocating increasing taxes?
Dr. RINFRET. I advocate increasing taxes to balance the budget
because I think we've got to have fiscal discipline, but that doesn't
mean we cannot make other changes to induce capital investment. For
example, you talk about the entrepreneur. Let me tell you who is
going to maintain free enterprise in this country: the little, entrepreneur. You spend all of your time working for the big man and no time
working for the little ~man. You could do thousands of things for the
little businessman you don't even think about. You have a subcommittee on small business which, I am told, never gets anywhere.
You tax the income froin interest on savings of $5,006. Who saves
the $5,000? Mon and Pop. And you tax their income, you tax the
interest on their $5,000 savings.
A little man goes into business. lie has a shop with 10 employees.
Now you take away his $25,000 tax exemption. You are killing him,
and so he says, "The. devil with operating here, it is not worth the risk."

So where does lie go? le looks all over the wvorld. And such busi-

nesses are not, so big, incidentally. I can tell you stories about people
leaving this country with $10,000. They go to the rest of the world
and they se that'their capital investment is fostered, aided and
bettered abroad. So they say, "I am not. going to take the risk of investing in the United States. It, is not. worth the risk anymore. If I invest
in other countries, I don't get taxed to death. If I invest here, I get
taxed, I am attacked."
You know, Government, the media and. everybody are on the industrialists' backs.
Let me ask you another question just for the fun of it. Name me
the industrial leader of this country today. Who is lie, sir? Where is
he? I don't know who he is, I haven't, heard from him in 10 years. Ten
years ago I would have said it was Roger Blough. Now ;who is it?
Have you noticed how quiet the leading businessmen have become?
They are keeping their mouths shut because the best way to keep
from getting burned is to keel) your mouth shut.
For example, there are class action law suits. This is a killer. The
courts )ermit one guy to file a suit. I know and most. of you people in
Congress who are lawyers know that any individual can file a lawsuit and then it is joined by 500,000 stockholders. So all of a sudden a
corporation has 500,000 stockholders on its back.
So you play it safe, you play it safer and safer and safer and take
fewer and fewer risks. 'You (li't want to be criticized, and so you hide.
More and more, you hide.
That is what you see happening in this country. You can't name
the industrial leader anynore. I can't.. Isn't it. strange that the country
which is the industrial leader of the world doesn't ri ave an industrial,
ist spokesman? Even the Chamber of Commerce has become quieter.

What is the NAM stand on anything? You hear less and less from
them.
What is happening is sad. I will give you my favorite example t I
have said this before in testimony and I will repeat it. The Securities
and Exchange Commission is the bulwark of the American investor
against the financial community. If it. were not for the SEC, I am
convinced that the financial community would rape most American
investors. But I will turn it around. The SEC is destroying competition in the financial community. It is killing it. In 10 years we are
going to end up with Merrill Lynch, E. F. Hutton, Bache & Co., and
a half-dozen other big fellows and all of the little guys will be gone.
The little guys cant stay alive any more. There are too many reporting forms, too many legal anl accounting requirements, too many
regulations, including limits on fees. Their freedom is being stripped
from 'them.
Do you know what I am doing? I am going out of the mutual
fund business. In our small fund we have to spend too much time
filling out forms for Government agencies. I am getting out. Let the
big ones have it. You're killing us. This country is killing the entrepreneurial drive. If Government wants to share in the profits, it should
also share in the losses.
I don't know whether I have answered your questions directly, because it gets more complex.
There is something comfortablee in being part of a big, quiet crowd.
You can get hurt if you speak out. Forgive me, Senator, for using
nlyself as an example, but when I sleak out, I am called flamboyant.
I may be 100-percent correct, but I an called loud, extreme, and a hieadline hunter. 'I hat is the reaction you get, when you tell the truth. These
are some of the problenls, and *after a while you get tired of them.
In 1970, I said, aThere ain't going to be no recession' and that has
been quoted back to me two million times. Frankly, I am getting
tired. One of these days I just might stop making public appearances
because, you call take o)nly so much. This is )art of the problem.
Senator BYRD. Senator Fanin ?
Senator F.N.,N-iN. Thank you. Mr. (hairmal. I certainly commend
you. Mr. Rinfret, for an ex(-ellent statement and the answers you
have given. I am tremendously iinl)ressed. I tim just sorry that every
Mamlear of Congress could not have had tile opportunity of being here
today to question you because I think you (-oul change the minds of
many people regar-ding the antibusiness attitude that is held by this
Congress. We do have an antilsiness C congress.
Dr. RINmIE'-r. Yes, sir.
Senator FANNIN. All(l it is certainly devastating to this country.
When we talk about. the tremendous increase in imports, for the fitture, I am wondering if we aren't just (h'eatninl because to even stay
in a balanced import position it will be very difficult.
Do you think tint we-can work on the side of increasing imports, if
we also work on the side of increased exports? In other words, is it possible fori us to pay for these increased imports unless we do find a way
to compete better in the world market and have increased exports?
Dr. RIN RET. No, Senator Fannin, you are obviously absolutely
right. You can't talk about a $50 billion deficit in oil or a $50 billion
deficit in minerals without the dollar constantly depreciating so that,
say, one French franc might equal one U.S. dollar.

Senator FANNIN. What I am suggesting, is that what we are going to have to do for the next 10 years if we continue on our current
course?
I understand this is a tremendous problem for us. We do have somewhat of all answer, though, if we were to be realistic about it. We do
have large surpluses of coal, for example, in this country, but We won't
bite the bullet and say we are going to use coal in place of our natural
gas and in place of petroleum products that we are importing. Other
countries in the world, as I understand it, utilize what is available to
them.
Dr. RINFRET. There is also a problem, Senator, with this coal. In
the early 1960's I worked on this subject for 1 solid year for the Louisville and; Nashville Railroad Co., which is a coal-hauling rail line. In
1965 we took a look at the coal versus oil versus natural gas versus
atomic energy equnation. Let me remind you that it was the stated
policy of thel .S.Government at that. time to expand atomic energy
installations. The V.S. Government took the position that coal would
not. be needed in the energy mix of the future. Now what happened
in 1965 and 1966? I would suggest that you check this, particularly
with the Island Creek Coal Co.. which 6i tell you about this in great
detailSenator FNNIN. Who?
Dr. RINFFT. Island Creek Coal. Check what they did in 1965 and
1966-we were working with them at that time. As a result of the U.S.
Government's projections of the demand for oil, atomic energy, gas,
and coal. Island Creek (oal entered into a 20-year contract to sellits
coal to Japan because the U.S. Government was then taking the position that coal would not, be ne(ied in the energy mix of the future. So
this is the problem you have today, much of our coal is being exported
to Japan. Incidentally, it is our best coal.
And then, of course. you have the ecology problem. of which you are
aware. You also have situations where atoic energy installations are
so far behind scheduh as to be unbelievable. There again we get into
the ecology problem, which is holding up construction of the installations witli the required double safeguard system and everything that
goes with it.
You are right about coal. When we looked at. it in 1965, we didn't
come to the Government's conclusion. We came to the opposite conclusion. We came to the conclusion that by 1990 coal demand would grow
at a compounded rate of growth of 7 percent a year versus 4 percent a
year' in 1965.
Senator FANNIN. Well, to survive, We must reverse that position,
that is miy point. regardless of what. we have done in the past. We must
reverse our position and realize we are now up against almost an impossible situation if we fail to do so.
We do have vast reserves of ('oal buried in the ground. Large quantities are going to the ,laj)anese, but we do have vast quantities we can
use but are heing held uJl)
now I)because of the environmental objections,
but I think we must realize there is a balance here. We can still protect
the environment reasonably but yet go forward with that development.
We also have vast reserves in geothermal energy. We had a breakthrough in that in just the last few months that I hope that you will
get information about because I think it has tremendous potential.

But with the problems we have, I fully believe that the Japanese have
outentrepeneured us and they have also outworked us. I think that
isan important fact; they have outworked uis.
But don't you think that the European Economic Community perhaps fears tie .Japanese -more than we do from tile standpoint of imports into their countries? We are importing 35 to 40 percent of all of
their exports, and the Europ ean economic Community )robably is
somewhere )etween 5 or 10. I)o you expect that to change
Dr.RINn E'r. No, Sir. because the E]iropeans have toldthe Japanese,
"There is no way that you'll do to us what you did to the United States.
No way. If you think' you are coming into this market like you went
into the U.S: market. you are out of y'our minds." I know, because I was
there when the Fremh Minister of Fii('e told that to the Japanese.
le told them right to their faces ,I)o yo think you aite going to do
to us what yoli did to the I'nited States e No way."
To put it another way, thie Europeans are not going to be "Uncle
Sucker." They are smarter than we are. They recognize tile situation
for what it really is.
'i.
Alx have this GATT meeting coming up. I share
We
Senator F
your pessinlisni on the results of (ATT. What do you think will happen ? I wonder, do yoou think we should have bilateral agreements and
deal with Japan ol a quid pro quo basis ? A basis of you ship something into our country an( we are going to shi) soneihing into your
country?
I)r. Ri.rn. I think multilateralisnm is finished. I think we should
go to bilateralisin. If I may put it this way. I think we should set the
.Jal)anese against the Europeans and force the ,Jal)anese to go into
tile European market and let t heimi light it out there. I think it is about
time this country legitimately )rotected its own interests. I dont care
what techniques we use as long as we (1o it.
1 am a little tired of seeing one. American market after another disappear. If the Europeans anl ,jal)aese were still in deficit. if they
had no gold reserves, if they Iuld no dollar reserves. it would be one
story. But these, are wealthy, )rosj erous countries with huge productivify, trelleI,(lolls rates o growth. anid huge reserves. Out of the
$153' billion total reserves in the world, we have $13 billion. The
.Japanese have $18 billion. The Germans have $23 billion. They have
more reserves than we (to and we are giving them help. We aire ths
ones who need help.
Senator F%NN IN. I agree with that. We need it and we need it now.
Dr. RI-X.FET. Of course, very frankly, on the other hand, let me say
that I don't blame them. If we gave it,they were smart to take it. I
mean I don't )lame them for that.
Senator FANNIN. No they outmaneuvered us. That is right.
Our trade with the Persian Gulf countries will be practically a
one-way street,. We are bringing our petroleum products in from
them and there isn't a consumer market over there.
Dr. RINFRET. There is another answer to that, Senator. In 1957 this
country drilled approximately 70,000 wells a year. We are now down
to 12,000. In our zeal to get rid of tax loopholes we eliminated the flat
271/l percent depletion allowance and also eliminated many of the
wels. Now we are reinstating a measly 5-percent special-investment
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tax credit. One of the things my firm does is to survey industry on its

response to legislative and- political action.
We have asked coinanies what they would do about oil well drilling
in 1973 and 1974 if there is such an investment credit.
Now I will say that so far we have only a 15-percent response to the
survey. But all the respondents to date say the same thing, we will do
nothing. Why? When you analyze it, you find that this credit would
be less than wlat they are getting in t.he rest of the world. Now, again,
you say we will have to bite thatbullet.
Again, we have this mental fixation that we. are giving away something. We are not giving away something, we are losing something. Do
you know what we are losing? WeP tare losing our independence of oil
supply. We are losing jobs created in the United States. We are exporting jobs by our tax policy.
Senator FANNIN. I agree wholeheartedly with you.
Dr. RINFRET. And I say the oil problemi will not be solved by what
we bring in friom the Arab countries but by what we do in the Tnited
States.
Take the North Slope. The problem there is unbelievable. Take the
Arctic Islands. heree is commercial gas in the Arctic Islands. We
know that four major drillings have been made there and the gas is
spilling over like crazy.
Senator FAN.iN. Inmight say we are looking at that, certain members oT-the Interior Committee are looking at that prol)len and are
very anxious to be bringing in the Alaskan oil and are doing everything within our power to have the recovery you are talking about
there.
Is my time up, Mr. Chairman?
Senator Bin. Yes.
Senator HARTKI. Call I say one thing? Mr. Rinfret, is an old personal friend of mine. I have to go to the dining room and meet Bernie
Seigel who is over there now. I would invite him to lunch if he could
make it.
He is a competent witness. I can guarantee yoii that. I have the
highest respect for him.
Senator F.%XNlX. W0ell, we will never have another one, that is for
sure.
Senator HAIrTKE. Goodly. I)r. Rinfret.
Senator FANNNq. Is my tiine ul)?
Senator Bim). It is up. But go ahead.
Senator FANNIN. Well. the problein as I see it, if we are going
to trade with -other countries, for instance on the l)etroleum issue,
then we have a prol)len of having them being able to purchase our
products if it is going to I)e successful over the years. Do you feel
that we have a potential in Russia in that respect, because'they do
have the people there. I know they don't have a consumer market
yet to any great extent, but they ha'e the natural resources and they
have the people. Do you look toward that market for consumer goods,
also as a sul)plier fM r capital goods and consumer goods?
)r. RINFRE,T. I would say tlls to you, Senator. I think the potential
p)roportions of the Russian and the Chinese markets may be the one
thing that will pull us out of our balance-of-payments dflemma.
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Senator FANNIN. Well, I say Russia, but I mean the Soviet Union.
Dr. RINFRET. Yes, sir. We have studied this extensively and in tremendous detail. Let me give you an illustration. Let me Wve you a
very strange concept, and I want to quote the numbers. It is estimated by the CIA that tie Russians have 57.9 million ounces of gold
and the Chinese have 17.4 million ounces of gold. That is point No. 1.
Point No. 2: Did you know that the Russians are reported to be
selling gold in Eurole at $57 an ounce for the account of the United
States? I would like that fact surfaced and checked out. That statement has been made by the Bank of France. The Russians are selling
gold for our account tat the midpoint between the free market and
the official market prices. Then, of course, they are using the proceeds
to buy our agricultural products and our agricultural equipment.
No'w this may sound very strange. but if we were to change the
price of gold to $200) an once. for example, the purchasing power
of the Russians would go from $4.6 billion to approximately $12 billion in reserves alone. The Chinese reserves would go from $1 billion
to al)roxiIatelv $3.5 billion. In other words. a change in the price of
gold will benefit this country more than anvl)ody else, because the
two countries which need our agricultural pi'oducts and our agricultural equipment most are the Chinese an(l the Russians.
Now, if you look at Russia, you will find a shocking thing. According
to the best'statistics we have, from 1913 to 1968 the Russian population
increase( faster than its agricultural production. Russia is in a constant
state of agricultural turmoil. I remind you of the rumors that Khrushchev was ousted because of the failure to produce wheat in Siberia.
We have what the Russians want; namely, agricultural l)roducts and
agricultural equipment. hey cannot l)r(l uce the size of equipment
wA I reduce.

TYhe Chinese market is even bigger. Now, peoplee say the Chinese
don't have anything to pay with. Well, the reason why that April
trade gain figure is phony is because e
p)aying for those exports
lr
to China ourselves by giving them credits. It slows up as a favorable
balance-of-payments but our credits are, paying for those exports. Now,
this may be our salvation. Maybe in the long run, our salvation will
be what we can sell to these people.
Did you read Brezhnev's statement the other day that the cold
war is finished? It. is over. The Russians and the Chinese are desperate
for food and if you like, I can give you lots of memorandums on this.
Senator FANNIN. Yes; I just returned from there this past week.
Dr. RINFRET. Do you disagree with me? I would be interested to
know.
Senator FANNIN. Absolutely not. I would like to have more in-

formation.
Dr. RINFRET. When Mr. Allen Dulles was alive, I had the pleasure
of writing his speeches on the Russian economy. I did that as a private

citizen and that is when I first became knowledgeable about the Russian agricultural situation. That is their Achilles' heel and it is our
great opportunity.
Senator FANNIN. Well, thank you very much.
Dr. RINFRET. I will give you copies of all of these, Senator, if you

like.
Senator BYmD. Senator Hansen?
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Senator HANSEN. Mr. Chairman, the candor and the knowlege of
the witness is certainly most refreshing. I have been stimulated by
his presentation. Thank you very much.
Senator BYRD. Dr. Rinfret, that has been a very stimulating presen- tation. The committee appreciates your being here today. Let me ask
you this on behalf of the average American, how can the average
guy, the average man and woman of our country protect himself and
herself against this raging inflation?
Dr. RiNFRET. Senator, I have been studying this ad nausea and I
have come to a very disturbing and discouraging conclusion, there
are no inflation hedges.
There is one unfailin . protection, it has been used for centuries, and
will continue to be,usefand will destroy us if our inflation is allowed
to continue unchecked. I will say to you what I-have said publicly
about inflation-the only protective method the rest of the world has
used against it is cheating. People become dishonest, they become
crooked, they do things under thelable. They take money for services
in cash instead of in checks. They cheat on'their income tax. If you
have ever wondered why the rest of the world seems to cheat more
than we do, maybe it is because they have had more inflation to contend
with than We h'ave.
Senator, if I may, I would like to submit to your four reports which
I did on this very sul)ject in 1968. 1 came to one conclusion; there are
no inflation hedges. The only inflation hedge is work.
Senator BYD'. That is disturbing and we would be interested in
those reports. I have been trying to compare the two situations between Germany and America. I have been interested in the German
inflation in the"early 1920's. I never understood it. I read two or three
books on it and I don't have much more knowledge now than I had
before.
No. 1, are there any books that you would recommend in regard
to that German inflation in the early 1920's, and, No. 2,could you
briefly indicate the main reasons for that severe inflation?
Dr. Ri-NFR T.Well, the answer to No. 1 is that I cannot, off the top
of my head, recommend any books to you. Concerning No. 2, we economists have examined that period in detail to see what happens with
inflation. I can tell you it was caused by two elements: lack of production and tremendous Government debt. The Governmeni debt poured
money into the system and there was no production to absorb the
money. So they got galloping inflation. I will tell you this story, which
I think epitomizes the period.
I had an economics professor by the name of Sipa-not WalterHeller. He told us a story about the German inflation. He was living
inGermany at that time. He said he had an uncle who had-spent 2
years investing in an annuity. Every 3 months, he made his payment
to the insurance company. The annuity came due during the period
of hyperinflation and when he received it, the postage stamp on the
envelope was worth more than the annuity it contained.
That is what inflation does to you. Row do you protect yourselfI
You can't. I have studied every stock market in the world. Since 1966
the Consumer Price Index has increased by an average 5 percent a year
in this country. Figure that out. Seven years at 5 percent, that makes
35 percent inflation.

Now where is .the American stock market? The Dow Jones index
is now at 900 versus 1,000 in 1966. It is down, and so is everything
you look at.
You do find one hedge though. Maybe a person's own home is his
best inflation hedge. But you will find, Senator, throughout the world
it always conies down to cheating. People become crooks. They cannot live legally with these rates of inflation, and this is the sad fact.
We know this historically. I want to quote one number. If you will
look at the GNP statistics for 1966, you will see that the GrNP and
income almost matched, there was (inly a slight, discrepancy. But
now we have the biggest (iscrepancy we ye ever had between income
and production. We can't trace enough income a parently. All of
a sudden the income is going somewhere but we don't kn.lw where.
I know where it is going; peol)le aren't reporting it or they are taking
cash for their services instead of checks. That is how they protect
themselves. That is what you do to meet the reality of the situation.
,Just study the rest of the world. Let me give you the example of
France in 1945. I was there as a soldier. .Morality was nonexistent
ainong the people. They had no morality. I am not insulting the
French. I would have done everything they did just to live. Whether
it is good or bad, you sell anything just to stay alive. That is what you
do. And when inflation rages, the only thing you think about is how
you can exist.
If we let inflation rage in this country-and apparently ve are going
to do that--if we let go on, thnfl I will make you this prediction:
just. watch what will happen to Government revenues.
Senator BYRD. ro wlat?
Dr. RINFRET. You just watch what will happen to Government revenues. All of a sudden they won't be getting the revenues they should.
Senator BYRD. Well. I think that wve should get Government spending under control, too, because I think that is a major cause of this
inflation you have.
Thank you very much for ble.ng here. Dr. Rinfret.
[Whereupon, at 1:45 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene at
9:30 a.m., Friday, June 1, 1973.]
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THE INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL CRISIS
FRIDAY, JUNE 1, 1973

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL FINANCE AND
REsoLTcEs OF TIlE CO}nMIYrEE ON FINANCE,

Washigton, D.C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:50 a.m., in room 2221,
Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Harry F. Byrd (chairman of
the subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Senators Byrd, Jr., of Virginia, lartke, Gravel, Dole, and
Roth, Jr.
Senator BYRD. Today we begin our second day of hearings on the
International Monetary Crisis. We have two distinguished witnesses,
the Honorable Willianm MeChesney Martin, former chairman of the
Board of the Federal Reserve System, and Mr. Eliot Janeway, the
prominent financial writer and analyst.
Mr. Martin served with distinction for 19 years as Chairman of the
Federal Reserve Board. Before that, he sekved as Chairman of the
Export-Import Bank and president of the New York Stock Exchange.
What a record.
Mr. Martin, we welcome you to the subcommittee. You may be aware
that on Tuesday of this week, Governor I)aane testified and expressed
optimism over the U.S. balance-of-payments prospects, while Dr.
'
Pierre Rinfret took a more pessimistic view. Yours is the tie-breaking
vote and we look forward to hearing how you cast. it. You may begin
your testimony.
STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM McCHESNEY MARTIN, FORMER
CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD, FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
Mr. MARTIN. Well, I would like to preface mny remarks by saying
I have been retired now for nearly 31/2 years front the Federal Reserve
and I have not consulted with any boly from the Federal Reserve
or the Treasury, my former associates,' about my testimony today.
This has been a fireminan returning to duty and I think it is good that
your committee is taking a look at this international financial crisis,
because I think in this instance, crisis is the right word.
I have a very brief statement which I would like to read. Let me make
clear at the outset thit I am basically optimistic about the American
economy. My only reservations are in the matter of speed. We are
growing too fast; too much of tomorrow is occurring today. We have
not yet scratched the surface of our potential but, like our modern
automobile, the economy requires safe drivers, and one who advocates
safe driving is not an opponent of growth nor is he one who urges more
unemployment to restrain inflation.
(67)

Inflation is the root cause of the current international financial crisis.
Events since 1965 clearly demonstrate how inflation produces feverish
activity, impairs sound growth-witness the ups and downs of our
security markets during this period-undermines balance of payments-look at the statement of our balance of payments todayand distorts the savings and investment process.
Money is a medium of exchange, a standard of value, and a store
of value. The American dollar in the postwar world has been the
principal bulwark of the international payments system as well as the
est currency in the world in which to save. This is no longer true and
now no one has complete confidence in saving in any currency. This
accounts for the speculation in gold and this at a time when the world
needs capital formation desperately.
When the Germaiis decided to let their currency float and we embarked on our new economic policy, we set sail on an uncharted sea
where despite assurances to the contrary, liberal trade policy is going
to be buffeted by severe storms and, in my judgment, our economic
our monetary, and our diplomatic position has been definitely
weakened.
I think the President acted boldly and courageously in reversing his
stand against wage and price controls and taking direct action against
inflation. Phase 1 was definitely a success and Phase 2 did moderately
well. We had a good year in *1972 and business has been unusually
strong in 1973, so strong in fact that inflation has already raised its
ugly head once again. Now, I do not mean that strong business always
means inflation, but in this instance, I think it does-, because in order
to bring this about, we have engaged in fiscal stimulus so far in excess
of aliy reasonable requirement that in my judgment, it borders-on the
irresponsible. As a counterpart, monetary policy had to be easy.
I Seriously question whether the full eonp Ioymlent budget concept is
an adequate answer. I welcome the efforts the administration is currently making to limit spending. We must not only have limits on
spending but limits on the rate at which we consume those resources
which we-now realize are not inexhiaustible-oil is good example of itwe. now talk about allocations of gasoline-and which as a matter oi
siml)le )rudence, must not be. squandered.
In other words, our resources are not. limitless. In the absence of such
limits it is hard to see how anyone can be confident that we are not
heading into another inflationary spiral which will have as its aftermath the inevitable recession.
The boom which we have produced by a combination of fiscal-stimulus and easy money is now running into shortages of capacity and unforeseen problems to produce a fl~od of business froth which is now
cresting the way the Mississippi River has been cresting as it and the
Missouri comes together in this terrific flood we have, and will, I think,
result in at leas . a moderate recession by the end of this year or"the
middle of the next.
But my view of inflation is clear. To those who believe that full employment requires inflation, my conviction is thiat-unless inflation is
restrained fult employment is impossible. I happen to believe that at
least relatively full employment on a sustainable basis is not only desirable but feasible and can be achieved with high levels of business
activity if we can find sonic way of containing inflation and maintain-
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ing reasonable stability. The nations of the free world have become remarkable successful at priming the pump and forcing growth but none
of us has yet learned how to apply the brakes and sustain growth and
employment. We have now turned back to the view that each country
can stimulate its domestic economy without regard to its balance of
payments and without regard to its impact on others. In short, this
marks the end of an era of international economic and monetary cooperation envisaged in the Bretton Woods Agreement Act.
Now I want to say a few things about the dollar. I am distressed
when people say, "Thank goodness we have devalued the dollar." That
it became necessary and even desirable to do so cannot obscure the fact
that it represents a failure of U.S. economic policy-a failure to restrain inflation and failure to improve our balance of payments. I
approved of the first devaluation, however, reluctantly, and accepted
it as both necessary and essential to give us a new start. And I was not
inclined to dispute the President's statement that the Smithsonian
-- Agreement was the most significant in the history of the world, assuming we were going to build on it promptly and effectively However
we became suspended in an euphoria of -belief that the realinement of
currencies on that occasion settled all our troubles. This was certainly
not the case, as was demonstrated by the second devaluation of the
dollar in February of this year.
I do not think'this second devaluation was necessary; in this area,
there is no way of measuring precisely how you determine the value
of the currency, and a lot of psychological anid other factors go into
that. When I say I do not think it was necessary, I think( we had nearly
14 months to rebuild our confidence in our currency and our intervening
to protect it and we let that, time pass. The dollar is now, in my judgment, with the second devaluation, undervalued and it is going to take
considerable time to persuad people that we are not going to do it
again. On a recent tri) in Europe I was asked repeatedly, "how soon
will the dollar be devalued again ?" and was unable to persuade anyone that we had seen the end. I think it is now imperative that we defend the value of the dollar by intervening actively to support its
value whenever threatened. It is not yet believed that we are prepared
to go all out to make the dollar a currency in which it is useful to save.
I am appalled by those in this country who think that convertibility
of the dollar is of no importance and'who believe we can concentrate
all of our attention on stimulating the domestic economy without regard to our deteriorating balance of payments. Unless nations are willing to have fiscal and monetary responsibility, there is no way we can
deal effectively with unemployment and produce lasting prosperity.
I might inteject here that I have over the years heard constant talk of
reforming the international monetary system. I think it can stand
some reform. I do not mean to coin pletely discount it, but I say a lot
of people that are talking about reform are people who do not want
fiscal and monetary responsibility and want to find some means of
evading paying their bills and getting all the credit that they need.
This is their idea of reform. That sort of reform just is not in the cards,
in my judgment.
I am sure it will take time, as we are presently learning, to reconstitute our international monetary system but it is essential. believe that
the International Monetary Fund should be covered as rapidly as pos-

sible into some form of a world central bank. Secretary Shultz, in
his splendid speech at the meeting on September 26, 1972, stated, and
I quote:
"Several times today, I have stressed the need for a comprehensive new set
of monetary rules. Those rules will need to be placed under guardianship of the
IMF, which must be prepared to assume an even more critical role in the world
economy.,
"Given the interrelationships between trade and payments, that role will not
be effectively discharged without harmonizing the rules of the IMF and the
GATT and achieving a close working relationship."
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I would go further than he. does. I think we must have a Federal
Reserve System in Europe and an International Monetary Fund in
which nations will pool some portion of their sovereignty in their own
interest. We do indeed need a new balance between "flexibility and
..stability * * * between unity of purpose and diversity of execution."
I have taken those from Secretary Shultz' speech. Nevertheless, I
am convinced that we should sacrifice some individuality and -oine
small measure of sovereignty in what would constitute a world cen-Ural bank. Unless we can work out something of this sort we are going
to have a lower standard of living in the world than would otherwise
be achieved and we will have frictions that will make keeping peace
more difficult.
Now, I am well aware of the fact, Senator, that this will be considered to be visionary by some people and that the trend in the world
today is away from this type of thing. And I am not suggesting that
anybody ought to do it for idealistic motives. But I say that the confluence with multinational currencies and with the flow of currencies
that there is around the world and with the growing activities of our
Arab friends through our need for oil and the accretions of dollars that
they will get from that require us to-have some central body that will at
least collect all the statistics and do a little bit better thanthe. BIS and
the IMF have done in the past. While we may give up the par value
system and the specific technicalities of the International Monetary
Fund, I feel that it is very vital that we revitalize it or something like
it in order to have a forumi where the nations of the world will sit down
and discuss these things.
Now, when you get into a crisis, there is very little discussion that
goes on. And I want, to say that I was terrifically impressed-I just
got back last, night-with the staff report here ofy our subcommittee.
I think the material that is brought, together there is really splendid
and I read it, I must say, only hastily, but I think it covers everything.
One of the things it says is "What are our alternatives? Gold sales by
the United States andi monetary conference ?"
I think t monetary conference is very necessary. I do not think it
has to be a Bretton 'Noods Conference, "butI think it is 4-ital that we
get together the material that is involved here and see if we cannot
form some means of dealing with the massive overhang of Eurodollars
that there are in the world. When I was abroad 2 weeks ago, I talked
with one well-informed individual who was convinced that there
were $90 billion of Eurodollars in Europe. I think he may be high on
that., but he is a fellow who follows it very carefully. And this type of
thing is all over Europe today and inflation in Europe is out of corn
trol. This is a worldwide phenomenon, this problem of inflation, at
the moment, and we have to find some .way of bringing this under

control or we will find that we all, at the same time, have a recession
and that can become a very serious thing to us.
Senator Byn. I certainly agree with your assertion with regard to
the need to bring this inflation under control. I want to say, too, that
I greatly appreciate and the committee greatly appreciates your, as
you expressed it, return to duty, Mr. Martin. this is a tremendously
interesting paper which you have presented to the committee, provocative. There are so many questions that I want to put to you that I am
not sure exactly where'to start. I think I will start with your comment
a moment ago on the need for a monetary conference.
Do you feel that the United States should take the lead in seeking
such a conference?
Mr. MARTIN. I think at, the present time, we should. I was not so
confident of that before the first devaluat ion because. I thought it might
be misconstrued, our taking the lead. But I think now we are in, I"
think this is-one of the most. important things that we have. I think
that we cannot just sit by and see the dollar declining every other day
without making some effort to get. our partners in the world to share
in our grief, if you want to put it that way.
Senator BY. I note in your statement you mention that the International Monetary Fund should be converted as rapidly as possible
into some form (f World Central Bank. In that connection, I note
that you made an address on this subject. on September 14,1970. Where
was that address ive.n, here in Washington?
Mr. MARTIN. No. that was given in Basel, Switzerland. It was under theauspices of the Per Jacobsen Foundation. Per Jacobsen was
the head of the Monetary Fund for some years and they have a foundation now that is in his memory and this'was the. seventh lecture since
he died. I chose that as my toi)ic. As I say, some of the people at that
meeting and some since have said that I was a bit visionary, but I
think it is a good thing to have a goal out in front of you.
But what I am talking about as a world central bank'is the central
bank of an individual country as a lender of last resort and also a
provider of reserves, a creator of reserves. I think the world needs a
central body that will be a lender of last resort, when we have speculative excesses of one sort or another. I am not attacking speculators.
They are frequently right. If we did not have speculators, maybe we
would not find out how bad some of these things are at times. But it is
Able to deal with it on a rational basis, and also that can create, as
was done by the SDR mechanism, which I may say Secretary Fowler
did Herculean work to succeed in negotiating that into the International Monetary Fund and I think eventually that special drawing
rights or something like that are going to be a type of world asset that
can be used by everybody.
Senator BY,RD. Without objection, your lecture on this subject delivered in Switzerland will be inserted at the conclusion of your
discussion this morning.
Mr. MARTIN.

Fine.

Senator BYRo. Mr. Martin, you state that inflation is the root cause
of the current international crisis. My question is what is the root cause
of inflation?
Mr. MARTIN. I think the root cause of the inflation is excessive
spending in budgetary imbalance. That is the best way that I can put

it. If you spend more than you are going to take in for any period of
time you have to finance it. Now, I do not like to sound like an alarmist
and iEdo not feel that I am, but if you look at the loan-depooit ratios
of the banks of this country today, you find that what used to be a 60percent level is now up to 80 percent and debt has become a way of
life. I am, ITam afraid, and old-fashioned individual on this, but I
think that the way I was brought tup was that it is like a rubberband.
You can use your credit, you can stretch it, but if you stretch it
too far, it snaps. I think we have been stretching our credit very far.
I think that what went on, what has gone on since 1965-the reasofI point tip 1965 is that in the 1960-65 period, we had a reasonable prosperity in this country. We had stable growth. But in 1965, the shades of
the Vietnam war were on us and we were dealing with guns and butter
and it was a very, very difficult thing to get anybody to see that this
could not go on indefinitely without causing us trouble.
I remember in the Federal Reserve that it was Senator Russell who
first told me that the spending in the Pentagon building was, in his
judgment, considerably more than appeared in the figures that I was
dealing with. He also told that to the Chairman of the Federal Reserve
Bank 'ofAtlanta at the time, who told me this, and I am sorry that
Senator Russell is gone. I do not like to talk about a man who is no
longer alive, but he was one of the first who alerted me to this problem, because with-te figures we. in the. Federal Reserve and the Treasury were using, it did not look quite that bad.
President Jolnson. who I am sure was sincere, really believed that
this was just a little war and that. we could afford to dlo all things. I
am sure he was sincere in that belief. But as it. worked out, we were
starting then a train of events that has gotten us in deeper and deeper.
Senator BYRD. Would you siiv that a major cause or perhaps the
major cause of the. inflati un in the United States is the continued and
huge Government deficits?
Mr. MARTIN. I would.
Senator BYRD. Would you put it as the.major cause.?
Mr. MARTIN. Well, I think along with that. goes the cost-price-wage
thing, that if you consistently have wage increases far in excess of productivity, that also is a contributing factor. But I still think that the
No. 1 is the budget deficit.
Senator BYRD. Eight, years ago, you made a speech suggesting that
there were disquietiiig similarities'between the then existing international monetary situation an dthat of the 190's and 1930's. Do you feel
thatthere are even greater disquieting-similarities today?
encouragMr. MARTIN. Well, in that speech, I also pointed to some
played up
were
similarities
disquieting
the
of
Most
ing dissimilarities.
to the exclusion of the encouraging dissimilarities. I think there are
disquieting similarities today along the same lines as what I was outlining in tat talk, but I think the world has progressed a good deal
and grown. a good deal since then. But we have not yet come to grips
with this problem of debt. To this extent, I think that the disquieting
similarities are just as bad today_ as they were then, and I think the
only problem on the management side, which is the encouraging side,
the encouraging dissimilarities, is the fact that our managers have not
been doing as well as I think they might. And this is why I have used
here
- the phrase in the opening, "safe drivers." We have an economy
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that I think is really remarkable in every respect. But we also have
automobiles that are the same way. But. if you step on the throttle of
an automobile in traffic here, you will be going at 90 or 100 miles an
hour; perhaps you just cannot do that. You are just going too fast.
Now, this is'a contributing factor to inflation, too. Everybody is
forcing growth. And that is really what I was trying to point up here
in a briei thing. I used this phrase that I picked up some place which I
like, that too much of tomorrow is occurring today. Now, whenever
you do that, people think you are against growth.'I am not against
growth at all. I just,do not think that you can do it all by debt.
I am worried about the banking system today. I am not talking
about people losing money in del)osiis, but I am worried about the
constant growth of debt, the constant growth of consumer-installment
debt. You will get all sorts of figures that will show you in relation
to this period or the other period. It is not disastrous. I am not suggesting that it is disastrous. I am simply saying that if we keep on
going this course long enough, it will become disastrous. That is what
I mean by safe driving.
Senator BiiD. Well, the disquieting similarities that exist to those
of the 1920's and early 1930's, what are the major disquieting
similarities?
Mr. MARTIN. Well, I think the major one is the failure to get our
spending under control. I am not talking about what the spending
ought to be for or the priorities of spending, but I have been under
the iml)ression in the last couple of years that there was not any
real control here in the Congress on 'spending.
Senator Byim. You are certainly correct in that impression.
Mr. MARTIN. And this, I think, %sthe mnost disquieting thing of all.
The world looks to us as the leader, and I (1o not mean to wave
the flag here, but the American dollar has )een something of great
importance to me. I am not suggesting that we should never devalue
the dollar, but we went from the start of our country up to the present
time without devaluing our dollar and there was a,time when we said
that the dollar was as good as gold. Well, I am one who thinks that
gold has to be phased out over a period of time.
I do not think there is going to he enough gold or gold production
in the world to supply the needs of world commerce asI. see it. But
nevertheless, I am rather (listrei;sed that we now have had to sUSl)end
our convertibility and we have not put anything in its place. This,
to me, is a very' disquieting problem.
Senator BYRD. Gold-would this be correct, that the value of gold,
a major value of gold has been that it has exerted a form of discipline
on the Government in the past in regard to its fiscal policies ?
Mr. MARTIN. Well, gold has unquestionably had some impact on it,
but the discipline has been largely on the wrong groups in the society.
That is why I gave up my faithi in the gold standard as discipline,
because in a society such as ours, the central bank can always offset
the gold by printing money if you want to use the phrase loosely.
When I fi6st went on the Feder'al Reserve., I found out we had the
power there to offset an inflow of gold or to compensate for an outflow
of gold. With due respect to George Bernard Shaw, who is quoted
many times on this and whom I always enjoyed, who said he would
rather trust gold to the management of ainy government that he
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knows, I still happen to think we have to trust governments basically.
And I do not think money should be our master; it must be our
servant. But a good servant if you are using money in that sense is
not one who has no discipline at all. It can just float all over. We
have to get the concept of money which we had in the Special Drawing
Rights where a group of countries are willing to agree that they will
exchange assets and when there is an inflow or an outflow of an
excessive nature, as occurs in every central bank in the world, there
will be someone to offset, it. And that is what a good central banker
is trying to do.
Now, I feel very sad, if I may say so, that we came to the point that
we had not been able to keep our own inflation under control and we
had not been able to keep our balance of payments in anywhere near
equilibrium, so we had to devalue the dollar. Well, devaluation works
two ways. Devaluation helps your trade surplus. and I think we are
on the way at the present time to having an improvement in our trade
surplus. gut it harms the credibility of your currency and it impairs
the faith of people in your currency.
So it works two ways, you see.
Trade surplus good, payments bad.
Senator BYRD. It is no basic solution to the problem, is it?
Mr. MARTIN. No basic solution whatever.
Senator BYRD.And as I understand your feeling, the first devaluation was necessary and probably good, and that i. the way I look at
it, but the second devaluation "has raised considerable doubt in the
minds of European financial interests, business interests, that the second devaluation may be followed by a third or more devaluation.
Mr. MARTIN. This doubt has been raised not only in Europe, it is
actually raised in this country. I run into people from time to time who
say, when is the next devaluation? This is something that can be done
as a last resort once and maybe twice-I am not going to put any limit
on it. But it.is a very dangerous weapoii to play with.
Senator BYRD. It is a very dangerous weapon, and to do it twice in a
short period of714 months, f assume, adds to the danger?

Mr. MARTIN. That-is right.

Senator BYRD.Senator Dole?
Senator Doit. Let me yield to Senator Roth.

Senator BYRD. Senator Roth?
Senator RoT'r. I am sorry I could not be here from the beginning.
Unfortunately, the Metroliner was late today. So if I am asking you
to repeat questions, please bear with me.
Two days ago we heard Mr. Daane of the Board of Governors of the
Federal Reserve. He took a pretty optimistic point of view, the balance
of payments. He was followed by Dr. Rinfret, who took just the opposite point of view. He even predicted several more devaluations. As
a noneconomist, I am confused.
What do you think?
Mr. MARTIN. No, I think we are improving. Our trade position is
improving. This last month figure which has been widely publicized
was a step in the right direction and I would expect that it would
improve more. But the problem, I think, is deeper than just the trade
surplus. As I was indicating earlier, we have a problem now with the
credibility of our currency on the payments side and our job isto

restore and rebuild confidence in the American dollar as the symbol
and more than the symbol, as the strength in the United States.
You know, you can destroy confidence very quickly, but it takes a
long time to rebuild it. And I think our job now is to try to restore
ant rebuild that. But I think in the course of events that I was trying
to emphasize in this statement, we have got to revitalize some organization like the International Monetary Fund-I think the International Monetary Fund is here and can" do the job-into having the
power to do a last resort thing, a sort of reserve in an emergency. We
have multinational companies today and I think multinational companies on the whole are doing a good job. But we have a new flow of
currencies in the world, as emphasized most by the fact of our possible shortage of oil and the amount of money that we will have to pay
to the Arab nations in order to pay for that.
Now, that amount of money ought to be in some way brought into
a central place, where ways to invest it, ways to handle it, will'be done
on a multilateral basis rather than an individual basis.
I do not want to quarrel-I did not hear Governor Daane's testimony and I did not hear what Mr. Rinfret said, but I believe in this,
that our principal problem is restoring confidence. I think confidence is
badly shaken today.
Now, you can argue about, whether the first devaluation was too
much or to little. I personally think this is in the realm of technical
legerdemain, but we did it. And it, certainly was a step in the right
direction as improving our trade. But. we diil not take the intervding
time. Once having done that, we had this realinement of currencies,
we sat by and we said, well, everything is going to be all right and we
did not use this time to show that we are going to get in here and
intervene, we are going to have the Fe(leral reserve and the Treasury
whenever there is any large inflow of Treasuries get in and, let us
put it bluntly, fight foi' the dollar.
Let me l)oint out that when the Germans revalued the deutsche
mark, they paid out $2.5 billion to defend it in a period of a couple of
days. Well, that is what I call fighting for currency.
Senator ROTH. AXS to the problem of confidence. I think there were
two significant statements made in the Congress yesterday, one by
the chalrmaii of the House Ways and Means Committee, Mr. Mills, and
the other by our majority leader. Mr. Mansfield. I do not know
whether you have had a chance to read either of these statements, but
Mr. Mills spent considerable time on the need for confidence in this
country. He proposed that the President should establish a total price
and wage freeze for 90 days-to give as a period of time in which other
policies could be developed.
Mr. Mansfield did not go quite as far but lie did urge that we turn
to something like phase 2 and have sterner measures. I wonder if you
would care to comment on that.
Mr. MARTIN. Well, I am always very sympathetic with people who
have to administer this type of tiing. I am not a wage and price control
man. It is not part of my basic philosophy. But. I have a strong conviction that you cannot be both. You have to have more freedom than
we have per~nitted or you have to have more control than we have
tended to have. You cannot be both at the same time.
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Now, I think when we reached the August 1971 period and we had
not been willing to carry fiscal and monetary policy further than we did
because we were afraid that it would create more unemployment
than we were willing to take--and that is a matter of judgment-and
we decided we were going to do something on the wage-price front,
which was out of control, I think it was a very bold and courageous
move that the President took. And as I say in my statement, I think
phase 1 was a success.
If I may have an aside here, I had an operation in the Mayo Clinic
in the summer and the day it happened, and when I got out. and could
walk around the halls there. I talked to all the nurses and they were all
saying to me, well, we voted for Hubert Humphrey, but we think whut
Mr. Nixon did was just right here, because they were feeling prices
and wages, you see, and the, were willing at that time to give upa
portion of their wages so that this was the right thing politicallyit
but
at that point, no question about it. That is a very small sector,
I
interested me.
Now, phase 2, 1 think, if I were doing it. I would have liked phase 1
to be a little longer than it was--30 days longer, say. But phase 2 came
along and it did moderately well.
N6w, when you come to l)hase 3, I have real question about it, and
you see. I duck d it in my statement. I talked about phase I and phase 2,
and after all., I am in private activities now. And I am not following
this very carefully. But I ducked it. But if I had been doing it on
my own, and it is'very easy. you see, to sit on the sidelines where you
have no responsibilit,, which I do not have today, to do this, I-not
only would not have given up phase 2 at the time they gave it up,
but I would have been disposed at that time to put wfiat I call the
coup de grace on the thing'by having home wage and price freeze for
some limited period of tihe. I think that would have been a
schological advantage and it would have capped what had been a
irly successful operation up to that point.
My observation is that phase 3 has not been much of a success. You
have talked about returning to the free market but you have not
really returned to the free market, because you have the threat of
the Grovernment over you and in the case of'dividends and interest,
why, you have a set of standards here.
Now,, I am not criticizing the administration of this. I happened to
say and I am glad to mention it, that I think my successor at the
Federal Reserve Board, Arthur Burns, is a far abler man than I ever
was in the field and I take off my hat to him. He is one of the great.
economists that this country has turned out, and I realize the difficulties that lie is dealing with. But. you asked me a question and I
just volunteer it. Phase 3, as you see I ducked in my statement, but I
am not happy with what has been going on here and I do not think
prices and wages have been properly handled here.
Senator ROTh. I think tlat most. people would agree that both the
current chairman and his immediate predecessor have been outstanding
men and served the country well, and fortunately have been able to
enjoy support on both sides of the aisle. I compliment both of you for
that.
I believe you have predicted or foresee the danger of a tecession cornrecommend we take now to try
steps
year.
ing later this or
I do you
too late
is itWhat
to avoid that,
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Mr. MARTn1. I am sorry to say I think it is too late on that. I think
that what we can do now is to keep it, if it should occur, to moderate
proportions. In other words, I do not think at this juncture you can
just reverse the course of events.
Now, we have had a lot of unforeseen things such as the weather
conditions in this country. Nobody could forecast that that had come
along here. But I think the movement has been so rapid and in some
instances so dramatic and the supply-demand relationship has been so
imperfect that we have a head of steam on here some of which is only
going to be moderated by just rolling over the dam and moving down.
That is not going to be a disaster. I am not suggesting I am courting
this and I hope it will not happen at all. But I thought I ought to put
it in this paper, since I was trying to give you what I honestly thought
or what I think is the likelihood for the balance of this year and the
first part of next year.
Now, you say to me, well, there ought to be some way that we can
just turn it.
off at. this juncture. I do not think there is.
Senator RoTH. I am interested in the problem of capital formation,
One of our witnesses yesterday dwelt on our inability to help new
business with various types of incentives. Of course, you are well aware
that many people feel that we go too far in this area, that-he tax laws
are tax loopholes that benefit the large corporations and the rich. But
would you care to comment on the importance of capital formation and
what, if anything, you think we should do from a legislative viewpoint.
Mr. MARTIN. Well, I think saving is at the heart of capital formation and the thing that has distressed mne the most, as I am trying to
point up in this paper here, is that at one time, we had gold, dollars, and
pounds. Then the pound went by the board and it became only gold
and the dollar. Then gold went by the board in 1968 and it was only
the dollar as the kingpin. Now, again, as I say I am not trying to
wave the American flag on this, but I happen to be very prouoithe
American dollar and very proud of this country and I think it is too
bad that it is not still the kingpin and it is stronger, still, than the
other currencies in the world. But by default, not by virtue of really
intrinsic value. The inflation abroad has been worse than the inflation
here, but both of us are having inflation. So that on a relative basis,
or to use another phraseology, we have been less drunk than our European friends have been in the last year.
WNell, saving is not nurtured inithat sort of environment and you are
not going to have permanent capital formation unless you again are
akling It of some value to people to save. And there is a quality to
saving as well as a quantity. Your professional economists will tell
you freq gently, well, now, the .savings here are not showing too badly
in our figures, but what they forget about is that savings have now
gotten around the world so that you have many foreign elements that
are buying up real estate inthis country and other places as a'hedge
against inflation. Now, on another matter, I have ben working on
some real estate projects in New York City. I have enjoyed it very
much. But the values are really astounding today. One of the things
that is keeping the values up is that. there are foreigners and others
who come in and say, well, here is a vacancy or here is something I
will be glad to buy that as a hedge against inflation.
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That is the best way I can put 'the whole problem of capital formation. We are not going to get sound capital formation unless we
get back to a saving environment.
Senator RoTH. Do you think there is anything that we in Congress
can do to provide a greater incentive to capital formation?
Mr. MARTIN. No I think there is a lot that can be done in the area
of taxation, but I do not think we ought to get into that. I think taxation as an incentive can be very helpful.
Senator RoTn. Mr. Chairman, I have a few more questions, but I
think I have taken my first 10 minutes.
Senator BYRD. I only want to ask one question, then I will yield
to Senator Dole.
Dr. Martin, in your statement, you say, "I think it is now imperative that we defend the value of the dollar by intervening actively to
support its value whenever threatened."
Now in view of the fact that we have only $13 billion in reserves
and $9 billion in short-term liabilities, what is the procedure or what
are the mechanics for defending the dollar?
Mr. MARIN. That is why I wish we had a revitalized monetary fund
to help us on this. But my old associate, Charlie Coombs at the Federal
Reserve Bank in New York has been very good in intervening in
currency activities from time to time and the Treasury stabilization
fund has been very good. It does not take a whole lot of money to
intervene in short-term movements of these currencies. Now, I do not
pose as an authority on foreign exchange, but I have worked in it
quite a bit over the last few years and I simply say that with due
respect to my colleagues at the Treasury and the Federal Reserve, that
there is not a conviction today in the foreign exchange markets that
we are willing to put our money on the line to defend this dollar
at this level.
Now, I do not know whether this is the right level, but I say I
think that is imperative. If we really believe that this is-ani I
understand the President has taken thiis position, Secretary Shultz
has taken the position that this is the right level for the dollar-I
have said I think it is undervalued. That is a judgment I am making.
But I say if that is what we believe, whether we have $13 billion or
not, we ought to be prepared to get in there and make it clear to
everybody that if need be, we are going to go to the wall to defend it.
Senator BYRD. Thank you.
Senator Dole?
Senator DOLE. I was going to ask you about the initial phase 3,
but you covered that.
Mr. MARTIN. And that, mind you, Senator, is just a judgment I am
making. It is relatively superficial. I think the only thing I would
emphasize on that, which I think may be of some ielp to you-and
this is just purely one man's judgment-but I think the big problem
in international monetary control here is fish, flesh, and fowl. You
try to be both. We get people making speeches about let the free
market do it, then you have people saying, we are going to control
this, that, and the other thing. We have the problems of interest rates
and all these other problems. but the thing that has bothered me on the
phase 1, 2, and 3 is that I do not think we carried through; having

decided to have wage and price controls, it does not seem to me
we carried it through far enough.
Now, that is a judgment.
Senator DOLE. I find it difficult-we talk about confidence and we
hear the flood of criticism-I use that 'word advisedly-with reference
to inflation and the run on the dollar and this morning, on the "Today
Show," the new high for the price of gold. Many people around can
always find fault, of course, with anything that is done by the Government or by any administration. I understand that confidence may
be, in Europe or somewhere else in the dollar may not be the same
as confidence in this country. But it is difficult for me, at least, to
try to project to the American people, or any single individual
American, how these complex things really affect the average American. How d6-oyou make the American people understand the real
problems? They understand it when prices go up, but inflation
escapes them.
You mentioned spending limits, which I think are necessary. I am
not sure Congress will ever accept that responsibility. We talk about
the power and responsibility, but we want the administration to have
the responsibility and we want the power. Do you have any suggestions on holy we can, how the American people can more easily
understand the basic problems?

--

Mr. MARTIN. As you say, I earlier mentioned the reaction I-got
when I had an operation, on the price side. I think that does get
through. I think the American people will understand the role of the
dollar better as they travel more. And we are going to have a big
travel year.
Senator DoLE. They are going to understand it more as they buy
more energy, apparently.
Mr. MARTIN. Yes, they will get some inkling of it. I have been
fortunate in being detached, more or less in semiretirement-let us
put it that way-that I have been able to travel a lot. I never expected
in my lifetime to be wandering around to find out whether I could
get $10 more on $100 in a given currency from one hotel to another as
I did last fall in several places. There is a traffic in foreign exchange
going on today and always will under this type of condition. And our
European friends, start with our Germans, that were all against inflation for a long time, and they have gotten to where they accept this
doctrine that they will just stimulate their domestic economy and to
heck with their balance of payments. Now you find over there the same
thing going on and you can get your currency under the table from
any number of places.
Now, I know I am not overstating that because I have been wandering around recently. Now, that will bring it home to the American
public as time goes on.
Senator DOLE. But of course, only a very small portion of Americans
travel. The point I am making is it has an impact because the pressures
come to the American people. t- those of us who have some role in
leadership, and sometimes we react based on those pressures-proper
pressures, of course-or at least we feel them, and maybe the udgment
we make is not the correct one. But there are all kinds of things floating around now in the Congress on what we should do and spending

limits and we continue to spend more than we have and add more to
each bill that comes along.
Mr. MARTIN. Right.
Senator DOLE. How are we going to have realistic spending limits?
Can you suggest an answer to that question?
Mr. MARTIN. Well, on this, you see, it takes a long time to come home.
But I do not believe in boom and bust. I think we have the ability if
we manage things well, to prevent that day. That is a principal dissimilarity between this and the period of the 1920's. I think we have
the power-and the capacity if we manage properly to prevent a boom
and a bust. But I do not believe we have yet found any way to avoid
the fact that if you stretch your credit too far, to use my rubber band
illustration, it will snap. And in a good many places around this country today, it has snapped. It, is not only the Penn Central case and a few
defalcateons that you hear about, but a lot of this has occurred because
of-imprudice and because of the high loan deposit ratios of banks,
and because we have just been floating in a sea of debt. That is the
only way I can describe it.
4
ow, I hope that we can find some way of educating people and
educating bankers and educating businessmen. I was very pleased that
my successor, Arthur Burns, recently called on the banks to be more
careful in their lending. I think you can talk all you want about general
controls, but if the bankers are going to be imprudent in the way they
advance credit, we are going to have a lot of IOS's. I saw IOS from
its start and it was just an unbelievable pyramiding of credit. The
story has not yet been told. You just had dollar on dollar that was
progressively put out. I know a little bit about this, because they tried
to make me the chairman of it-at one time. Of course, I laughed at
them. This was right after I retired, you see.
But this is something you can sell people, you see. It is like a land
boom. You can keel) on selling people just up to the point that.it breaks.
And I think it is our job to see that it does not break.
There is a lot of commonsense in this country. I am a great believer
in the American people basically.
Senator DOLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BYRD. Before calling on Senator Hartke, let me ask you, or
let me comment on your statement that we are floating in a sea of
debt. Most certainly, the Federal Government is floating in a sea of
debt. The figures show, to use the administration's own figures, and
allowing for some improvements in 1973, fiscal 1973, some inprovement in these figures for 1974, even allowing for that improvement, the
accumulated Federal funds deficit for the 4 years, fiscal 1971 through
fiscal 1974, will exceed $100 billion. That will represent better than
20 percent of the total national debt. In other words, 20 percent of the
total national debt. will have been incurred during a 4-year period,
while it has taken 150 years or whatever it was, 125 years, including the
Civil War and the Spanish-American War And World War I and
World War II, the Korean war, and much of the Vietnam war, for
the other 80 percent of the national debt to have been incurred. It seems
to me we have never been on a more unsound basis financially than our
Federal Government is today. I-do not know whether you would want
to comment on that or not.

Mr. MARTIN. Well, I think that you have to make a lot of comparisons. You know, I have had a good many years of jousting with our
good friend, Wright Patman, and you would think that the Federal
Reserve had created all the debt since the Revolutionary War. But I
do think that the proportion of debt, what is taken out of our gross
national product today, has become a very, very serious problem. If it
goes on too long, why", yoou are not. going to have any free enterprise
of any sort in the country. This is where you get. back to the tax
problem and the other aspects of it. Ido not think you have overstated
that basically, but I think there are a lot of comparisons that, have
to be made on it.
Senator BynD. Senator Hartke?
Senator HARTKE. Hi, Mr. Martin.
Mr. 'ARTIN. Hello.
Senator HARTKE. I did read your statement and you are optimistic
in your statement but pessimistic in your viewpoint. Is that correct?
Mr. MARTIN. I think what I am saying here is that unless we have
safe drivers-i
Senator HARTKE. Unless we have what?
Mr. MARTIN. Safe drivers. I am using that comparison with an automobile.

Senator HARTKE,. That is right.

Mr. MARTIN.-1nless we have safe drivers, I am pessimistic and I do
not think we have been driving safely recently.
Senator HARTKE. You know, that is iust like saying you can reduce
the death toll if not as many people die.
Mr. MARTIN. I do not believe it is quite the same thing.
Senator HARTKf,. Why, sure it is, unless you say you want to get
rid of the administration or the Congress. i do not know which one
you want to get rid of.
Mr. MARTIN. I do not want to get rid of anybody.
Senator HARTKE. You do not approve of their policies, so there must
be something other than just going out and saying, change the man
who is driving the machine. A. J. Foyt did that in Indianapolis and
lost with both cars.
Mr. MARTIN. He certainly did. What I am suggesting here is not
that you change the Congress but that we have the power to keep
this under control and spending is one of the critical items.

Senator HIARTKE. To keep what?
Mr. MARTIN. Keep spending under control. I think we have the
power to keep spending under control. I do not know whether you
agree with me or not.
Senator HARTKE. We have the power, but again, what does that
mean? If you have the power to keep spending under control-we
have always had that. I mean, we have had this continuing dialog
between every administration and the Congress, that the administration contends that the Congress spends too much and the Congress
always contends that we spend less than the President asks for. But
that is just so much mumbo-jumbo. It does not mean anything. It is
like the debt limit. That does not mean anything, because if you spend
more than you take in, somebody has to pay the bill.
What I am asking is, Where is the-concrete solution that you offer
to continued inflation? You are an expert in this field. Where is the

solution? You know, to go on out and say, stop inflation, that is like
telling my, wife not to spend money. It is good advice, but not generally speaking. Most husbands do not have that much control over
their wives.
Mr. MARnTIN. Well, you can stop inflation if you apply fiscal and
monetary discipline to the economy. It may create more unemploymnent than you wish.
Senator fHARTKR. Those are words, Mr. Martin. Monetary discipline-what is monetary discipline? What is that? Do you think that
the dollar went up today because of the fact that somebody over here
did not exercise discipline? Is that what you are telling me?
Mr. MA TIN. No, I am not telling you tlat.
Senator HARTKE. Now, the dollar is going up again today-I mean
gold has gone up again today.
MI. IARTIN. I do not know.
Senator H,\RTKE. There is no question that. at this moment, there is
definite insecurity in the field, by your own statement, about a third
devaluation. And you say you cannot convince them that there is not
going to be a third devaluation. You could not convince me, let alone
the Europeans.
Mr. MARTIN. Well, I hope
Senator HARTKE. Well, I read your statement and I appreciate what
you said, OK?
Thank you.
Senator BYRD. Mr. Martin, how does the 've rage citizen, how can
the average American citizen protect himself against this very severe
inflation which the country is experiencing and probably will continue
to experience?
Mr. MARTIN. Well, he is almost helpless in protecting himself
against it. I think a good many people buy real estate or buy securities
be'Cause they think this will be some protection against it. Most of our
institutions have accepted the total return concep-t today and many of
them are. spending a portion of the increase in capital gains that thmy
have when they take them for income. This has all been a byproduct
of the inflationary period, a side product. I think the average citizen
today is up against a very, very difficult problem, because he does not
know where to save miloney.
In our South American comtries, where they have been faced with
this problem, real estate has been their principal hedge. I do not think
we are. going to comuoe to the Souti American state at an early date,
but I think that we have been moving in that direction.
Now, we are very fortunate at the present time in this country that
business is stronger than I have ever seen it. We have a very strong
business picture. This has been brought about by exaggerated fiscal
stimulus and also by the fact. of the ingenuity and the competence and
the capacity of American businessmen. But we have so many imbalances. We have tried to do so niuch in the way of combining free enterprise and controls that we have an unbalanced situation and I think
it is very dangerous.
Senator Bgri. Would it be accurate to say that one of the. best ways
the average citizen could protect himself, his future, would be for
him, the voter, to demand of both the Congress and the administration
that the Government. puts its financial house in order? Because. unless
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that is done, it seems to me we are not going to get inflation under
control.
Mr. MARTN. That is right at the heart of what I am trying to say.
I agree with that completely.
Senator Bmo. Thank you, sir.
Senator Gravel?
Senator GRAVEL. You make the statement that you did not think the
devaluation was necessary after the Smithsonian Agreement. Then
why did our administration devalue the dollar if you do not think it
was necessary?
Mr. MARTIN. Well, this is a judgment that I am makingand I was
not in on it. I simply say that we had 14 months after the first one
in which to rebuild oiir position, in the International Monetary Fund
and in the world. I thinkk the second one-I do not know whether it
was forced by speculators, but certainly there was terrific pressure put
on the dollar, just as'Senator Hartke said there was today. I have not
seen what happened today. It goes up and down.
Senator AriKE. Gold went up.
Mr. MARTIN.

Anid we have had more of that. Now, it is neessary-

and its very easy when you sit on the sidelines and tell the players
what they should do, and1 I was not there, but my own judgment is
that when we devalued the first time, which I was not happy aboutI do not like ever to see the American dollar devalued, so I was not
happy about it but I thought it was necessary; I thought it would
give us a start. I thought it was essential that we rebuild as rapidly as
we could and I think we let the time pass in the interim to the point
where the world was losing confidence in whether we had a grip on
our economy and the world was beginning to doubt us and then there
was a flow. Whether it came from the Arab nations or where, we do
not know. We have a lot of Eurodollars floating around today, a great
many more than I wish were there, and I think we are going to have
to find some means of consolidating them and knowing where they
are and how they are going to be funded. But they were floating all
over Europe andthen all of a sudden, there is another run.
Now, you are right up against it. Maybe that is all they could do
at that particular time. My personal judgment is that the dollar is
now undervalued. It will not continue to be undervalued if we do
not make good on handling our own economy.
Now, wNe have been hiding behind the statement that, well, we are
relatively better than some of our European friends. That is not a
strong l)osition, in my judgment, to justify your conduct. I think
what we have to do is to be a leader and have a currency based on
the resources and capacity and will of this country, which is likelySenator GRAVEL. What should the Government do if there is a
run on the dollar? The run on the dollar, as I understand it, is occasioned by the hedge that there is going to be a devaluation. In other
words, they anticipate that there is going to'be a devaluation and
people are going to start running on the dollar and that precipitates
the actual devaluation.
Mr. MARTIN. I am convinced, Senator, that what we need is a revitalized International Monetary Fund where, if this run develops, there
will be others that will be in a position to be helpful on it.
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Senator GRAVEL. In the light of the rhetoric that we have received
about the Smithsonian Agreement being the most significant developmeht in international finance, I do not know if there is anything left
for us to do to reorganize the monetary fund.
Mr. MARTIN. Well, I think that it could be assumed that having
devalued, we were going to actively proceed to reestablish our.
currency.
.Senator GRAVEL. But was it not a point of fact that the rest of the
world essentially (lid not accept the price at which we pegged the
dollar and, thus feeling that our devaluation was not sufficient, they
felt additional devaluation should take place. Therefore, people started
moving out of the dollar whicl caused a run on the dollar, and which
occasioned the quantity of dollars that we have abroad, as you pointed
out about $80 billion.
Mr. MARTIN. Soiie- people think more than that.. We do not know.
Senator GRAVEL. Is there any way we can measure that?
Mr. MARTIN. That is what we are trying to do, but we have a Bank
for International Settlements, we ha've an International Monetary
Fund, and this thing has grown in recent years faster than we can
deal with it.
Senator GRAVEL. Well, I think that if the energ, crisis continues,
and particularly if we continue importing large quantities of oil to
meet our domestic ne(ds, we will be moving more money abroad in 21/2
years than we presently ha-e abroad today.
Mr. MARTIN. Well, I think that can happen.
Senator GRAVEL. 'Would that in your mind jeApiirdize, our last devaluation and make a third deval4ation necessary? It seems to me
that our second devaluation has demonstrated that. we do not control
our economy, that anybody who controls enough dollars abroad and
who wants to work up a speculation can force us to do things.
Mr. MARTIN. I am not in a position to judge that. You will have
to talk to the Treasury people and the Federal Reserve. I am not in
any position to judge that. I think the first devaluation was essential
in'order to give us a new start.. It represented a failure of U.S. economic policy, whkh we brush aside, but nevertheless, it was necessary.
Now, I do not think it is necessary for us to devalue a third time.
Senator GRAVEL. You disagree the need for the second devaluation.
The thesis I am advancing is that we lost control of our economy, the
monetary side of it., because of the sums of money, American dollars,
that were abroad. Do you agree or disagree with that?
Mr. MARTIN. No. I say yes. we did lose control, but I say we could
hve kept it in control if 'e had been more acti-ve in the intervening
period and had a positive program. Supposing we had made an effort
in the 6 months afterward to fund the Eurocfollars that were abroad
to give short-term Treasury certificates or longer term Treasury certificates for them, to mop up as the Federal Reserve does, through its
swap activities.
Senator GRAVEL. That is an interesting proposal. What you are talking ab6t, the__i-- if we can work out. an accommodation with foreign
governments, we can go into the same type of financing we were-doing
domestically. Is that what you advocate? Do you think this is apossibility to solve our problem?
Mr. MARTIN. Well, I certainly do.
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Senator GRAVEL. Would that not even then give the Bundestag,
give the Parliament of France, more control? In other words, there
is no point in your coming to testify to us. You go testify to them 5
years from now and you tell them your problems, because they will
have control of our economy.
Would it not be more germane to say that if we are producing m
and sending it abroad and we are importing y, that basically we
must keep the dollar value of these in balance. When they are not in
balance and we are sending an increasing amount of our currency
abroad, we have lost control of our economy. In such a case, as indeed
we have today, what you advocate is working out some agreement
where we can roll over our debt with them?
Mr. MARTIN. I am saying that the nature of the problem today, particularly with the problem of tle. oil that we are all faced with today,
is that we have to have some wider group that is going to negotiate
how we deal with these problems of currency swings and-what criteria
we have for the use and creation of reserves. The special drawing
rights and the monetary fund can do a lot for that.
Senator GRAVEL. Sure, -but I think that even if we send somebody
out to negotiate something, we ourselves as policymakers can see the
parameters that exist within those negotiations. Now, we can go talk,
but if it comes down to a simple thing that we are going to send our
wealth abroad, we have no way to chase it back if there is no return
consumption-if we buy oil from somebody, they take our dollars
and then buy our machinery, then we have a little trade. But the little
country of Abha Dabba and the country of Saudi Arabia, their consumptive ability is so low that there is nothing they can do with that
money on a consumptive basis except invest it. We can either then
develop a national policy to go chase those dollars to get it back to
the United States and cause them to invest it here, or they are going to
take that money, take those American dollars, and try to invest them in
Europe, which'in my mind would dcc-ease the solidity of the dollar in
Europe or increase time flood of dollars. This could have a reverberating
effect on our economy which I think could be of panic proportions or of
depression propo'rtions.
Have I exaggerated ? I do not want. to be a prol)het of doom or sell
fear. But I am highly concerned about what that flow will be because
I am watchifig very closely what is happening with the energy picture
and I assume the administration does not understand what is going on.
We had a gentleman that came before this committee an& I asked
what kind of game plan they had and they have no game plan. All-you
are telling me is maybe we" ought to send somebody off to negotiate.
INrell, negotiate what? What are our goals to be?
Mr. MARTIN. You and I are on exactly the same wavelengths here,
because I agree with everything you sa.) that we do not have a game
plan and we have to have a game plan. I think many of these things-you have a splendid little booklet here that the staff has prepared, that
puts out the oil companies, what we may- pay for them over the next
few years. Well, this happens all the time between California and Texas
and various parts of this country, that somebody has to follow that
and has to decide how or by what means we can deal with it. I say
that if we do not have some international body, and I think a revtalized International Monetary Fund would be the ideal way to approach it here, if we do not have somebody like that wrestling with t-his

problem that you are stating very well, it will be only on a crisis basis
that we will make all of our concessions. And I think we have just got
to, over the next few years, realize that this is a changing world and
that we need this.
I know some people think I am a visionary on this, but I really
think we have to see the European Common Market develop a Federal
Reserve System in Europe, as I say in my statement. They are on the
verge of doing it now. After all, it is no harder to put them together,
outside of language and a few things, than it was to put California
and Texas and New York together. But if we do not do that-Senator GRAVEL. I do not. disagree. I think that certainly is a goal
and I would support that. type of public policy. But I do not see where
that would solve the thesis that you now apparently agree with me on.
That is that we can set up a Federal Reserve System for Europe, but if
our problem is that we have a hemorrhaging of American dollars, then
we literally lose control of our monetary system. It becomes based upon
the fickleness of the international market: We can be driven, as I think
was the case in the last devaluation, into a panic situation.
Unless significant changes are made in the future. we can expect to
be bouncing on the waves of what international speculators or other
governments may choose to do with our currency? They may act with
altruistic motives, but they could act irresponsibly and trigger a panic
in this country that would trigger a depression in this country and
the world. I think the matter is very, very serious because I believe
that by the mid-1980's the energy crisis will have become a financial
crisis as well.
Mr. MARTIN. I could not agree-with you more. I think it is very
serious and that is why I say you and I are on the same wavelength.
Senator GRAVEL. Maybe I could get an endorsement of the value of
the Alaska pipeline because I think that would contribute to someMr. MARTIN. Well, it would.
Senator GRAvEL. Let me ask you as an addendum to that. If you
send something out, you have to get something back. We have to find
a way to produce energy domestically or we Tlave no solution to our
monetary problem, which is going to become considerably more aggravated than it is today.
Mr. MARTIN. Absolutely.
Senator GRAVEL. So we can talk of monetary funds, we can talk of
a Federal Reserve System for Europe, which I think would be good,
but all of those will not solve the fundamental l)roblem, which is that
the outflow must be kept in balance with the inflow.
Mr. MARTIN. I agree with you, that they won't solve them, but I
think if we have a body that was composed of a variety of countries
discussing this, we would get better solutions than we are likely to
get on a haphazard basis.
Senator GRAVEL. I am just talking about the fundamental operations
of the American economy. We can solve these other problems as well.
But if we have considerably more money going out than coming in,
then regardless of what organization is going to work on our problem
over there, they will be controlling our problem. They may be working
on it, but they will also have the control of our economy. Am I wrong
in that?

Mr. MARTIN. No, you are not wrong in that, but it is up to us to try
to work it out.
Senator GRAVEL. We will try to find ways Mr. MARTIN. Thank you.
Senator Byrd. I think Senator Roth has one or two questions
Senator ROTH. I believe you said that you felt the business coinmunity was doing a pretty good job. There is a theory that these multinational corporations are partly responsible for some of our international problems. Do you feel that we should attempt to promote more
investment abroad, or do you think we should try to bring corporations home and move them more in the direction of protectionism.
Mr. MARTIN. No, I would not want to move them in the direction of
protectionism and I want them to make the investment where it is the
most profitable for them. Now, they have to weigh that and if there is
a governmental problems, it comes in,taxation on that. I think the
multinationals have, on the whole, done a good job.
Senator RoTiT. Do you think we should make them bring profits
home, for example?
Mr. MARTIN. Yes. I think they would be glad to bring them home.
It depends on the tax situation there. You have your taxes in France
and you have your taxes here. I think that has to be weighed. But I
would like to see as much foreign investment as we can possibly have.
I wish we could put more investment into the Arab countries, but they
do not have the cal)acity to take them.
Senator ROTH. Well, it is my understanding that the present tax
situation is such that., at least-under certain circumstances, if you do
not bring money home, you are not taxed for it. The corporations are
not taxed, though the profits are actually brought back here. Taxing
overseas earnings more heavily might be an incentive to bring the
funds home, would it not?
Mr. MARTIN. Well, I think you have to look at each individual case
on that. I think taxes can be used as a lever to do just that, in fact. But
in the foreign country, you have to work it out with the foreign country, you see. This is where this whole thing has to be a matter of negotiation today. If you have a company that is operating in six or eight
different countries, you will find that their tax department is one of
their major departments. If you want to give them an incentive to
bring money back-most of them would lie to bring it back. It is
just a case of whether they have a tax advantage by retaining it. It
is a little bit like going to Puerto Rico, you know. Puerto Rico has
given, I think it is 10 or 20 years, to companies before they do it. So
you have a lot of American investment in Puerto Rico. That has been
their way to have-investment come in. But that is a very real problem.
Senator RoTIi. Yes, I agree with you.
Now a number of people outside of the Government, and even some
inside, seem to be saving that a surtax or some kind of tax should be
enacted now to cool the economy. NVhat are your opinions ?
Mr. MARTIN. Well, I was rather pleased to see Secretary Shultz suggesting an increase in taxes on gasoline as a way of perhaps getting
more revenue and restraining the purchase of gasoline. But this is on
the whole broad question of taxation, you see. Here I would like to go
along with the administration that we do not want to see any increase
in taxes. We are already overly taxed.

Senator Ro'r. That was the next question I was going to ask you.
Mr. MARTIN. But the counterpart of that is what Senator Byrd has
put out on the volume of debt that we currently have. If you are going
to continue to spend, there has to be some 3vay of payin for it.
Senator ROTH. Even if we tax more, do you not thini we will continue deficit spending? Will our rate of spending not just. increase
that much more? Do you think there is any reason to believe a further tax would be usea to balance the budget rather than to be used
for new spending ?
Mr. MARTIN. I am inclined to share your pessimism on it, but I
would hope it,
would not be so.
Senator ROTH. I was interested that you mentioned Mr. Shultz'
proposal on the gasoline tax. Senator Jackson, of Washington, has proposed some monumental steps which appear to me to have considerable
merit. But I wonder how we finance it. Should we use part of this
increase in cost of gasoline or tax as a trust fund to make an energy
breakthrough. Would that make any sense to you?
Mr. MARTIN. Yes; it makes some sense to me. I think it is an administrative problem.
Sentor ROTH. It is a what?
Mr. MARTIN. It is an administrative problem,.how you do it and
how effective it would be. But we certainly have to produce more
energy than we are likely to have in the near future in this country.
Senator.ROTIT. His proposal is particularly directed at research.
Mr. MARTIN. Well, it makes some sense.
Senator ROTH. In the 1960's, when we put a surtax on, I was on the
other side and I was intrigued at the possibility that. if you did put ft
surtax, you could set that aside at some point and possibly repay it at
another time. Mr. Rinfret yesterday suggested something similar to
that. It was his recommendation that there be some increase in tax
during the present economic problems, and that this be set aside to be
used, I guess, to help when the economy is in a slump. I think he said
some countries are doing this. Do you have any comment on this
approach?
Mr. MARTIN. Well, I think your earlier pessimism would be warranted in the use of this.
Senator ROTh. WVell, I could not disagree with that.
Thank you, Mr. Martin.
Senator BYRD. Senator Hartke, do you have further questions?
Senator HARTKE. No.
Senator BYRD. Senator Gravel?
Senator GiLXtAL. No; thank you.
Senator BYRD. Two very brief questions; then the committee will
call on Mr. Eliot Janeway.
Mr. Martin, do you feel that a third devaluation is a reasonable
assumption ?
Mr. MARTIN. I would certainly hope not. I think we have devalued
enough already and I understand that the Treasury and the White
House have agreed that -xve do not want another devaluation. Therefore, I do not think it is a reasonable assumption, assuming we put our
shoulder to the wheel now.
Senator BYRD. You think it. would be, would have considerable adverse impact should there be another devaluation?
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Mr. MARTIN. I think it would. I think it would be a return, a tendency for us to return to competitive devaluations as a way of handling
our balance of payments.
Senator BYRD. One final question. As longtime tennis buff, is it
your intention to follow Bobby Riggs' example and challenge Margaret Court?
Mr. MARTIN. I would not last one game.
Senator ByRi. Thank yot so much, Mr. Martin. Your return to duty,
so to speak, in bringing your expertise to this committee has been tremendously helpful to the, committee. We are very greatful to you.
Thank you so much.
Mr. MARTIIN. I wish you well in your undertaking.
Senator B-RD. The committee will now call on Mr. Eliot Janeway,
the noted, able economist, one who has wide contacts in the financial
field, one who is the author of an outstanding newspaper column which
appears in many, several hundred newspapers throughout the United
States. I think the committee is fortunate to have Mr.Janeway here
today.
welcome you at this time, Mr. Janeway.
t"dWe
STATEMENT OF ELIOT 3ANEWAY, FINANCIAL WRITER AND
ANALYST
Thank you, Mr. Chairman
Senator HARTKE. I would like to say I also would like to welcome
an old friend of mine, Mr. Janeway, here today, and say his fame may
be in his own right, but also may be due to the fact. that he has a. distinguished.-author as a wife and two outstanding sons who are well
known in their own right. I feel that, being an economist, his son Bill,
who used to be an associate in my office, is going to rival his father in
this area.
Mr. JANFWAY. He has me beat already, Senator Hartke.
Mr. Chairman, I appreciate your invitation to appear before this
subcommittee and I congratulate Chairman Long on the practicality
and timeliness of his judgment in authorizing the creation of this Subcommittee on International Finance and Resources. I have every confidence that you, Chairman Byrd, and your colleagues will activate it
into the task force which the crisis calls for. In appearing today, I
unreservedly endorse the realism of your call for these hearingsspecifically, your repudiation of our repeated and apparently endless
dollar devaluations as a solution to the crisis, or even an expedient
for living with it. also, for your warning of the interrelated budget
and payments deficits at the root of the trouble; but,-above all, for
the sense of urgency which animates your assumption of responsibility.
The five questions you have posed call for concrete steps that can be
taken, either unilaterally by America or in concert with other major
trading nations. My response is to stipulkLte that any hope of constructive international cooperation is fated to remain merely academic until
unilateral American action can again set the stage -for international
cooperation. My premise is that, given unilateral American initiatives
that work, international cooperation will follow automatically and almost effortlessly. Contrariwise, no efforts to revive international coopMr. JANEWAY.

eration are to be expected in the absence of pragmatic American initiatives calculated to activate them.
Mr. Chairman, I would not like to see America crawl on its knees
to any new monetary conference. I interject this into my statement in
response to the previous discussion. We are now so weak, we are in such
disarray and disgrace that to call for a conference would be to invite
a financial Pearl Harbor. Our action is what is needed.
Your call prompts me to emphasize another distinction. Your formulation of the problem calls for positive action to restore confidence
in the international dollar. But your definition of the problem created
by our interrelated budget and payments deficits-and I may add,
the trade deficit built into our payments deficit as well-makes the
problem -of confidence insoluble until we have put our house in order.
It is all too clear that we are not about to do so.
My answer to your five questions assumes the feasibility of a-distinction between the restoration of strength to the international dollar
and the restoration of confidence in it. 1t is my judgment that initiatives within the power of this subcommittee to suggest to the Congress
can quickly and effectively restore ongoing strength to the international dollar in the markets of the world as they are constituted today.
I regard this objective as no less realistic than recognizing that confidence in the dollar will not be restored in anybody's mind short of
the executive branch putting its budgetary house in order and reversing its permissiveness toward inflation.
Market confidence is not an indispensable prerequisite of market
strength. Quite the contrary. Taking the experience of the last generation in the great expansive thrust of the Americaii stock market,
sustained demonstrations of market strength repeatedly asserted themselves in the face of failures in market confidence in it and, indeed, fed
on the failure of nerve in the popular attitude toward it. I urge the
relevance of this distinction upon you as a combined expression of my
lack of confidence in the practicality and resolution of the present administration's approach to the crisis; but also as an expression of my
confidence in how readily soluble the problem of restoring strength to
the international dollar is, and how readily feasible congressional
initiatives can bring it to the point of solution.
In particularizing my support for your repudiation of devaluation
as even an expedient of American policy, much less a preference, I
feel obliged to recall that these repeated devaluations have been hailed
with official claims that they were winning advantages for Americaspecifically, that they were winning relief from familiar squeeze for
Americans in theirlual capacity as income earners on notice to be competitive and as consumers. If the premise that dollar devaluation can
be to our advantage is realistic-and in view of the admitted fact that
we are on the defensive-why ever stop?
No doubt, most economists will continue to insist that cheaper
dollars add upto future advantages for America. But most Americans
are fast finding out for themselves that falling market prices for the
dollar are forcing every family in the country to pay even higher
prices for food and gas and oil: Mr. Chairman, in terms of the question
Senator Dole put about the difficulty of winning intelligibility for
the meaning of inflation, the dollar since Smithsonian has come down
40 percent. The family's food bill since Smithsonian has gone up 40
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percent. Cent for cent, down for the dollar means up for the tab at-the
supermarket cash register.
In the interest of time, I am going to skip some pages. You have
my view on devaluation. This administration's inclination to deal from
financial weakness has heaped indignity on the American dollar. But
America can recoup her financial losses and overcome her financial
weakness by dealing from her economic strength. Dealing from economic strength for American today is providentially within America's
ready reach. The strategic economic strength which America commands
and, moreover, which every other country on the other side of the
market from the international dollar recognizes that America commands, is rooted in her unique farm economy.
I would like to take a minute to note the great change in the world
situation which has blessed the American farm economy. It is axiomatic-that for better or worse, the. American farm economy is structured into the world economy. Until America endowed the countries
which were her anxious clients-which are her successful competit-rs
and which have become her harsh creditors-with the means and
momentum of affluence, agriculture was the orphan of the American
economy. It is emerging as the benefactor.
As the world is structured today-all the way from Japan through
the Communist world over into the Middle Eastern oil countries, and
on across Free Europe-no country can manage, no government can
survive', no economy can stabilize itself without massive and continuous
access to American agricultural products-but especially American
feed crops. Animals and meat products are a luxury symptomatically
in increasing demand. But feed crops are a necessity. The world protein
revolution is the reason.
Despite America's defensive posture, thrust upon her by the in-dignities perpetrated upon the international dollar, it is significant
to note that, the watchword in every single country in the throbs of the
world protein revolution is: Americanized living standards.
Put in the broad historical perspective of the decline and fall of
America's world role since the proud, postwar pretentiousness of the
Pax Americana, I urge your consideration of my premise that. American agriculture is arming American policy with unique and unprecedented strength. This agripower immeasurably outweighs the
strength claimed during America's brief enjoyment of her postwar
monopoly over nuclear weaponship. Then, her naivete led America
into the illusion that any industrial technological lead can be anything
but a headstart. It can never be. a monopoly. Any foreign policy presumption that a military technological lead can provide the basis for
bargaining from strength over any period of time is bound to build
a Maginot. America's pretentions io nuclear power did, as the comeuppance subsequently suffered by American power has long since
proved. But America's distinctive agricultural plant is spotting her
a trustworthy monopoly.
With all due respect, for the impressive progress modern chemistry
and animal husbandry are making toward the reduction of lead times
in the cattle cycle, the world protein revolution can be guesstimated as
good for the better part. of the decade; and America's new chase to
keep up with the demand for full farm production can be trusted to
last every bit as long.
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Taking inventory of every other candidate for competitive status,
Japan and Europe are rich in nothing but money and money-good
demand: they are fresh out of space and have no chance of getting
into the productivity race. Canada and Australia have the space, but
lack the capital and the manpower. Argentina has the space and the
manpower, but lacks the capital and is increasingly running out of
export availability. Russia and China have the space and the manpower but are hopelessly lacking in the productive wherewithal.
As Senator Hartke is authoritatively able to confirm from the rich
first-hand evidence accumulated during his recent visit there with a
group of distinguished colleagues of yours from the Commerce Committee, Russia is making rapid strides toward negative progress. She
is today more dependent upon American farm supplies than she was
when Htitler was ravaging her countryside on America's military supplies. China is a good decade away from accumulating the capital resources which fft% a "must" for modern agrobusiness productivity.
Altogether, America's farm productivity is unique in its massiveness,
in the fit it makes with the world protein revolution and in the handle
it offers this Government on the retrieval of financial strength. If the
executive branch cannot see it and will not seize it, I have no doubt
that the legislative branch, its wisdom leavened by its traditional
orientation to the strength of America that is rooted ln her farms and
her rural communities, will.
The disaster of dollar devaluation has combined with the miraculous, but as yet unexploited, export premium on American farm
products to produce a violent one-way tilt. This is reversing the norinal commercial buyer-seller relationship. The normal incentive of the
commercial buyer is to buy as cheaply as possible. Not so in the case
of the foreign buyers of American farm products. They literally have
dollar to burn. Not only do they experience daily deterioration in the
buying power of the dollars burning holes in their pockets: they have
the power to make their dollars worth less. They are also operating on
constant notice of their continuous need for more American corn,
soybeans, wheat, rye, oats, barley, milo sorghum-and animals as
well. Dumping surplus dollars to pay up to stock up on their irreducible future food import needs is by now a well-established two-way
bargain--on both sides of the transaction: getting rid of cheapening
dollars and getting hold of premium food products.
As fast as foreign buyers dumped their dollars to bid American
farm product pries up, they priced these basic raw materials of
American food production hopelessly out of the reach of American
processors of meat, dairly, bakery, and other food products. The pandemonium on the floor of the Chicago farm futures markets hears
irrefutable witness to this self-generating one-waytilt effect of dollar
dumping on food inflation. The sky's the limit--that is, just so long
as we permit dollar dumping to play deuces wild by running hog wild
across our speculative futures markets.
I come now to my modest proposal. I hope that you will find it a
five-purpose answer to your fivefold question. In formulating it, my
thinking has been influenced by my daily observation of the ready
and, indeed, greedy disposition of *foreign dumpers of depreciating
dollars to latch onto every last bushel and pound of American farm
production their dollars will buy-not merely regardless of cost, bdt
with dollar cost no consideration whatever. Whatfs more, the predict-
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able and consistent lesson driven home by the impact of dollar devaluation on farm price inflation has been providing a daily demonstration: That the more depreciated dollars are dumped on the farm
futures markets they inflate, hi hungrier foreign food product buyers become for the American farm products whose prices they are
inflating with the dollars they are depreciating.
The thrust of my proposal is to invite each and every one of America's farm food buyers to do more of the same. The effect of this
proposal of mine would be to transfer the burden-of coping with food
inflation onto the countries with currencies stronger than the dollar,
a-ad to ease the burden of coping with it on us. It would also show our
people that our Government is protecting them against the consequencies of food cost inflation instead of continuing to join in theattack. Mr. Chairman, we are now subsidizing a cheaper diet through
dollar devaluation in countries which are our competitors-and taxing our own people with a more expensive diet. Little wonder we
have lost our competitiveness.
My proposal is indeed modest: To employ the formal device of the
trust fund, which Congress has created to finance various domestic
objectives. The add-on to be paid into the trust fund-would be borne
by the foreign buyer. And only the foreign buyer would bear this
burden. The amount would, of course, be fixed by congressional discretion. My horseback opinion suggests 20 percent.
Assuming a $20 billion level of farm exports, a 20 percent add-on
paid into a trust fund would generate $4 billion of inflow. No danger
would be run of these exports following the familiar pattern of American industrial exports and being priced out of the world markets. On
the contrary, demand would be protected by the familiar established
process of marked-up American farm export prices whetting the.appetite of foreign buyers armed with surplus dollars and anxious to
dump them for the privilege of inventorying their future necessities.
The proceeds to the trust fund would immediately become available
to the Secretary of the Treasury-at his discretion, with the advice of
the Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board and subject to the supervisory scrutiny of the appropriate committees of Congress--to buy
dollars or alternatively, to restock American's inventory of stronger
currencies and/or of gold. This would free the Secretary of the
Treasury to sell gold unilaterally or in conjunction with cooperating
countries along the lines canvassed by Chairman Mills. If the Secre.
tary had $4 billion at his disposal as the result of unilateral action,

he would then be in a position to seek cooperative action and putting
together a pool on the basis of our $4 billion or $20 or $30 billion througli
international negotiation would be no trick whatever and that would
break the back of any gold speculation against the dollar.
A $4 billion plus for the dollar would make a beginning of a firstyear answer to your first question about immediate steps to strengthen
the dollar. A minimum $4 billion annual cut in the U.S. balance-ofpayments deficit would make a respectable contribution to answering
your second question, what can be done to cut the deficit and the pay.
ments balance. Hard evidence that higher American export selling
prices for American's proprietary export products were not hurting
America's trade balance while, at the same time, arming the U.S.
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Treasury with gold and strong currencies, would scatter speculators
overnight-thus answering your third question.
An alternative variation to my trust fund proposal, or a supple-

ment to it--which, in my judgment, the traffic would bear---could ezx

plicitly require foreign bidders for American proprietary farm exports
to take nonnegotiabe, noninterest-bearing long-term U.S. securities
in exchange for their present holdings of short-term, interest-bearing
liabilities. I have no hesitation in recommneding this as the answer to
your fourth question.
Answering your fifth and final question, I submit that my proposal
would answer any frustrations over our continuing failure to mount
any project so ambitious as a new Bretton Woods. Without an effective
American initiative, no new Bretton Woods is thinkable. With it, no
new Bretton Woods would be needed. The moment the international
dollar began to strengthen, all the other pieces of the puzzle would begin to fall into place.
A byproduct of the ability to stabilize and strengthen the international dollar, which the congressional initiative I am proposing would
implement, would be to stop the inflation of America s oil import bill
while inhibiting the incentive of America's foreign food customers to
continue bidding her farm prices up out of the reach of American
food processors and consumers.
A final word as to the urgency of the congressional initiative that
is already overdue. All hopes of performance on the promised Government spending limit have already been dashed. The failure of the administration to perform on this promise has coincided with the outbreak of a record business buying and borrowing panic. The interplay
of domestic inflation and dollar devaluation has triggered it. Evidence
is rapidly accumulatng that this business buying and borrowing panic
is fated to repeat the familiar cycle of boom-and-bust before the end
of the year.
Meanwhile, it is reminding us of the relevance of Keyne's dictum,
"Inflation is a mighty tax gatherer." "Easy come, easy go," tells the
story of boom-time surges in revenue. They begin by promising to
close the fiscal gap and end by opening it wide again with recessionary
aftermaths of revenue collapses. The dismal story being told by the
stock market is putting the Congress, the country, and the world on
notice of the dire consequences of drifting with the prevailing wisdom
relied upon by the executive branch. If the present business buying
and borrowing panic is allowed to drift on until it breaks up,
with inflation uncurbed and devaluation allowed to Chileanize the
American dollar, a tragedy that is still avoidable will engulf us.
In a simpler age, Bismarck remarked that God has a special regard
for drunkards, children, and the United States of America. Providentially for Americans today, and for the world today which is morm
than ever dependent on the ability of America to manage, the American initiatives guaranteed to restore strength to the dollar are simple.
Initiatives suggested by the action of modern markets invariably are
I urge you to seize the one America's control of the balance of power
inthe world protein revolution has put within your grasp. Not least
among the byproducts will be to restore and to renew the faith of this
country in the ability of at least one arm of the Government to measure up to the challenge of this age of crisis and opportunity "

Senator Bym. Thank you very much, Mr. Janeway. That is a very
interesting statement you have made to the committee. There are certain aspect of it that I would want to get a little additional information on.
First, let me ask you this: Do you feel that a third devaluation of
the dollar is ai reasonable assumption ?
Mr. JAxNwAtY. Mr. Chairman, without being presumptuous I would
like to suggest a reformulation of the question and to note that Secretary Shuitz himself is in the position of conceding to my reformulation. Floating is a form of permissiveness. Floating not only makes
possible, but even more invites, continuous devaluation. No formal
devaluation is needed. It is a form of continuous surrender. The Secretary was quoted directly in the New York Times to this effect the
other day. Speaking for myself, I am unreservedly against floating.
I am unreservedly against devaluation. The advocates of floating rates
have, in the main, been economists not directly responsible-for making
decisions or finding the money to support decisions. But the reservations beginning to fie expresseil against floating rates are coming from
the managers of industrial concerns in the business of making the
long-term decisi6i on which tie structure of prosperity has been
built, and which increasingly are being interrupted and impeded by
the uncertainty built into the system of floating rates.
I would like to note here for the record an exception to various
formulations that were made in the previous discussion. I do not think
there has-been a second or third devaluation. I think we aire suffering
a devaluation of the month. Another one. is in process right now.
Senator Byiw. Well, a formal devaluation merely officially expresses
what actually is taking place in relation to the value of the dollar,
is that not it?
Mr. JANEWAY. That is right, but these devaluations are now coining
so continuously and so violently that they are not stopping for formalization. Th'is is a continuous crisis moving from spasm to paroxysm.
Senator -B RD. You say the trade deficit built into our payments
deficit as well makes the problem of confidence insoluble until we
put our house in order.
Now, which aspect of our house are you speaking of in that respect?
Mr. JANEWAY. I am speaking of both aspects, the domestic budgetary and the cost-push, demand-pull aspect. It is my judgment, Mr.
Chairman, that it will not be possible to implement wage-price controls--which I favor in this emergency, and I regard it as an emergency-in any purely domestic context. There is no way to implement
a domestic freeze tntil the Government is able to come to labor,
business, and commerce and transportation as well, and demonstrate
good faith and confidence in the stabilization of farm prices and food
costs. And I know of no proposal to impose a domestic wage-price
freeze that would extend to farm prices which, as Senator Gravel was
suggesting in connection with money and oil, we have allowed to fall
into the hands of our creditors.
But I do affirm without reservation the need to bring the budgetary
aspect of this runaway inflati6Y back under control; and, when, not if,
this business buying panic busts up in the second half of 1973, we are
going to see a return to massive Government borrowing operations.

go
Inded the hemorrhg now being suffered by the savings insitum
tios as the result of this latest i
onry surge, and the
upsurge in interest rates. is already forcing the Government housing
agencies into another active round of massive borrowing in the credit
markets
Senator Brm. You ay that dollar devaluation is penalizing the
American consumer of beef, poultry. eggs, and milk. Would you comtmenta little on that!
Mr. JAXZWAY. The American packer, the American poultry grower
and so forth are dealing in domestic dollars; and they are operating
under marketplace pressure to watch their steps in bidding for supplies. But the foreign buyer is dealing with international dollars,
and those dollars are getting cheaper for him. Consequently, there is
no market sanctin on him not to bid up the futures prices of American commodities he can anticipate paying for with dollars which
will be predictably cheaper b the time he takes delivery. In other
words, the inflation in the Chicago farm futures markets has become
a byproduct of the nonstop run against the dollar. The futures market in Chicago have ceased to be trading markets. There is an opening bid and that is it. If they were to raise the daily trading limit from
40 cents a day-they have just raised it to that-4o 80 cents, the market would go up 80 ctuits a day. It is the foreign buyer. in every cas
movernment-financed buyer: which is dumping ihese dollars and
bia ind up the prices of these sup lies. Senator Roth's poultry growers,
and your 'Virginiacattlemen. andSenator Hartke's pmultry and cattle
feeders cannot compete with this torrent of dollars being dumped back
on us, with cost no consideration. Moreover. our domestic bidders
for feed crops are working with their own money and on their own
credit. But. the foreign buyers topping their bids are in the enviable
position of being able to draw on endless rt.-erves of unwanted dollars
from the centralbanks with which they are affiliated.
Senator BryD. You say dealing f ,,m economic strength is in America's ready reach today. Are you :-waking primarily of our agricultural products as being our economic strength ?
Mr. JAxEWAy. Primarily, yes. But there are other raw materials-

coal, copper, lumber. The station in lumber in the Northwest is faithfully and frighteningly duplicating that in food. I believe that, while
this'is not within the purview of your fivefold question which I endeavored to answer with one proposal. we are on the verge of being
forced-though this administration is still reluctant to recognim
this-to adopt export rationing of our primary products.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to make a general statement about our
trade position. I wish here to take unreserved exception to former
Chairman Martin's expression of confidence that we are working our
way out of our trade difficulty. We have instead enM neered and
ped ourselves into th position of being exporters of the primary
roauim of our soil and our subsoil; and we have invited ourselves to
iome
importers of labor, which a we all know is the lowest common
denominator of manufactured goods. No other industrial country in
the world would permit this.
Senator BYRD. Well. in connection with our agricultural products.
what has been the effect of the Russian grain deal on the United
States!
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Mr. JAXEWAY. That triggered the entire chain reaction And we
have subsequently boxed, frozen or, you might say, cheated our American farmer out of the play. And that advertised the shortage to
the entire world. That put Japan and Free Europe, the Arab nations,
and China on notice, as a great Virginian once said, to get there "fustest
with the mostest." It started the compete ition off, and America's foreign
competitors having dollars to burn have run away with it.
Senator Bimv.1A you see it then, the Russian grain deal has had
an adverse impact on the United States, generally speakingI
Mr. JANswr. Yes, I think that, when it was negotiated, the administration had no idea that it was really giving away, as the saying
goes, what was meant to be sold, and that the Russians would have
met our terms under any conditions. I f we had taken a very hardnosed
line with them, we could have solved the dollar problem then. Our
Government was confident then that the problem had indeed been
solved. But we could have turned to our advantage their desperate
need for grain, as well as the confinnatory need which subsequently
showed up in every other country in the worild-particularly in Ja n,
our strongest competitor and our most powerful creditor. And we
could have then fond international cooperation to support the dollar
and avoided the subsequent catastrophe.
Senator ByaD. You mention in your statement that Russia is making
rapid strides toward negative progress.
Mr. JANEWAY. My adviser on Rusian agricultural problems is
Senator Hartke. But Ssenator lHartke's firsthand report from Russia
has been richly and frankly confirmed by the Russian officials dealing
with our Governnent in tils country, and also by the evidence of the
marketplace. The Russians are desperation buyers.
Senator Bym. What I am trying to get clear in my mind is the term
"rapi4 strides toward negative pro
Mr. JAN EWAY. The Department ofAgricuiture issued a statement a
month ago expressing confidence that Russia's wheat demands on this
country this year would be half what they were last year. It is my
judgment that Russia will buy even more this year than last year, not
just in wheat but in a broad spectrum of products, and that she will
do the same internationally. Russia is suffering the worst of both
worlds as to her shortage of feed graii I think Senator Hartke will
bear this out-because she does not know whether to feed any given
allotment of grains to animals or to people. If she takes the easy way
and feeds her people, her animals will die off. If she goes the hard way
and gives feedingproblems
priority to her herds and her flocks, she will invite
all sorts of social
I think that Brezhnev's regime has something to worry about in that
connection-which, of course. gives us a still stronger handle on them.
I think they are in the position that we would not contemplate, in spite
of our inflation, of feeding wheat to animals. using it as fodder. We
may be driven to that. We were in World War II. Russia is now.
iSeator Bri. You expect heavier purchases I
Mr. JANEWAY. Yes, sir.
And not only in this country. I think Russia will also clean out the.
other producing countries and suffer a weakening of her barga"in'
V wer with satellite countries in the Communist world-countres like
ungary, which have some small surplus.
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Senator Bymu If her purchases should equal or exceed laUst year's
purchases, will not that men higher food prices!
Mr. JA.-ZwAY. Yes, sir, drastically; and despite any recesionary
breakup of this domestic business buying and borrowing boom whic
has been reaching panic proportions. This would mean that the stagflationary experience of the last recession would be duplicated on a

much more acute and intensive scale--with a runaway in the violatile

commodity prices underlying the entire structure of the cot of living
and doing business, but a simultaneous dropoff in business activity.
We were not exposed to this during the last stag-flationary episode
which led the President to act in August of 1971. This ag6cultural
phenomenon had not then surfaced. Russia had not yet ihown her
land and confessed her weakness, and the other countries had not yet
gotten rich enough to become large-scale buyers in our farm futures
markets and with dollar cost no object. So tim next stag-flation scheduled for the end of this year and the beginning of next year is going
to be much more vicious.
Senator Brym. Senator Hart ke!
Senator HArrKr. What you are saying, very simply, is that the Russians are at this moment unable to produce what they need to feed their
people. That is a fact of life.
Mr. JAXEWAY. That is right. I suggest adding to your formulation,
if I may, to feed their animals and their poultry, either. This can and
will have a still more devastating effect.
Senator HAwrTK This is not really something new, but with the
increasing education and the increasing demands of their people, they
have to accommodate them.
Witness what happened in Poland. We sometimes think that these
-things do not happen in countries, but Gierek came to power because
people demanded more in the way of consumer goods. The No. I consuiner of goods for those. people is still food. As indicated, when I
talked to Brezhnev, he said they wanted to move over to more consumption of meat. They cannot move over to more consumption of meAt
without importing feed grains which they have not started yet. Soybeans are getting $1O a bushel now.
Mr. JAxEwAT. Soybeans have moved faster than gold, which proves
my point. As a measure of this one-way tilt of prices, the inflation in
soybean prices has ben more violent than the inflation in the price
of COfator
Id.c Bran. Will the Senator yield I
Senator HAwrm. Yes.
Senator Brim. Is that a result of weather conditions?
Mr. JAEWAy. Accentuated in a very minor and temporary way for
just about a month. The planting, I understand, is now proceeding at
a vigorous catchup rate and the price increase is greater now than it
was before. The weather reversal frightened the foreign buyer andthis "-iy-thesis,--the foreign buyer is better able to protect himself
than the American buyer because he does not care what he pays. The
foreign buyer flung more dollars into buying protection against
weather-induced shortages than the domestic buyer. Moreover, the
inflation in the soybean and related futures markets has been more
frenzied since the weather cleared up in the farm belt than it was
during the worst of the storms. After all, it is just our dollars thot the
foreign buyer is throwing away.
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In terms of what Senator Hartke was saying about Poland, I

sle
gest that-in terms of what Dr. Kissinger calls realpolitik-Any
or bargain'i lever we have on Russia is readily transferable by us
into a bargaining handle on the other countries of the free world,
which have great respect for Russia. One way of dealing with Japan

and with our European creditors is to make a hard dea with Russia.
Using our agripower it is within our reach to do so. And that is one
way to solve the gold problem, because while Russia's gold reserves
are sometimes exaggerated, Russia has gold to put up. Wre could make
Russia contribute to the support of the dollar.
Senator HArrKE Mr. Janeway, let me ask you, though. You propose
an export tax, in effect.
Mr. JAxzwAr. I would never propose a tax in a discussion of first
impression on this side of the Capitol. I prefer to call it a fee.
Senator HARTKz. Well, all right, export fee. The thing isthat we still
at the present time have an export subsidy.

Mr. JANUwAY. It is preposterous. It is indicative of the octopuslike

nature of the executive branch. In terms of Chairman Byrd's questioning of Mr. Martin, the waste that is involved in these agencies which
are performing counterproductive jobs is preposterou& It is preposterous for us to have one person on the payroll to spend 5 cents of any
Government money to administer a farm subsidy for export purposes.
We can command a premium: "Come and get it," should be our attitude,
"but what will you put up for the privilege of receiving it I" As I indicated, we are in a position to ration the world, and to make provision
for the orderly removal of this overhang of surplus dollars by the
way we ration our farm exports. And I suggest addin coal and timber
to the list.
Senator Bnw. Mr. Janeway, tle Senate is voting at the moment.
Would you mind waiting a few minutes for us to answer the rolcall I
Mr. JANzwAY. I will be privileged.

LRecess.1

Senator Bw. Thank you, Mr. Janeway, for permitting us to answer
that rollcall vote.
It is a very intrigiing pro l that you say is indeed modest.
Mr. JANEWAY. You asked five questions andI tried to come up with
one answer to the worry they express about the vehicle known as our
economy getting out of control. The only safe and effective way to put
brakes on any runaway vehicle is to stick a spoke in the wheel someplace; and this is one weapon we have.
Senator BmnD. Well, now, let us, if we may, explore that a little bit.
"Tq employ the formal device of the trust fund, which Congress
has created to finance various domestic objectives, the add-on to pay
into the trust fund would be borne by the foreign buyer."
Now, would you amplify that?
Mr. JAxEwAr. Well, assume the Government of Russia or the central bank of Japan, which is really the governmental buyer, wanted
to take a vessel out of Seattle or Galveston. The requirement would
simply be that, if the cost were, say, a million dollars and if the judgment were for a, say, 20-percent export fee-and I think it is more
diplomatic for me to spea in terms of a fee-the buyer would simply
write two checks: one check for the million dollars to the selling name
or bank, and another check for $200,000 to the trust fund. i would
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be handled, really, in the same way in which the employer handles his
trust fund obligations in issuing each paycheck.
Senator Brmu Well, just to take a figure, it would be a 20-peve
markup, so to
ua
dk.
Mr. JAXZWAr. Right But b their action, by their daily performance, they are showing that markups in the prices of our export
farm staples are no deterrent to them. There is no reason, therefore, to
suggest that. this would bother them, since they are also complaining
of an excess of dollars being a burden to them, while admitting that
a shortage of feed crops is an even more urgent headache The add-on
I am proposing would relieve them of those dollar The dollars they
were thus relieved of, we would commit to use for nothing but the
defense of ti international dollar.
Senator Bym. Well, that would not have the effect of starting a
so-called trade war!
Mr. JANEWAr. There is no recourse that anyone could possibly have.
When we were discussing this with Senator tIartke, it was on the tip
of my tongue to point out that we speak of other countries as names
in connection with commodities. But really. the massive preponderance
that America enjoys enables her to call the tune. I do not like to speak
with swagger, as an oldtime dollar diplomat might have, but their
needs can only bring them here on our terms: there is no other place
they could go. We are absolutely immune from any sanction. It is an
unusual position. and we canl thank the contour of our continent and
its richness for that.; also. the unique combination of people, capital,
soil, space, and technology. There is no other place they can go. The
numbers available to them in every other source of supply are fractional, marinal.
Senator BYRD. Well. in reading further on in your statement, you

would require payment either in gold or in a strongMr. JAXEWAY.'No, no, they would pay in dollars and then the Secretary, in his discretion, would have the flexibility he would need to use
those dollars either, as on a bad day like today: to go into the market
and buy more dollars-he would have dollari to do that with--or, if
lie wanted to, he could replenish our stock of stronger currencies.
Those stronger currencies would be usable as an equivalent to the dollar in any confrontation between the dollar and gold. Alternatively, he
could replenish our gold stock if lie thought that was the thing to do.
When you were questioning Mr. Martin, your question was right to
the point. You asked what we could do about owing $80 to $90 billion
of hot money and having $13 billion with which to do any talking. My
proposal is aimed immediately to make an $8 billion a year change,
taking 4 from them and giving 4 to us-that would be 8, right I Then
the Secretary. having that 4, would be in the position of really having
bargaining power and forcing other countries whose currencies he
might drive up-the Germans are very sensitive to this--to put $20
billion together if he started with 4 and wanted to go the other route of
international cooperation. But he woulok have that flexibility, and he
would have that buying power. He could support the dollar.
Senator Bym. To digress just a moment, do you agree with Mr. Martin that the Government should go all-out to support the dollar I
Mr. JANEWAY. Absolutely. The question. though, goes back to your
question, and that. is no digression, of whr you get the wherewithal
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and where you get the buying power. I am a
cutting ay custhem
tomer off and I am against an embargo but Iamfor m
fund the dollar balances into nonnegotiable, non-intet-bearing,
long-term instruments in consideration of our permitting them to take
our food staples out of our ports.

Senator m. But if we did that, would not that provide an opening for the oil-producing countries, for example, to add a 20-percent
fee on to their exports to us I
Mr. JAxzwAr.Why not put it the other way I In the first place, the
oil powers are already doing this. They are making explicit demands
for compensation against devaluation. If we do not do something like
what I am talking about, we amrgoing to find our oil bill spiraling on
us because they, in fact-not having the benefit of our education-are
playing oil exactly the way I am suggesting that we wake up to play
farm commodities. But if we do what I an talking about, we v ould
then have a defense against their doing this, because we could tell
them with a factual basis behind it that the dollars they were getting
for their oil would be constant dollars. As a matter of fact, the Arab
world, the oil-producing world in the Middle East, is food short, too.
Ipublished a newspaper column, which I will be happy to make part
of this record-

Senator BYRD. Without objection.
Mr. JANEWAY [reading]. "Oil is America*s big new resources probleni. America is fresh out of it. But where to buy oil is less a problem
than how to shop for it. The producing countries have plenty of oil.
The trouble is that they also have plenty-plus of the dollars America
is pressing on them for their oil.
aAs America has been growing more insecure, the
Ieople
in the oilproducing countries have been growing richer at her expense. Its
lite wonder that the oil powers have been growing steadily more
formidable in the eves of .mericans The sharper America's new oil
shortage pinches, and the higher America's fuel cost bill is inflated,
the drier her gas and oil pumps run; and the weaker Americans assume
they are, the stronger they believe their sources of-oil are.
"This latter-day American disposition to talk poor invites a weak
trading stance. It fails to reckon on the trouble the oil-producing countries would be in without the American market. Their need to move
their oil into America is at least as critical as their oil is for the American standard of living.
"But America's need to buy foreign oil accounts for only part of the
inclination of the oil-producing countries to play ball with her. Their
need to buy the one line of products which America is uniquely able
to sell accounts for the willingness of the oil-producing countries to
keep the trading friendly and to keep the terms reasonable. America's
ability to export basic foodstuffs is her secret weapon.
"Amnericans of faint heart and strong susceptibility to suggestions
of weakness in foreign dealings are inclined to foreshorten the proportions of America's oil problem by measuring it purely in terms of
her dollar drain. Admittedly, America is going to need oceans of oil
from overseas. Admittedly, too, she has allowed her dollar drain to be
inflated to the proportions of a nonstop hemorrhage.
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"vThe

ewumism in vogue among markt watchers, throughout

America is asking how America is to find the. money to pay

r pro-

spective oil import tab. The realism on the rim amona mretmaCs

is disovering that having American foodstuffs to shtp isa sure way

of oil.
to magnetize return car"
tion,
"Last month, one of America's major oil companies d
knowledgeable
one of America's major importers-approachedcongressional friend from the gulf oil country and the rich farm arm
just above it. The purpose of their call for help was to latch on to
10,000 tons of top-quality Mississippi Valley rice. And cost was of no
concern to this oil company foraging for ric All that mattered was
tting the rice to barter tor acceptance of its bids for crude in the
"Unlike soybeans or the rest of America's long line of rich feed crops
for livestock and poultry. rice is scarcely a top premium crop. To
Americans, trading rice forpil is an obvious bargain, at any price. By
the primitive nutritional standards still prevailing in the Middle Fastem oil world, getting rice in barter for oil is a fair exchange. It's better business than just taking in still more dollars.
"This telltale incident-by no means isolated--drives home a point
I have been at pains to make. America is accepting the disadvantages
are
of financial weakness when the advantages of economic stren
in her grasp. Dealing from her economic strength is Americas surest
hope of recouping her financial losses and overcoming her financial

weakness.

".NXevertheless, the same mentality which presided over America's
decline and fall from undisputed world financial leadership is resisting
the opportunity to reclaim her leadership. The endemic stupidity
dominating Washington still sees American agricultural products as
the export giveaways so many of them were until just a short time ago.
"The overeducated ideologues who not only accepted but welcomed
the multiple devaluations of the dollar inhabit an academic vacuum
insulated from the realities represented by the terms of trade. The
dogmatic opportunism of devaluation has hoodwinked America into
marking down the export selling prices of her basic foodstuffs to countries poor in their larders and rich in their treasuries. Then, while
all America is up in arms over the runaway in domestic food prices,
this same institutionalized idiocy is braggig that American farm
exports are up-as if they could"be down. Adding insult to injury,
the dollar devaluation which left America with less to show for the
farm exports her creditors need also obliged her to put up more cash
to pay for the oil she herself needs.
"The potential hold America's agricultural r-sources are giving her
over her creditors is more than a headstarL It is here to sta . None of
her creditors have the soil, the space, the people or the technology to
outgrow their dependence on American foodstuffs. More than _mcidentally, some of these creditors also supply America with the oil she
needs. Trading hard to feed them well guarantees a fair trade to fuel
America.
"Old-time Yankee trading knew how to harness dollar diplomacy
to lead from strength and to deal away from weakness. The opportunity will be around for a long enough time to justify the hope that
the mentality in charge of American policymaking will rediscover the
technique."
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Mr. JANZWAT [continuing]. In which a major oil company told a
distinguished colleague of yours on the House side, during the worst
of the weather distress that they wanted his assistance in locating sone
rice. Rice is not, with all due respect to our friends from Louisiana,
of the same order of value as soybeans. It is not a protein commodity.
Why did they want rice ? Because they are as desperate for food as our
major oil compwais are to secure crude oil. And, contrary to the
popular misimpression, there is nothing contrived about the oil and
t s shortage. It's too real for comfort. One proof of it is the fact that
tri American international oil companies have bid up the price of
crude in Rotterdam, which is not a point of production, out of the
reach of European con pet itors. They are finding themselves forced to
bid against each other for cargoes on the high seas. This particular oil
company told your louse colleague that if they could produce 10,000
tons of rice. the Saudi Arabians would favor them in the allocation
of ckude oil. The Arab world is as food short-in this case, starch-food
shor--as the Japanese, the Russians, mid the Europeans.
This fits. It is so simple that it is workable.
Senator ByD. What you are saying. then, is this: That for the oilproducing countries of the Middle East. oil is their gold.
Mr. JAXEWAY. That is right.
Senator Brm. And that for the United States, agricultural products are our gold?
Mr. JAxEWAy. That is right. And that the Arab countries, not having the benefit of overeducation in economic metaphysics, are dealing
from strength in a primitive and rudimentary way to get full value
and full exploitation for any of their products that they give away.
But we are still treating the products with-which your family has such
a distinguished association as if they were orphans of the market
storm, instead of recognizing that they have turned up as America's
saving asset. It is the offset to our loss of industrial supremacy. There
is no way in which we can give this away as we have given away our
industrial technology because there is no competitor having either the
space or the population or the soil or the capital to produce it.
And. incidentally, this is a tribute to our free system, because the
Russian and Chinese form of organization is penalizing their ability
to get the farm production that our private system is able to get. And
this is one wa to t on the road forward 'hich you and that great
man. your father, Mefore you have consistently fought for in getting
the private sector to take over from the public sector. This has been
a major drain on the budget ever since the 1920"s. This is . 50-year-old
running sore on the buIdget. But, thanks to this world miracle-of
which we are the beneficiary. to which we are blind, of which we are
not willing to take advantage-it is suddenly turning out to be a potential source of gain to the Treasury. instead of a continued drain on
the Treasury. This is one way to stop the fiscal wantonness that you
are so militant and consistent in being against.
Senator Bnmw. Unfortunately, we have another vote. Are you in a
hurry?
Mr. JAEWAY. I have an engagement at 1 o'clock.
Senator Bim. Let me ask you just oneMr. JAxEWAY. I will be happy to come back.
Senator Bywi. No, no, that is not necessary. Let me ask you one
question, the same question, incidentally, that I asked Mr. Martin.
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In your judgment, how can the average American citizen protect
himself or herself against this raging inflation I
Mr. JAzwirAY. The average American citizen, I regret to say had
better defy th. established conventional rule and get all the 74sh, all
the liquidity available and get out of short-ternt debt. This is the first
inflationary crisis in the history of all inflationary crises to be putting
a premium on liquidity. I think we are heading into a ver severe and
acute credit crunch. The increase in cost of living and the crunch of
credit argue for the average citizen to reverse the debt pattern by
getting liquid and staying liquid. As to the moneyed American, there
is no question that tle moneyed American is now doing what the
moneyed foreign is doing. The saying in business is that the Japanese
will buy any American property provided you mark it up.The Arabs
are saying that they are willing and able to overpay or anything
the Japanese will overpay for. But no government has yet figured out
a way to print land; and land is therefore, more than ever, the classic
defense of money against inflation.
I would add this, that in view of this agriboom-which has a minimum of a decade to run. and which no government inimanagement
can stop-sophisticated and strong money is now moving into foodproductive land as well as into forest-productive land.
Senator BYRD. Thank you so much. Mr. Janeway.
I yield to Senator Roth.
Mr. JA EWAY. Thank you, Senator.
Senator ROrH [presiding]. First, Senator Dole asked me to say
that he regretted he could not be here during your testimony and have
a chance to participate in the questioning.
Mr. JA.EWAY. May I say, Senator, that I particularly regret that
myself, because so much of the thrust of my thinking is aimed at
maximizing the opportunity this country now enjoys to restore its
world position, thanks to the great world resolution being centered
in Senator Dole's home State.
Senator Rorm. I will relay that message to him.
Mr. JANEWAY. Quit while you are ahead, Senator.
Senator Roar. I find your proposal very beguiling. I think it is so
simple that there must be something wrong with It.
Mr. JANEWAY. It is SO simple it can work is the way I prefer to
think about it. And if it were not simple, it could not work at this
stage of the game.
Senator Ror. I hope you are right.
Yesterday. a witness stated that he felt that agriculture would not
be very promising in the future as an aid to our balance-of-payments
problem. As I recall, he said our surplus might continue in the range
of $1 billion. But I take it you do not agree at all.
Mr. JANEWAY. I entirely disagree. Senator, I think that both official
and academic thinking are so far out of touch with the times, with
the new times, that we are still regarding every crop sale made as a
great achievement and we are leaning over backward to undercut the
prices of exports which would be enjoyin premium demand, even if
their dollar selling prices were going up. This is part of the rationale
of devaluation. I covered this, as a matter of fact, in pages of my
statement which, in the interest of time, I did not read. The rationale
of devaluation argues that we will get more farm exports if we cut
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the cost in dollars, in export dollars. to our foreign customrs. However, the record shows that, though our export quotations have risen
more than the dollar has fallen, every increase in price has caused
more foreign demand to come to our markets. What we have done
with this insane series of self-defeating devaluations has been to trade
against ourselves. We have cut the take-home pay to America of the
staples the foreigners would pay up for even if we had been in the
fortunate position the Japanese find tlwmselves in. If we had been
revaluing our currency upward. they nevertheless would have bought
iore, too.
Senator Rorn. But if I understand your proposition, it is based
upon the fact that trading in the futures markets in Chicago has gone
up substantially.
Mr. JAN.wAY. Pricing has. more than gold.
Senator ROri. More than gold. correct. What are these buyers going
to do with these futures?
Mr. JANFWAY. Oh, they are short of supplies and they will take
delivery.
Senator. countries like Spain and Italy-Spain has no economy.
Italy has no government-are throwing distress surplus dollars around
like drunken sailors. They are buying dairy cows here. We are going to
have a milk shortage-and you have a dairy State. You are familiar
with this problem. Your constituents live with it. The American dairyman finds himself unable to bid, as I said in my statement, for Amencan feeds. He finds himself forced to sell his played-out cows for what
we call teeth breakers-low-grade hamburger. le sells his rich cows to
the foreigners. Every time the foreign importer of American cows,
already a necessitous and desperate )uyer of American feeds, takes
in more cows, that buyer of cows increases its national requirement for
American feeds. Do you see? They get their heads still deeper into the
lion's mouth we can designate as American agripower. And American
agripower has teeth, but we will not use them. It has jawbone, in that
sense, in the physical sense, but we will not use it.
The foreign buyers are in our hands and they are getting in deeper
all the time as they increase their feed crop requniements.
Senator Rar. Are you saying that these people who are buying
American cattle here andMr. JAXEWAy. And cows.
Senator ROrm. Well, don't you see a great market abroad in wheat
and grain?
Mr. JAXEWAY. Yes; they are hedging. They are buying futures at a

scaled-up price to anticipate their rtquirements, their future requirements. They know they will need more. and the devaluation of the dollar has freed them from any market discipline in the form of a cost
sanction.
Mind you, if I had my way-and I have been calling on the President
to do this for the better part of a vear-I would break this game that
is going on that the foreigners are playing at our expense in Chicago.
An d when I speak this way, I want it clearly understood that I am not
a nationalist or an isolationist; but I am against the game of America
last that we are financing. I am against it in the interest of our customers as well as ourselves. I have been calling on the administration to introduce an export licensing system for these products. If you did that,

then owning a futures contract on next December's soybeans at last
month's prices would do you no good, unless the American Governmert
gave you a license. That would destroy an incentive to outbid us in th.
futures market.
Senator Ro'rn. Are you saying there is a demand for the product
abroad ?
Mr. J.NZWAY. Yes, sir-limitless.
Senator Rorn. One of the statements we constantly hear is that
because of the tariff and trade barriers in, say, the Common Market,
it is very difficult to sell agricultural products there.
Mr. JAXEWAY. Senator, you could not get your Delaware chickens

into the Common Market. But there is no way that Senator Hartke's
Indiana corn and soybeans can be kept out of there. It is precisely
because they are protecting their chicken flocks against yours that they
are in need of Indiana's corn and soybeans.
their protection is
selective and studied. and is concentrated on protecting what they
have and on freeing their resources for the concentrated purchase of
imports to supplement their domestic deficiencies.
Senator Born. It is my understanding that the European Community is adopting a common argicultural policy to encourage the
production of these grains. You do not see that making any impact I
Mr. JTANEWAY. Miniscule. It is like adding up Canada, Australia, the

satellite countries and Argentina, and getting nowhere. The only
practical. reliable answer for the outside world is acknowledged defense of American agriculture.
Senator RorH. To what extent do you see Russia and China being
important in this picture !
Mr. JAv.NwAY. Vitally important-already so, and China more so

by0Senator
the year.RoTH. And this leads
me to the question which I think you
have partially answered already. Wouldn't it force Russia to use her
gold supply as a means of purchiasingI
Mr. JAN WAT. Yes, sir. And may I add that China is proud to be
a hard-currency, hard-cash buyer. Russia likes to use credit; therefore,
China likes to use hard cash.'We have heard a great deal about Dr.
Kissinger's strategy of real politick in playing Russia and China off
against one another politically. If we applied that approach economically to the marketplace, I think you would find Japan--which is
now the major buyer of these items I am talking about, and also of
live animals-falling in line and playing ball. And I have no criticism
of the Japanese. My criticism is of our Government's unwillingness
and inability to deal with the Japanese at face value.
The Japanese are not the problem. We are our own problem. I do
not mean to go off the point of Russia and China. I am suggesting
merely that if we were to play Russia and China in the way I am
suggesting, we would find the* Japanese falling into line.
Senator Rorn. Are you echoing another committee witness who
said that historically we have not negotiated tough enough, that since
World War II we are not looking out afier U.S. interests sufficiently I
Mr. JA%.-zwAY. Every one of these countries was our client. We sat
these countries up in business against us. Not content with inviting and
financing them to be our successful competitors, we then set them up
in business as our creditors Now we are inviting them, as Senator
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Gravel was saying-and I entirely endorse what he was MyIhNg-t
run our own domestic markets and run up our own cost of living
and our own cost of doing business out of reach of the American family
and American business.
Senator Roim. I know some people have felt that Mr. Connally was
like a bull in a china shop. With the future negotiations coming up,

the European countries have argued that we should not mix the problems of defense and trade. Do you have any comment on that
Mr. JANEWAY. Yes. sir. I told'Mr. Connally, who is a lifelong friend
of mine, that one writer before the public from whom he never got any
such criticism was Janeway; and lie said he appreciated tAt. There
is an old saving in business, Senator. that when your competitor begins
to speak well of you. you fire your sales manager.
Of course, Connally got a bad press. His approach, however--as the
old Texas mule story reminds us--caught their attention. Now, that
does not mean that I agree with everything he did during his term, but
I think that his approach was explicitly aimed at reversing and correcting the American last status that we are right back into.
Senator Rorn. I strongly agree that we ought to be a lot tougher in
these negotiatiosL.
Mr. JA EWAY. And answering your other questions, of course the
other side is insisting-or claims, or purports to be insistent-on
separating the trade and the monetary and the defense aspects of the
problem. Do you want them to bargain on our side I
By the same token, it is of the essence for any American policy to
connect the economic, the trade, the monetary, and the defense side of
the problem.
And may I point out-it is not frequently enough realized-our
problem is dual in nature. Our trade problem is essentially with Japan
and with Canada. Our problem with Euro is essentially a money
problem. That is another reason for joining the two.
When you speak of defense, it is preposterous for the dollar to be
the market equivalent of a rug. It is preposterous for America to be
paying with the money our creditors claim they do not want to put a
defense ceiling over them, while Russia is our new beet friend. You
remember what Dean Acheson said. with characteristic candor and
color, about the British after World War II, that Britain had lost
an empire without finding a role. It seems to me, Senator, that the
President's famous initiatives toward Russia have put every nickel
that we are spending on what is called the defense of Europe in that
sawe category. That part of the budget has lost its justification and
there is no new role for it. Whom are we defending Europe against
with that kind of expenditure ?
I believe that your colleagues in the Armed Services Committee will
acree that there is plenty of very hard strength there in case the situation should change, and that these defense subsidies-I call our garrison there, tourists in uniform-will never be used against an enemy in
anger. I think that these defense subsidies ought to be cut off right
away; and that is part of what I think Chairman Byrd is speaking of
when he complains about Government spending on habitual frills
and indulgences.
Senator Rorn. Speaking of subsidies, do you think agriculture subsidies should be done away with?
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Mr. JANzWAY. Export subsidies Absoluto iy.

Senator Rom. No, I am sorry, all agricultural subsidieL
Mr. JAxzwAy. That becomes a social question. In my mind, that is
analogous to the antitrust question. I have no doubt that we pay great
economic penaties-I do not mean to digress-for our commitment to
the antitrust philosophy which no other country is rich enough to
indulge. But that is a social preference. If the ( ongiw in its wisdom
and th= society, including the churches and the sei ools, want to preserve the family farm, that becomes a social decision and it then becomes the responsibility of the rest of society to finance that inefficiency.
I point out, Senator, that I believe that. in States as different as Texas
and Nebraska. something like 1 percent of the entries in the cattleproduction business already account for over half the production. So
as long as we are clear about the social values the various forms of
domestic farm subsidy are buying, we are not. talking about hardnosed
or strong-muscled economic policy aimed at gettin our own back.
Fortunately, however, and I do not think t amd ucking your question-that is not my nature--we have the wherewithal in that portion
of our agriculture which needs no domestic subsidy to get our own
and more back internationally.

--

Senator Ror. I think you probably heard my earlier question to
Mr. Martin in reference to the desirability of a renewed wage-price
freeze. I wonder, do you think it would be wise at this time to put a
total freeze on !
Mr. JANEwAY. I think it would be fatal not to. We are all on notice

to tread ven lightly and warily in not takiiir under very serious
advisement judgments in this area by Chairman Mills. Chairman Mills
was careful to argue against the practicability of including interest,
the reason being that Germany now has a 15-percent rate of interest as
her way of going to war against inflation. If we were to freeze interest,.
as provided for in the original form of the House bill renewing the
President's authority. then the run on the dollar you are getting now
would be child's play. Also. I see no way of doinp rollbacks.
But I am entirely on Mr. Mills' side of that argument. and I am
happy that Senator Mansfield has associated himself with it. and I
am happy that Senator Mansfield is blasting phase 3 as formalized.
For phase 3 formalizes permissiveness to inflation.
But the thrust of my approach. Senator, assumes that a domestic
free is needed. However. in order to start it. in order to come to
grips with any attempt at domestic recontrol of inflation, it behooves
us to begin at the root of the inflation, which the devaluation of the
dollar is now feeding back into our domestic system by way of the
primary Chicago markets for farm futures.
How can this Government come to the unions. the corporations the
transportation companies and the merchants and say we are freezing
you-or we are controlling you-when there is a 40-percent annual
rate of increase in basic farm prices! So my modest propoal-I call
it that with some sense of literary continuity-is aimed at removing
the alibi that the Government cannot move. Chairman Mills said in
his speech that the President can move, in spite of various embarrassments; and he called on him to move.
I do think that the farm price inflation, that this phenomenon, this
pandemonium, this daily panic on the floor at Chicago is an inhibiting

complication. I think my proposal clarifies the complication and Mmoves the inhibition, and frees the Goremment to get back into the
inflation-controlling business.
Senator Ror, . What reomnmendat ioa would ou have in the are of
trade with realet to manufactured products I ow do we move toward
a more favorable situation I
Mr. JAX1WAY. I think the question ,uggeqts a will-o'-the-wisp until
we get our tosa under control. If the President were armed with the
machinery I am talking almut, the Presiden--or the *'cretary,who
corporais the DeuutV Presideii--t hen could om to the union, go 14#
tions under emit pre.*ure. and ay. hk at what we have done, give us
a vear. give us a holiday on iA;W in,.rea.-es. You can give us wage cuts
aild reckon them as increases iii real wages because you ,ot wage increa.es aus offSAts to fan 1iruie isacreases. Now we arv going to take v' ur
food tvxts down again, and we are going to give vot constant dollars
that you can teouat on rweeivinir for rot exports..'
Miny businesses would be lelihited to lower their selling prices.
But now. with your out-of-haia I e,,sts bt'lind yoU. if you are gon:g to
receive less hara nmur-v for your exlmrts. it does not pa you to export.
Senator &ri. On 1,ehali of tic committee, I want to thank you,
Mr. Janewal-. for appearing here. It has bten most interesting ana
your suggest ions are aostit inaovat ive.
the committee until lio a.m.. Tuesday,.June 5th.
At tus ti"ie. I r.. .gs
Thank you again.
Mr...xtw.ir. I thank you for the ollamnitx. and I particularly
appreciate the iml'letIttuig gravity of your questioling.
Senator RMPTiD. 'thank you very itullh.
[Whereupon at I i,.ni.. the suht'olltilittee t,'s , to rtconvene at
1)a.m.. Tuesay. J une ..1973.1
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The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9: 35 am,, in room
2221, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Harry F. Byrd, Jr.
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Senators Harry F. Byrd, Jr., of Virginia, Mondale, Bentsen, Roth, Fannin and Haskell.
Also present: Senator Long (chairman of the full committee).
Senator BYRD). The committee will come to order.
Today is the third and final day of the subcommittee's current set
of hearing s on International Monetary Crisis.
On Friday we heard from William McChesney Martin, former
Chairman of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System,
Ile saw domestic inflation and our balance of payments deficits as the
prime causes of monetary instability, and we heard from Elliot Jane.
way, Private economist and journalist, who revealed his own plan for
restoring our economic position.
Both witnesses agreed that the present situation merits description
as a crisis. Unfortunately, the news from abroad continues to justify
the use of the word crisis.
On Friday in European sold markets, the financial siege of the
dollar continued, with the p rice of cold hitting unprecedented levels.
This morning's news indicated thfe dollar is still under siege, The
significance of speculation in London or Paris or Frankfurt is a matter of debate among officials and economists, but it reflects to some
extent an erosion of confidence in this country's currency, and that,
however, cannot be denied.
Our task is to separate the symptoms of monetary instability from
the causes, and then to prescribe appropriate remedies for present
comfort and future health,
Now2 today we are fortunate to have two distinguished witnesses,
each with his own unique perspective of international monetary affairs.
Our first witness is Ion.'Jack Bennett, Deputy Under Secretary of
the Treasury for Monetary Affairs.
Mr. Bennett is in a position to present the administration's view of
the present situation and to tell us what actions, if any, it may be
considering.
(111)
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Our second witness is Edwin L. Dale, Jr., financial writer of the

New York Times, who has had many years experience analyzing international economic affairs and presenting the issues with clarity and
precision.
Mr. Bennett, you may proceed any way you wish.
STATEMENT OF RON. JAOK F,BENNETT, DEPUTY UNDER
SECRETARY OF THE U.S. TREASURY

Mr. 13jvNwF-r, Mr. Chairman, I am flattered by your invitation for
me to present the admninistrat ion's thinking on current international
monetary develo)melnt. I will present a viewpoint which differs substantially from those of several of the witnesses who appeared before
you last week. They spoke-as does the blue briefflig book prepared by
your staff-of an international monetary crisis. There are changes underway in the world )ut in my view it is a considerable overstatement
to refer to them as a crisis.
Current developments indicate that we have great responsibilities
before us in the management of out' domestic economic affairs and great
opportunities for negotiating further improvements in international
monetary arrangements. But, while recognizing these responsibilities
and opportunities, we should recognize that existing international
monetary arrangements have performed well in recent weeks, far better
than would have beeni likely ifearlier arrangements were still in place.
It is my judgment that current monetary arrangements are viable and
they are capable of-and indeed are-absorbing and diffusing new
pressures and speculative influences without impairing domestic economic policies or the fabric of trade.
As you know, the price of gold has inoved in large jumps in the
private markets in recent days, not only against the dollar but also
against all other currencies as well.
This morning it rose by $3.50 to $127 an ounce in London.
That experience has ill
our view further underlined the unsuitability
of gold as the base fo a reformed monetary system, but, despite the
continuing formal links between gold and tie international monetary
system, the stability of the private gold price has iot brought crisis
to the currency markets.
We have been living through a difficult period in terms of an unexpected and unacceptable rate of price inflation and in terms of foreign
questions about the reliability of our governmental processes, but the
outlook is strong for the basic determinants of our international paymeits position. There has been no faltering in the economic policy procedures of our Government. Prices will be 'risingat a lower rate in the
coming months. Our trade balance has been moving strongly il the
right direction, and foreigners have increasingly recognized ghe oppor.
tunities for attractive investment in the U.S. economy.
Looking backward a few years it may be helpful to recall that the
dollar andl our balance of payments weakened sharply in the 1950's
and 1960's, not becoiuse of a poor relative record on inflation-the
United States performed better than most countries--but because of
abnormally rapid increases in productivity elsewhere as Japan and
Europe were catching up with us after World War II. This major
structural change in the world economy was not matched by corn-
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pamble changes in exchange rates-under the Bretton Woods system
there was a certain inertia if not rigidity in exchange rates. The result
was a progessively growing upward pressure on certain currencies of
Europe and Japan and downward pressure on the dollar,
Senator Bvm-. May I interrupt you at this point? Are you speaking
of the present or of the past?
Are you speaking of the present or of the 1960's and 1960's ,
Mr. BzNNiir. I am speaking at the moment of the period prior to
Aigust of,1971,
Senator BYRD. You mentioned the 1950's and 1960's a few minutes
ago, and I am not clear now as to what you are saying. You say, for the
moment. Now, does that apply to the 1950's or 1960's, or are you talking
about the current situation?
Mr. Bp,?wrT, No, sir.
I was trying to explain the situation that led up to August of 1971
and what has happened since. I am speaking of the past.
Senator BYRD.Thank you.

Mr. BSNxmr. By 1971 it was ap arent that a fundamental malaline.
ment of exchange rates had been aIlowed to develop. The actions taken
since the President's initiatives in August 1971 have now removed that
fundamental malalinement from the system. It took a year and a half
to accomplish the necessary changes. In the process a natural resistance
to change had to be overcome, and uncertainties arose as established
beliefs were broken. But a difficult adjustment needed to be made and
now has been made insofar as exchange rates are concerned.
As a result adjustment toward elimination of our payments' deficit
is well underway.
The question is sometimes asked, "Why was the United States so
anxious to put an end to its payments deficits?" "Since the United
States was receiving more goods to import than it was having to export,
wasn't this helping us to combat inflation in the United States?" The
answer is that the U.S. fight against inflation probably was strength.
oned in the short run by thle il)ort surplus. And the U.S. Government
wasn't borrowing any more just because some foreign governments
were buying U.S. Treasury bills; in effect some U.S, citizens were finding it more attractive to sell than to hold U.S. Treasury obligations
at the prices the foreigners were offering. Yet these factors were more
tian offset by other considerations. For one thing unreasonable ex'hange rates were unfair to large segments of our economy forced to
compete under a significant handicap with goods produced abroad.
The Uited States could-and was-provding an adequate level of
total demand i the United States, but that was not adequate consolation for those whose livelihood was lost or threatened by foreign competitors benefiting from an unfair rate of exchange. Moreover, we could
not reasonably expect foreign countries to continue forever to ship
more to us than they received. We could not reasonably expect their
governments to continue indefinitely accumurating low-interest U.S,
Treasury bills. Sooner rather than later-this imbalance was sure tobe
brought to a halt, probably with great recriminations probably with
new forms of government trade and investment controls abroad, probably with a suddenness which would cause larger economic dislocations
the longer the correction was delayed. -
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It was for these reasons that in December 1971 we entered into the
Smithsonian agreement. It was for the same reasons, but on the
basis of the furtller need for change indicated by the experience in 1972,
that we entered into another agreement in lFebruary of this year.
Again, as at the Smithsonian, the United States agreed to propose a
change in the par value of the dollar in terms of gold-a change sometimes referred to as a change in the price at which we were not trading
in gold, But again, as at the Smithsonian the real implementation I
the agreement took place by the action of other governments moving
the points at which tly would intervene in the private exchange markots, thus permitting a decline in the value of the dollar relative to
other currencies in the market.
In the weeks subsequent to the February agreement the markets effectively expressed their disbelief in the newly declared intervention
points. Foreigners continued to a(Cquiie assets expressed in the currencies of some of the intervening countries, particularly Germany.
And after a few weeks the authorities in these, countries abandoned
the practice. of regular intervention in the market at announced points
in the relationship between their currencies and the dollar, In replacement of earlier arrangements, in mid-March an agreement in principle
was announced in Paris among the principal countries anld the United

States that in future official intervention in exchange markets may be
useful ,at appropriate times to facilitate the maintenance of orderly
conditions.
Since that time, as you can see in the illustrative chart which I have
provided, market rates have varied, but no large-scale intervention
has been necessary. The rates are now free to move. but there is a dif-

ference from the situation for the year and a half after mid-1971.
During that period there was a large accumulated need for rate adjustment--and the signs pointed oall in the same direction. Now there may
be changes, but they are likely to be largely as a result bf any new
development which may occur in the f-uture. To the best of our judgment the accumulated need for rate adjustment has been accommodated, and I see no justification for the statement in your bluebook
that the present situation is "inherently unstable."
A little later I would like to mention some of the reasons why I
suspect the dollar will be worth more on the exchange markets relative
to other currencies 3 months and 12 months from now, but, whatever
the change I would expect it to be brought about gradually by changes
in the maretplace. I am convinced that. when the Congress compe~tes
action shortly on the Par Value Modification Act now before it there
will not be another occasion when the Congress will be asked to
devalue the dollar by lowering its official price in terms of gold.
Many questions have been asked about who were the speculators
who brought about the exchange rate changes in February and Malh.
And we are sometimes asked wlat can be done about, such destabilizing
speculations. Before commenting on what facts we do have at this
time, however, I would like to add to the list, of questions. Has there
been an irrational degree of emphasis on the word "speculation"? Is
there really any point in attempting to delve into an individual's
motives to try to determine whether he was hedging or speculating,
that is whether his lack of belief in some government's official line
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was expressed through changing the timing of a foreign exchange
transaction which would have been made in any event at some time
or was expressed through a transaction which would not have taken
place if there had not been the lack of belief? Is there any reason to
consider it unpatriotic for an American to doubt that a foreign government would be successful in its effort to hold down the value of its
currency relative to the dollar f
These questions should be borne in mind, I think, when studying
the chart attached to the statement. Certainly a case can be made that
those movements of funds which led to the change in the dollar value
of the mark and the Swiss franc from the basic level of early January
to the new level of late March were not irrational and destabilizing.
They could be consider(d a final part of the suppressed need for rate
adjustment which had built up over quite a few years,
The further changes in the last few weeks are probably different.
They are for one thing not the sudden result of breaking through a
level of governmental opposition to change. The rates have been free
to move on a daily basis since mid-March. I can understand that there
have been some developments which private traders and investors
might judge to be adverse for the foreign exchange value of the dollar.
I wouldn't be surprised, however, if it turns ouF that the market has
given undue weight to these adverse factors. I mention them to help
explain a somewh at confusing picture. Probably there have been some
irrational elements, but our rate of price inflation in the first quarter
was higher than expected, and this was not a favorable development
for our future trade balance. Germany did introduce severe anti-infla.
tionary measures and did increase its interest rates, The Senate did
approve legislation to permit private US. citizens to hold gold for
investment and speculative purposes starting at the end of this year,
and such permission, if finally enacted into ]aw, could well not only
increase the cost of our substantial level of imports of gold ior industrial and artistic purposes, but also lead to a large additional import
burden. It is for that reason that it is my hope that the Senate-House
Conference Committee on this legislation will adopt the House version, which defers the move to private ownership until such time as
the President determines that sufficient. reform of the monetary system
and sufficient demonstrated improvement of our payments position
have been accomplished to permit the change to be made in an orderly
fashion.
I mention these considerations in part to explain my belief that the
exchange rate changes in recent weeks were not the result simply of
some inherent instability in current exchange arrangements. But I do
believe, as I shall explain later, that the market may temporarily be
overlooking some contrary and more fundamental considerations.
In recent weeks, as you know, the exchange rates rather than the
levels of exchange reserves have reflected the market's changing view.
points on various currencies. One can never be sure, but my own guess
is that in present circumstances if we had tried the reverse, if govern.
ments had consistently intervened to attempt to hold the exchange
ratts unchanged while absorbing the currency flows in reserve changes,
then we could well have generated greater uncertainty and a crisis
atmosphere.
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That, of course, was what happened in February and March. During
that period the reserve holdings of dollars assets of the foreign countries increased by about $10 billion. From reports which have been
made public already, it appears that about a half of the accumulation
was reflected in transactions reported by banks in the United States
including branches and agencies of foreign banks. Some of the transactions took tile form of reductions in privately held deposits in the
United States. Some took the form of new loans from the offices in the
United States either in the form of newly approved credits or-in
most cases probably-drawdowns on already existing lines of credit.
What we don't know in any precise numerical way is to what extent the
initiative for the transactions came from within tie United States and
to what, extent from instructions received from abroad. In a qualitative way the banks have reporte(l that the preponderance of the initiatives came from abroad.
Apart from tie reported bank transactions there were probably
about $5 billion of other transactions which increased the dollar asset
holding of the foreign central hanks in that period. Later this month
we'll get, our first statistical reports for the first quarter showing a
breakdown of this outflow among the (,urrent accounts, the direct
investment flows of V.S. corporations, the credits of U.S. nonbank
corporations, and the errors and omissions. The eOmljany reports
from which the Govermuent's statistical reports of the in'estments
and credits are Irel)ared wore received in r'eint weeks by the Treasury
and the Conmierce l)elpartients and are now bheig&compiled and
analyzed. To insure the accuracy and (,omprehenslVe coverage of

these reports to tie OovernIient, a )Ioint letter was sent by ti Secretary
of Commerce and the Secretary of tfelp Treasury to the heads of over
1,400 reporting companies askinig these men to give their personal

attention to insurilg the quality of tht report's submitted.
Senator Bnt, Mr, Socretaryimay T interrupt just a moment?
I have just been given a copy of your statement, I haven't, had it
before. Now. I see some changes."
May I ask the staff, was tis the submitted statement?
Mr. Secretary, is this tile same statement you are reading from ?
FNi. In large !!art', yes.
Mr. l
Senator flyro. It is a di flerent one?
Mr. Chairman. From this point
Mr. BFNxm-r. I have reduced it,
forward I have cut out about one paragraph, and the rest is about
the same.
Senator Bwitt. You may proceed.
Mr. 13Esxm.:'r'. More recently the. tw,o secretaries have sent another
various pals of th country
letter to about 20 selected companies in,
requesting the comiplianies to receive a joint Commerce, Federal Re-

ser1ve, Treasury team of expels which hopes to dis'liss these companies'

transactions il detail to insur(, that Iresent forms and l)rocedures
are not missing any significant ty es of tvansactions involving the
V.S. companies.
As you (,an see, there is still mtgreat d40 we (1o not know about
the transactions in the first qua rter. The lack of the knowledge was
not a handicap at the, timhe, sinve for any operations we might have
wished to undertake there was ample prompt knowledge of the magnitude and direction of the flows taking plaep even though the purpose
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of the flows was not known. Later this month we will kno* more,
but to the extent that the movements were originated by foreigners,
for example by foreign trading companies and foreign central banks,
we will never know the full story. As a point of-interest to you,
however, I should mention that we have hadl reports from a number
of important oil producing countries indicating that they had not

originated large movements during the first quarter.
However it was that the new interim monetary arrangements were
put in place, they have provided a favorable climate in which the
negotiations on longer term international monetary reform can
proceed.
I believe that the present monetary arrangements represent a substantial improvement, over the recent past, and that, with international
cooperation, these arrangements are serviceable and sustainable for the
period required to negot iate and introduce needed further reforms. But
the present system is far fromn perfect, and the United States is coinmitted to the effort to build a better I)ermalnent system. We helped

launch the Committee of Twenty, and last September the President
and Secretary Shultz pi)esented i (com)riehensiveoutline of U.S. views
on reform.
In essence, our proposalss are for an open and equitable international
economy, free from continual reliance on controls but with effective
means to prevent development of large and persistent payments disequilibria whether suillusor deficitt
At this level of generality thero is little disagreementt, but we have
not yet reached agreement on speifeis-for example, on the rules and
procedures which should be int iouced to assure that countries do eliminate their balance-of-paynents surpluses and deficits, on the means for
determining the amount , and types of reserve assets in the system, on
the way in which gold will Ix phased out of its central position in the
system. On that last. point there is a wide measure of agreement on the
objective,
but there is not yet agreement on the most practical route
to othe
obj.,tire.
tad
ition t these questions your subcommittee has asked two other
specific questions on the reform, first, should the short-term liabilities
of the United States be funded; and second, is itnew monetary conferonce similar to Bretton Woods needed to reshape the international economic order.
The first question, on the possible desirability for funding or consolidating some or all of the $70 billion held by foreign official institutions,has been the subject of much discussion. The large dollar
holdings of foreign central banks are the result of past instabilities
in the system. F'or the major holders theyi are not, particularly volatile.

Therefore, funding of tiat Ibtneo would lot,necessarily make an Im.
portant cont rilbut ion to short-term monetary stability, Over the longer

ternIn our preference is to deal with these balances 6y earning back a
maximum number of the dollars through balance-of-payment surpluses. In i reformed system it. would be useless to fund or otherwise

tie up these dollar balances without, at the same time changing other
elements of the system so that.instabilities and inadequacies-in the systen would not simply lead to new accumulations of currency balances
replacing those which were funded. With effective adjustment arrnngements and other elements of a reformed system, possibilities for fund-
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ing or exchanging part of existing dollar holdings into ,DR obligations warrant careful consideration. I must point out that it would be
no mean task to find terms that. would be agreeable to both debtors and
creditors, but we have stated our willingness to give careful consideration to the possibilities.
The second question, the possible need for a Bretton Woods confer.
ence, has been considered more than once. Our feeling is that such a
move would not be helpful. At the time of Bretton Woods, conditions
were quite different from today-a wartime period, when travel was
difficult and communications limited, and a relatively few voices were
involved in the major negotiations. Also we did not have, as we now
have, annual meetings of the IMF governors, where the financial leadZrs of 125 member states can regularly convene. It has seemed to us
that a better way to proceed was with periodic meetings of the Com-

mittee of Twenty, and regular meetings of the IMF, without the fan-

fare and potential for market disturbances of a special conference like
a new Bretton Woods.
Several meetifiis of the C-20 have been held, at both Ministers and
deputies levels, with considerable progress toward understanding of
respective positions and definition of critical issues, Another meeting
of the deputies is scheduled for early next month. There is the possibility of another meeting of the Ministers before they are scheduled
to meet again at the time of the annual meeting of the IMF governors
In Nairobi, Kenya in September. We, and others, have expressed the
hope that the main outlines of a new monetary system can be agreed
upon by the time of the meeting in Nairobi. Th Uynited States wil do
all it can to meet that goal.
Meanwhile, of course, as these reform discussions continue, international business goes on. and you have asked three basic questions about
the period just ahead. What steps can be taken to strengthen the dollar?
How can the U.S. deficit be cut ? And how can speculation be reduced?
In practice I suspect those three questions are just, three ways of asking
the same question. At. any rate it seems to me that the right answer
and the basic answer is the same to all three questions: Take care of
the fundamentals. We must insure that we follow the appropriate
budgetary and monetary policies, that we remove imipediments to the
full productivity of the U7.S. economy, and that our businessmen are
not handicalpped by unfair international conditions of trade.
With respect to the budget, you have, of course, just received the midsession review indicating that on a full employment basis there will
be a surplus of $5 billion in the fiscal year starting at the end of this
month. In fact I would guess that the economy has already moved into
a posture of surplus. With respect to monetary policy Governor Daane
has already reviewed for you in detail the gradual and persistent tight.
ening which the Federal IReserve System has introduced over the past
year.
For the release of the full productivity of the P.S. economy you
have had reports of the short-run measures which have been taken
and those that have been proposed, including the release of nearly 50
million acres of land into production and tie planned reduction of
the Government's material stockpiles to more appropriate levels, For
the Iong-run you are aware, for example, of the decisions that have
been taken to amend the oil Import program to make it possible in the
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future to build oil refineries in this country rather than to have
to rely on new construction abroad, and you have received the President's recommendations for the deregulation of newly produced gas
to encourage expanded exploration and production in this country.
Such basic measures are the proper response to inflation at home,
It is true that since August of 1971 the increase in our cost of living
has been less than that of any other one of the 20 members of the
OECD.But the performance of our wholesale price index, which is
more relevant to our international trade, was not equally good and, of
course, we were greatly disappointed by the increases in our price
--indexes during tho first quarter of the year. Yet I think there is justifiable confidence that the basic measures which I have outlined will
increasingly be reflected in lower rates of price increase. Moreover I
have seen no evidence of hesitation within the administration to take
additional basic measures if it should become clear that they are
needed. On the other hand, it is necessary to bear in mind that there
is a timelag between decision and results, and there would be no wisdom in overturning the boat in the other direction.
In our international trade the improving trend is apparent to all.
Over the first part of this year the improvement was in large part a
reflection of our higher level of agricultural sales, It is quite possible
these sales will not be at the same high level in the coming quarter.
Yet the marked improvement which provided a $196 mi lion trade
surplus last month in contrast to the deficit of the previous month
depended only in small part on an increase in agricultural sales. It
seems to me that as a result of the basic improvement of our competitive position there is a strong likelihood that in the first half of next
year our trade balance will 'be markedly stronger than in the first
ialf of this year, stronger even if agricultural sales are not quite so
high, and stronger despite the forecast continuing growth in our oil
imports.
The real cost of a barrel of imported oil is rising and will probably
continue to rise, and we shall )e importing more barrels. The total dollar costs rose from $2.7 billion in 1969 to $5.1 billion last year. And
there are many projections that the figure will reach $15 billion per
year well before 1980. Yet no confidence can be placed in the precision
of such long-range estimates. Necessarily they tend to be based primarily on extrapolation of past trends and cannot yet have taken ade,
quately into account the results to be achieved from the President's
new energy program (esigied to increase production of all forms of
energy in the United State and designed to use that energy with
greater care and efficiency.
I realize that there have been concerns expressed that the large income of some small producing countries will endanger Internaflonal
monetary stability in the future. On the other hand, I am also ware
that these countries will have large needs for miports to meet their
developmental and their defense needs. They will be seeking sect
and productive investments to replace their assets from the ground.
They know that their reserves of oil will not last forever and that an
important part of their income must be invested wisely in order that
it may provide income for the time when their production is declining
and newly developed alternative sources of energy have, reduced the
dependence of the industrialized world on their supplies. Further-
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more, large as their assets may be compared to their holdings today,
their conibined assets will not comprise any large fraction of the
capital assets of the world as a whole.
The large income of these countries will represent a real cost to
the importers, but they represent no reason to forecast a weakening
of the dollar relative to the currencies of Europe and Japan. These
countries taken together will be increasing their imports in absolute
terms by far more than the United States. They, too, will be competing
with us to provide exports to the oil producers and to offer them attractive investment opportunities. In such competition we expect the
United States to be competitive, and the dollar could well come out

ahead,
In the short run, of course, we are all familiar with the recent
declines in the value of the dollar in the foreign exchange markets.
We have watched the decline in the value of shares on the U.S. stock
exchanges. Fears have been expressed that these developments will
drive away prospective foreign investors, and it is true that at any
moment in time, t prospective investor mIay choose to wait so long as
hie expects those trends to continue. On the other hand, the prospective
buyer must be careful not ot hold out too long when a bargain is
available but not guaranteed to last. There tire lar-ge suns in the hands
today of foreigners who are definitely prospecti'e buyers, and I expect they will not fail to notice that the value of the dollar has been
increasing in terms of IU.S. shares. I do not have any reports
on net trading in the last few weeks. There was probably no great inflow. But I do know that in the first quarter of this year the net flow of
foreign private portfolio investment into the Vnited States was at an
all-time record rate. I would expect it to be at an even higher rate in
the coming months.
I do not have the skill--or the temerity-to attempt to predict exchange rates precisely in the coming weeks. My own judgment is, however, that the foreign exchange market has probably misjudged the
extent to which basic fundamentals will be reinforcing in thte near
future the improvement of our trade balance and enhancing the attractiveness of investment in 1.S. dollar assets, On balance, therefore, I
would expect the dollar to strengthen. Fundamentally, however, I
think what is important is not. what changes may take place from day
to day in the market valuation of the dollar. What is important is that
we appear now to have in place a system which can accommodate
changes without disrupting the fabric of international trade, investment and cooperation. Meanwhile work on long-term reform continues.
Thank you.
Senator BYro). Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
I suggest the committee follow the 10-minute rule oil the questioning.
First, let me say that I think the President, President Nixon, and
Secretary Connally took a very important and desirable ste p in August of 1971. I agree with you, wfI what you say in regard to that
matter, but now we come to 1973. It me ask you this, How can-you
account for the erosion of confidence in the American dollar?
Mr. BENFuTr. Mr. Chairman, in the September of 1971 period, Secretary Connally at the Annual International Monetary Fund Conference suggested to the other Governors that they stop intervening to
hold up the price of the dollar and that for an interim period they let
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the market move the dollar to a realistic level. The other governments
would not agree. They limited the movement of the dollar. And finally,
after hard negotiations, in December of 1971, we struck ai deal at the
Smithsonian that we would take off our 10-percent import surcharge
and that they would make more substantial moves in the points at
which they were intervening and allow the dollar to decline.
We argued for a greater change. We thought more was needed, but
ultimately we struck a deal to get the changes we did get, anSenator BynD, Mr. Secretary, I don't want, to interrupt you, but
that was not my question. My question was How do you account for
the erosion of confidence in the American dollar?
Mr. BzNNWP,.

I am attempting to explain that as best I can.

Mr, B.NNF'.

That was true with respect to the further exchange

At that time we wanted a larger change but we accepted what we got
knowing that no one could be confident as to what was needed, As it
turned out, over the following year it appeared that, we had been right;
that our trade bill did not sh ow it large improvement. In fact, in the
latter part of 1972, it was going the wrong way. That was the basic
cause for the lack of confidence that led to changes in early 1078.
Senator Byrn. In other words, it was a heavy adverse trade balance
and balance of payments that led to the lack of confidence or the
deterioration in the confidence of the dollar?

rate changes early in this year.
To put it more broadly, however, I think you can say that those
changes in February completed the elimination of the large backlog of need for a change in the U.S. exchange rate that had built up
over the sixties. We finally got that out of the system early this
year,
Senator Bfyi). Yesterday Secretary Shultz told the Ways and

Means Committee that le was somewhat puzzled over the weakness of
the dollar. This morning you tell us there is not a crisis, I am somewhat puzzled myself.
How you do reconcile your position with that of Secretary Shultz?
Mr. B3rNm n'r. There are factors that I can understand as to why
the changes in more recent lays arose. .1 mentioned several of them.
Yet I am somewhat puzzled, Mr. Chairman. I have the feeling that
the reaction may have exceeded the justifieation. In that sense I am
also puzzled.
On the other hand, it has led to no crisis in the sense that trading is difficult. It has led to no crisis in the sense that it is difficult
to make foreign exchange transactions or to carry out trade. The
changes have taken place in the market gradually.
.a
There has been no need for monetary officials to go jetting off to
hurriedly called meetings or to close the foreign exchange markets.
Senator Bun. T)o you feel that the United States has a responsibility
to defend the dollar or to allow it to be continuously devalued by the
so-called free market ?
Mr. BPNNt-zrr. As you know, I do not expect a continued ddialuation.
In fact, on balance I expect the dollar will be moving in the other
direction in the coming months,
Senator Byni. Lot me phrase my question this way, William MeChesney Martin in testifying last week said he felt that the U.S.
Oovei nment should vigorously defend the dollar. Do you agree with
that or not?
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Mr. BNznmr. I do not agree with it. I think there is perhaps a
basic difference, and I have never had the pleasure of working with
the chairman in the relative weight that he puts, and I would put, on
the domestic economy and the international exchange rate. There is
a difference. To the extent it facilitates international business and we
want stability in the international exchange rate, but our primary
concern is to insure that we are following the appropriate domestic
policies.
Senator BynD. Well. now, that is the point that concerns me: are we
following the appropriate domestic policies?
Mr. BU1, ,nEi. At the moment I believe we are. With hindsight one

could say it is too bad we weren't tighter late last year because obviously tie growth rate was too ral)id in the first pari of this year.

At the moment I believe we are following them.
Senator BYRD. I assi1ne you are Ms)eakling about fiscal policies?
Mr. BF:,NvVF:'r. I am speaking about fiscal policies.
Senator BVYli). 1lthat about monetary policies?
Mr. BENE.Irr. To the best of my ibility, to the best of my under.
standing, I agree with the monetaryl policies.
Senator BY1U). 111311 So'y, Ildi(ln t 1i(hlerstan(l that,
Mr. ByNNE 'r. I said, f have the same feeling with respect to our
monetary policies,
Senator'llym). Well, now, our fiscal policies aire in a rather devastating state; are the, not ?
Mr. BENN 'vr.'Otr fiscal policies at the moment are in surplus and
the surplus will be increasing on a full employment basis.
Senator BYi). You said that our fiscal situation is in surplus?
Mr. I3nNNF.'rr. On a full em)loynent basis, yes.
Senator BYn). Let's get (lowi to actual figures. LVt's get down to

figures on the Federal funds budget.

Now, for fiscal 1973, which ends at the end of this month, what will

be the surplus?
You said a surl.US

Mr. BHNN Tr. [here will be no surplus.

Senator 4Viw. Or what will lxw the (leficit in the Federal funds

budget ?

Mr. I3ENNErr, For the fiscal year just ended the unified deficit will
be $17.8 billion and the Federal funds deficit is larger. I don't have
the exact number in mind here. It is larger.
Senator BIvw. It is considerably larger?

Mr. I3ENNE,rr. Yes, sit, but with respect to the performance of the
economySenator BeYnD. Now, wait, let's stick with this one question until we

get this settled.
So that ol a unified basis, which means that after you use your surplus fro'rn the trust funds, you will still have a deficit of $18 billion; is
that correct?
Mr. BPNNi'r. Yes, sir,

Senator Bynn. All right, now you don't have the figure for the
Federal funds?
Mr. BPNri mr,. Yes, sir, I have it.
Senator 1, n). What is that?
Mr. Bn x, 'rr.$27.9 billion for the fiscal year 1978.
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Senator Bmo. So you will have a deficit then by your own figures
of $28 billion; a Federal funds deficit of $28 billion, and yet you assert
that we will have a surplus.
Mr. Bzr;NvMr. I said that for the coming flseal year we will have a
surplus on a full employment basis, which is most relevant to the
effect of that budgt on the performance of the economy.
Senator BYrD. f it is most relevant to the effect of that budget, why
has Secretary Shultz before Ways and Means Committee asked for an
increase in the debt limit? The debt is based on the Federal funds
deficit.
Mr, BFNNm'r. The increase in that ceiling is required in order that
the executive branch may be permitted to allow the trust funds to
invest in U.S. Treasury obligations.
Senator Bywa. There would be no need for an increase in the debt
ceiling-and correct me if I'm wrong-there would be no need for an
increase in the debt ceiling if we had a surplus in the Federal funds
budget, would there?
Mr. 3zNEFrr. That is right.

Senator By=i, Now, let's get to fiscal year 1974. What are your projections now as to the unified budget surplus or deficit?
Mr. BENNEmT. The unified forecast for fiscal 1974 is a deficit of $2.7

billion.
Senator BYRD. What is the forecast for the Federal funds deficitI
Mr. BENNW r. $18.8 billion.

Senator Ihynn. So that even with this great improvement that you
cite, there will be a deficit of $19 billion in the Federal funds budget
for fiscal 1974; is that correct ?
Mr. BN mr. Yes sir.

Senator BynD, And there will be a deficit of $28 billion this year?
Mr. BEr4Nm'. Yes, sir.

Senator BYRD. Now that $28 billion deficit for the current fiscal
year is almost identical with the highest deficit the country has had
prior to 1971? which was the Johnson deficit of $28.4 billion.
Now, candidate Nixon in 1968 strongly and vigorously condemned
that deficit. The Senator from Virginia strongly and vigorously condomned that Johnson deficit of $28billion. Now, I am just wondering
wly it is such a terible thing, which I think it is, to have a $28 billion
deficit under Lyndon Johnson but such a fine thing to have a $28
billion deficit under Richard Nixon ?
Mr. BNNErr. In my view, Senator, it depends on the circumstances,
Earlier in this fiscal yeal we were not at the state of production the
economy has reached late. in this fiscal year. Early in the fiscal year
just ending there was some need for stimulus for our economy.
Now there isn't, and now we are providing no stimulus through a
budget deficit.
Senator BYRD. Now, the record shows clearly all through here for

anyone who wants to look at the figures that never in the history of
the country have we run such smashing deficits except during World
War II when we had 12 million men under arms and were fighting a
war on two fronts.

Never before has anything approached this, more than $100 billion
in 4 years; are you concerned about that?
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Mr. Bzzwmv. I am also aware that over those recent years we have
moved from a low or negativeP level of growth to a high level of growth
in our economy, Senator.
Senator BYRD. Am I to take that to mean that you are not concerned
about these deficitsI
Mr. IEN'',At the moment I feel our budgetary policy is correct
and in that sense I amn not concerned.
Senator Bvttw. You aire not concerned about $100 billion accumulated Federal funds deficit inl 1 years?
If that. is thlecase. I doii't have ainy f further questions ait theimoment.
I yieldl to thle genitlemlanl fromt IDeawnre,
Senator Routi. I hav-e just oiw questioni.NMr. Chafirmnan.
Last week thle chairman of tlie Ways and Mleans (Ccommittee, Mr.
Mills. proposed t halt there be' at 10-day freeze. HeIsuiggestedI he thought
thlis was (lesi rlble front) the Mtla 1d(1lt of building g con il(leli(C inl thle
economy 1)oth front atstand~point, of tit', iitttrnalt ionail sitituitionl ast well
as here ait homle wit IIt I e Iliotisewi fe.
hioll this W~ould
NOW, he0 admlitS thliS (10011it tVoiT'rt thle siti tit
I wonl.
necessary.
are
thalt
tils
ad
tiy
liionii(t
teverI
wha
take~
to
timle
l ve
(Ill tilie pr'oposalI of i. M1lAs 1
() "Oiit
el'(' to
eif yolu woll('
Mr. IiNN 'rr eituttor. I an personal ly skept ical of thle dlesiralility
of thiat iuiove, but I th1in k it perhaps wise to recognive the( D eputy 1.n.
is iot thle 41)okesimt for t he (by.
ki
der Se('retary for 11onetam Afitairs
0,leranuet onl te (,Cost of Livinig ( oumivl's work or the( voituparable
pol1iiesSenaitor 11(yi'll. Thank you., I tiouit line liy Illoit'(jutC~tiois.
Sentor ByRD. Senator I laskell ?
'iiran
Senlatorthlistul. just halvt' one (It(s ionl. Mr. ('11
D~oes it bother you. Ni r. Secrt'ta ', from the' mnietar'y vie wpoinlt
i
tha. ifl'e*Jauay
tli ('lIullel pr'e itt'

is riAen on an annualized

basis Of 9.6 peen~(lt ? Ful'tliet'. an1d iore, ito pol~talit lv froil mly viewpoinit, thie list na I commiod itie's index hats riseti I-.X percent Oil a
seasonially ad(jtisted basis. D oes this c'011c4'n vou its it nione1ti'y expert.?
~~T Yes. sit'.
Mr.,
Selnatorl-iua. Wlinit would you (do1ithotit it
vIN failiot (10 liI) Vt lng nlow about a
NM'rBEIi. I 'nlfoi'tuiitely
prior period qn1(1 ('ftil only~ address myself to tllu pl-uiO(l ahlead.
Fot' thle pet'iod ahlead( I 'think we atre doing Ite t'ighit tihigs. Wel are
mov0ig into a buidgetit ry sttt'jduls. Aks I saly. we iti'( proliahly there, Wie
tire hav1%ing at iestiitivis Itiotietit ty po icy%timid we' ate ti*-Inihg to (10
those basic tings thant will ilitj)oe the Iwlodliwt ivitY of the economy.
That. is wilat I would like to dto.
Senator IY1vm). Would tht e t'uutoi' yield
I wanit the r'ecordc to Shlow y-ol arie n)ot tloovinlg ahlead~ to it budgeher tilit Fedleral funds
Oteit
tairy Slsui if von figure that1 Sui'j0" ohis
basis or the uified b)ttdget colhtl )itss.
Mr. BNz'.I fluriee' with voul. Senator, b~ut I think for thle puru'
pose of fighting inl at ioti-i illjit't'fe('t its Jill of these ut1elsitres.1 arthe fll] e'mpIloymfenlt basis is prlobabthly tile best halsisSenator B vnuu). Well. ex('tise tue. blut thalt is something enitiri'e new
anti comiijleteNly nebulouls. No otu' knIowswhalt atfull Piluloyint budget
is. You (Ion't een expect to ha%.(,- fill] emlploymlenit.
I am sorry for the interrt'puioni Senator Hlaskell.
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Senator .HRAKsL. Well, I gather, then, Mr. Secretary, that you
feel that using only monetary controls you can change these adverse

circumstances as measured by these two indices?

Mr. BNNErr. There are already indications that that may be happening, yes.
Senator HASKELL. Thank you.

I have no further questions.
Senator BYnn. Senator Fannin?
Senator FANNIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman,
Secretary Bennett, I wish I couil share your optimism and confidence in the future of our economy. Let's just take a simple assumption. Our great problem with the dollar is more and more the busi-

ness of dollars continually leaving this country due to our imbalance
of trade, brought about by our inability to compete; isn't that correct?
Mr. BEN NEmr, That was true until last month, yes.
Senator FANNIN. Well, I certainly disagree that it has been changed
to any great. extent. We may have some eircumstances that would
bring about a temporary change. but as ,far as our ability to compete,
it certainly hasn't imp'oved to any considerable degree.
Mr. BrNNl,',m-r, I think we imay have monthly deficits again later
this year and at lot, of them perhaps, but I think our competitive
position has markedly improved.
Senator FANN-.N-1. If we are to recover from our present position
which I think is almost devastating, we must have increased productivity if we are going to recover, do you agree ?
Mr. B3EN,,'i,. We must have it 'if we are going to stop those price

increases, yes.

Senator'F,..v. Well, of course we must l)e con petitive if we are
going to continue. having any clance at a surplus of trade, and if we
don't have a surplus of trade. of otuise, I don't see how we call possibly
ever have a surl)lus I)alaice of Ipa)ymwets.
Mr.
I agree.
Senator F.
We could work on that for years.
WI.'
Mr. T:''m', I agree.

Senator' F .,,'. Now the (,oilfdeiice in gold-you said you felt that
it is going to change but it is nore in evidence from each passing day.
Tdon't see how you (an iiasstime that it is going to change.
i. BFmxxv'r. What ?
Senator FANt.IN. Tle confidence in gold. In other words, the dollar price of gold has increased again yesterday and they are tryig to
get rid of the dollars and get gol(.
Of course, they vaii get a return on the dollar and they can't get a
return on tle gold unless it. i||'reases in price so they mnust feel it will
illrelse-

Mr. B ,.'-r. Senator, it was also true a few years ago there were
cbnparabhl
rapil increases in the price of silver when were ill the
Process of phasing out silver. I'lnfortunately, many investors got
buI'rn ed.
Senator F ,
Well. I certainly hope that. is true as far as gold
is concerned. not that I want theinm to get burned, but I just hope-it is
true because' it is terribly serious that the price has increased to the
extent it has ill the past few months.

07-331 0 -73 - 0
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Now, one of our very serious problems is our trade imbalance with
Japan. Do you believe we have any chance to expect, a surplus balance
of trade with Japan in the foreseeable future I
Mr. BENNm. Not this year.
Senator FANNIN. Well, in the next 2 or 3 years?
Mr. BENir'r, Yes, sir,
Senator FANNIN. Well, I don't know how it is going to be brought
about. Do you feel we will have bilateral agreements with Japan, or
how do you think that could be accomplished
Mr. rzarnrmr. We have, as a result of bilateral negotiations, have had
changes in their import restraints. We have had the change in the relative value of the dollar in excess of 3I percent,. That is making a
difference.
Senator FANXrIN. Of course, we still have a problem that their steel
costs less even with all of those changes that have come about and
their productivity is greater than ours as far as man-hour cost of steel,
for a ton of steel. So we can't pay two or three times the wages that
Japan pays and expect to compete when their productivity is higher
than ours; isn't that true?
Mr. BFNNTr. It is true but they have a higher rate of inflation than
we do. There has been this change in the exchange rate. Our people are
in the ball game of competition again.
Senator FANNIN. Of course they can stand a higher rate, of Inflation for a long, long time and still not have us catch up with them.
That is my concern.
You talk about the imbalance of trade of $4 billion in 1972-not that
you have mentioned it, but that is the figure that has been used continuously. Now according to the reports we have had, if you take it
on the CIF basis, it may have been as much as $0 billion or more.
Do you see that we can turn that around and still have the cars coming in at 8 percent, and yet we can't ship cats into their country with
the nontariff barriers anid the tariff barriers at more than 40 or 60
percent; can we change that around ?
Mr. BI3NNIVI'. I expect improvement this year. I believe the Japanese Government should take further steps, but,Senator FANNIN. Well, I know they are concerned. They don't want
us to go bankrupt. because we are a great market for them.
We are taking 35 or 40 percent of their exports right now. So they
do have a concern with our economy. They are coming over and putting
tremendous assets into this country. Are you in favor of that
continuing?
Mr. B nFrT. I believe that this year there will be a noticeable
improvement in our trade balance with Japan and they also of course
are investing heavily.
Senator FNN-IN, Do you feel they will eventually' buy out Americans; buy control of this country? Between the Japanese and the Persian Gulf countries, it is not to; unrealistic to see the day when they
would have the ability to practically do so if we take Inot consideration the figures.
I just don't think we'll ever get into that position because we would
be bankrupt before we reached-it, but if we talk about importin, $25
billion to $30 billion of petroleum products, anywhere in the world but
mostly from the Persian Gulf countries, this isn't too unrealistic. I
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understand by 1985 their total reserves would be more than all of the
other countries combined in the world and, if they did-get into that
position, they could practically buy up America I
Mr. BENzTr. There are a number of estimates. One figure was that

these countries might iave as much as $100 billion of reserves by 1980.
Now, I suspect that is high, but that is pretty small, a pretty small

number compared to the annual new sales of stocks and bonds in the
developing world.
Senator FANrN;. Well, that may be true. but what are the reserves
of the United States today?
Mr. BF NWr,rTie reserves of the Uxited States today are negative if
you take into account our liabilities, as well as our assets, If you ignore
the liabilities, they are in the range of $13 billion.
Senator FANiN. But it is pretty hard to ignore the liabilities when
you come right down to it,
Mr., IjNNF'I. Yes, sir.
Senator FANNIN. I am wondering what we can do when we start
talking about paying for the importation of oil and consider just what
is involved because unless this country has the fortitude and unless the

people of this country and the Congres really face reality, we just
can t work out this trouble.
We can't solve this-don't you agree .- unless we increase our pro.
ductioirof our own energy materials?
Mr, BNNkf'i-r, I strongly support measures to make possible an increase in our own energy production.
Senator FANNIN. 1Tn other words, that is our hope of survivalis it not-that we can develop our resources ill this country and get in

tile position where we will"have exports that will be able to offset these
imports, And without that, do we have any future?

Mr, BFNNIrr. Without that the dollar will be worth less In the

future. I think we will develop the exports, though,

Senator FANNIN, Well, I certainly wish I could share your opti.

mism. I don't know.
Now, what steps have we taken? You mentioned a few steps have
been taken, but in reality when we talk about the Japanese--and we
have discussed what they are doing and how they are opening up now
markets-but still the lectronics people tell m they can't get their
products into Japan; color TV's and items of that nature.
Tile Zenith Corp., for instance, repeatedly reports that they cannot get into the markets of the Japanese. So, what has really changed
that is of any great. consequence as far as the Ja panese are concerned?
Mr. B1HNWEIr. There have been reductions in their restraints in electronics
imports. Theyandhave
beenweas anticipate
large as wethat
think
are appro.
should
priate unilaterally,
of not
course,
Japan
make further reductions in tile course of the negotiations which start
in Tokyo in September.
Senator FNIN, Well, I pay a great tribute to our agricultural
industry ill this countr.v. I was' ill ,all n not too long ago and they
said we should (o whaM
. we call (o best ill exporting goods, and they
will do what, they call do best. They said that they can manufacture
cheaper than we can. so we should go back to anl agrarian economy;
I looked into that and found if we even produced at the highest
rate that would be possible, that we could probably have another $5
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billion of exports of agricultural commodities and then we would probably suffer in this country from lack of sufficient food to furnish
our own people.
Have you looked into what you think is possible as far as agricultural products V
Mr. BENNzw. I'm sure that our agricultural exports could increase
further, but there is no thought that we can balance our payments position purely by reliance on agriculture.
Our industrial machines must also be competitive.

Senator FANNIN..Well, I have heard reports that even with theJest
of weather, even with the highest crop production that we would be
lucky if we could increase by an amount of $5 billion. So I think we
must take that fact into consideration.
I just can't see at the present time how we can expect the adjustment
in the dollar to take care of our position competitively because here at
home as that dollar decreases in purchasing power, then our people
natu&*lly need more to take care of their own needs, and so then we
have the vicious circle of increased wages, We haven't been able to
tie that down to increased productivity. Until we do so, until we increase the productivity per dollar of wages, we are going to have a very
difficult time and I think that is what we should start concentrating on.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BvFiNEmr. I think you stated it very well, that the solution of
the international value of the dollar is not some gimmick, but it is stopping inflation and increasing the productivity of our economy.
senator BYnD, Senator Bentsen i
Senator BFNTsPn,. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, I am not as optimistic as you are about this Middle
East and Persian Gulf situation, I look at 73 percent of the free
world's supply, outside of the United States, estimated to be in those
countries. T look at Mr. Aiken's article in Foreign Affairs for this
quarter in which he states that if you took the anticipated income increase of the Persian Gulf nations, the Arab Persian Gulf nations
from 1973 to 1980 and then you took their budgets and compounded
those at a 20-percent annual compounded basis, that they would still
have in excess of $100 billion by 1980.
You take countries like Kuwait and sotie of the other Arabian countries-they already have some of the highest capital incomes In the
world, and just. what ar they going to do with those excess funds?

It is a matter of deep concern to me. I know in Kuwait, at their last

meeting they talked" about floating those $100 billion around from
country to country and using it to influence foreign affairsof countries
they felt were not friendly to them.
I certainly doubt they will have the full $100 billion to do that, but
they (1o havet a sum of excess monies that we have not seen before in
such small undeveloped sparsely settled nations.
You take the nation of Iran, for example, it has some things it can
do with its funds, but that is not true of some of these other Persian
Gulf countries and I think it is something we do have to direct our
attention to and do much more than we have (oile thus far.

I take no great comfort in the fact they are going to invest that
money In our markets to buy our companies.I think the thing is further complicated by another indicia and that is the stock market. The
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Dow-Jones is not indicative at all of what is happening in the stock
market in this country. If you excluded the top 50 companies, I don't
know what the number would be.
I am sure you would get it around 700 or 750.
Now, who has been Tiurt by it ? It )llts been the little investor who
has been hurt. You have seeii the distortion in the stork market by the
large institutions who have coie in there and said the only comlipaes
they will buy are probably the tol) 50 because they look to liquidity
and they want to get. in ald oitN ellatol., of course theMr.

Senator B:iaIs-:N. Then look at. the equity funding situation where

the little investors found out, linch too late wlat was goilg on and
by the timelhe received tile information the big investors and large
institutions had beeni able to get out of it, Thet you look at tile colnthis country
panics; man1111y, lany of OUr good, solid companies iln
whose stock is selling at four and five times earnings.
thie Italian stock nm rket going Ul!) because there is confidence
Look tit
in that market, but not co(ifld('lice iii Our

Pn

situation,
ioioiinie

Look at the ,Japanese and tht, xct,ss funds they have. If they come

anld start bluivlng up1)oir conllIpnies-nnId itfour or five times earnin gs.-we will have an2extremely serious situation on2our hltids and I
take no comfort inIthis.

Do you care to collilellt onl that'
Mr. BE.NN'rr. Of ,'ourse tho .Jaitpaneise.

senator, are investing heavily

in various parts of tht world at the moment. It is not, that we have
to invest
attractin them
here. We
may invest,
concern
50, as
the top
not trying
alwaystosolely
are are
investments
f'orelgn
here. Andthey
you have referred to thel.
We are aware of more innovative investments than that. AndX,'sp,
Excuse me. They are going to put those In the
Senatol B:
four and five minutes earnings. but we have haad a distortion of our
market by large institutions, and I think that should be of concern to
the Treasury department and I think we are goil to have to have
sonie remedial legislation in that regard because I think they are in tile
process of seriously hurting the stock market in this country. They are
going to dely the stock market to the small investor, and when you do
that, creatin cal)litnl for this country is going to be seriously hindered.
That is were I think you are going to have to propose some reme-

dial legislation.

Let me got to one other point that concerns ie, and I don't see that
the administration has made the headway I hoped it would and that
is tie l)roblem of the bIahlce of parmoets with Europe. That is the

l)roblem of oitr troops in) Europe. We had solliething inexcess of 800,-

000 troops there. Evemi if you take the credits from tihe German nation,
we still have a balance f.payments deficit that approaches $1.2 bil-

would
lion, and that is before the last devaluation of the dollar so it,
probably coiipound the expense of keeping those troops abroad,
I chair the NATO S ubcominit-tee of the parliamentary group, and
we met the other day in Brussels to discuss this problem. When I talked
to then about our sHpending 084 percent of our GNP for defense then
I tunwld aroundand looked at the Germans who are right there under
the gun of the Russians who are spending only 51/2 percent of their
GNP. I looked at. the English spending just 5 percent and the Nor-
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wegians spending 81/ percent. And it disturbs me that they don't seem
to have as much concern for their safety as the United States does.
And then when I talked to some of te representatives, andtheysay,
well, this is a politically difficult thing for us to accomplish. What
makes them think it is politically easy in this country to spend 68/4 per.

cent of our GNP for defenseI

Mr. BiNr; mr. Senator, I share your concern on this exact point.
Senator 1YNTEN. Here is where I think we have to get, tough in our
negotiations with our European partners. They are going to have to
pick tip more of this tab. You have a grave consumer situation over
there in European Common Market. but tie situation has changed from
what It was at the end of World War II when they were devastated
nations and their industries were gone. Today, they are strong and
viable and last year they had a surplus of trade of approximately
0410 billion in the European Common Market.
M e showed a deficit of $7 billion but if you put it on the FOB
basis--and if you took out the soft credit shares--we would be closer
to $14 billion. '['hese are the things that have to be brought home
to those nations.
Mr. B ,'sIvr. I agree.
Senator BE, SEN. And this is making a najor contribution to the
run on the dollar, This exact situation, and it, has to be corrected.
Mrr. BFN N',r . I Iagree.
Senator B'NTs.N. What are we (loing in that regard?
Mr. BNNr'r. There are efforts now to iUpress upon the 14uropeans

the analysis you hltve just It

forth. I agree that it is a matter that

we need to take with extrei seriousness. What. the outcome will be
I cannot tell you.
Senator BENksI, ... Ih
we reached the position that we must. with-

draw some of our troops to show that we are serious about the situa-

tion ?

Will that get their attention ? I don't want to see is totally with.
draw our troops. I don't want to se Western Europe become another
Finland.
I recognize the strength of NATO and that it has helped eontrib.
ute to a generation of peace, but what kind of a partner are we if
we ruin our own economy? What strength can we give to Europe if
our economy is gone? This is what. we inust transinit to them, it seems

to me.
Mr. BXENr.1,r. I would be happy to convey your message to the
other end of town. Senator.
Senator BENTSEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BYiRD. Senator Mondale.
Senator MoNDinl,&. Thank you. Mr. Cliairman.

Mr. Secretary. I have asked Mr. Flanigan and one of the Governors
at the Federal' reserve Board, and I woul like to ask you this to.
day, whether there are studies available which would help us understand who was involved it) the currency swapping that led or helped
to lead to the two devaluations?
Mr. BON "Vr. As I mentioned earlier, Senator, we do not know
that, We do know that about half of the $10 billion flows that took
place in February and the first few days of March were reflected in
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the accounts of banks in the United States; bothU.S. banks and
foreign banks.
Senator MoNALE. About, half of it?
Mr. Bmxrr. About half. A large part of that moved on the basis
of instructions from fore in depositors or foreign borrowers who drew

(lown previously existing fines of credit and
Senator MoN I, ;.~

ers?

-

But do we know what kinds of foreign borrow.

Mr. BzNNJ.'J'lr. I do not live a geogt'aphic breakdown.
Senator MONl)Ia ih,
interests, for exmliple, were who? Was it
the oil interests?
Mr. BpN wrr. Well, we do have some reports-as I also mentioned
earlier-some of the major oil-produ('ing countries, that in fact they
did not make any large shifts of funds,
Senator MoNIA L.'l,
That they did not?
Mr. Bx,.%rn-r. Did not during that period. I do not have reports
for all of them, though.
Senator MONDALE. You mean out, of the U.S. banks?
Mr. BvE,'xr,,tr. That they did not nmike any large shifts of funds
out of dollars into other elurrenlies (luringI thIalt j)erio(J, Sator.
Senator' MOxNAhI:, You1 mi('Inn, you are saying, your studies satisfy

you that none of the oil interests in the world were involved in any

significant way in the dollar swap?
Mr. BENcrr. ,o, sir: I would have to be more modest. I said, a
number of important ones have reported that, but some others, we do
not have reports from,
Senator MoNxnm xL.I)o you mean U.S. owned corporationsI
Mr.
,cNNExr, No: I was speaking of governments, of oil-producing
governments,
Senator MONnAI.E, So it is your impression then tint oil interests
were not substantially involved in the devaluation and the money

swa I?

Mr, B : t rr. When you refer to oil interests, T have spoken thus
far only of the governments of oil-producing companies. Now, with
!spect'to U.S. corporations and U.S. individuals, and U.S. nondlirect
investors, nonbank sellers and creditors, the reports have come in in
tile last few weeks, and are now being compiled. and we will hiive our
first statistical reports Inter this month its to how the other $5 billion
is broken down : how nmuch is direct investment, how much is export credit, how iuclih is errors ald omissions.
Senator MoNx.mE. A re you conducting that study?
Mr. BMv,,%-rr. The Tteasury and the Department of Commerce

collected this information.

Some comes to ius and some goes to the Commerce,
Senator 'MONDALY. I think it would be helpful, Mr. Chairman, if

we could have as much of that study as you feel you could release for
this hearing record.
I think it would be very helpful.
Senator B ,i'. Mr. Secretary, would you provide that for the record?
Mr. BF.Nxprr. Yes, sir.
Senator Bytu). Thank you.
[The following material was subsequently submitted by Mr. Ben.
nett.]
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UNDER SEMRETARY OF THEp TREAsvRY,
Waahington, D.C., July, O,197$.
F. BYRD, Jr.,

Dzrpuwr

Ron.

HARRY

U.S. Senate,
Wa. hington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR BYnD:

Dutring my appearance before your suibcommnittee onl Tntornational Financ, and Recs
on1 0*111 h5T was asked
to provide more information onl Capital flows fromt tile United States
during the first, quarter of this vea;'. When we were furllther along in our1
statistical studies of that, period. Fuirther, work remains to be, done,
but the members of thle ('onittee many 1Mid( of interest a report. onl the
information we now have.
As indicated Ii the suimitiary table below and in more detail in thle
table attached, at not ouitflow of $5,780 million in recorded prvate
capital transactlis was a ma11jor coitribultor to tile official deflIt, in
that. period. Moreover, errors and( omissions-which were probably
largely cap~itail flows-contribuited another $3,650 million to the deficit.
1 ..balance of Iiaueto tnt saaotnellV adjusted, 101quarter of 1117.4
I Miiii0o111 of dInIar")
Current t raiactiohas, t'xthuitlfl litoi m i lrt
u~I
invmiiI'it4, 110.....-2, 280
Infcoil oil dtiirect inwi nwt~
'itm. nt .....................................
2, 200

(loveriinmuit eaitlti

u............
I

.low---------------------------41k

I'rtvote (.1110411iflows ..........- .................-------------------Flrroret 1111(olil4i---------------...........................

5. 7140

-8-3,010

(Meicl rtsv,4r'i trtltimictolE t iMlnii v .............................-- 0,O60
(The tilt a ill tile talIlt.
dteri vedt pri hiii -I%
froml those plibliolhe
bv the I epl-i t'iilt of ( onieree ill fli'.1'111i' 17 issue of thel( Survey
0? OCurrent 11usinle.
I lowever.. te (latlh for t how e torjoratkel
ci ptal
transact ionsR whic iclve not related to di ref iiive'st inenlts liiivVt
en

iM'iicd to iluhile statist ial in fornia1t ioln that is tcol lected liy the
Treasury11- bl)i wats not a vni lalble ill t ini' to lx, tisdt ill thie I epartfmlent
of C"onmurvet t'oiipilait iois. Thle daital onl these t'orjl)olt(t trlanlsactions1
iil
plillislied onl it cotiiit-%by
lv oluntr ' lis inl tilie Auigust ile
or oe 'vi';ea ii
y ul et in. Frterrevisions of dwliilattil for tile firat
q111ttet' will be' jpliblislieti by thu' e jt rti'ivit, of ( '0ommer0ce in thle
Ne 1 tt'iuber 19)T3 ist'v of tile' iirvvv of ( 'artt
liusiness.)
'l'ie bekdlowii of tilie(cortl('t jpri vate elapitall tilansact iofls in the
first. quar11ter. is givenl inl the following sun11inary table. (More dletail
,js provided inl anlattiliinent, ) It 4,a1i lx, sten in; thet first Col1uuui1 that
buank transct ionsi u'lt'cted the largest part of thlit ouitflows. Net Cor.
lf'te"ouitflows were large, liut nlot greabltly di ft'rt'nt from11 thle cotiparaitl period aiea
vell
it';',v Whiilte se'uii'itiet; jxIt folio tranlsaictibons made
at suibstaiall and incriealsing positive conltribultionl to thle payments
bit lance.
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-PRIVATE

CAPITAL TRANSACTIONS IN THE U.S.BALANCE OFPAYMENTS NOTSEASONALLY ADJUSTED
(inmillions of dollars)
Chinge fromlot quarter 11tquart r
4th quvr

I

Transactions of agencies
andbranches
of foreign banks intheUnited
Tionsattions ofU.S.banks
IntheUni~te oas~::Y::
............

-

-2Au

Subtotal, bank transactions .........................
a..drct
Investment abroad
........ ..................
in theUnited States
...............
~OtherS Frirdietinvestment
rctso transactions............. ....... .........

4,580
254
o
-260

-4,400

-c,3p
-43100

-a

-2,2

Subtotal, corporate transactions.. ..-.-..............
Transactions Insecurities andbrokers funds..............
Total private capital.............. .............

2 5
, 3:50
5-,780

-19-4
-

v
-3920

1,

-.

s

11
-7,240

W~ithlti the bilking s'te(gory thbe t able inchicates that thle net outflow
ill tile first (tIllter wits abloutt ('-'elily split beCtw(een traniisactions by UJS
btlulks ill the Uniited Staktes anld t 'i111irtion llN b)3'l)icnhes and1( it£flipjO
of' foreign banks iii the Uitiited States. '1I'1S banks in the rUited
,States aro' 'oopertiting ill Ilimit intg otflowm of their fundsI Onl thle
basis of a1speel fir set of gutcel ines agreed with the Federal Reserv'e,
and the U'S br)i'iliei and agelivies of foreign banks have been reto abide byv the spirit of tist saie guidelines. Oil #July to thle
tested amended
?ibard
its gifid eliies to nmakc' tletin ats speifie for these
agencies and branches its those applying to I*'Sbanks. Such~ guidelines
do not, however. apply to expor~lt s'reclt antI do0 not restrain the outflow o1 foreign funds c'ieposited ill the United Statvs. In the short run,
1111re-M-01, the guidell tisity
0I
be. exceeded wheti there is it sudden con.
centrate1 call by foreign borrowers cml their existing ulnusedI credit
lines. All of these special flc'tois wcrp1robab~ly present in the banking
flows of the first quarter.
Within the ('orj orate c'itegoi'y. the princeiplI Outflow resul11ted from
net transllfers. to U S cif't iII%('S( iIent op)eraltions abiroadi. These outflows of $'2,5i40 iiillion Wepe hirgI III Ithsollute ternms. H owever, Il re.'enklt, Years (Jiiie('t invesWtntenIt ouitflows halve norm11ally been) high in thle
first qulater, Ipl'tstlnal ats at result of in('eifti es; cretecl by the workIg of the con1triols adiln
IIimtetedm by the ( )fhce.-Of Foireign' Direct Invesmen,
Te iic~itt'In1)3t'iit yearecarliler was thinssignificant,
bt not, the jpriiwiplal '-swiig" itemu its c'coiilarc'( to the banking flows.
IItting the first c(iia rter of this year there wats also anl outflow of
$200)n 11111 inl Otlier ('rl~orate capital outflows, for example1 through
deposits11 in foreignl banks. rej)a Nyiiieiit Of foreign borrowvings, and credit
oil tradie trttlilectiolis with ulinafli atesi foreign enterprise.
fin tll p~robatbility sonie direct investment andc other ('orjporate outflows in the first quarter Were c'atismec-or a('celerated-by the wide-
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spread expectation of exchange rate changes at times during the quar.
ter. Nevertheless, the excess of all these outflows during that period
over the same period in the previous year of $1.1 billion suggests that
the US corporate reaction to the expected exchange rate changes was
not the major component of the flows which led o the worsening of
the US payments balance in that period. And during the same period,
despite ie exchange rate expectations, there was an increase in foreign
direct investment in the United States.
During the first quarter portfolio transactions also strengthened the
US pyments position and the major component of, these flows was
fore gl purchases of US securities.
In order to gain as complete coverage as possible of corporate capi.
tal flows during the flrst quarter letters were sent by the Secretary
of the Commerce and the Secretary of Treasury to the chief executive officers of 1,600 US corporations to request their personal attention to their reports to the Government for this period, In addition,
visits have been made by a team of experts from commerce, the Federal Reserve, and the treasury to a number of representative companies to review Irocedures in detail, These reviews have uncovered
some omissions from previous reports but probably not in a magnithde to alter the trends revealed by the reported Igures. Under the
circumstances we areIP(l to the conclusion that the bulk of the unreported transactions revealed by the errors and omissions of $3,650
m lion in the fist quarter were undertitken by U7S residents other
than the major US business corporation, which are well covered by
the present statistical reporting system.
I hope this information will be of value to your Committee.
F. BEzrr.
Sincerely yours,
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Senator MONDALZ. What is your opinion about the advisability of

returning to a tougher incomes policy of wage and price, profit, and
interest controls to try to take some of the heat out of what I regard
to be an intolerable inflationary period of phenomena. Does thatfappeal to youI
Mr. I3x ,r, TVell, its I mentioned earlier, tile Deputy Under Secre.
tary for Monetary Affairs is not the administration spokesman on incomes policy. I do not agree with yot when you say, take the heat ou1t,
because in my judgment an incomes policy in the sense of restraints
does not take the heat out.
What takes the heat out is budgetary policy and monetary policy.
Senator MoNDAIX. Well, if I understand your answer, you are not

going to comment on the question of whether we need wrage-and-price
controls because that. is not inyour fild ?
Mr. B1t NNYIpr. I would be happy to give you my personal judgment,
but I didn't think you wanted that.
Senator TMoNDWAi 1 IA't'S have that,
Mi,. I3Nv.T', My answer is no, I do not believe it would,
Senator MONDALIF, It doesn'tt hel ) at all?

fr. Bl:xNivr. No, sir',

Senate Mox01
DAl. Well, whem we had lase II, as I recall, the level

of Inflation was half of what it has been under phase ITT; does that affect your judgment at all?
Mr, 3IN N'E'i'r. Well, I would make two comments with respect to
that, When we went from phase II to phase III, we did not remove the
existing controls in the. food sector and in fact we tightened them, yet

one of the largest contributions to the price increase in phase III was in
food and that was not as a result of the move from phase IT fb phase
III. Furthermore, when you say it was lower in phase II, I always won.
der how much of the move in please III might have been left over from
phase II.
It had to come out sometime. So those are two factors that weigh
heavily, in my judgment. I also am concerned about the effect of these
income policies in reducing tile productivityy of the U.S, economy. As
I said earlier, I feel that increasing of the productivity is the real cure.
Senator HoNDAr4 , l)o you see any evidence that there is a substantial Increase in foreign investints in the United States as a result
of the two devaluations ?
Mr. BzN,,Vr. There are two kinds of evidence; the portfolio in-

vestment here in the fist quarter of this year was at the highest level

in history andSenator Mo?.wAL,. Would you say that again?

Mr, BIENNE'N'. The flow 'of foreign portfolio investment to the
ITnited States In tile first quarter of this year was at the highest level
in listol,
I wouldn't be sutprised if it has been lower in the last few days, but
I expect it is going to be high in the coin ing months,
Second, whien I go to 1Europe I meet with government officials and
with industrialists. The industrialists are concerned and feel that
plants in tile .United States are more competitive than plants in their
country and they are concerned about the competitive position of their
plants there.
That is the change that is encouraging,
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Senator MONDALP Well, do you anticipate all expanded flow of for.
capital into tile United States, partly its a result of these deval.
eign
us'lionsl
Mr. BNimr. Yes, sir,
Senator MoNAT,. And how do you think that will show up? Will
that be in terms of foreign ownership of I T.S. plants or creation of now
plants?
Wlat will its characteristics be ? Investment stocks, do you think?
What willMr. Bn,NNn'. Senator, it will ble in the direct investment flow and in
the portfolio pulxhase of U.S. storks.
Senator MosnDAL. You think that is happiniing now?
Mr. BNNwMrr. Yes, sir.

Senator ,foNDAuX. I)o yl see 111Y ('vid(,nc (ht, say, .the Japanese
and European nnultinationals are (onsi(leiiig establishing plants in
thu United States us we liave (oe in), say. the ('ommn1on Market
Mr, Bjxm-N~r, Y, , sir,
Senator' MoNInti. Are there annoiinv('el exam1phs of this?
Mr. iwNNlm'r. There hiv( Iben a number!,

of itilnotn'elllent44 since

February.

Senator MoNl)ll'. ('ould you give ie just t few exampil)les?
'ol ma examples.
ou1th ( 'ar
hae been soMe(,
Mr. BIENNixir '.1'here
Senator MON)AIL. 'Thatr ws It (i1 '111t1liplhtnt ill Mouth ('arolina?

Mr. B1INNi, r. Yes.
Senator MNfONI)h, Trhat is SA0i('llontllR oi, t hough.
Mr. B)NN'rr, Well, thert hiave ixen it utitet Of them. It, is my understanding-if you would like, I will try to accumulate more. specifics

and send them to you-

Senator MOND^IJE. The (German investent was predieted. I have
been watching the newspalena about this closelyy , anid I was just wondering whether .you ar, seellig sole of this invest Belt going On I
M r,' BENIMr, I think you might also have notied tile other day,
there was a largo announ(ceinent, I Il'ieve, of anl (expansion of a refinery here by it company that is in large part a subsidiary of a foreign
company.rhat again is as it result of new policies.
We will get the investment here rather than ill sonie offshore island
or some other part of the world.
Senator MoNuDAr.

Well. thank you, Mr. chairman .

Senator Bmn). Thank you. Senator Mondale.
[Mr. Bennett. subsequently subinitted the following information :]
RELEC'tiON of RECFNT D0aY'r

IN TiHE U,NITh
WI4T'.1I:NTO

STATS BY

EIvIOPrAN AND JAPANERF I)uRECT INVESTOMA

Libby McNeill & Libby (Nestle Allmentina, S.A,, Switgerland). Majority con.
trol acquired. (March, 1978)
Stouffer Food Inc. (Netle Allmentana, N.A., Switzerland). Acquired for $100

million from Litton Industries. (March, 1078)

Cadbury Corp, (Cadbury.Schweppes, Ltd., United Kingdom), Company ano
nounced it will build a $10 million plant In Hatelton, lPenosylvanta, (March 15,

1078)

Robert Bosch A.G., Germany, announced the building of a fuel Injector as.
menbly plant In Dorchester County, South Carolina. (May 81, 1078)

Kiockner Moeller A.G., Germany, announced the building of a $1 million elect.

trical switchgear plant In Rhode Island. (June 7,1978)

Hitachi Metals Ltd., Japian, announced a partnership arrangement with General

Electric to build a specialty steels plant In the United States. (March, 178)
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Nippon Seiko, Japan, announced a Joint venture with Hoover Ball and BearIng Corp. of Ann Arbor, Michigan, to build a $10 million anti-friction bearings
plant at Ann Arbor. (March, 1978)
Mitsubishi International Corp. (Mitsubishi, Japan), announced the building
of a $10 million plant to produce synthetic uppers for the shoe industry. (February 22, 1978) .
Toyo Bearing Manufacturing Co., Japan, announced the building of a $1 Mllion specialty ball bearing plant in Chicago. (April, 1973)
Sony (Japan), announced the building of a $15 million plant in San Diego to
produce color TV sets. (April, 1978)
Marubeni Corp., Japan, announced the construction of a $5 million textile plant
in South Carolina. (May 31, 1973)
Melwa Gravure Chemical Co., Ltd., Japan, announced the building of a $4 mil.
lion plant in Charleston, South Carolina, for the production of plastic household
articles. (June 1, 1078)
Kikkoman Foods, Japan, announced the construction of a $6 million plant in
Wisconsin. (February 18, 1973)
Volkswagen Werk A.G., Germany, has announced that It Is actively considering
the establishment of several assembly plants In the United States. (March 15,
1978)

Kuwait Investment Co., Kuwait, is reportedly making real estate Investments

in the United States amounting to $84 million, (April 19, 1978)
Farbwerke lhoechst, Germany, is undertaking a $80 million expansion of two
U.S. chemical plants already owned by the company, (April, 1978)
Source: Unoficlal information available from the Department of Commerce and on the
basis of reports in commercial and financial publications.

Senator BYRD. Mr. Secretary, I must say that I am shocked at the
lack of concern that the Treasiry Department shows in these huge and
continuously expanding Government deficits.
It. is shocking that your comment in reply to my question a little
while ago was that voui are not. comenled about these deficits. I don't
see how we are going to get our problems under control until the persons responsible regard them as a problem.
Here is a 4-year period, from fiscal 1071 through fiscal 1074, the
accumulated Federal funds deficit will equal $106*billion. We had a
$30 billion Federal funds deficit in 1971; $29 billion in 1972; and $28
billion for this current, fiscal year, and you project a $19 billion deficit
for next year. Yet one..of the top people in the Treasury Department
says thatl he has no concern.
let me ask you this. What is the amunit the Treasury Department
seeks in the current budget. to pay the interest, on the national debt?
I will give you the answer. It is $26.1 billion.
Mr. BENNE,T'r. Yes, $20 billion something.

Senator BYRD. $26.1 billion.
vNN.r Yes, sir.

Mr. B

Senator Byu1. That"'has doubled in R years. In 1967 the interest
charges were $13.4 billion. They are now $26.1 billion.
Wo pays th at interest, the guy who goes out and works in the plants
and factories and earns a living, pays it.
Seventeen cents of every personal and corporate income tax dollar
paid into the Federal Treasury gotes for that one purpose, namely, to
pay the interest o the debt and the Treasury Department is not. con.
cerned about this problem.
Now, let, me ask you this. I will assume you will agree that we are in
a period of inflation I
Mr. BEN xNFA-. Yes, sir.
Senator BYRD. You do agree to that?
Mr. BENNEr, Yes, sir.
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Senator Bmn. What, in your judgment, is the major cause of the
inflation we are experiencing?
Mr. BzNmZ-r. With hindsight, it is quite possible to say three things:
Over the years, the budget deficits were too high, that over the past
period, with hindsight, perhaps our monetary policies should have
been tighter, and certainly over the periods past we did not take suffi
ciently strong measures to remove the impediments to the productivity
of our economy.
Senator ByrD. William McChesney Martin testified last week that
while there were various reasons for the inflation-and you have cited
some of them-that the major reason in his judgment are these continued huge Government deficits.
I take it that you don't regard that as a major reason, thoughI
Mr. B.NN r. I would like to distinguish as best I can from the
accumulated past and the exact present moment. In other words, at the
moment I do not think we have cause for serious concern about the
state of our budgetary outlook.
I Senator BYRD. Well, if you are right about that-and I don't think
you are-there isn't much reason for us in the Congress to take the
political heat, so to speak, and vote to sustain the President's veto on
many of these bills. I voted to sustain his veto because I think we are-in
a very desperate situation financially.
Mr. BENNETr. Senator, I would agree with you that if this restraint
were not exercised, if you did not continue to show responsibility, we
would be in trouble..-Senator BynD. Continue to show? We haven't even begun to show
restraint, and the figures show that. Again I cite: we had a $30 billion
deficit in 1971 , we had a $29 billion deficit in 1972; and we have a $28
billion deficit in 197.3-you might say we are improving, and I suppose
that is some improvement-and you project a $10 billion deflet for
next year, which may or may not be accurate because the-Treasury
forecasts have not been very accurate in recent years, and I think you
will admit that for whatever the reason.
Mr. B F'rr.Yes, sir.
Senator BYnR. Now, in your testimony you say that you feel that
it is a considerable overstatement to describe the present situation as a
monetary crisis.
Mr. Bi.NNEW. Yes, sir.
Senator BYRD. On Friday, William MeChesney Martin told the subcommittee, and I quote, I"i think it is good that 'our committee is
taking a look at this international financial crisis, -and I am quoting from a transcript-"because I think in this instance crisis is the
right word, given the $10.2 billion payments deficit in the first quarter,
the huge speculation against the dollar abroad, a current annual rate
of inflation of 0.2"percent of the consumer prices, and a drop of more
than 100 points in the stock market during the past 5 months."
How would you characterize the present situation?
Mr. BENNETT. One thing I would point out, that we are at the
moment having a balance-of-payments surplus and not a deficit. We
have had that since the first week'in March.
Senator Brnm. Did we not have a balance-of-payments deficit of
$10.2 billion for the first quarter of this year?
Mr. BENNmr. Yes; we did but since the first week in March we have
had a surplus.
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BYnD. Do you expect that surplus to continue to the end of
theSenator
yearI
Mr.
BwhzinN. I expect we may have overall deficits in some of the
coming periods, but over the next several years, we will have on
balance surpluses.
Senator BYRD.Several years, I heard you sayI
Mr. BENxNEr. Yes; we have a surplus now and we will have sur.
pluses over that period, but there will be perhaps periods inbetween
when we have deficits.
Senator BYRD. Even if you don't use the word, "crises," Mr. Martin
feels it is appropriate. How do you characterize the present situation,
rosy ?
Mr. BNi,-r. As far as the international area is concerned, I would
say that we have been rewarded in that the system put in place in
February and March has showed its resilience; it has showed its
strength and its viability.
Senator Bymn. Do you think devaluation is a solution ?
Mr. BENNmT. As I said earlier, I do not expect this Congress to be
asked again to change the par value of the dollar.
Senatrk - DALE. Would you yield there?
As-a matter of fact, devaluation is going on right now. It isn't a
formal devaluation, of course, but what would you call it?
Mr. BExm-r. In the marketplace the dollar has reduced in value,
You can use the word "devalued."
Senator MONDAL,. Sure, because that is what it is. What is a devaluation? It is the relationship of say, the dollar to the German mark;
isn't it? And hasn't it devalued further since the two official devalu-

ations?

Mr. B3NNr.TT. Devaluation, as you say, is a word of many meanings
and sometimes it is used to refer to that thing which has happened m
February and then again- in I)ecember of 1971, which was a formal
change. In the marketplace the dollar can devalue or appreciate day
by day.
Senator MONDALE. Which way has it been going?
Mr. Bhv.ErT. I hope you got a copy of my chart that shows it
has been going in one direction the last couple of daysSenator MONDALE.

Which way?

Mr. Bjg3N vr. The dollar has been weakening relative to the European currency, or to put it another way, they have been increasing
relative to the dollar.
Senator Byrn. 1)o you expect a balance-of-payments surplus for the
second quarter?
Mr. BENNEVm. Yes, sir.
Senator BYnD. As an expert, would you tell a nonexpert, what does
the rise of price of gold mean?
Mr. BEirPr, It means gold has become too valuable to waste on
money.

•.

Senator hRD. Would it be equally accurate to say that mostly the
trading has been in American dollars and the American" dollars are
regarded as less valuable than the gold?
Mr. BEzNNE-. Well, there has been some decline in the dollar in
recent days relative to other currencies, but it has been a small frac-

0-$331 0-
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tion of the decline in all currencies vis-a-vis gold. I mean, the large
change in gold has been against cuifencies in general and not just
against the dollar.
Senator BYRD. In other words, a great many buyers would rather
put their assets in gold than to put it into paper currencies?
Mr. Bp,,NNrr. You say a great many, I think it is a pretty small
market, but enough have made that decision to push up the price,
yes.
Senator BYRD. Now, the President stated in December of 1971 that
the Smithsonian Agreement was "the greatest monetary agreement in
the history of the world" and yet your statement. seems to make clear
that the 4mithsonian Agreement was not a solution to our monetary
problems and that the second devaluation therefore was necessary?
Mr. BP3ENrr. The Smithsonian was a great agreement. It mot together at one time for the first time in history a large l)roportlion of
the monetary powers, and they agreed on a cliange. t turned out the
change wasn't big enough, though.
Senator BYRD. Form Chairman Martin feels that there should be
another international monetary conference calledat an early date;
do you agree with that?
Mr. BzNIx-r. In one sense I haive to because there are a lot of them
already scheduled, but if you mean do I want another one scheduled
in addition to the ones already scheduled, no.
Senator Bmn. Well, the ones already scheduled, are they of a
mador
nature?
C, Bsx
m.r, Yes, sir.
Senator ByrD. What are scheduled?
Mr. BNNrr. Well, in the coming weeks there are meetings of the
Committee of Deputies--the Paul Voickers of this world--of the Committee of Twenty.
There may be another meeting of the Ministers of the Committee
of Twenty this summer. In any event, there will be a meeting of the
Ministers in September and it meeting of the Governors from all 125
members of the International Monetary Fund in September, in addition to which, meanwhile, there will fie many other meetings of the
Central Bank Governos and of experts in the OFRCDSenator Bymo. T can't find it in your statement at, the moment, but
didn't you say somewhere in your statement that you did not favor
another monetary conference?
Mr. Brx;NR1mr. I do not favor another Bretton Woods.
Senator BYRD. Do you mean another major conference?
- .Mr. BN Nrr. Well, I don't favor another meeting patterned-on
that one in which it was expected to get everybody together for 2
weeks and solve the world's problems.
Senator Brim. The Morgan Guaranty Trust Co.'s latest world currency survey forecasts many improvements in the basic balance-of.
payments deficit in the United States this year. You feel theyr are
inaccurate and incorrect.?
Mr. BE~rsmr. I feel there will be a marked improvement this
year, Senator.
Senator BYRD. How much improvement in the trade balance thus far
was due to the Soviet agricultural sales?
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Mr. BENNRI'r. The total of Soviet agricultural sales was between
$1 billion and $11/ billion, I believe, so it is of some magnitude, but
some of that might have been sold elsewhere.
Senator BYRD. So the Soviet grain sale had an impact of about
$1 billion or$1 billion?
Mr. Brmt; ,r. Well, $1 billion to $11/2 billion, yes.
Senator BYRD. Is it your feeling that the Nation as a whole benefited
from the Russian grain sale?
Mr. BENNrr. I wish we had sold it at it higher price. I do think
we benefited.
Senator Byn. Would you give me the figure on the current-well
we will take March 31. our current gold holdings as of that time, and
our total assets and our total reserve of assets, and our total liabilities
to foreigners as of March 31 ?
Mr. JiENNm'r. Our gold, as I recall, was about $10.4 billion as of
March 31 and our liabilities to foreigners, official institutions-I have
that somewhere-the total to foreigners was $88 billion.
Senator BYrD. Now, the Federal Reserve's representative, Governor
Daane the other day gave a flguriv of $90.9 billion.
Mr. BNnTr. H1 was talking nbout-oh, wait a minute. I am sorry.
I jumped a line.
You are right. It is $90.9 billion. It was $90.9 billion for March 31,
There is a line missing here.
Senator BYRD. What, is our total reserve assets?
Mr. BRNNR'rr. Our total reserve assets?
Senator BYRD. Yes.
Mr. BzNNmr. Let me get it exactly, if I may.
Senator BYRD. For March 31.
Mr. BENv r. It was $10.4 billion of gold. I think in addition to
that we had about $1.9 billion of special drawing rights, so all together
we had about $13 billion.
Senator BYRD. So, putting that $90.9 billion in perspective, we'll
say $01 billion was tile figure as of December 31; just 8 months prior
to that the liquid liabilities to foreigners was totaled at $79 billion.
Mr. BENNE' r. Well the number comparable to the $90.8 billion as
of the end of )ecember was $83 billioii.
Senator BYRD. The $79 billion then would be to the institutions only I
Mr. BNNEWrr. Well, I am just, not sure where that number came
from. At the,end of December the official institutions figure was $61.5
billion.
Senator BYRD. Your figure shows $8 billion for the end of Decem.
ber for the total liquid liabilities?
Mr. BENNE'r. Yes, sir.
Senator BYRD. Now, Just one further question. Why should not
private citizens in the United States be permitted to own gold?
That is the first question. The second question is: Is it not correct

that citizens in most countries, virtually all countries, have the right

to own gold?
Mr. BENENrM. Well if I may take your second question first, Senator, the majority of the citizens of the world and the majority of the

countries of the world are not permitted to hold gold.
Senator BYRD. Are what?
Mr. B3ENNEfr. The majority of the citizens of the world and the
majority of the countries do not permit it. However, the variations
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are many. The Canadians are allowed to, but the British citizens
are not; Japanese are allowed to, but Australians are not; Norwegians
and Danish are not allowed to, but French and Italians are, so it varies
as far as being allowed to.
Senator BYnD. Why should an American citizen not be permitted to?
Mr. BENNrnT. Well, the prohibition, as you know. was put in
place in 1933 and the conditions are now markedly different so it is a
subject that ought, to be reviewed, but I think that there are conditions
and al)pro)riate reasons today why that. action of removing the pro.
hibitions should not be taken. We are not long out of that period in
February of market instability. If we were todlay to allow citizens

to hold gold or amounce that we would allow them to hold it, soon,
that could lead to a woseniig of our balance of payments in the short
run and it would lead to a further move in the price of gold.
To the extent that had some reflected impact on the currency markets, it would be unfortunate.
I think the time should come and will come when we can treat gold
just like any other commodity. but I don't think it ought to be this
would be
week and I don't think it wolild e wise to legislate that it.
changed as of I)ecember of this year,

Of course, American producers of gold can sell their gold at, the

market price and anyone in America needing gold for artistic or
in(lust rial purposes can buy gold.

Senator l1i YRw. Well, than kyou wery much, Mr. Secretary.
Senator 1lsKmmi.

Mr. (lhttirman ? '

Senator BYRD. Yes; I will yield to Senator Haskell.
Senator HASKE,L. May I ask just one question?

Mr. Secretary, as I view it, our country s tax policy provides inducements for our capital to he invested overseas, and then to accumulate

and to leave the profits oversens.

Speaking as a member of the Treasury I)epartmient, do you agree
with that policy? l)o you think that is a wise )olicy
Mr. BsN--:nr. I don't agree eith oui claracterization of the tax
law as providing inducements. There are circumstances which could
justify a change and, in fact, the Treasury has recently proposed certaini changes in the tax treatment of forvign income.
There are circumstances when foreign governments attempt to use
tax policy to attract American capital. but basically in taxing a IT.S.
investment abroad our law tries to recognize that there is a need to bal.
ance competitiveness relative to a plant in America and the competitiveness relative to a foreign-owned plant. It does us no good if there
is a business opportunity in East Africa and we impose a tax on top of
the local tax so that an American company couldn't compete for that
business, but a French company could take it.
On the other hand, we don't want our tax policy to give any inducement for the American company to put the plant in East Africa and
not ir South Carolina. But tlose two factors have to be balanced. But
we do earn a great deal from investment abroad. One of the strongest
elements of our balance of payments is the earnings of our foreign

investments.

Senator IHAsiEuJL. As I understand it, the great bulk of those earn-

s is not repatriated for very obvious reasons due to our tax policy.

would you agree with that?
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Mr. BNxai'r. No, sir. I think that the great bulk-over half-are
repatriated. First of all, the earnings of all-branches abroad are taxed
currently, and the earnings of the subsidiaries, since they are already
taxed abroad-for example, the oil companies are almost universally
taxed higher abroad than here--can be. brought back without any great
U.S. tax penalty.
In fact, in many cases, no U.S. tax is paid since they have already
paid so much abroad.
Senator HAsmeLL. Let me put it this way. Assuming there were a
situation where it would be more advantageous financially to invest
abroad due to our tax policy, would you consider that a wise Treasury
policy I
Mr. BENs r. To prevent exactly that possibility the new tax pack.
age, which has been sent, here, _provides for three changes to reduce the
possibility of that hap opening,Senator.
Senator HASKELL. Well, I will be glad to examine those three
changes.
Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
Mr. BENymvr. Thank you.
Senator BYmD. Thank you, Senator Haskell.
Just one question. I)o you feel that the 8.3-percent expansion of the
money supply in 1972 was perhaps somewhat heavy I
Mr. BENNsIr'r. As I said earlier, in retrospect we did something

wrong if we had that rate of price inflation in the first quarter, in the
first 4 months of this year.
Senator BYRD. Well, thank you, Mr. Secretary.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Bennett follows:]
PAVAPMED STAT5MKINT 0? HON. JACK F. II1sNNErm, DEPUTY UNDIS SECRETARY
OF TIE U.S. T EAStIRY

Mr. Chairman, I am flattered by your Invitation for me to present the Administration's thinking on current international monetary developments. I shall
present a viewpoint which differs substantially from those of several of the
witnesses who appeared before you last week. They spoke-as does the blue
briefing book prepared by your staff-.of an International Monetary Crisis. There
are changes underway In the world but In my view It is a considerable overstatement to refer to then as a crisis.
Current developments indicate that we have great responsibilities before us
in the management of our domestic economic affairs and great opportunities
for negotiating further improvements in International monetary arrangements.
But, while recognizing these responsibilities and opportunities, we should rec.
ognize that current international monetary arrangements have performed wel)
in recent weeks, far better than would have been likely If earlier arrangements
were still in place. The market exchange rates between currencies have moved,
but the movements have not been disorderly. The price of gold has moved in large
Jumps in the private markets not only against the dollar but also against all
other currencies as well. That experience has further underlined the unsuitability
of gold as a base for money, but, despite the still lingering formal links between
gold and the international monetary system, the instability of the private gold
price has not caused serious disruption of currency markets.
We have been living through a difficult period in terms of an unexpected and
unacceptable rate of price inflation and in terms of foreign questions about the
reliability of our governmental processes, but the outlook is strong for the basic
determinants of our international payments position. There has been no falter.
Ing in the economic policy procedures of our Government. Prices will be rising at
a lower rate in the coming months. Our trade balance has been moving strongly
In the right direction, and foreigners have increasingly recognized the opportuhities for attractive investment in the U.SA economy.
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Looking backward a few years it may be helpful to recall that the dollar and
our balance of payments weakened sharply in the 1950's and 1960's, not because
of a poor relative record on inflation-the U.S. performed better than most
countries-but becatqse of abnormally rapid increases In productivity elsewhere
as Japan and Europe were "catching up" with us after World War 11. This
major structural change In the world economy was not matched by comparable
changes in exchange rates-under the Bretton Woods system there was a certain
inertia if not rigidity in exchange rates. The result was a progressively growing
upward pressure on the currencies of Europe and Japan and downward pressure
on the dollar.
By 1971 it was apparent that a fundamental mal-alignment of exchange rates
had been allowed to develop. The actions taken since the President's initiatives
In August, 1971, have now removed that fundamental mal.aligument from the
system. Tile fact that it took a year and a half to accomplish tile necessary
changes can serve to remind us that a market exchange rate is a relationship
between two currencies, a relationship which the governments of either or both
issuing countries may try to influence.
In August, 1971, the U.S. Government stol)ped trying to peg the international
value of the U.S. dollar, and at the International Monetary Fund annual meeting
in September Secretary Connally suggested that for a transitional Perlil other
countries also stop intervening to held up tie val, of tile dollar relative to their
currencies, lie suggested that the market be allowed to determine a new and
realistic value for the dollar. The others would not agree and during tile fall of
1971 modified their points of Intervention to allow only varying degrees of small
change In the relationship between the dollar and their currencies. After hard
negotiation an agreement was reached In December at the Smithsonian that the
U.S. would remove its 10% import surcharge and that other major countries
would make more substantial changes in their Intervention points, permitting a
greater decline In the dollar relative to their currencies.
We argued for greater changes. We felt that more was needed, but In tile end
a deal was struck to get at least the changes which were made. and in the realization that no one could forecast with high degree of certainty the precise effect of
substantial exchange rate changes In such circumstances. The deal was in a sense
implemented by a formal change In the par value of the dollar in terms of gold,
a change which has been accurately referred to as a change in the price at which
we did not trade In gold. But the real implementation took place in the market
place as a result of the actions of tile other governments In moving the points at
which they were intervening in the exchange markets.
The resulting changes in exchange rates were probably helpful to the U.S. payments position, but a year later a consensus began to develop among traders
around the world that the '.S. projections had probably been right, that larger
changes in market rates were needed. No clear trend of improvement in the U.S.
trade balance had appeared, and Indeed the trend-at the time seemed to be toward
a worsening of the U.S. trade deficit.
Increasingly private businessmen and bankers and the officials of the central
banks of the smaller nations around the world began to base their decisions on
their judgment that the arithoritles of some of the major countries in Europe and
of Japan would not continue their Intervention to hold down the value of their
currencies relative to the dollar at the current levels. Accordingly, despite increase.
ing controls, foreign holdings of obligations expressed in the currencies of those
countries began to Increase markedly, and as a counterpart the central banks of
those countries acquired Increased holdings of U.R. dollar.denominated assets,
-.
principally U.S. Treasury bills.
The question is sometimes asked, "Why was this development of concern to the
U.S.?" "Since the V.S. was receiving more goods in import than it was having
to export, wasn't this helping us to combat inflation In the U.S. ?" The answer is
that the U.S. fight against inflation probably was strengthened in the short run
by the import surplus, And the 1.8. Government wasn't borrowing any more
just because some foreign governments were buying U.S. Treasury bills; in
effect some U.S. citizens were finding it better to sell than to hold U.S. Treasury
obligations at the high prices the foreigners were offering. Yet these factors were
more than offset by other considerations. For one thing the unreasonable exchange
rates were unfair to large segments of our economy forced to compete under a
great handicap with goods produced abroad, The U.S. could-and was--providing
an adequate level of total demand-in the U.S., but that was not adequate consolation for those whose livelihood was lost or threatened by foreign competitors
benefitting from an unfair rate of exchange. Moreover, we could not reasonably
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expect foreign countries to continue to ship more to us than they received as a
result of their government's actions to hold up the price of the dollar by buying
low-Interest-rate U.S. Treasury bills. Sooner-rather later-this imbalance was
sure to be brought to a halt, probably with great recriminations, probably with
new forms of government trade and investment controls abroad, probably with a
suddenness which would cause larger economic dislocations the longer the correction was delayed.
It was In these circumstances that the U.S. Government again took the initiative to gain the agreement of the major foreign governments to modify their
intervention in the markets thus allowing a further change in the relationship
between the dollar and their currencies. After several days of negotiation a
change was agreed on. Again, as at the Smithsonian, the U.S. agreed to propose
a change in the price at which It doesn't trade in gold, and a number of other
major countries moved their intervention points.
In subsequent weeks, however, the markets effectively expressed their dis.
belief in these newly declared intervention points, and foreigners continued to
acquire the currencies of some of the intervening countries, particularly Germany. After a few weeks these governments abandoned their announced inten.
tions of regularly intervening in the market between their currencies and the
dollar, and in mid.March an agreement in principle was announced in Paris
among the principal countries and the U.S. that in future "official intervention
in exchange markets may be useful at appropriate times to facilitate the maintenance of orderly conditions..."
Since that time, as you can see in the illustrative chart attached to my table,
market rates have varied but no large-scale Intervention has been necessary to
maintain orderly conditions. The rates are free to move but there is a difference
from the situation for the year and a half after mid-1971. During that period
there was a large backlog of needed adjustment-all in the same directionwhich some governments were reluctant to allow. Now there may be changes, but
they are likely to be largely as a result of new developments of the futureand no one knows from one day to the next what those developments will be and
whether they will push the dollar up or down in value. The adjustment for the
backlog has been accomplished, and I see no justification for the statement in
your blue book that the present situation is "inherently unstable."
A little later I would like to list some of the reasons why I suspect the dollar
will be worth more on the exchange markets relative to other currencies three
months and twelve months from now, but whatever the change I would expect it
to be brought about gradually. I am convinced that when the Congress completes
action shortly on the Par Value Modification Act now before it there will not be
another occasion when the Congress will be asked to devalue the dollar by lowerIng its official price in terms of gold.
Many questions have been asked about who were the speculators who brought
about the exchange rate changes in blebruary and March. And we are sometimes
asked what can be done about such destabilizing speculations. Before commenting on what facts we do have at this time, however, I would like to add to the
list of questions. las there been an irrational degree of emphasis on the word
speculation? Is there really any good reason to attempt to delve into an Individ.-_
ual's motives to try to determine whether he was hedging or speculating, that is
whether his lack of belief in some government's official line was expressed through
changing the timing of a foreign exchange transaction which would have been
made In any event at some time or was expressed through a transaction which
would not have taken place if there had not been the lack of belief? Is there any
reason to considerr it unpatriotic for an American to doubt that a foreign government would be successful in its effort to subsidize exports through Intervention In
the exchange market to hold down the value of its currency relative to the
dollar?
These questions should be borne In mind I think when studying the chart
attached to the statement. O,rtainly a vase can be made that those movements of
funds which led to the change in the basic level of the dollar value of the mark
and the Swiss franc from, say, late January to late March were not irrational
and destabilizing. They could be considered a final part of the suppressed need
for adjustment which had built tip over quite a few years.
The smaller changes more recently could be different. They are for one thing
not the sudden result of breaking through-a level of governmental opposition to
change. The rates have been free to move on a daily basis since mid-March, And
there have been developments which private traders and Investors might judge
to be likely to lead to some decline in the foreign exchange value of the dollar.
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While these Judgments are understandable, I wouldn't be surprised if it turns out
that they give undue weight to some of the adverse factors. Yet I mention them to
explain why it would seem wrong to me to consider the recent exchange rate
moves in the market place totally irrational. Probably there were irrational ele.
meats, but our rate of price inflation in the first quarter was higher than expected, and this was not a favorable development for our trade balance. Germany
did introduce severe anti-inflationary measures and did increase its interest rates.
The Senate did pass legislation to permit private U.S. citizens to hold gold for
investment and speculative purposes starting at the end of this year, and such
permission, if finally enacted into law, could well, not only increase the cost of our
substantial level of imports of gold for industrial and artistic purposes, but also
lead to a large additional import burden. It is for that reason that it is my hope
that the Senate.Houtse conference committee on this legislaiton will adopt the
House version, which defers the move to private ownership until such time as the
President determines that sufficient reform of the monetaryV system and sufficient
demonstrated Improvenlent of our imyinents position have been accomplished to
permit the change to be made iln an orderly fashion.
I mention these considerations in part to explain my belief that the exchange
rate changes In recent weeks were not the result simply of some spontaneous
instability In current exchange arrangements.
In recent weeks, as you know, the exchange rates rather than the levels of
exchange reserves have reflected the market's changing viewpoints on various
currencies. One call never be sure but my own guess Is that If we had tried tile
reverse, if governments has consistently intervened to attempt to hold the ex.
change rates unchanged while absorbing the currency flows in reserve changes,
then we could well have generated an old-fashioned moiletary crisis with markets
closed abroad and financial officials flying off to emergency meetings.
That, of course, was what happened iln February and March. DIuring that
period the reserve holdings of dollar assets of the foreign countries increased by
about ten billion dollars. From reports which have been made public already, it
appears that about a half of the accumulation was reflected in transactions of
W.S. banks in the U.S. and of the branches and agencies In the U.S. of foreign
banks. Some of the transactions took the form of reductions In privately held
deposits in the U.S. Some took the form of new loans from the offices in the
V.8 either in the form of new credit ap))rovals or-in most cases probably-in
the form of drawdown of already existing lines of credit. What we don't know
In any precise numerical way is to what extent the initiative for the trinsac.
tions came from within the United States and to what extent. from instructions
received from abroad. In a qualitative way the banks have reported that the
preponderance of the initiatives came from abroad.
Apart from tile reported baik transactions there were probably about five
billion dollars of other transactions which Increased the dollar asset holdings
of the foreign central banks. Later this month we'll get our first statistIcal re.
ports for the first quarter showing a breakdown of this outflow among the cur.
rent accounts and the direct Investment flows of V.S. corporations, the credits
of U.S. non.bank corporations, and errors and omissions. The company reports
from which the Government's statistical reports tre prepared were received In
recent weeks by the Treasury and the Commerce Departments and are now being
compiled and analyzed. To Insure, the accuracy and comprehensive coverage of
these reports to the Government, a Joint letter was sent by the Secretary of
Commerce and the Secretary of the Treasury to the heads of 800 reporting com.
panics asking these men to give their personal attention to Inmsring tile quality
of the reports subnitted. More-recently the two secretaries have sent another
letter to about twenty selected companies In various parts of the country requesting tile companies to receive a Joint Commerce, Federal Reserve, T-reasury
team of experts which hols's to discuss these companies transactions in detail
to Insure that present forms and procedur-s tire not missing any significant types
of transactions Involving the U.S. companies.
As you can see, there is still a great deal we do not know about the trans.
actions Ili the first quarter. The lack of the knowledge was not a handicap at the
time, since for any operations we might have wished to undertake there was
ample prompt knowledge of tie magnitude and direction of the flows taking
place even though the purpose of the flows was not known. Later thishionth we
will know more, but to the extent that the movements were originated by foreigners, for example by foreign trading companies and foreign central banks
reducing their deposits in the U.S., we will never know the full story. As a point
of interest to you, however, I should mention that we have had reports from a
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number of important oil producing countries indicating that they had not
originated large movements during the first quarter.
You might also be interested in a contrast which I have observed between the
periods, such as that early this year, when official reserves were absorbing
changes in international monetary conditions and the more recent period. In
those earlier periods whenever I went to one of the recurrent meetings of international monetary officials I observed these officials frequently and nervously
arranging to obtain reports as to what was going on in the foreign exchange
markets. On the other hand, week before last, when tie C-20 deputies and their
advisors met here for five days, there seemed to be no particular interest as to
what was going on in the exchange markets on an hourly or even daily basis.
I mention this observation as just one indication of the fact that the interim
monetary arrangements which have been put in place have provided a favorable
climate in which the negotiations on longer-term international monetary reform
can proceed. Of course I cannot guarantee that there will not be renewed disturbances in the exchange markets at some future time.
I do believe that the present monetary arrangements represent a sub.
stantial improvement over the recent past, and that with international cooperation, these arrangements are serviceable and sustainable for the period
required to negotiate and introduce needed further reforms. But the present sys.
tern is far from perfect, and the U.S. is committed to the effort to build a better
system. We helped launch the Committee of Twenty, and last September the
President and Secretary Shultz presented a comprehensive outline of U.S. views
on reform. Subsequently we have presented various papers filling out details of
the U.S. monetary proposals and we have pressed the Committee of Twenty to
examine the broad rules related to trade and investment.
Our view is that a reformed monetary and trading system must:
a) Be equitable in its application to all participants;
b) Effectively and equitably promote adjustment of payments imbalances,
by both surplus and deficit countries;
c) Introduce enough exchange rate flexibility to facilitate needed ad.
Justment:
d) Promote fair and liberal practices regarding trade and investment; and
e) Leave countries adequate scope for policy flexibility.
In essence, our proposals are for an open and equitable international economy,
free from reliance on controls but with effective means to prevent development
of large and persistent payments disequilibria whether surplus or deficit.
At this level of generality there is little disagreement. But we have not
yet reached agreement on specifics-for example, on the rules and procedures
which should be introduced to assure that countries do eliminate their balance
of payments surpluses and deficits, on the means for determining the amount
and types of reserve assets in the system, on the way in which gold will be
phased out of its central position in the system. On that last point there is not
yet agreement on the most practical route to the objective. Various of the
alternative routes which change existing agreements so that monetary author.
itles could sell gold into private markets at the market price, but there are
differences as to whether and when, if ever, monetary authorities would be
permitted to buy gold from the private markets.
In addition to these questions your Subcommittee has two other specific
questions on the reform: first, should the short-term liabilities of the U.S. be
funded: and second, is a new monetary conference similar to Bretton Woods
needed to reshape the international economic order.
The first question, on the possible desirability for funding or exchanging
some or all of the $70 billion held by foreign official institutions, has been the
subject of much discussion. But funding these dollar holdings is no magic solu.
tion to monetary reform. The large dollar holdings of foreign central banks
are more the result of past instabilities in the system than a source of present
danger. It would be useless or even harmful to the system to fund or otherwise
tie tip these dollar balances without at the same time changing other elements
of the system so that continuing Instabilities would not simply lead to new
accumulations of dollar balances or other currency balances replacing those
which were funded. We need, in short, a system which will promote prompt
and equitable adjustment of payments imbalances. With effective adjustment
arrangements and other elements of a reformed system, possibilities for fund.
ing or exchanging part of existing dollar holdings into SDR obligations warrant
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careful consideration. We have stated our willingness to give them careful
consideration.
The second question, the possible need for a Bretton Woods conference, has
been considered more than once. Our feeling is that such a move would not
be helpful at the present time. At the time of Bretton Woods, conditions were
quite different from today-a wartime period, when travel was difficult and
communications limited, and a relatively few voices were involved in the major
negotiations. Also we did not have, as we now have, annual meetings of the
IMF Governors, where the financial leaders of 125 members states can regularly
convene. It has seemed to us that a better way to proceed was with periodic
meetings of the Committee of Twenty, and regular meetings of the IMF, without
the fanfare and potential for market disturbance of a special conference like
a new Bretton Woods.
Several meetings of the C-20 have been held, at both Ministers and Deputies
levels, with considerable progress toward understanding of respective positions
and definition of critical issues. Another meeting of the Deputies is scheduled
for early next month. There is the possibility of another meeting of the min.
sisters before they are scheduled to meet again at the time of the annual
meeting of the IMF Governors in Nairobi, Kenya, In September. We, and
others have expressed the hope that the main outlines of a new monetary system
can be agreed upon by the time of the annual meeting of the IMF Governors'
meeting in Nairobi it September 1973. The U.S. will do all it can to meet
that goal.
Meanwhile, of course, as these reform discussions continue, International
business goes on, and you have asked three basic questions about the period
just ahead, What steps can be taken to strengthen the dollar?.lHow can the
U.S. deficit be cut? And how can speculation be reduced? In practice I suspect
those three questions are just, three ways of asking the same question. At any
rate it seems to me that the right answer is the same to all three questions:
take care of the fundamentals. We must insure that we follow the appropriate
budgetary and monetary policies, that we remove impediments to the full
productivity of the U.S. economy, and that our businessmen are not handicapped
by unfair international conditions of trade,
With respect to the budget, you have, of course, Just received the mid-sesslon review indicating that on a ftill employment basis there will be a surplus
of $5 billion in the fiscal year starting at the end of this month. In fact, I
would guess that the economy has already moved into a posture of surplus.
With respect to monetary policy, Governor Daane has already reviewed for
you in detail the gradual and persistent tightening which the Federal Reserve
System has introduced over the past year.
For the release of the full productivity of the U.S. economy you have had
reports of the short-run measures which have been taken and those that have
been proposed, including the release of forty plus million acres of land into
production and the planned reduction of our material stockpiles to more appropriate levels. For the long run you are aware, for example, of the decisions
that have been taken to amend the oil import program to make it possible in
the future to build oil refineries in this country rather than to have to rely
on new construction abroad, an(l you have received the Iresident's recommendations for the deregulation of newly produced gas to encourage expanded exploration and production in this country.
These basic measures are the proper response to inflation at home. It is true
that in the past year the increase in our cost of living was less than that of
any other one of the 20 members of the OECD. But the performance of our
wholesale price index, which is more relevant to our international trade was
not equally good and, of course, we were greatly disappointed by the increases
in our price indices during the first quarter of this year. Yet I think there is
Justifiable confidence that the basic measures which I have outlined will Increasingly be reflected in lower rates of price increase. Moreover, I have no
evidence of hesitation within the Administration to take additional basic meas.
ures if it should be decided that they are needed, always bearing in mind that
there is a time lag between decision and results and there would be no wisdom
in overturning the boat in the other direction.
In our international trade the improving trend is apparent to all. Over the
first part of this year the improvement is of course in large part a reflection
of our higher level of agricultural sales. It is quite possible these sales will
not be at the same high level in the coming quarters. Yet the marked IMa-
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provement which provided a $196 million trade surplus last month, in contrast to the deficit of the previous month, depended only in small part on an
increase in agricultural sales. It seems to me there would be a strong likelihood that the first half of next year our trade balance will be markedly
stronger than in the first half of this year even with lower agricultural
sales and with the forecast continuing growth in our oil Imports.
The real costs of a barrel of imported oil is rising and will probably
tinue to rise.-Whe total dollar costs rose from $2.7 billion in 1969 to $5.1 conbillion last year, And there are many projections that the figure will reach
$15 billion per year well before 1980. Yet no confidence can be placed in the
precision of such long range forecasts necessarily they tend to be based pri.
marily on extrapolation of past trends and cannot yet have taken adequately into account the results of be achieved from the President's new energy
program designed to increase production of all forms of energy in the United
States and designed to use that energy with greater care and efficiency.
I realize that there have been concerns expressed that the large income
of some small producing countries will endanger international monetary stability
in the future, On the other hand, I am aware that these countries will have large
needs for imports to meet their developmental and their defense needs. I am
aware that they will be seeking secure and productive investments to replace their
assets from the ground, They know that their reserves of oil will not last forever
and that an Important part of their income must be invested wisely in order
that it may provide income for the time when their production is declining and
newly developed alternative sources of energy have reduced the dependence of
the Industrialized world on their supplies. Furthermore, large as their assets may
be compared to their holdings today, their combined assets will not comprise
any large fraction of the capital assets of the world as a whole,
The large income of these countries will represent a real cost to the importers
but they represent no reason to forecast a weakening of the dollar relative to the
currencies of Europe and Japan. These countries taken together will be increasing
their imports in absolute terms by far more than the United States. They too
will be competing with us to provide exports to the oil producers and to offer
them attractive investment opportunities. In such competition we expect United
States to be competitive, and the dollar could well come out ahead.
In the short run, of course, we are all familiar with the recent declines In
the value of the dollar in the foreign exchange markets and in the value of
shares on the U.S. stock exchanges. Fears have been expressed that these developments will drive away prospective foreign investors, and it is true that an
investor may choose to wait so long as he expects that trend to continue. It is
probably wise to recall that one's reaction to a decline in the effective price of
A U.S7 stock may depend upon whether one Is a prospective seller or a prospective buyer in the near future, There are large sums in the hands
of
foreigners who are definitely prospective buyers and I expect they willtoday
not fail
to notice that the value of the dollar has been increasing in terms of United--States shares, I do not have any reports on net trading in the last few weeks but
I do know that in the first quarter of this year the net flow foreign portfolio
investment into the United States was at an all-time record rate. I would expect
it to be at an even higher rate in the coming quarters.
I do not have the skill-or the temerity-to attempt to predict exchange
rates precisely in the coming weeks. My own judgment is that foreign exchange
market has probably misjudged the extent to which basic fundamentals will
in the near future be reinforcing the improvement in our trade balance and
enhancing the attractiveness of investment in United States dollar assets. On
balance, therefore, I would expect the dollar to strengthen. Fundamentally, however I think whlt is important is not what changes may take place from doy
to day In the market valuation of the dollar. What is important is that we appear
now to have In place a system which has demonstrated.-its capacity for accomniodating such changes without disrupting the fabric of international trade
investment and cooperation.
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Senator BYRD. The next witness will be Mr. Edwin L. Dale, Jr.,

international economic writer for the New York Times.

Mr. Dale has had many years of experience analyzing international
economic affairs and presenting the issues with clarity and precision
The committee Feels fortunate today to have Mr. Dale as a-witness be.
fore the committee. We welcome you, Mr. Dale.
You may proceed as you wish.
STATEMENT OF EDWIN L. DALE, TR., INTERNATIONAL
ECONOMIC WRITER, NEW YORK TIME
Mr. DALE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

it is a genuine honor to be asked to testify before your committee.
I would ike to begin this statement by suggesting that we should all be
a bit humble in assessing this most unusual and unfamiliar international monetary situation, accompanied by a distressing inflation at
home. If I may say so, I do not feel a sense of impending crisis which
can be fairly defined as follows: (1) Stagnation of business at home-major recession if you like--with unemployment rising to 8 percent
or more; (2) an inflation rate of the Latin-American type--10 percent
or more lasting for at least a year; (3) inability to buy with my dollars
French francs or German marks or Japanese yen at any price; or (4)
a drying up of world trade.
But having tried to shy away from the semantics of crisis, I certainly
do not claim that things are good. The inflation rate in this country is
almost without precedent in peacetime. Internationally, the world of
finance is going through a period of great uncertainty, particularly
about the relative values of currencies, with a spillover into the gold
market. This, in hindsight, is a clear consequence of the end of the 25year role of a fixed-rate dollar as the anchor of the whole system.
When a normal and familiar way of doing business changes-,when
a Swede used to quota in dollars w'hen lie sold to Japan, and this now
raises problems-you can expect turmoil. You can expect dire
prophesies. Above all, you can expect, jumpy reactions: In the London
gold market, in the Chicago soybean market in the Frankfurt foreign
exchange market, and in the New York stock market. To repeat, I am
not persuaded that jumpy reactions to an unfamiliar situation mean
crisis, though calm is obviously preferable.
I shall touch on two matters and make no proposals. So much new
is at work that I respectfully suggest that this is a time for suspension
of judgment by Congress for the time being, rather than action for
action's sake.
THE TWO-PHASE DEVALUATION

OF THE DOLLAR

There is no doubt, Mr. Chairman, that the shattering end of the old,
familiar monetary system has had all the bad results for confidence, at
home and abroad that have been described at these hearings. But it
had to happen. The reasons for it are not all to do with the fact that
we were sinners at home by permitting too much inflation, though we
were definitely sinners in part of the period starting in 1966, including
the 1971-72 period, by running overlarge budget deficits.
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In brief, the fetal flow 6f the old system anchored oil one currency-

the dollar-was that the dollar's exchange rate could never change.

Given tile catching up period of mechanization and technology and

high productivity growth in Europe and Japan in the 1955-70 period.
I am convinced that the dollar wouhl have become out of line-overvalued-by 1970 even if we had been as virtuous in controlling inflation as you, Mr. Chairman, rightly insist that we should have been,
including a smaller budget deficit for much of the tine.
In any case, the dollar's exchange rate has n!ow changed by a significant amount,-a change that brought down the system but that. had to
happen. Nobody, experts included, knows how much this will accom)lish in balancing first our foreign trade and then our overall balance of payments. Most economists tiink it will do a grvat deal. Many
labor leaders, Members of Congress and businessmen are doubtful.
With a bet of one devalued dollar, I side with the economists. And I
say this despite the inexorable growth of our oil imports. They are not
all that big-year-by-year growth in the short run-set against the
likely growth of oui exports. ks for the long run-1980 or 1985-I
shal not say with Keynes that in the long run we shall all be dead,
but only that I have no faith in longrun projections. We could well be
running a big trade surplus in 1980 even with much larger oil imports.
For what it is worth, I have a feeling that the Smithlsonian devaluation of late 1971 was not. enough to correct the overvaluation of the
that had built up for so long, and that the second (lose early this
dollar
year was necessary to get, the dollar'ss exchange rate-and therefore
American competitiveness-roughly right. Regardless of whether this
feeling is correct. there is no dispute that the second devaluation added
greatly to loss of confidence and the I)rsent sense of uncertainty in
the world.
FIA)ATING EXCIIANGE RATES

Here is the really new thing in the world. These hearings have not
touched much as yet on this subject. Tile innovation could be of decisive-and constructive--imi portance.
Let me begin with a slightly irreverent point-a point made, however, by Senator Mondale a moment ago. While members of this committee last week were, quite properly, asking whether there might be
a third devaluation of the dollar, it was infact being devalued in the
newly free foreign exchange market by about 5 percent-against the
cluster of European currencies, though not against the yen this time--as compared with the values of early May. This can fairly be called
the Watergate flurry, and is a good'exanple of jumpiness; I do not
welcome it,but the'fact is that it happened. As long as the floating
system lasts-which could be for a very-long time-the question of the
I.S. Government devaluing tihe dollar (loes not arise. The markets
devalue or upvalue the dollar. And the dollar might very well go up in
the period ahead.
The second point may seem technical, but it is crucial to the subject
of these hearings. To state it slightly dramatically: You could abolish
the Eurodollar market tomorrow, and also the overhang of some $70
billion held in foreign central banks, and there would be as much
potential for speculation against the dollar as before-or in favor of it.
There can be runs on currencies in the modern world even if you
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somehow wipe out all the dollars that are supposedly sloshing around
abroad. This is a fact not widely realized, Consider only leads and lags.
There is now more than $1 billion of export-import business-not to
mention other international business such as travel and investmentbeing done in the world every day of the year, including weekends
and holidays. If German importers simply decide to delay their payments for goods they have bought because they think the value of
the mark might rise, that can swamp the dollar-mark exchange rate
even if every speculator in the world were in jail and every multinational corporation were out of business. And lhis is true of American importers, too, and other American citizens and companies. There
is a literally infinite capacity for a run on the dollar by Americans
alone, in the sense of buying foreign currencies, with no Eurodollar
market at all. I respectfully suggest, Mr. Chairman, that you will not
find it fruitful to search for scrapegoats.
The key new element is that a system of floating exchange rates
introduces some risk. A man or a company no longer has a sure bet,
as he did in a fixed-exchange rate system with currency values clearly
out of line, now if he switches, for example, out of dollars and into
marks or guilders. The mark can go down as well as up. We shall
have to wait and see how it works out-I return to my original humility-but I believe that the system of floating rates has -far more
promise for ending currency crises than a painful and perhaps futile
effort to mop ip the dollars held abroad. They are not the real problem.
Neither are speculators. The problem was the fixed-exchange rate
system itself.
To conclude, Mr. Chairman, we are all going through a new and
unsettling-but quite possibly promising--experience. I don't honestly think that anyone in this country, mystified by headlines about
record-high gold prices, need fear a calamity, mass unemployment or
runaway inflation. Nor do I believe that the real essence of the world
money s stern, the ability to change one currency for another, is in
danger. anks to the ingenuity of private dealers in goods and money,
world trade goes on. That is what matters.
Senator BJYnD. Thank you very much. That is a very interesting
presentation and I think that it tends to put this whole problem in
focus. I certainly agree with you, all of us should be a bit humble in
this regard. I am more than a bit humble; I am quite humble. I certainly agree with you also when you say you have no faith in long-term
projections.
I find it very difficult to have much faith in short-term projections
these days.
Let me ask you this, the Soviet grain deal, how do you size up the
impact of that deal on the American economyV
Mr. DALE. I think it had both plusses and minuses. It definitely
added with one big wallop to the demand in our agricultural sector,
which has, as you know, resulted in a recordbreaking rate of increases
in prices. It obviously helped our balance of payments in this period
of timer- I think Jack Bennett was right in saying, in hindsight I wish we
-sold it to them at higher prices. However, they bought it at relatively
lo prices. So it had an effect in both directions. The exports helped
but the prices didn't.
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If I may add, there, I happened to be working on a story last week
about the rise in our farm prices, that is, theprices received by farmers,
and that figure is really quite staggering Inthe ear 1971 the index
used for that-well, tils was for 1967, taken as 100, it was running at
111 or 112 all year long. lAst month it was 166, so you can seeSenator BYRD. It has increased. And take a specific commodity like
soybeans, just as an exampleMr. DALE. They are out of sight; absolutely out of sight.
Senator ByriD. How much of that is the restlit from our own weather
problems here though ?
Mr. DALE. I am sure sonic of it-and I am not an expert in soybeans--but some of it is simply transportation problems. There is anabsolute shortage of soybeans. 'If you look at the futures market, they
are only one-third to one-half of the present spot market for July.
Senator Byin. But the Russians purchases had a significant impact
on this?
Mr. D4Aiy. I cannot be so sure about the soybeans, Senator, I think so,
but not a massive effect. Ottr weather definitely was the major effect.
Senator Byiro. I will at this point yield to'the distinguished chairman of the Fimnce Committee, Senator Long.
The C(IJAIRAN'. I think the chairman is certainly doing a fine
job. You go right on ahead, Senator
Senator Byn). 'nmliiak you.
I yield to Senator Haslell.
Senator HASKLL,. Mr. Dale, I really have only one question. I am
glad you avoided using the word crisis. On the' other ]and. I don't.
sulppose it is healthy to have the dollar continuing to go down in relation to other countries' urrencies. How won 1( yot prevent a continued
decline of the dollar?
Mr. DALE. Well, it is a very good question and I don't have a very
good answer. I am of the school which is not used to the floating world.
because we have
to all of Its.
This is an unfamiliar situation to me, its
not lived in a floating world.
I am of the school that we should stand pat and do nothing with
the caveat, of (Otlirse. that we lave to continue to get our own
budget, into ltter control. I would love to have itdialog with the
chairman oil that. At the -moment, we must continue to have a monetary policy roughly as we are (loing and wait and see. I think the
peOj)le wh'o have been selling dollars these last 4 or 5 (lays may lose
money because the un1derlying payments flowiing in and out every(ay-the tourists and investment'and111trade-goes on and, if I am
correct that the dollar's exchange rate is now roughly right, then
the dollar is going to have to go back up.
Again, this is the formal exchange rates, which would be 2.81
marks instead of 2.61 yesterday. So I think doing nothing and letting it float is the right ixlicv.
YIsKEu.
o would advise the use of certain domestic
Senator
policies?
Mr. DAL. Oh. yes: that is, a Iongrun bIsiness of checking our inflation. What I would advise against-unlike Bill Martin, for whom
I have the highest respect-I would not advise intervention in the
foreign exchange markets in order to fix the dollar at any given rate.
The Cm tRMN. Since you brought that up, let me ask you one ques:
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tion. Is it not true that quite a bit of this unfavorable balance of
payments that we have been experiencing over a long period of time
had to do with the fact that the dollar was overvalued?
Mr. DALE. That is right.
The ChAIRMAN. NoW if the dollar is overvalued the only way you
are going to get your house back in order is to Aevalue; isn't that
right?
Mr. DAux. That is right. The only thing at issue here is whether
the rates that were fixed in mid-March were or were not enough. The
markets are saying this week that was not enough, but I am not
sure that is it perinaiWnt condition andThe Cn1lnRMA'. But the thing that occurs to me, Mr. Dale, if I was
some foreign nation that is counting on selling into the U.S. market,
I would persuade the United States it slioull (to business on the traditional free trade concept and then any time I have more production
than I could sell into a market, all I would have to do is just value
my currency low compared to the dollar and ship all of my economic
problems to Uncle Sam and let it be his worry: If I had a problem
with unemployment. I wouldn't have it any "more because I would
just ship it over to nlcle Sam and then it Is his problem. Now, the
only way we will ever overcome that and get, back into line is for
us to make it clear that we have the power to devalue the dollar compared to the other count ry's currency.
fr. DALE. I thoroughly agree. Senator. However, I think your description applied much more to the period up to tile late 1671 than
it applies now. The ,Jal)anese were the most atrocious sinners in this
regard with an iindervalved currency. That currency is now 35 per.
cent higher against the dollar than 'it was in May 1971 and that is
an enormous change in exchanges rates.
I am sorry Senator Fannin isn't here because I happen to believealthough w, only have sketchy evidence so far on this--but there is
already in process a very major swing in our ti-ade balance with .Japan
solely 'because of the devaluation and not because of some measures

they have taken in grapefruit all(l so on. becaiise they have liberalized
but it hasn't been significant. Their advance figures on imports show
a very sharp increase and their export advance indicators show some
decrease. So I think, frankly, that we may be pleasantly stirprised,
particularly in our trade vis-l-vis .*apan 13: the results of this devaluation.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you aware of the point I have been making for
a long time to the effect that these-official trade figures are fundamentally fraudulent because they fail to take into account the freight
on the imports which, in view of the fact in the overwhelming majority of the cases., the exports are brought in the other fellow's ships so
it really means when you add the freight, to it, many of those years
that were given to us as being surplus years turned into deficit years.
We had h years in a row w'hen they were reporting a rosy favorable
trade surplus but actually, if you took into account the Ireight and
you discounted the foreign giveaways you didn't have a favorable
balance.
Mr. DALE. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. I think there was a 5-year period where each year
they gave us the. good news announcement that we had a favorable
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trade-each quarter-and they said the favorable balance was at X
figure and then agin at Y figure, but actually it was an unfavorable
balance. I mean,ahere we had good news announcements every quarter

for 5 long years, totaling up to a favorable trade balance of $14 billion; but, if you took out the giveaways and you took into account
the freight., which is something anybody has to pay if lie ships, then

it turned out to be not a $14 billion; favorable trade., but, a $12 billion
unfavorable trade, a minus. We lost, money every year; every quarter,
but they were giving us the figures all that trime' tor '20 long quarters
to the effect that we were making money all of that time.
Do you have any comment?
Mr. DALE. I am aware of that, Senator. and I am also aware of the
long debate among the statisticians about which is the better figure. I
won't dispute Vouir view of it. I will add. however, which I am sure
you are familir with, that it does distort thie trade figures lint it does
not distort the balance-of-payments figures because they (i0 report the
freight, and record the foreign aid for what it is, so'that the basic
balaince-of-payments figure, which is the crucial one, is still correct.
The CHAIRMAN. But it distorts what the real trade situation is.
They distort what they want to for policy reasons. For example. we
had a great big military program that is costing us a lot of money
to keep these troops abroaC and give foreign military aid. Now, these
People try to make all of that look as though it wasn't costing a frac-

tion as much as it really was. And even right now, we have tremendous arguments as to wAt it is costing to have these troops in West,

Germany.
I talked to sone West (ermans a few days ago and they were contending that they are paying 90 percent of that cost, and it is costing
us practically nothing. They are even considering paying us--so they
said-100 percent. Well, n1w. if they calculate that 100 percent the
same way they calculate that. 90 percent. that is not going to do us
too much good. that is the way I look at it.
We had Pierre Renfret here. Here is a man who has been advising
on this for this Government. I asked him how much did he think that
was costing itsandihe said that his guess was about. $4 billion a year.
And here are the West Germans telling us it is costing us around $300
million. Our people are trying to give its an honest calculation and
they reached the conclusioti it is costing us around $4 billion.
Mr. DAI., Senator, I think that applies to all Europe, of which,
of course, the bulk is Germany.

The CIRN .rAN. And it, applies to the dependents as well as the

servicemen, and all of that. I know that. But they can really throw
dust. in our eyes when we have a. situation where it is costing us $4
billion and the West Germans are telling its it is only costing us $300
million, I guess it is just a small item that they hope to wipe out
sometime soon.
Mr. DALE. I don't think so.
The CHAIRMAxN. But, this is pretty serious when you look at the fact

they have been deceiving the American public. for 5 long years by
saying that we had a favorable balance when, in fact, we had an unfavorable balance. When you consider that we are losing money on
military aid andilosing money on maintaining troops overseas, then
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the only way we can do things of this sort is to have a favorable trade
balance, but we don't.
The only way we can continue this aid and doing things of this sort
is to have a favorable trade balance So according to these figures
theoretically you are making Odout $3 billion a year and we are toid
we must do a lot more of this. But the fact is we are not making $8
billion, but are losing $2 billion, and to do more means you will
lose $5 billion andMr. DALE. Senator, if I could say, if we lose $12 billion, which
was your calculation in 1972. it is surely a lot better to lose only $3
billion this year.
The CHAIrMAN. Right. but it is better not to lose any.
The point about it is this: if we inust ea'n a favorable balance
trade in order to afford all of these troops overseas and all of this
military commitments that have been ade in our name, then the
least that we can do is give, the American people an honest set of
books that tells them whet her they are making money or loing money
on this account and if we mnust change our way of doing buiiness-as
I ain positive wo have to do sooner or later-hen the sooner we give
the American people the facts, the better off we are all going to be.
But as I was saying. the answer is not to say that we must expand
what we are doing now in the trade area--iause we have an unfavorable balance of trade--but the answer is that in that area we must
change our way of doing bIsiness in order to wipe out this deficit
with Japan. orexaImle.That is one of the first things we should do.
And let the record show your head is nodding to all of thisMr. DALE. Senator, yes; I would just repeat my point that I think
the 35-percent change in the values of the two currencies is going to
go a long way toward (loing that.
The (IIAIuMAN. Ri ght. Now. we are, doing some of the things that
must be done and 1 think that is very important and I think that is
very fine, but it is well to point out thimt to solve this problem we are
going to need to have some honest trade figures. as well as some
nest figures in other areas.
Part. of this whole problem is how they handle Public Law 480
sales. If you are giving away $400 million 'and you put that down as
a mtnus against the fam'iers, as though that wts something that we
were subsidizing them for, then the farmer is billed for that. fie is
not required to accept less for his quantities than he would have had
otherwise because he is charged with the $10o million of tile grain they
gave away.
Then they take the AI) program and on that one they enter it
on the books as a zero on the theory that this was surplus eonmmodities
and if we hadn't given it away. 'we would haw, had to dnp it, in
the ocean, so that it really cost nothing to the Alf) program. So, that
just gets a zero.
Then they take the trade program and put that down as a plus $400
million. W. made $400 million on that one because by adding it on
the trade fires, it would appear that this Government made a
great big profit because $400 million worth of quantities were shipped
from here over to India somewhere to somebody who has no intention
whatever of paying us and we have no expectation of receiving anything for it. ut that is just put down as a plus.
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Now, for instance, (a) I don't think it is fair to charge all of that
against the poor old farmer; and (b) I think it is completely erroneous to put any of that lown as a favorable trade balance. Do you
agree with th~at?
Mr. D.%r,.. Oh. yes. I think you have a better point, there on tihe way
we treat our giveaways. That is, this is distorting the figures even more
than you do on the FOB problem. Of course, this is not anything I
can do anything about. except as I write stories butThe CHAIRMANx. Well, you could do something about it by putting
the record straight.
Mr. DALE. Yes.
The CHATR MAN. It seems to m( the AID program ought to carry
at least some of that burden.
In trading with the Soviet l'nion, we could get gold for the grain

if need be. Now, if we pput part of the burden for that, or at. least a
major portion of it, on the AID program. then you wouldn't have to
slug the poor farmer with the( whole $400 million: you could just let
him carry half of it. or ven a es.( er portion, depending upon what
you thought that stuff would have been worth if you actually sold it..
Mr. DALE. I am wondering, though, if we are going to have any more
Public Law 480 to give away.
The CAIRIMfA. That is another problem.
Well, thank you very much. I appreciate your very wise answers
ow-that subject, Mr. J)ale, and I am positie, that they are wise and
well informed because I agree with them.
Senator BY'n. Senator Roth ?
Senator Rori. Could I pam for the nmonent. Mr. Chainnan ?
Senator Byw. Mr. Dale, your views seen to me to be very well.
balanced ones and, os I un(hlcstand it, you feel the second devaluation
of tie dollar (lid add much to the loss of the confidence in the dollar I
Mr. I),, And in currency exchange rates generally.
Senator BYRD. And I think' what you said appears to4 me also as being
very logical that the dollar fluctuates I) and down so that.you will get
fluctuations in the dollar as the days go by, but at the moment it has
not been a subject of formal devaluiation since tie se(o'nd devaluation.
But there has bien a devaluation insofar as the dollar compares to the
European currencies.
Mr. DALE. Yes; in the markets.
Senator BYRD. In the markets, yes: without a formal devaluation.
Mr. DAix. That is correct.
Senator Byi). And that does not apply, as I recollect to the Japanese
yen ?
Mr. DAmE. No: and I would like. to explain that if I may, Mr. Chairman. In April, there was a large outflow of dollar ftrom .'apan, which
was supposedly floating the yen. They did not let the yen drift down,
though. They'acted like good soldiers and supported the yen at its
new higher rate, which was a very gentlemanly thing to do. They are
not running a clean float.
y

In the latest flurry-and I don't know for a fact-but I wouldn't

be surprised if the .Japanese were intervening and taking In dollars
again to keep the yen just at about 265 to the dollar. So they are dirty
floaters, or managed floaters, but the others are all clean.
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Senator Bmnt). Do we get much gentlemanly conduct in the international financial scheme of things?
Mr. DALE. It is a little hard to define. Governments in the past have
not been gentleman like in this area but there is a very real spirit of
cooperation that.began with Bretton Woods and has continued through
all of these crises and we have not gotten back into the famous condition of the thirties called "Beggar thy neighbor." So we have not yet
gotten there. There is always the potential for that in a floating world
if people ijitervene to manilpulate the value of their currency up or
down.
So far, though, I think people are, being gentleman-like in the short
run. I can't. guarantee the future though.
Senator Bvito. It seems to me it is not advantageous for any countryMr.
forDAI,.
other Correct,
countriesand
to be in serious difficulty with their currencies.
that is the new awareness in the world. This
is a most significant change in that in this committee of 20 that is
negotiatingworld monetary reform. there has finally been acceptance,
Mr. Chairman, by the other countries that a persistent U.S. deficit is
not good for tlen.
Senator Byron. I should think it would be very bad for them in the
long run.
Mr. DALE. Well. they have finally realized it.
Senator lhima. And 'Ithink if the British pound or the German marl
o01the ,Japaese yei) get in serious diflieuilty, it would be disadvantageous to us ill
the long run
Mr. DALE. T'hat is right.. And the whole thrust of the American plan
in the reform negotiations--and it is a plan which is the working
document-is that the future system iuist accomplish one thing.above
all and' that is nobody should ever have persistent deficits or surpluses
and that there should he a recognized mechanism or mechanisms in
place to force nations to (o what has to be- done to remedy this, ineluding changing the exchange rate bit hot limited to that.
Japin even agrees that teiv no longer want to run persistent surpluses.
Senator li-'). It gets back to-how shall we say it-to a country
im losing discipline on itself?
Mr. D.%LE. Yes.
Senator Bvi). And if so. how (1o you do that?
Mr. DAx.Right. and, if I may, wold like to make a little mention of
your concern about the budget.
First. Senator. to adjust a balance-of-paynents deficit, one method is
more discipline at home, which can he defined simply as less inflation,
and that is all accepted method. Sometimes, however. if a currency's
exchange rate is too far out of line. you have to add to it a devaluation
of the currency.
Now, going'back to otur situation, there is no doubt in my mind-as
I said in my statement-that we had insufficient discipline for much of
the period'since 1966-though, by no means, all. As for right. now, I
believe, sir, that you have overlooked, whichever budget figures you
want to use, a very significant improvement.
I would like to use the unified budget. There was a $25 billion deficit
in fiscal 1972, and the latest estimate is now down to between $17 billion
and $18 billion in the current year, which is not much of an improve-
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ment but it does drop down to 2.7 in 1972 if the line on expenditures is
held, that is an improvement. Now that may be still too much of a
deficit, but it is an improvement.
Senator BYRD. That is sort, of in the nature of a long-range forecast
so even though it is only a year off because the Treasury isn't too
accurate in its estimatesMr. DAtr. There has been some very poor estimating, but it is simply
a natural consequence of an inflationary boom; our revenues are going
up very, very fast and that is the cause of the improvement.
Senator BrD. The whole fact that business is good I
Mr. DArz. That the corporate tax take will be substantial; yes.
Senator BYRD. But, after all, the bulk of the money comes from the
individuals rather than from the corporations; correct?
Mr. DAL. And they are up, too, Senator.
Senator BYRD. They are up also but I doubt to the same extent.
Mr. DAi,P. As I recall, there is an estimated increase-as compared

*ith last January in the receipts side-there is an estimated improvement of exactly *10 billion, of which a little more than half is in the
individual tax.
Senator BYRD. Is this for 1974?

Mr. DAL. Yes, for 1974. But in any case, Mr. Chairman, I would
estimate that the budget posture for 1974--again, also assuming that
expenditures can be held to 269-is sufficient to accomplish the purpose,
namely, to slow this economy down. Others may disagree. You may
still think it is a little bit too stimulative, but my estimate is it will do
the job and that job is simply described to slow the economy down from
an 8-plus growth rate to a 4-percent growth rate, in which case, if
anything remains true in this world, the inflation rate should decline,
too.
Senator BYRD. I admit that my view is a minority view, particularly
in the Congress. I think it is accurate to say that the vast majority of
my colleagues do not agree with me in my deep concern as to the long.
range effect of these continued heavy deficits.
Mr. D^AL Well, if I may, Mr. Chairman, I would like to register a
dissent from your emphasis on the Federal funds, hut I know that is
an esoteric argument and we perhaps don't want to get into that
right now.
Senator BYRD. Well, the reason I feel the Federal funds is the budget
figure you need to take--certainly, one of the reasons--is that based on
that you can decide whether you must increase or decrease your national debt.
Mr.-D,%L. That is right, sir but don't forget., of that $26 billion
worth of interest that you included in your -dialog with Jack Bennett that $10 billion or a little more is interest paid to the trust fundsthat is, it is just shuffled inside the Treasury. The reason the unified
budget is more useful, I believe, sir, is that it tells how much money
the Government, in total, is pumping into the economy and how much
it is taking out.

Senator BYRD. Yes; from that point of view I certainly agree with
you. But the reason I object to using the trust fund surplus in figuring
how we stand internally is because you are using the surplus from a
trust fund which surplus can only be used, or rather which funds can
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only be used, for a specific purpose and not for the general operation
of government.
Mr. DALE. That is right.
Senator BYRD. I agree with you if you are looking at it from the
broad economic impact.
Mr. DALE. Yes.
Senator BYM. But it is a little different from tile way I was looking
at it; from the point of view I was looking at itMr. DL. Y(es; Mr. ('hairinin.
Senator BYRD. Well. SeIator Roth?
Senator Rr(lY.Mr. I)ale, do ou f(el it would le desirable to impoySe
a 90-day wage-price freeze?.
M r. bF,:.A new freeze ?
Senator Ro'ri, Yes, I wonder if you would care to comment.
Mr. i)..
I don't want to Sound mnore convinced or like I had more
confidence in this than in fact I have. hut my answer is negative. I
believe that a freeze at a timt, of very tight ,apa.ity ill man)y indilstries--in short, excess demad--very p'obaldy would be CoulellteIpo(hictive.
The
time
freeze
works
is when
you have slack-as we had in
Au,gust of
1971.
Wea hadi
plenty\
of sla('k
theni.

This economy is now taut' anid ul) against capacity. Even though
Senator lP'oxmin' cont inles to state we are only operating at 80 percept of capacity, the university" of Pennsylvania Wharton School
which I helieve has a vvrv soolisticated nlethod for measuring of
malfacturing capacity uti lization, ias coiue ill) with 94 percent. right
now and over 100 peri'ent in at (last half a dozen industries. With
those circumstances, a price freeze is. in iy view, not likely to work.
Senator oI'lli. Would yol explhil why?
, I). ,.. Yes. If I mlila pliaper' nuiiufactuier id I an operating
flat out. and Ia feeze colmes, then I woild just simply refuse to serve
customerss or else I Wolild sell under the table 1111d iicre('lse the price
and make the giv who can pay the illegal price pay it to get the paper.
It. is the black mailrket situation. Se-iiator. It is what happened in World
War II with meat.
I ant not 100 percent sure we would get to that if we imposed a
freeze now, but Idont think the risk is worth running. Let. me make
one more point. I said that becaUSe I happei to share the Governlelnt's
very caltioils optimisni that the worst of the inflation is now behind
is mid that the figures will look better for the rest. of this year.
Senator Roeil. I notice(1 in your stateniiit you niade some reference
to the fact the dollar could go il ) ias well its down. Now, are you talking just generally or are there ainy specific factors that make you
optimistic?

Mr. D
D)

. AWell, yes. The answer is my judgment, based on a guess

that the excllige rlate of the dollar as (-stablished last February and
March was about right and, therefore, if the flow of payments glenerated b. " that exchange rate balances. the dollar will 'go up. There
will be more demand by German mi nufacturers for American goods
and with the mark tit '2.(I1 yesterday and at 2.82 on May 7, it will
self-correct by the flow of transactions if this individual exchange rate
was about right.
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If, on the other hand, we sit here 6 months from now and the dollar
is still at 2.61 marks instead of 2.81, then we will realize a further
devaluation is probably appropriate.
Senator Rorit. I guess thle thing that is confusing to someone like
myslf is that we have a number of distinguished economists before
us and their answers vary widerly on this issue.

Mr. DALE. Yes.

Senator Rorii. It is hard to know who is right.
Mr. D,%iL:. Senator Roth. I remember, for example, Mr. Rinfret

was convinced the dollar's exchange rate would decline further. Maybe
I could make a bet with him on that, It is one of those things nobody
cold1

be I00 percent sure of. If the new exchange rate of the dollar

has made our foreign trade position really massively better, then the
norinal flow of transactions in the market will puslLte dollar back tip
again.
Senator RoTH. I take it that you lon't se the international corpora-

tions as the badmien in the situation ?

Mr. DA,,. Yes, sir: that is correct. I hope I made it clear that the old

fixed rate system made anybody a fool who did not join the rush and
the multinational corporations'did join the rush. When, for whatever
reason, a big flow of funds began to go into Germany and the mark
rose to its old ceiling position, which it now has not got, then anybody
who didn't. buv marks was out of his min(d because it, could only move
one way, which was up.
Eventually the BundesBanl k got swamped with $61/2 billion on one
day and they had no recourse but to close the itmarket and either float
or revalue the mark. And if I were the president of a multinational
corporation and my treasurer did niot buv marks at least for payments
he knew lie was going to have to make, I'would fire him.
Senator RTii. I wonder. is there any action that you think the Congress should take at this time?
Mr. DALE.Well. I said exl)licitly, no, with tile one exception-and, if
I may, let, me repeat the cliche-of holding tile spending to 269.
Senator ROT!. 1)o we really )rovide too much or too little incentive

to business to invest abroad ?

Mr. Da.LE. Oh, yes. Ihat is an awfully (iflicult. question. I have read
about this a good deal and have read hotlh sides of tile issue of taxation
of foreign source income. I don't have any firm, clear-cut conclusions
with the exception that I am sum:v that it would be a bad mistake to
repeal the tax credit against taxes paid to the foreign governments.
which was in the Burke-Hartke bill.
Tile other issue of taxation of the earningss , as earned, instead of only
after they are sent back to this country, is a closer question. I do not
regard, however, our tax system as railking higher than seventh as a
cause for the huge explosion of investment. abroad by American firms.
There are other reasons that are far more important,
'Finally, it is interesting to note this-and T think Senator Haskell
has had his facts a little wrong on this--the repatriation of earnings is
now in excess of $9 billion a year as a plus in our balance of payments.
If we were to tax all foreign earnings as earned, the official revenue
estimate is only $1300 million, so I think maybe it is a bit,of a mountain
being made out of a mole hlll. Of course, the multinationals don't want
it at all, but whether they exaggerate the damage to their competitive-
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ness, I don't know. They may be overarguing their case just on the
repatriation.
would just conclude, Senator, by emphasizing that all of the studies
that have been done are unanimous in finding that our tax system is
not. the reason they have gone abroad. Senator RoTnI. And tlien on the other side, do you see, any need to
liberalize?
Mr. I)AIE. No.
Senator RorH. Thein I guess the status quo is pretty satisfactory?
Mr. DI) . Yes; I think so. I would definitely adopt the administra-

tion's proposals. modified, to tax the earnings'as earned of any plant
abroad that ships as much as 251
percent of its goo(1s back to the'United
States. This is the exceptional situation, though. This is not the rule.
Senator Ito. That wouhl be exporting jobs, lresumably ?

Mr. DALE. Yes: in other cases, you normally are not.
Senator Romr. Well, I want to thank you for appearing here. Your
statement is very interesting.
Mr. I)AE,. Ithank you.
Senator'RolI'i.,'1 hnnk you, Mr.Chairman.
Senatot,.Byin. Thank you, Senator Roth.
Mr. )ale. I assume flom V"our overall discussion that you probably

do not agree with former Chairman Martin that we are headed for a
moderate recession ?

Mr. DALe. No : I would amend that, if I may. because I think a moderate recession in 1974 is a 40-60 probability. I tried to make clear
'*-in my statement what I don't see and I don'i see a calamity with an
8-percent unemployment, but a modest recession in 1974 is possible.
Now, the forecasters are divided on this. Serious forecasters in the
banks and in the insurance companies and in the universities are more
divided than they have e'ver been in my inenory as to the outlook of this
economy and whether the GNP will still be growing in 1974 or would
show a mild decline. here is no such thing as a standard forecast

and this is quite unusual.
Senator Bmyin. You are not as pessimistic as Chairman Martin then ?
Mr. Dma,:. No; I think not. I believe that we have a fairly good

chance, of aelieving this miracle called a safe entry or a soft landing.

which is to reduce the growth from over 8 percent in the first quarter
to around 4; 3 to 4. and staY there. Now, that would be (consistentwith
the unemployment remaiing about where it is. I think, frankly, we
have practically full employment right now.
Senator Byiim. Tliat is tile way it looks to rae. as a practical matter.
I get around Virginia a great deal and most places I go the complaint

is that the plants or the stores, or w'hat have you, need help an( they
are not able to obtain it.
Let fie ask you a question I asked all of the other witnesses, or most
of them: I assume that even though we will have reduced our rate of
inflation, we will still have inflation. How does the average citizen protect himself orI herself ?

Mr. DAL:. The answer has to delenld first on whether' we amre talking
about a world of 8 or 9 percent inflation or a world of 3 to 4 percent t
inflation. I am, myself, still confident that this Nation has enough diseipline to get back to 3 to 4 percent inflationrand I imagine you are not
totally pessimistic about that possibility. If you have a 3 to 4 percent
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inflation, you can buy corporate bonds at 71/2 percent and come out
ahead; if you are at a reasonably good tax bracket, you call buy municipal bonds and get an effective yield of 10 to 12 percent and come out
ahead; and even with a savings account you will get 5 percent or a
certificate, you will get 6 percent.
And then if you want to play that sophisticated crap gane know as
the stock market, over a lonf period of time it, has seen growth with
the economy of the country. think this Nation can live all right with
,3to 4 percent inflation although I ha ve to confess if you asked me that
question 15 years ago. I wouil Iave tthought 3 to 4 percent inflation,
chronic inflation, as being terrible, Now, I would tiink it would be
rather wonderful.
Let me say, if I may. Senator. in this cluster of differing forecasts
nearly all aie foreseeingia sigili'ant reduct ion of our recent rate of
inflation. There have been a lot of teiiorarv factors in that.
Senator BYtti. I just want to thank you.i Mr. I)ale. for being here
today. I think your oral presentation shAows iniuh good common sense.

You suggest tlat tile committee consider r as one of tile alternatives suspending judgment and I think that certainly would be a wise alternative for tile committee to eoigi(ler. I think it is important that the
focus, that the attention be focused on the problem which we have here
in regard to our fiscal monetary prolblemis. And 1 am not prepared to
o eight to reoimen,(I specific steps.
tlit we
however.
say'I today.
thin k the.
suggestion
that

you harte miale lias a giltat deal of merit
to it to suspend judgmielit. It.' is an imil.lit'sely ('0oll)icaited and conmplex problem. even for many of us who are not professional economists.
Mr. I)AL. And for me, too.
Senator Byiw. Well, I amn glad to hear that. It makes me feel better.
[Wvhereuponi. at 12:15 .inl, the subloinmiittee re,,ssed. to reconvene subject to the call of the ('iair.]
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THE INTERNATIONAL MONETARY CRISIS
I. Introduction
.Speculation against the dollar has risen to a fever pitch. The price of gold
on the Paris Bourse hit $126 an ounce on May 15 and $111 in London on
May 16. Currency speculation and the rush to gold may be irrational, but
it is having a severe effect on the U.S. stock market and on the balance of
payments. Between January 2, 1973 and May 25, the U.S. stock market
dropped over 100 points. The bear market cannot be explained by the
performance of the U.S. economy which was growing at the extraordinary
rate of 14.3 percent in the first quarter. The degree to which market confidence is dependent upon a strong U.S. international position is reflected in
the 29 point increase in the Dow-Jones industrial average on May 24 when
the U.S. announced a significant improvement in its trade performance
which, apparently over shadowed the news that several large banks increased
their prime lending rates.

"

Mainly as a result of speculation against the dollar in January and
February, the U.S. balance of payments deficit in the first quarter of 1973
reached the phenomenal height of $10.2 billion. As those figures were
published, a new round of speculation against the.tollar ensued which will
undoubtedly make the second quarter's balance of payments look bad.
There appears to be a broad loss of confidence in the dollar and a rush to
gold. The panic buying of gold may be viewed either as an irrational act
which should be left alone, or as an attack against the American dollar
which should be fought.
In response to the question: "Is there anything that the United States
should or could do at the present time to calm the situation in the currency
markets?", Under Secretary of the Treasury Paul Volcker recently stated:
"The most fundamental thing we can do and the only thing really effective
in the long run, is to deal with this inflationary problem at home and to deal
with the balance of payments problem. I think we're working as hard as we
can on those problems. .

.

. There is no financial legerdemain that I know

of or sleight of hand that solves thiiproblem unless we are dealing with those
fundamentals."
Foreign holders of dollars as well as Ameicans are looking for tangible
signs that the United States will get a grip on itself and "put its financial
house in order." Under these circumstances, it would appear that the benign
neglect philosophy in a crisis situation is more risky than a positive action
program to fight the speculation.
The United States is not a helpless giant: there are measures we could
take unilaterally and in concert with our allies to shore up the confidence
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in the American dollar which has been severely eroded by two devaluations in 18 months, a continuing large balance of payments deficit and
attacks against the American dollar from certain countries and sources.
Thus, some of the key issues which this hearing should ilJuminate are:
(1) Can the United States afford to stand still and permit the gold price
to hit ridiculously high levels, even ifthe speculation is irrational?
(2) If so, are we not going to witness a "double mirror effect" on our
balance of payments-one large balance of payments deficit catiied mainly by
speculation will tead to a chain reaction causing other large balance of payments
deficits?
(3) What are the alternatives?
(a) gold sales by the U.S.?
(b) a monetary conference?
(c) fund excess dollars by issuing long-term attractively priced securities?
(d) a special issue of IMF Special Drawing Rights?
(4) How long will it take before the two dollar devaluations bring about
a significant improvement in the basic U.S. balance of payments deficit? Can
we afford to wait?
(5) Where is the speculation against the dollar coming from-oil producing
countries, banks, multinational corporations? Is there sufficient information on
this?
(6) What will be the effect of growing dependence by western countries on
Middle East oil as far as the international monetary system is concerned?
(7) What progress is being made in the long-term reform of the monetary
system?
II. U.S. Balance of Payments Deficits
Unquestionably, fundamental reforms in the institutional arrangements
governing monetary and trade affairs between nations are urgently needed.
However, no reform will insure international monetary stability unless
the balance of payments deficits of the United States come to an end.
These deficits have lasted too long, have risen to extraordinary heights,
and have undermined confidence, not only in the dollar but also in paper
currencies generally.
The first order of business, it would appear, is for a positive program to
eliminate U.S. balance of payments deficits. Two devaluations of the dollar
in the past 18 months should, over a period of time, significantly improve the
balance of payments position. Undoubtedly, the devaluations will increase
the price of imports, help make American exports more competitive, attract
foreign investment to the United States and make it more expensive to invest abroad. However, it also will increase the cost of imports which are consideredinelastic, such as oil, and increase the cost of maintaining military
bases and supporting operations in foreign countries. No one can say with
any assurance that the two devaluations will restore equilibrium to the U.S.
balance of payments and, if so, in what time frame? Given the present specu-
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lative fever, can the United States afford to wait until the devaluations have
hopefully brought about the kinds of adjustment that are necessary? This is
a crucial question.
There is no "scientific way" of assessing a "true-value" of any currency;
indeed the "true value" will change regularly, which is why some flexibility
in exchange rates is needed. Psychology as well at underlying economic
realities play a role in setting exchange rates, just as they do in setting stock
prices. But can the currency of the largest country of the Western world,
which also still serves as the world's reserve currency, be buffeted back and
forth by speculators, without creating severe strains on the world's monetary
and trading structure?
The dollar still serves as the world's reserve currency. That role will
diminish over time through agreement, and if the United States eliminates
its balance of payments deficits. The deficits have created international
reserves for others. For the U.S. they are reflected in an increase in liquid
liabilities to foreigners. At the end of February, 1973, liquid liabilities to all
foreigners totaled $87.9 billion; liquid liabilities to foreign official agencies
(mainly central banks) were $68.5 billion. Against this, the United States
had reserve assets of only $12.9 billion, the gold portion of which $10.5
billion has been nonconvertible since August of 1971. (See tables 1, 2, and
3 in appendix B.)
Our liabilities to foreign official institutions constitute a significant portion
of their reserve assets. I he European Community held $57.3 billion in
international reserves (including gold, Special Drawing Rights, reserve
positions in IMF, and foreign exchange), while Japan had $16.5 billion.
U.S. liquid and other liabilities to Western European official institutions
totaled $40.8 billion in February and $17.9 billion to official institutions in
Asia.
It is an inherently unstable situation to have a major portion of the
world's international reserves held in a currency which is unstable, and not
convertible. This is now the position of the United States dollar.
By history and circumstance, the dollar has been the world's currency,
and that makes the United States, in effect, the world's banker. But when
the creditors of a bank begin to lose confidence, they withdraw theirdeposits..Demand deposits of foreigners in U.S. banks have declined from
$20.5 billion in 1965 to $7.8 billion in February, 1973. Foreigners have
chosen to hold Treasury bills and have, in effect, financed about $31 billion
of the Federal budget and balance of payments deficits since 1969 by bill
purchases.
The question has arisen whether it would be useful to fund the shortterm liabilities of the United States into long term assets-either in the
form of attractively priced long-term security issues or special issues of the
International Monetary Fund's special drawing rights (SDR's), as a shortterm device to sop up excess liquidity abroad. Given the liquidity preference
of foreigners this may not be feasible without at least a gold content
guarantee. Is it worth it?
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Another measure which should be considered seriously is gold sales by the
United States in short, quick bursts to fight the speculation against the
dollar which may be as much politically motivated as it is economic. The
speculators could be burned if the United States either alone, or in concert with other countries, intervened actively in the gold and foreign exchange markets to smash speculation whenever it got out of hand. Up
until now, profits have been a fairly sure bet for speculators. It was clear
that the deutschemark and the yen would be appreciated and the dollar
devalued with the last round of speculation. Only by making speculation
a losable proposition can governments effectively deal with it. Among
other things flexible exchange rates are needed to increase the risk of loss
in speculation.
Beating back the speculators is one thing. Ending the chronic balance
of payments deficits is another. For longer term stability we need an
equilibrium in our balance of payments problem. But, after 20 years of
deficits, equilibrium is obviously an elusive phenomenon. The devaluations
should help, but we still have to examine our trade account in detail to
determine where we arc losing competitiveness, what might be done about
it, and how to meet import competition on a sector-by-sector basis. Industry, government and labor will have to come together to develop an
industrial strategy to meet foreign competition. It may not be a question
of more subsidies but more effort and coordination. There are markets
out there! And the two devaluations, the DISC legislation and the investment tax credit arc aimed at making U.S. industries competitive in
world markets.
All the other accounts will have to be examined in detail, including the
government accounts. It seems ludicrous that surplus countries should not
pay their fair share of the foreign exchange costs of NATO or other security
arrangements. Our aid programs also appear in need of a thorough overhaul. The catch-all euphemism of "less developed countries" is not only
denigrating but inaccurate.
Some "less developed countries" like Brazil, Mexico, South Korea,
Taiwan, and Hong Kong have had phenomenal growth records. And, the
international reserves of "less developed countries" increased from $10.9
billion in 1960 to $35.8 billion in September, 1972, presently accounting for
24 percent of the world's reserve assets compared with 18 percent in 1960.
The United States had basic balance of payments deficits with less developed
countries of over $2 billion in each of the years 1971 and 1972, with government to government aid programs the largest contributor. The U.S. had a
trade deficit with "less developed countries" of $0.9 billion in 1972, which
would be much larger if aid-financed exports were excluded. This is not
to suggest "less developed countries" are undeserving of aid, but that the
catchall description may be inappropriate for policy guidance.
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Il1. Oil and the Monetary Crisis
Some "less developed countries" have enormous raw material resources
which will earn for them billions of dollars of foreign exchange reserves
over the next decade. Several Arab oil producing countries will earn more
money than they can usefully employ for their own-development. These
countries will certainly have the potential for moving billions of dollars
from one money market to another for economic or political reasons.
It has been reported that Arab governments did not speculate against the
dollar last January and February but took a $300 million loss on their dollar
holdings, while certain rich Arab individuals, who in some cases are reputed
to have more money than their governments, might have made windfall
profits. But however reliable the source, this is sheer hearsay. Beyond doubt
is the fact that oil producing states, and wealthy individuals within those
states, have a vast potential for speculation. By the end of the year four
major oil producing states iq the Arabian peninsula-Saudi Arabia,
Kuwait, the Union of Arab Emirates and Quatar-will have accumulated
reserves-mainly dollars-of about $9 billion. It is estimated that by the
1980's the figure could surpass $100 billion.
White House energy specialist James E. Akins estimated in a recent
issue of Foreign Affairs the cumulative income of the Arab OPEC countries
from 1973 through 1980 at over $210 billion. Assuming a 20 percent
compounded growth in their expenditures for the same period, Arab
budgetary expenditures would total less than $100 billion, leaving a balance
of unspent reserves of over $100 billion by 1980. "What will be done with
this money will be a matter of crucial importance to the world." writes
Akins. "The first place for its use must certainly be in their own countries;
the second must be the Arab world, which will not, as a whole, be capitalrich." I The fact is, no one really knows how they will spend their money,
or whether they will have so much they will stop or slow down oil production from time to time. In a recent meeting in Kuwait it was suggested
that Arabs float their riches from country to country, depending on how
each country reacts to Arab problems.
The budgets of many of these states will be in substantial surplus because
of the energy needs of the western consuming nations and the rising price
of oil. For example, this year the Saudis are unlikely to be able to spend
more than 60 percent of their $3.2 billion budget. By 1980, the Saudi
monetary reserve position is estimated to be close to $50 billion. The same
basic situation exists with respect to Kuwait, Ahu Dhabi and Quatar.
The following table presents a range of estimates on projected monetary
reserves. They might be conservative as the higher figure represents maximum projected production levels at a price tag (tax plus royalties) of
&
$3.50 a barrel, which may well be too low.
IJames E.

Akins, "The Oil Crisis: This Time The Wolf Is Ilere" Pordrn Aflair, April, 107, p. 481.
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PROJECTED STATE MONETARY RESERVES OF THE FOUR MAJOR

PRODUCING STATES OF THE ARABIAN PENINSULA

Billions of dollars
1973
1980
Saudi Arabia .....................
Kuwait ......... ' .................. ....
Abu Dhabi ... ......................
Quatar
Totals...........................
............... .......
....... ...

5.00
30.0-75.0+
3.50
7.0-10.0+
0.27
5.0- 8.0+
9.23
0.46 4 42.0.0-95.5+
2.5+
9.23
44,0-95.5

The lower figure for 1980 represents the minimum projected production
levels
sold at the price scales laid down by the
Teheran agreement. The higher
figure represents the maximum projected 1971
production levels at a price tag (tax
plus royalties) of $3.50 a barrel.
Mr. Akins"estimates of oil production and revenues in a large
group of
Middle East and North African countries are shown on the next
page for
1975 and 1980. These data are based on taxes and royalties in effect
prior to
the dollar devaluation in February, 1973. If the 1972 Geneva agreements
on
currency revaluation appty, the income figures should be increased
by 8.5
percent. The revenue figures are annual and do not -represent the
cumulative income, which, as stated, Mr. Akins estimates at $210 billion
between
1973 and 1980.
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'ESTIMATED PRODUCTION AND REVENUE, 1975 AND 1980
[Stated in thousands of.barrels per day; billions of dollars
S~
annually]
Production
1975

1980

Middl"East:
Iran ........................ 7,300 10,000
Saudi Arabia ................ 8,500 20,000
Kuwait ...................... 3,500 4,000
Iraq..
1,900
5000
Abu Dhabi. ............ 2,300 4,000
Other Persian Gulf ..........
1,800
2,000
Subtotal ...................
25,300 45,000
North Africa:
Libya ........................ 2,200 2,000
Algeria ......................
1,200 1,500
Subtotal ................. 3,400 3,500
Total ...................... 28,700 48,500

Revenue
1975
4.7
5.4
2.2
1.2
1.5
1.0

1980
12.8
25
5.0
6.4
5.0
3.2

16.0.-

58.0

2.0
1.1

3.1
2.3

3.1

5.4

19.1

63.4

Source: James Akins, op. cit. pp. 479-480.

The Arab governments profess their interest in contributing to international monetary stability. A prominent Kuwaiti banker recently stated:
"It is not in our intetests to have currency crises. We know we cannot live without the
test of the world. But we are not going to accept any monetary solution that is short
of partnership." 2
The Committee of Twenty, an IMF group established to work out the
reform of the international monetary system, has only one Arab member.
The Arab States feel they are under-represented.
'The Economist, May 5, 1973, p. 39.
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A key figure in the world petroleum scene is Saudi Arabian Petroleum
Minister Sheikh Almad Zaki Yamani, one of his country's most influential
leaders, Sheikh Yamani has suggested that Saudi Arabia, by far the
world's largest oil reservoir, may be willing to increase production to 20
million barrels a day by 1980 (from 7.2 million today) but only if the United
States creates "the right political atmosphere' However, he has also stated
that Saudi Arabia is already getting more money from oil than its small
economy can absorb. "If we consider only local interests," he said, "then we
shouldn't produce more, maybe even less." 3
Oil as a weapon
What it all adds up to is that there is a sellers market for oil and, at this
time in history, oil producing states are in a very strong bargaining position
with the West, whose dependency on Middle East oil is growing daily.
There havealready been limited export boycotts. If the West is concerned
about the extent of Arab oil producing states with respect to how they will
use their money, it is understandable in the light of vitriolic anti-American
press which keeps talking about using "oil as a weapon" in the battle against
imperialism. Several Arab leaders have expressed their view. Kuwaiti
ruler Shaykh Sabah as-Salim as Sabah has declared thaf "his country will
use oil as an effective weapon in the battle when the zero hour comes." Cairo newspaper AI-Jumhuryah recently called for "using the huge Arab funds deposited
in European and U.S. banks as an effective weapon in the battle of the Arab 'destiny."
The use of these deposits, it said, "would be as effective as the oil weapon."
The United States has a number of policy dilemmas it must face up to
in this area, which are not a proper subject of this paper. But the key point
is that unless cooperative solutions are found reasonably soon with respect
to the reform of the international monetary system and to the Middle East
boiling pot, the United States and the Western world may not only find
themselves with an energy shortage, but with continuous monetary crises.
Before discussing the postwar evolution of the monetary system it appears
useful to review some of the le aons of history which are quite relevant to
the present situation.
IV. The Lessons of History
In the system as it has evolved, gold has become a pillar of stability and
faith in the dollar is on the wane. There are some voices who would have
us return to a gold standard. This is unfortunate as the "disciplines" of the
gold standard could never be appreciated by the workingman who must
undergo most of the disciplining. Historically, gold has been used as money,
either for trading purposes or as a reserve asset. The United States wants
to move away from gold as the core of the international monetary system
based on reserves and par values. But it is extremely difficult to -convince
I Wshinton Post, April 10, 1I, p. 25.
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creditors that another structure should be built based on managed currencies
or SDR's, when the "managers" are mismanaging.
Some foreign countries, such as France, are insisting that the United
States restore convertibility into gold before beginning serious trade negotiations. They perhaps do not appreciate that "disciplining" the United
States by gold purchases is unacceptable to the American people if it
means growing unemployment. There is no magic alchemy in gold. Under
the gold standard as it existed before 1914, countries in deficit were forced
to deflate, while surplus countries were not under the same compulsion to
inflate. It was a brutal wa to achieve international balance.
DisquietingSimilarities.- In a widely discussed commencement address at
Columbia University on June 1, 1965, The Honorable William McChesney
Martin, then Chairman of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System, spoke of "disquieting similarities" between today's monetary
crisis and those of the twenties and thirties. The entire speech is worth
rereading and is reprinted as Appendix A;
Viewing the twenties from today's vantage point, one can see that drastic
measures would have had to be taken to avert disaster. At the time, this was
not evident to anyone, In the buoyant twenties depressions were considered
a thing of the past. Speculation was rampant. Surplus countries (at that
time the United States was in surplus) did not allow the expansion of
income and prices but pursued a monetary restraint program and tariff
increases which caused gold to pour in. The payments surplus countries,
mainly the United States and France, tended to hoard gold and forced
severe adjustments on countries like England where unemployment ranged
from 10 to 17 percent throughout the twenties. In France, gold was largely
sterilized in the Central Bank, and in the United States credit expansion
was restrained by the Federal Reserve maintenance of a level of gold
reserves approximately twice the legal limit.
Today, the U.S. balance of payments crisis revolves around the growth
of short-term liabilities relative to U.S. gold reserves. The immediate
problem is how to get rid of the overhang of indebtedness. In the critical
early thirties, European central banks were holding, as today, large balances
of foreign exchange which had accumulated over a considerable period.
The total of short-term international indebtedness had reached about $10
billion by the end of 1930. But under the impact of the depression, sweeping
withdrawals of short-term credits put terrific pressure upon the central banks.
There was no IMF upon which central banks could fall back upon for
credit. Large holders of foreign exchange were converting their balances
into gold. Central banks sought emergency credits from the Bank for
International Settlements (BIS). Although its resources were insufficient,
certain credits were arranged with a gold-exchange guarantee.
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1931 was a fateful year in the history of international finances. In May
of that year, the Austrian Credit-Anstalt collapsed. In June President
Hoover called for a one-year moratorium on intergovernmental debt
payments. In July an international conference was called which met in
London, but the acute financial crisis could not be stayed. In September,
1931, sterling fell and this led almost immediately to the suspension of
gold. By the end of 1931, sixteen countries had either abandoned gold or
introduced rigorous exchange controls. Foreign exchange was allocated
for the necessary imports of raw materials and import quotas were imposed
on specific goods. Countries made bilateral clearing arrangements to help
balance trade between two countries.
Private hoarding of gold became widespread. Central banks also intensified their hoardings. In the first six months of 1932, European centralbanks converted $700 million of their dollar holdings into gold. The third
Annual Report of the BIS in 1933 said:
"Central banks should combat any conception that gold is properly em.
ployable as a store of wealth, or that its primary object is to assure internal
convertibility of notes so that all who wilt may hoard gold coin on demand,
to the detriment of the public good and the general economic welfare."
That statement would fit perfectly in an annual report of the International Monetary Fund for 1973.
Foreign exchange holdings declined drastically after the fall of sterling.
In 1929-30 aggregate official foreign exchange holdings amounted to
about $11 billion. By the end of 1932, they-had dwindled to about $1
billion, while the aggregate gold stock was nearly $12 billion.
By the end of 1931, only eight countries were still on the gold standard,
ten were operating on a controlled flexible exchange rate basis and the
rest introduced exchange controls.
The United States abandoned gold in April, 1933, but under the bold
Reserve Act of 1934, the dollar was again linked to gold and devalued.
In July, 1933, the "gold bloc" was formed with six countries-France,
Belgium, Holland, Italy, Poland and Switzerland-declaring firm adherence to the gold standard. The world was then fragmented into blocs. The
players were different then, but the effect was the same. Shortly thereafter,

the British Commonwealth countries issued a declaration calling for international action to reduce interest rates, undertake capital expenditures
and raise wholesale prices.
In July, 1933, the famous London Monetary and Economic Conference
was held with 64 countries represented. The Conference report contained
five resolutions calling for:
(1)Currency stabilization;
(2) Gold to be re-established as the means of exchange value;
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(3) Economy of gold by keeping gold out of circulation and reducing
gold minimum ratios to 25 percent;
(4) Central banks collaboration, and
(5) International cooperation to stabilize cyclical fluctuations.
Should a monetary conference be held in 1973, one would expect points,
(1), (2), and (5) to be agreeable to the United States and most other
countries with an emphasis on a reduced role of gold, and paper currency
reserves and increased use of SDR's and IMF credit facilities. But the
London Conference did not end the crisis nor did it end the "blocism"
that had developed.
The gold bloc countries suffered gold losses intermittently beginning in
1933, and by 1936 they devalued. The-French devaluation was welcomed
by the United States and the United Kingdom and both countries agreed
beforehand that they would take no countermeasures. The three countries
declared they would support the exchanges so as to forestall agy speculative
short-term capital flows. The other countries joined this tripartite monetary
agreement and, six countries (France, the United States, United Kingdom,
Belgium, Holland and Switzerland) cooperated to support the new rate
structure. This close collaboration in monetary policy represents a highly
significant development, but not all the players joined.
Germany became the leading proponent of bilateral bargaining and
clearing agreements. The "Schachtian bilateral system," named after the
German Finance Minister Dr. H. Schacht was aimed at achieving balance.
However, it led to a most complicated system of exchange controls. Germany's economy however grew stronger while its neighbors, still laboring
under the discipline of the gold exchange standard, continued to stagnate in
depression.
Lessonsfrom the Thirlies.-Duringthe thirties, countries were basically in
retreat. They were attempting to protect their gold holdings by various
restrictive devices. They were distrustful of foreign exchange, and attempted to get out from under their short-term liabilities. Surplus countries
protected their surpluses while deficit countries, fighting deficits and inflation, failed to inflate their economies through expansionary-measures.
The result as we all know was economic misery on a world-wide scale.
History should not repeat itself. There is a commitment to full employment and a knowledge of how to get the economies off dead center. The
more difficult problem appears to be controlling inflationary pressures in
advanced countries and achieving steady, even growth. The danger of
severe recession or depression appears remote for the United States, but less
remote for countries who depend more heavily on foreign trade in an environment in which currencies are gyrating. It was this latter concern which
motivated the founding fathers of Bretton Woods to opt for a fixed exchange.
rate system.
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V. The Post-War Monetary System
-Fixed exchange rates provide certainty and stability so that international
traders and investors will know in advance just what a transaction will be
worth. However, there are serious disadvantages in such a system which
will be discussed.
BreUon Woods System.-The international monetary system which evolved
after the Bretton Woods Conference in 1944, was essentially a par value,
reserve oriented system, with the dollar playing a crucial role as the center
of the system. The main features of the system were:
(1) Fixed par values, adjustable only when absolutely necessary or
forced by speculation;
(2) The use of currencies, particularly the dollar as reserve assets;
(3) Convertibility of official dollar holdings into gold.
Gold was the common denominator of all currencies, although they were
directly tied to the U.S. dollar.
There was a bias in the Bretton Woods system against letting the exchange
rates adjust in small but frequent quantities. Deficit countries were faced
with an inordinate degree of responsibility to eliminate deficits while surplus
countries were under no such compulsion. The United States dollar was so
central to the system that this country felt a moral obligation not to devalue
the dollar. Thus, we were put in the intolerable dilemma of having to correct a balance of payments deficit without devaluing the dollar or deflating
the economy, while maintaining a "leadership" position in world affairs.
Adjustment was a one-sided affair. Treasury Secretary Shultz said in his
September, 1972, IMF speech:
"Resistance of surplus countries to loss of their surpluses defeats the objectiveof monetary order as .,urely as failure of deficit countries to attack the sources of
their deficits. An, effort to develop a balanced and equitable monetary system must
recognize that simple fact: effective and symmetrical incentivesfor adjustment are
essential to a lasting system."
The President's International Economic Report of March, 1973, pointed
out that:
"One of the ironies of the Bretton Woods system is that the exchange rigidities
which were built into the system to avoid the political and economic problems
encountered in the postwar period created political and economic problems of
their own."
Domestic deflationary policies for balance of payments reasons, and a loss of
competitiveness in industries in countries maintaining an overvalued currency, were among the serious economic and political problems resulting
from the biases of the Bretton Woods system.
New &onomic Program.-The rules of the-game under the Bretton Woods
system were changed when President Nixon announced his New Economic
Program on August 15, 1971.
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The President's program had two interrelated objectives in mind: (I)
to correct the overvaluation of the dollar to reestablish the competitiveness
of U.S. products in world markets, and (2) to reform the international
monetary system to ease the continuing burdens on the United States and
to serve better the economic needs of the entire world.
In order to obtain these objectives, the President:
(1.) Suspended the convertibility of the dollar into gold, special
drawing rights, or other reserve assets and allowed the dollar to "float"
in exchange markets;
(2) Imposed a 10 percent import surcharge on all dutiable imports;
(3) Elxcluded foreign capital equipment from the proposed tax
credit for investment;
(4) Proposed the Domestic International Sales Corporation (DISC)
to stimulate U.S. e~cports;
(5) Asked Congress to reduce foreign aid appropriations by 10
percent.
VI. Reform of the International Monetary System
Since August 15, 1971, we have had two official dollar devaluations,

currencies are still floating and dollar-gold convertibility remains
"suspended."
The world is now on a floating dollar standard. Currencies arc still tied
to the dollar but in a more flexible way.
The key issue now is "where do we go from here"? At present there are no
internationally-agreed upon ground rides. The Group of Twenty experts
-are trying to establish a new framework. Clearly we cannot return to the
Bretton Woods system. As a practical matter we probably-could not maintain rigidly fixed exchange rates even if we wanted to, with all the speculative
capital crossing national frontiers. It has been estimated that multinational
corporations hold many billions of short-term dollar assets, as do foreign
branches of U.S. banks. The Arab oil producing countries, as noted, are also
large dollar holders and are capable of triggering off massive speculation.
In a very real sense the international monetary system (and the trading
system) is at a critical juncture. There are, as previously stated, no agreedupon rules governing the world's finances. There is no longer a dominating
central power keeping the system afloat. Confidence, that precious commodity that can only be achieved through proven performance, is lacking.
The performance of major countries in the system does not engender
confidence.
Restoring Confidene.-It would appear that the first priority for monetary
authorities is to act boldly and decisively tio restore confidence in paper
currencies. An agreement by major countries to commit themselves to
eliminate entrenched deficits and surpluses may be called for. Cooperative
measures to intervene in the exchange markets and to fight gold speculators
may also be helpful. Controlling and attacking the underlying causes of
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domestic inflation is obviously of paramount importance in restoring
confidence in a nation's ability to discipline itself. In that respect, the
United States seems to be going downhill in 1973 as the wholesale price
index in the first quarter increased by the phenomenal annual rate of
21.1 percent!
Governments must also commit themselves to long-term reform of the
international monetary system. More flexibility in the exchange rates
between currencies and a gradual increase in the role of Special Drawing
Rights are key ingredients as well as reformed trading rules to assist in
the balance of payments adjustment process are needed. Surplus countries
must surely recognize ti. .t persistent surpluses will certainly contribute to
a collapse of the monetary system as will persistent deficits. It is in their
self interest to avoid this by unilateral liberalization of imports if necessary.
A trade negotiation cannot be divorced from the goals of the monetary
system.
If the Unite4 States succeeds in eliminating its chronic balance of payments deficits confidence in the dollar will improve as will the prospect
for lasting reform in the monetary system. In the meantime, however, some
funding of short-term U.S. liquid liabilities may be in order.
There is a general consensus among private experts on the broad outlines
of international monetary reform. The impasse appears to exist at the
government level. The U.S. has made a proposal (See Appendix C).
Europe however appears to be concentrating on its own "monetary union"
and Japan on trade and investment issues. There is a possibility that all
major economic issues-trade, investment and monetary-may be combined in a major negotiation. Such a negotiation may prove unwieldy at
best unless the three major world centers-the U.S., the European Community, and Japan agree beforehand on general principles.
Principles of a New International Monetary Order: The Economist's View.Private experts from these countries met in Washington to consider longrange issues. Th report 4suggested the following guidelines:
A reconstruction of the system should provide for adjustments in par values in
smaller and more frequent steps and in accordance with agreed rules. These rules,
whatever form they take, should bear equally on surplus countries in upvaluing their
currency and on deficit countries in devaluing theirs. The rules should be framed so as
to make clear beyond all doubt that the level of employment-that is, the number of
jobs available-must be governed by domestic economic policy and not by the manipulation of exchange rates.
The reconstructed system would provide for a resumption of convertibility of the
dollar and would deal with the problem of the existing overhang of dollars. If this
were not done, there could be no guarantee that exchange rate adjustments could take
place in small steps. Par values would be established in terms of IMF units, no
matter how convertibility of the dollar and other currencieswas assured.
s Reshaping the International &onomic Order: A tripartite Report by twelve economists
from North America, the European Community and Japan, Washington, The Brook-

inp Institution, 1972.
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Provision should be made for the funding of the existing holdings of reserve currencies, including sterling. There are several ways in which this could be done, all of
them involving exchangefor claims against the IMF or reserve positions with the Fund.
There might, for example, be afresh issue of SDRs to the depositors of reserve currencies with the Fund. Another method would be an exchange into deposit liabilities
with the Fund. Under this atrangement, the deposits of dollars by the monetary authorities would create deposit liabilities of the Fund expressed in IMF units. The Fund
would exchange the received liquid dollars into long-term obligations of the United
States, also expressed in Fund units. The deposits with the Fund would carry interest
at a rate similar to that providedfor the SDRs (which, however, might be increased
above the present 1.5 percent ayear); and the U.S. obligationsheld by the Fund would
carry interest close to the current market rate.
One further question to be decided is whether conversion should be voluntary or
mandatory. It may be preferable to remove the dollars with one clean sweep; on the
other hand,freedom of choice is not a bad principle if it can be upheld without danger.
But any dollarsfrom existing official balances that are not funded when the opportunity is offered may have to remain inconvertibleand without exchange-valueguarantee.
For the appropriatedegree of flexibility of exchange rates, a variety of techniques
may be used. The main principle is that exchange rates are matters of international
concern, and that such concern may relate not only to proposed changes in par values
but also to failures of countries to make adjustments when they may be internationally
helpful. This implies that the initiative for adjustments of par values may sometimes
have to come from trading partners and from international organizations and that
'----'e
should be a presumption of slow and orderly change rather than of prolonged
rigidify.
.
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DOES MONETARY HISTORY REPEAT ITSELF?
Address of Wm. McC. Martin, Jr., Chairman, Board of Goverikors
of the Federal Reserve System
When economic prospects are at their brightest, the dangers of complacency and recklessness are greatest. As our prosperity proceeds on its
record-breaking path, it behooves every one of us to scan the horizon of
our national and international economy for danger signals so as to be
ready for any storm.
Some eminent observers have recently compared the present with the
period preceding the breakdown of the interwar economy, and have
warned us of the threats of another Great Depression. We should take
these warnings seriously enough to inquire into their merits and to try to
profit in the future from the lessons of the past.
And indeed, we find disquieting similarities between our present prosperity and the fabulous twenties.
Then, as now, there had been virtually uninterrupted progress for
seven years. And if we disregard some relatively short though severe
fluctuations, expansion had been underway for more than a generationthe two longest stretches of that kind since the advent of the industrial
age; and each period had been distorted in its passage by an inflationary
war and postwar boom.
Then, as now, prosperity had been concentrated in the fully developed
countries, and within most of these countries, in the industrialized sectors
of the economy.
Then, as now, there was a large increase in private domestic debt; in
fact, the expansion in consumer debt arising out of both residential
mortgages and installment purchases has recently been much faster than
in the twenties.
Then, as now, the supply of money and bank credit and the turnover
of demand deposits had been continuously growing; and while in the late
twenties this growth had occurred with little overall change in gold reserves, this time monetary expansion has been superimposed upon a dwindling gold reserve.
"-Then,as now, the Federal Reserve had been accused of lack of flexibility
in its monetary policy: of insufficient ease in times of economic weakness
and of insufficient firmness in times of economic strength.
Then, as now, the world had recovered from the wartime disruption
of international trade and finance, and convertibility of the major world
currencies at fixed par values hadlieen restored for a number of years.
(19)
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Then, as now, international indebtedness had risen as fast as domestic
debt; recently, in fact, American bank credits to foreigners and foreign
holdings of short-term dollar assets have increased faster than in the closing
years of the earlier period.
Then, as now, the payments position of the main reserve center-Britain
then and the United States now-was uneasy, to say the least; but again,
our recent cumulative payments deficits have far exceeded Britain's deficits
of the late twenties.
Then, as now, some countries had large and persistent payments surpluses
and used their net receipts to increase their short-term reserves rather than
to invest in foreign countries.
Then, as now, the most important surplus country, France, had just
decided to convert its official holdings of foreign exchange into gold, regardless of the effects of its actions on international liquidity.
Then, as now, there were serious doubts about the appropriate levels of
some existing exchange rate relationships, leading periodically to speculative movements of volatile short-term funds.
And most importantly, then as now, many government officials, scholars,
and businessmen were convinced that a new economic era had opened, an
era in which business fluctuations had become a thing of the past, in which
poverty was about to be abolished, and in which perennial economic progress and expansion were assured.
If some of these likenesses seem menacing, we may take comfort in important differences between the present and the interwar situation.
The distribution of our national income now shows less disparity than in
the earlier period; in particular, personal incomes, and especially wages and
salaries, have kept pace with corporate profits, and this has reduced the
danger of investment expanding in excess of consumption needs.
Perhaps related to that better balance, the increase in stock market
credit now has been much smaller.
Instead of a gradual decline in wholesale prices and stability in consumer
prices, there has now been stability in wholesale prices though consumer
prices have been creeping up.
The worst defects in the structure of commercial and investment banking
and of business seem to have been corrected-althoUgh we are time and
again reminded of our failure to eliminate all abuses.
The potentialities of monetary and fiscal policies are, we hope, better
understood-although the rise in government expenditures even in times of
advancing prosperity threatens to make it difficult to be still more expansionary should a serious decline in private business -activity require it.
In spite of the rise in the international flow of public and private credit
and investment, business abroad appears in general to be less dependent
upon American funds. The recent restraint on the outflow of U.S. capital
has had little effect on business activity abroad, in contrast to the paralyzing effect of the cessation of U.S. capital outflows in the late twenties.
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While the cold war makes for sources of friction absent in the twenties,
we are no longer suffering from the cancer of reparations and war debts.
We have learned the lessons taught by the failure of trade and exchange
restrictions, and of beggar-my-neighbor policies in general, although the
temptation to backslide is ever present.
We have become aware of our responsibility for helping those less developed countries that seem willing and able to develop their economiesalthough the poor countries still are not becoming rich as fast as the rich
countries are becoming richer.
The International Monetary Fund has proved to be a valuable aid to a
better working of the international payments system.
A network of international, regional, and bilateral institutions and arrangements has reduced the danger of lack of international financial
communication.
And finally, the experience of the twenties has strengthened the resolution of all responsible leaders, businessmen and statesmen alike, never again
to permit a repetition of the disasters of the Great Depression.
But while the spirit is willing, the flesh, in the form of concrete policies,
has remained weak. With the best intentions, some experts seem resolved
to ignore the lessons of the past.
Economic and political scientists still argue about the factors that converted a stock-exchange crash into the worst depression in our history. But
on one point they are agreed: the disastrous impact of the destruction of the
international payments-system that followed the British decision to devalue
sterling in September 1931. At that time, sterling was the kingpin of the
world payments system, exactly as the dollar is today. While changes in the
par values of other peripheral currencies affected mainly or solely the
devaluing countries themselves, the fate of sterling shook the entire world.
This is not wisdom of hindsight. Only a few weeks before the fateful
decision was taken, the most eminent economist of the day stated that "for
a country in the special circumstances of Great Britain the disadvantages
(of devaluation) would greatly outweigh the advantages" and he concurred
with his colleagues in rejecting the idea. His name was John Maynard
Keynes.
And soon afterwards, another great British economist, Lionel Robbins,
declared that "no really impartial observer of world events can do other
than regard the abandonment of the Gold Standard by Great Britain as a
catastrophe of the first order of magnitude." This was long before the final
consequences of that step had become apparent-the political weakening
of the West which followed its economic breakdown and which contributed
to the success of the Nazi revolution in Germany, and thus eventually to
the outbreak of the Second World War and to the emergence of Communism as an imminent threat to world order.
As if neither Keynes, the founder of the anti-classical school of economics, nor Robbins, the leader of the neo-classical school, ever had spoken,-
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some Keynesian and neo-classicist --economists-fortunately with little
support at home but with encouragement from a few foreign observersare urging us to follow the British example of 1931 and to act once more
in a way that would destroy a payments system based on the fixed gold
value of the world's leading currency. In doing so, they not only show
that they have not learned from monetary history; they also impute to
our generation even less wisdom than was shown in the interwar period.
The British Government in 1931, and the U.S. Administration in 1933,
can rightly be accused of underestimating the adverse international effects
of the devaluation of the pound and ':' dollar. But at least they had some
plausible domestic grounds for thew : ctions. They were confronted with
a degree of unemployment that has hardly ever been experienced either
before or after. They were confronted with disastrously falling prices,
which made all fixed-interest obligations an intolerable burden on domestic
and international commerce. They were confronted with a decline in
international liquidity, which seemed to make recovery impossible.
Neither Keynes nor Robbins have denied that, from a purely domestic
point of view, there was some sense in devaluation. In the United States
of 1933, one worker out of four was unemployed; industrial production
was little more than half of normal; farm prices had fallen to less than
half of their 1929 level; exports and imports stood at one-third of their
1929 value; capital issues had practically ceased. In such a situation, any
remedy, however questionable, seemed better than inaction.
In the Britain of 1931, things were not quite as bleak as in the United
States of 1933; but fundamentally, the economic problems were similar.
Ever since 1925, the British economy had failed to grow, and by 1931, one
out of five workers had become unemployed, exports-far more important
for the British economy than for our own--had declined by nearly one-half,
and most observers believed that over-valuation of the British pound was
largely responsible for all these ills. Can anybody in good faith find any
similarity between our position of today and our position of 1933, or even
the British position of 1931?
-In 1931 and 1933, an increase in the price of gold was recommended in
order to raise commodity prices. Today, a gold price increase is recom-.
mended as a means to provide the monetary support for world price stability
In 1931 and 1933, an increase in the price of gold was recommended in
order to combat deflation; today it is recommended in effect as a means to
combat inflation. In 1931 and 1933, an increase in the price of gold was
recommended as a desperate cure for national ills regardless of its disintegrating effect on world commerce; today it is recommended as a means to
improve integration of international trade and finance. Can there be worse
confusion?
True, most advocates of an increase in the price of gold today would prefer action by some international agency or conference to unilateral action
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of individuaLcountries. But no international agency or conference could
prevent gold hoarders from getting windfall profits; could prevent thosewho hold a devalued currency from suffering corresponding losses; could
prevent central banks from feeling defrauded if they had trusted in the
repeated declarations of the President of the United States and of the
spokesmen of U.S. monetary authorities and kept their reserves in dollars
rather than in gold. To this day, the French, Belgian, and Netherlands central banks have not forgotten that the 1931 devaluation of sterling wiped out
their capital; and much of the antagonism of those countries against the
use of the dollar as an international reserve asset should be traced to the
experience of 1931 rather than to anti-American feelings or mere adherence
to outdated monetary theories.
But most importantly, no international agency or conference could prevent a sudden large increase in the gold price from having inflationary
consequences for those countries that hoarded gold, and deflationary
consequences for those that did not. And the gold holding countries are
precisely those whose economies are least in need of an inflationary stimulus
since they are most prosperous-not prosperous because they are holding
gold, but holding gold because they are prosperous; in contrast, those
that do not hold gold are most in need of further expansion. Hence the
inflationary and deflationary effects of an increase in the price of gold would
be most inequitably and most uneconomically distributed among nations.
If we were to accept another sort of advice given by some experts, we
might repeat not the mistakes of 1931-33 but those of earlier years. We are
told that a repetition of the disaster of the Great Depression could be averted
only, or at least best, by returning to the principles of the so-called classical
gold standard. Not only should all settlements in international transactions
between central banks be made in gold; but also th domestic monetary
policy of central banks should be oriented exclusively to the payments
balance, which means to changes in gold reserves. Whenever gold flows
out, monetary policy should be tightened; whenever it flows in, it should
be eased.
This is not the place to discuss whether this pure form of gold standard
theory has ever been translated into practice. I doubt that any central
bank has ever completely neglected domestic considerations in its monetary
policy. And conversely, we do not need to adhere to an idealized version of
the gold standard in order to agree that considerations of international
payments balance need to play a large role in monetary policy decisions.
But even strict adherence to gold standard principles would not guarantee
international payments equilibrium. As a great American economist,
John H. Williams, put it in-4937:
"For capital movements, the gold standard is not a reliable corrective
mechanism.

.'.

. With capital the most volatile item in t1?e balance

of payments, it is apt to dominate and to nullify any corrective effects
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which might otherwise result from the gold standard process of adjust.
ment. . . It is surely not a coincidence that most booms and depres.
sions, in the nineteenth century as well as in the twentieth, had international capital movements as one of their most prominent features,"
Even countries that advocate a return to gold standard practices do not
practice what they preach. Gold reserves of some Continental European
countries have been rising strongly and continuously for many years, and
according to the rules, these countries should follow a clearly expansionary
policy. But in order to offset inflationary pressures, they have done exactly
the opposite-and who is there to blame a country that wishes to assure
domestic financial stability even at the expense of endangering equilibrium
in international payments?
But obviously, if we permit one country to violate the rules of the gold
standard in order to avert domestic inflation, we must also permit another
country to violate those rules in order to avert domestic deflation and
unemployment. In other words, we must agree that a country may be
justified in avoiding or at least modifying a tightening of monetary policy
even though' its gold reserves are declining, if otherwise it were to risk
precipitating or magnifying a business recession.
True, this deviation from gold-standard rules could be carried too far.
Domestic developments might be taken as a pretext to avoid an unpopular
monetary move, although the payments situation would seem to demand it
and although the action would be unlikely to be damaging to the domestic
economy. But the possibility of abuse and error is inherent in all human
decision, and just as no sane observer would ascribe infallibility to the decisions of central bankers, neither should he ascribe infallibility to a set of
rules. Few experts today would want to argue that it was right for the
German Reichsbank in 1931, in the middle of the greatest depression that
ever hit Germany, to follow the gold standard rules by raising its discount
rate to 7 percent merely in order to stem an outflow of gold; or that it was
right for our own Federal Reserve to take similar restrictive action for the
same reason, in the fall of 1931.
And just as the success of monetary policy cannot be guaranteed by an
abdication of discretion in favor of preconceived gold-standard rules, it cannot be guaranteed by following the advice of those who would shift the focus
of policy from national agencies to an international institution. Surely,
international cooperation should be encouraged and improved whenever
possible. And the functions of the International Monetary Fund might well
be enlarged so as to reinforce its ability to act as an international lender of
last resort and as an arbiter of international good behavior.
But no institutional change can exclude the possibility of conflicts between
national and international interests in specific circumstances. Moreover,
there is no reason to believe that such conflicts would necessarily be resolved
more .wisely, more speedily, and with less rancor and dissent if they were
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fought out in the governing body of some supra-national bank of issue rather
than by discussion and negotiation among national authorities.
It is true that such discussion and negotiation may prove fruitless and that
inconsistent decisions may be taken on the national level. But similarly, lack
of consensus within a supra-national agency may result in a paralysis of its
functions, and the effects of such paralysis could well be worse than those of
inconsistent natibnal actions.
If then we doubt the wisdom of the three most fashionable recent proposals-to increase the dollar price of gold, to return to pure gold-standard
principles, or to delegate monetary policy to an international agency-what
should be our position? And what is the outlook for solving present and
future difficulties in international monetary relations, and thus for avoiding
a repetition of the disasters-of 1929-33?
In my judgment, it is less fruitful to look for institutional changes or for
a semi-automatic mechanism that would guarantee: perennial prosperity
than to draw from interwar experience some simple lessons that could save
us from repeating our worst mistakes.
First, most observers agree that to a large extent the disaster of 1929-33
was a consequence of maladjustments born of the boom of the twenties.
Hence, we must continuously be on the alert to prevent a recurrence of
maladjustments-even at the risk of being falsely accused of failing to
realize the benefits of unbounded expansion. Actually, those of us who
warn against speculative and inflationary dangers should return the charge:
our common goals of maximum production, employment, and purchasing
power can be realized only if we are willing and able to prevent orderly
expansion from turning into disorderly boom.
Second, most observers agree that the severity of the Great Depression
was largely due to the absence of prompt antirecession measures. In part,
the necessary tools for this were not then available nor were their potentialities fully understood. Today it is easy to understand where observers
went wrong 35 years ago. But it is less easy to avoid a repetition of the same
mistake; we always prefer to believe what we want to be true rather than
what we should know to be true. Here again, we need most of all eternal
-vigilance. But we must also be ready to admit errors in past judgments
and forecasts, and have the courage to express dissenting even though
unpopular views, and to advocate necessary remedies.
Third, and most importantly, most observers agree that the severity
of the Great Depression was due largely to the lack of understanding of
the international implications of national events and policies. Even today,
we are more apt to judge' and condemn the worldwide implications of
nationalisic actions taken by others than to apply the same criteria to
our own decisions.
Recognition of the close ties among the individual economies of the free
world leads to recognition of the need to maintain freedom of international
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commerce. This means not only that we must avoid the direct controls of
trade and exchange that were characteristic of the time of the Great
Depression. It means also that we must avoid any impairment of the value
and status of the dollar, which today acts-just as sterling did until its
devaluation in 1931-as a universal means of international payment
between central banks as well as among individual merchants, bankers,
and investors.
If the dollar is to continue to play its role in international commerce,
world confidence in its stability must be fully maintained; the world must
be convinced that we are resolved to eliminate the long-persistent deficit
in our balance of international payments. The measures taken in accordance
with the President's program of February 10, 1965, have so far been highly,
successful. But some of these measures are of a temporary character, and
these include the efforts of the financial community to restrain voluntarilythe expansion of credit to foreigners. We should not permit the initial
success of these efforts to blind us against the need for permanent cure.
Some observers believe that our responsibility for maintaining the international function of the dollar puts an intolerably heavy burden on our
monetary policy; that this responsibility prevents us from taking monetary
measures which might be considered appropriate for solving domestic'
problems. I happen to disagree with that view. I believe that the interests
of our national economy are in harmony with those of the international
community. A stable dollar is indeed the keystone of international trade
and finance; but it is also, in my judgment, the keystone of economic
growth and prosperity at home.
Yet even if I were wrong in this judgment, and if indeed an occasion
arose when we could preserve the international role of the dollar only at
the expense of modifying our favored domestic policies--even then we
would need to pay attention to the international repercussions of our actions.
We must consider these international effects not because of devotion to the
ideal of human brotherhood, not because we value the well-being of our
neighbors more than our own. We must do so because any harm that would
come to international commerce and hence to the rest of the world as a
result of the displacement of the dollar would fall back on our own heads.
In the present stage of economic developmefitw.we could not preserve our
own prosperity if the rest of the world were caught in the web of depression.
Recognition of this inter-dependence gave rise to the Marshall Plan-in
my judgment the greatest achievement of our postwar economic policy.
It should not have taken the Great Depression to bring these simple
truths home to us. Today, as we apjiroach the goal of the "Great Society"to make each of our citizens a self-reliant and productive member of a
healthy and progre iive economic system-we can disregard these truths
even less than we could a generation ago. By heeding them instead,-we will
have a good chance to avoid another such disaster. If monetary history were
to repeat itself, it would be nobody's fault but our own.
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INTERNATIONAL STATISTICS
TABLE I.-U.S. BALANCE OF PAYMENTS, 1946-72
(Millions of dollars)
I
Merchandise'
Year or
quarter

Net investment
income

Military transactions
Direct
expenditures

Exports

I Imports

Net
balance

1946 ......
1947 ......
1948 .......
1949 .

11.764
16,097
13.265
12.213

-5,067
-5.973
-7.557
-6.874

6,697
10,124
5.708
5.339

-493
-455
-799
-621

1950 ......
1951 .....
1952,......
1953...
1954
.

10.203
14,243
13.449
12,412
12.929

-9,081
-11,176
-10.838
-10,975
-10.353

1.122
3,067
2,611
1,437
2.576

-576
-1,270
-2,054
-2.615
-2.642

1955 .......
1956.....

14.424
17,556

-11,527
-12,803

2.897 -2.901
4,753 -2.949

Sales

(8)
(3)
(8)
(8)

Net
balance

-493
-455
-799
-621

Private

U.S.
Government

750
997
1.177
1.200

Net
travel
and
transportaBalance
tion exOther on goods
pendi. services,
and
tures
net services

Remittances,,
pensions
ano
other
unilateral
translers I

733
946
374
230

114
-45
-27
-3

7.807
11,617
6.518
6,218

-2.922
-2,625
-4,525
-5.638

6
2
41
24
0

1.892
3,817
2,356
532
1.959

-4,017
-3,515
-2,531
-2,481
-2,280

(8)
-576
(s) -1.270
(s) -2,054
192 --2.423
182 -2,460

1,382
1.569
1,535
1,566
1.899

78
151
140
166
213

-120
298
'83
-238
-269

200 -2.701
161 -2.788

2,117
2.454

180
40

-297
-361

BEST AVAILABLE COPY

-43
47

2.153 -2,498
4,145 -2,423

Balance
on current account

4,885
8.992
1,993
580
-2,125
302
-175
-1,949
-321
-345
1,722

375 -2.841
300 -3.135
302 -2.805

2.584
2.416
2.658

4
168
68

-2.880

335
402
656
657
747

- 752
-2.596
-2,44q
-2.304
-2.133

2.825
3,451
3.920
4.056
4.872

16
-964
-978
103
132 -1.155
97 -1.312
3 - .'49

-2.952
-3.764
-4.378
-4.535
-4.856

830
829
1.240
1.392
1.512

-2.122
-2.935
-3,138
-3,143
-3,344

5.274
5.331
5.847
6.157
5.820

21
44
40
63
155

1957
1958
1959

19,562
16.414
16,458

-13,291
-12.952
-15.310

6,271 -3.216
3,462 -3.435
1,148 -3,107

1960
1961
1962
1863

19,650
20.107
20.779
22,252

-14.744
-14.519
-16.218
-17,011

4.906
5.588
4.561
5.241

-3.087
-2,998
-3.105
-2.961

• 25.478

-18.647

6.831

26.438
29.287
30.638
33.576
36.417

-21.496
-25.463
-26.821
-32.964
-35.796

4.942
3.824
3.817
612
621

41.963
42.770
.. 47,391

-39.799
-45,459
-54.355

1964

1965
1966
1967.
1968
1969
1970
1971
197212

..

See foot otn at md of table.

2.164 -4.852
-4.816
-2.689
-6.964 -4.716

1.478 -3.374
1.922 -2.894
1,153 -3,563

-1%i
6.376
-957
8.952
9.211 -1,803

-189
-633
-821

72
78
62

5.901 -2.345
2.356 -2.361
310 -2,448

3.556
-5
-2.138

77
30
115
178
142

4.107
5,599
5.126
5.957
8,568

-2,292
-2.513
-2.631
-2,742
-2.754

1,815
3,086
2.495
3.215
5,814

-1.318
-1.380
-1.763
-1.565
-1784

301
286
334
302
442

7,098
5.170
5,136
2.425
1.911

-2;F35
-2.890
-3.081
-2.909
-2.946

4.263
2.280
2,055
-484
-1,035

-- 2.061
-2.432
-2.589

3.563 -3.208
574
748
727 -3.574
795 -4.913 -3.737

356
-2.847
-8,651
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Ni onlquid AllocaBalance
shcirt-term tions of
on current
private special
accou nrt
drawcapital
and longing
flows.
term
rights
s
net
capital
Private '

Lon -term capital
flows, net
Year or
quarter

to
o

U.S. Goveminent'

1946.
1947 .
1948 ............
19491950

. .........

. .

.

1951 ...
. .....
1952 ....... ...
.
. . .
19 53 ..........
19 54 .............. .........

.

19 55 ............. .........
1956 ......... ... .
19 5 7 ...........

......

.

...

19 58 ............. ... . .. ..
1959 ...........................
-889
1960 .......
-901
1961 .......
-892
1962 .......
1963 ....... -1,150
1964 ....... -1,349

-2.100
-2,181
-2.607
-3,357
-4,470

---.
-1,174
-1,003
-1,292
-4

4

Errors and
omissions,
net

Net liquidity balance

2 Continued

Liquid
private
flows,
netV

Official
reserve
transactions
balance

Changes in
liabilities
to foreign
official
agencies.
net$

Changes
in U.S.
official
reserve
assets.
net'-

-623
-3,315
-1.736
-266

U.S. official
reserve
assets, net
(end of)
period

20.706
24,021
25,758
26,024

-253
-236
-131
158

155
861
1.115
717

75
-227
-41
183
-556

-124
354
497
22C
60

1.758
-33
-415
1.256
480

24,265
24,299
24,714
23,458
22,978

-328
-479
-174
-145
-89

371
390
1,012
361
260

182
-869
-1.165
2.292
1,035

22,797
23.666
24,832
22.540
21,504

2.145
606
1,533
377
171

19,359
18,753
17.220
16.843
16.672

9-1,405
'-1,200
0 -657
* -968
-1,642

-

1,098

-1,054
-1,206
-455
-1.048

*-3.676
9-2.251
'-2,864
'-2,713
-2,696

'273
9903
'214
' 779
1.162

-3.403
-1.348
-2.650
-1.934
-1.534

1,258
742
1.117
1.557
1,363

1965,
1966
1967
1968.
1969

-1,532
-4,577
-- 1.469 -2,555
-2,424
-2.912
-2.159
1.198
-1.926
-50

1970
-2.018
1971 ......
-2,378
1972 12 .... -959

b-

-1.744

-3,280
-1.444
-3,011
-3.059
-9.304
-

10.243

-154
-104
-522
230
-640
-482
-2.386
-611

867
717
710

-476
-302
-881
-399
-2,470

-2,477
-2,151
-4,683
-1.610
-6.122

1.188
2.370
1.265
3.251
8,2,24

-1,174
-11.031
-2,951

-3.851
-22.002
-13.093

-5.988
-7.763
1.461

Excludes military grants.
Adjusted from Census data for dif:, rences in timing and coverage.
3 Includes fees and royalties from U.S.
direct investments abroad or from
foreign direct investments in the United States.
'Excludes liabilities to foreign official reserve agencies.
5 Private foreigners xclude the International Monetary Fund (IMF).
but
include other international and regional organizations.
6 Includes liabilities to foreign official agencies reported by U.S.
Government and U.S. banks and U.S. liabilities to the IMF arising from reversible
gold sales to. and gold deposits with, the United States.
, Official reserve assets include gold. special drawing rights, convertible
currencies, and the U.S. gold tranche position in the IMF.
i Not available separately.
' Coverage of liquid banking claims for 1960-63 and of nonliquid nonbankng claims for 1960-62 is limited to foreign currency
deposits only: other
2

co

-1.398
-4.079
-632

-1,846

-1.289
219
-3.418
1.641
2.702
-9.839
-29.765
-11,632

67
-787
3.366
-- 761
-1.515

1.222
568
52
-880
-1.187

15.450
14.882
14.830
15.710
10 16.964

7.362
27.417
11.441

2.477
2.348
191

14.487
I 12.167
13.150

liquid items are not available separately and
are included with nonliquid
claims.
i
Includes gain of $67 million resulting from revaluation
of the German
mark in October 1969.
1, Includes $28 million increase in do-llar va!ue of foreign
currencies revalued to reflect market exchange rates as of December
31, 1971.
" First 3 quarters on a seasonally adjusted annual rates
basis (except
reserve assets are end of December).
•3 Includes increase of $1.016 million resulting from change
in par value
of the U.S. dollar on May 8. 1972.
Sources: Department of Commerce
Treasury Department.

(Bureau

of Economic Analysis) and
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TABLE 2.-U.S. RESERVE ASSETS, 1946-72
(Millions of dollars]

Conver.
tibia
foreigncurren,
ces'

Reserve
position
in Inter.
national
Mone.
tary
Fund-I

Total
reserve
assets

Total

'

Treasury

1946 ... ......
1947,
1948.
1949 .......
1950 .....

20,706
24,021
25,758
26,024
24,265

20,706
22,868
24,399
24,563
22,820

20,529
22,754
24,244
24,427
22,706

1951 ... .....
1952 ........
1953.
1954
.
1955
...

24,299
24,714
23,458
22,978
22,797

22,873
23,252
22, 1
2 1793
2 1,753

22,695
23,187
22,030
2713
29,690

1,426
1,462
1,367
1,185
1,044

1956 ...........
23,666
1957 ........... 24,832
1958 .........
22,540
1959 .... ...
21,504
1960,.. . ....... 19,359

22,058
22,857
20,582
19,507
17,804

21,949
22,781
20,534
19,456
17,767

1,608
1,975
1,958
1,997
1,555

End of year or
month

Gold stock '

Special
drawing
rights

...

1,153
1,359
1,461
1,445

1961 ........
.. ..
1962 ..............
1963 .........
1964 ......... ...
1965
......

18,753
17,220
16,843
16,672
15,450

16,947
16,057
15,596
15,471
'13,806

16,889
15,978
15,513
15,388
13,733

116
99
212
432
781

1,690
1,064
1,035
769
*863

1966 .......
1967 .. ..........
1968 ..............
1969 .... ......
1970 ............

14,882
14,830
15,710
16,964
14,487

13,235
12,065
10,892
11,859
11,072

13,159
11,982
10,367
10,367
10,732

851

1,321
2,345
3,528
72,781
629

326
420
1,290
2,324
1,935

812,167
13,150

10,206
10,487

10,132
10,410

1,100
1,958

8276
241

585
464

1971 ...........
19 7 2 ..............

I From 1956 through January 1972, Includes gold sold to the United States by the Interna.
tional Monetary Fund (IMF) with the right of repurchase, and beginning 1965 also Includes
d depositedby the IMFto mitigate the Impact on the U.S. gold stock of purchases by
?orelIgn countries for gold subscriptions on Increased IMF quotas.
I Includes gold In Exchange Stabilization Fund.
3 Includes initial allocatIon on January 1, 1970 of $867 million second allocation on
January 1, 1971 of $717 million and third allocation on January 1, 1972 of $710 million of
special drawing rIghts(SDR)In tie Special Drawing Account Inthe IMF, plus or mInustrans.
actions in SDR.
'Includes holdings of Treasury and Federal Reserve System.
The United States has the right to purchase foreign currencies equivalent to Its reserve
position In the Fund automatically if needed. Under appropriate condItions the United States
could purchase additional amounts equal to the United States quota.
I Reserve position includes, and gold stock excludes, $259 million gold subscription to the
Fund In June 1965 for a U.S. quota Increase which became effective on February 23, 1966.
In figures published by the Fund from June 1965 through January 1966, this gold subscrlp*
tlon was included In the U.S. gold stock and excluded from the reserve position.
'Includes gain of $67 million resulting from revaluation of German mark in October 1969,
of which $13 million represents gain on mark holdings at time of revaluation.
' Includes $28 million increase In dollar value of foreign currencies revalued to reflect
market exchange rates as of December 31, 1971.
Note.-Gold held under earmark at Federal Reserve Banks for foreign and International
accounts Is not Included In the gold stock of the United States.
Sources: Treasury Department and Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.

TABLE 3.-U.S. LIQUID AND OTHER LIABILITIES TO FOREIGN OFFICIAL INSTITUTIONS, AND LIQUID LIABILITIES TO ALL OTHER
FOREIGNERS
(In millions of dollars)
Liabilities to foreign countries
Official institutions 2

Liquid liabilities to
other foreigners

Liquid
Shortterm
Nonmar- Nonmarliabiliketable.
ketable.
ties reMarketcon- nonconported
able
vertible
vertible
by
U.S.
U.S.
U.S.
banks Treasury Treasury Treasury
in
bonds
bonds
bonds
United
and3
and
and
States
notes
notes
notes 4

Liquid
liabilities to
nonmonetary
international
and regional
organizationsi

Total

Liquid
liabilities to
IMF
arising
from
gold
transactions I

19.428

500

10.120

9,154

. 20,994
21.027

800
800

11.078
11,088

10.212
10.212

866 ..........
876

22,853
. 22.936

800
800

11.830
11,830

10,940
10,940

890 ---.
890

1962 .......24,268
124,268

800
800

12,948
12,914

11,997
11,963

751 -......
751

1963' ....

26.433
126,394
J29,313
129.364

800
800
800
800

14,459
14,425
15.790
15,786

12,467
12.467
13,224
13,220

1,217
1,183
1,125
1,125

703
703
1,079
1,079

63
63
204
204

9
9
158
158

5,817
5.817
7.271
7.303

3,397
3,387
3,730
3,753

3.046
3,046
3.354
3.377

351
341
376
376

1,960
1,965
1.722
1,722

29,569

834

15.826

13,066

1,105

1,201

334

120

7,419

4,059

3,587

472

1,431

End of period

1959.........
1960

.

1961 9.

1964 ..
1965 .........

-

See footnotes at end of table.

Total

Liquid
liabilities
to commercial
banks
abroad '

Total

Shortterm
liabilities reported
by banks
in
United
States

4.678

2,940

2.399

541

1,190

.

4,818
4,818

2,773
2,780

2,230
2.230

543
550

1,525
1,541

...

5.404
5.484

2,871
2,873

2.355
2.357

516
516

1,948
1,949

5,346
5.346

3.013
3,013

2.565
2,565

448
448

2.161
2,195

Other
readily
marketable
liabilities 3

966

200
200

Marketable
U.S.
Treasury
bonds
and
notes 3 7

TABLE 3.-U.S. LIQUID AND OTHER LIABILITIES TO FOREIGN OFFICIAL INSTITUTIONS, AND LIQUID LIABILITIES TO ALL OTHER
FOREIGNERS-Continued
(In millions of dollars)
Liabilities to foreign countries
Liquid liabilities to
other foreigners

Official institutions 2
Liquid

End of period

Total

Liquid
liabilities to
IMF
arising
from
gold
transactions I

Total

ShortNonmarterm
ketable.
liabiliMarketconties reable
vertible
ported
U.S.
by
U.S.
banks Treasury Treasury
bonds
in
bonds
and
and
United
notes 3
notes
States

Nonmarketable.
nonconvertible
U.S.
Treasury
bonds
and4
notes

Other
readily
marketable
liabilities 3

Liquid
liabilities
to commercial
banks
aoroad '

Total

Shortterm
Marketliabiliable
ties re
ported
U.S.
by banks Treasury
in
bonds
and
United
notes 3 7
States

Liquid
I iabilities to
nonmonetary
internationai
and regional
organi
zations
I

860
860

256
256

328
328

913
913

10.116
9,936

4,271
4,272

3.743
3,744

528
528

906
905

14,027

908
908

711
711

741
741

1,807
1,807

11,209
11.085

4,685
4,678

4,127
4,120

558
558

691
677

17,407
17.340

11,318
11,318

529
462

701
701

2,518
2,518

2,341
2.341

14,472
14,472

5,053
4,909

4,444
4,444

609
465

725
722

1.019
1,019

15,975
15,998

11,054
11,077

346
346

10555 102,515

566
566

23.786
23,775

19,333
19,333

544
544

51,209 39,679
50,651 39,018

131,145
131,020
35,819

1.011
1,011
1,033

14,841
14,896
18,201

12.484
12,539
14,034

135,667

1,033

18.194

..... j38,687
38,473

1.030
1,030

1969.

145,755
145,914

1970-Dec.

147,009
146,960

1966.
19679 .

1968 .

1971-Dec

-67681

167,810

555

2.515

1,505
1.505

23.638
23,645

4.464
4:589

3.939
4,064

525
525

659
663

306
295

429
429

3.023
3,023

695
695

17,137
17,169

4,676
4.604

4.029
4,039

647
565

844
846

1,955
1.955

6,060
6,093

3,371
3,441

144
144

10,262
10,950

4,138
4,141

3,691
3,694

447
447

1,528
1,524

1972-Feb....
Mar...
Apr...
May'.
June,..
July.
Aug.
Sept...
Oct ....
Nov ....

69,998
71.013
72,215
72.115
74.001
77,465
79,454.
79,731
81,422
82,373
Dec ....82.902

1973-Jan.'.
Feb.'..

82,093
87.873

.....52,799
.. 53.806
54,093
.....53,579
.....54,604
.. 59,416
.60,601
... 60,070
60,926
---.61,122
.. 61,503

40,679
40,980
38,723
37,850
38.603
39,777
40,611
39.628
40,261
40,040
39,976

2.399
2,644
2.668
3,018
3.292
3,516
3,881
4,117
4,457
4,834
5,236

6,094
6.094
8,594
8,594
8,594
12,094
12,094
12.095
12,097
12,098
12.108

3,441
3,723
3,723
3,723
3,723
3,647
3.647
3,804
3,651
3.651
3,639

186
365
385
394
392
382
368
426
460
499
544

11.373
11,464
12.433
12.822
13.444
12,128
12.911
13,585
14.180
14,781
14.821

4.204
4.194
4,242
4.285
4,475
4,493
4.419
4.630
4.823
4.745
4.951

3.812
3,818
3,853
3.890
4,103
4,123
4,041
4.241
4.417
4,322
4.526

392
376
389
395
372
370
378
389
406
423
425

1.622
1.549
1,447
1,429
1,478
1,428
1,523
1,446
1,493
1,725
1,627

60,779
68,455

38,516
45.395

5.798
6,377

12,110
12,110

3,780
3.627

575
946

14.824
12,791

4.897
5.006

4.472
4.634

425
372

1,593
1.621

I Includes (a) liability on gold deposited by the IMF to mitigate the impact
on the U.S. gold stock of foreign purchases for gold subscriptions to the IMF
under quota increases, and (b) U.S. Treasury obligations at cost value and
funds awaiting investment obtained from proceeds of sales of gold by the
IMF to the United States to acquire income-earning assets.
2 Includes BIS and European Fund.
Derived by applying reported transactions to benchmark data; breakdown
of transactions by type of holder estimated 1959-63.
4 Excludes notes issued to foreign official nonreserve agencies.
6 Includes long-term liabilities reported by banks in the United States and
debt securities of U.S. federally sponsored agencies and U.S. corporations.
$Includes short-term liabilities payable in dollars to commercial banks
abroad and short-term liabilities payable in foreign currencies to commercial
banks abroad and to "other foreigners."
7 Includes marketable U.S. Treasury bonds and notes held by commercial
banks abroad.
$ Principally the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
and the Inter-American and Asian Development Banks. From December 1957
through January 1972 includes difference between cost value and face value
of securities in IMF gold investment account.
* Data on the two lines shown for this date differ because of changes in
reporting coverage. Figures orpfirst line are comparable with those shown for

the preceding date. figures on second line are comparable with those shown
for the following date.
z"Includes $101 million increase in dollar value of foreign currency liabilities resulting from revaluation of the German mark in October 1969 as
follows: liquid, $17 million, and nonliquid. $84 million.
1 Data on the second line differ from those on first line because certain
accounts previously classified as "official institutions" are included with
"banks": a number of reporting banks are included in the series for the first
time: and U.S. Treasury securities payable in foreign currencies issued to
official institutions of foreign countries have been increased in value to
reflect market exchange rates as of December 31. 1971.
Note: Based on Treasury Department data and on data reported to the
Treasury Department by banks and brokers in the United States. Data correspond generally to statistics following in this section. except for the exclusion of nonmarketable, nonconvertible U.S. Treasury notes issued to foreign
official nonreserve agencies, th " inclusion of investments by foreign official
reserve agencies in debt securities of U.S. federally sponsored agencies and
U.S. corporations, and minor rounding differences. Table excludes IMF
"holdings of dollars," and holdings of U.S. Treasury letters of credit and nonnegotiable, non-interest-bearing special U.S. notes held by other international and regional organizations.

TABLE 4.-GOLD PRODUCTION
(In millions of dollars: valued at $35 per fine ounce through 1971 and at $38 per fine ounce thereafter)

Period

South
Africa

Ghana

1966 .........
1967 ...........
1968 ...........
1969 ...........

1,445.0
1,4-0.0
1,420.0
1,420.0

1,080.8
1,068.7
1,088.0
1,090.7

Australia

All
other I

4.2
3.4
4.0
3.4

19.4
23.7
21.5
23.7

15.8
17.2
18.5
20.0

32.1
28.4
27.6
24.5

62.9
59.4
61.6
60.0

3.7
4.1

24.8
27.0

21.1
22.2

21.7
54.1
23.5 .......

Mexico

Colombia

India

114.6
103.7
94.1
89.1

7.5
5.8
6.2
6.3

5.2
5.2
4.9
3.7

9.8
9.0
8.4
7.7

63.5
52.3
54.3

84.3
79.1
77.2

6.9
5.3

4.0
3.7

7.1
6.6

95.3 ....................
...
88.2 ........................
1.2
91.8 ...........
9 3 .2 ................ ..........

6.5
6.4
6.6
7.5

Zaire

Canada

24.0
26.7
25.4
24.8

5.6
5.4
5.9
6.0

63.1
53.4
53.9
60.1

24.6
1970 ........... 1,450.0 1,128.0
1,098.7
24.4
1971 ' ...................
1,109.8 ..............
1972 ' ......

6.2
6.0

1972-January ...........
February ..........
March .............
A pril ..............

Japan

Philippines

Nicaragua

United
States

.4 ......
.4
.5
......... ..

Other

Asia

North and South America

Africa

World
production I

2.6
2.5
2.6
2.4

.
.
.

3.3
2.5
2.0
2.4

......
.........
.......
.......

May
June.
July
.....
August

94.4
94.3
94.4
94.1

September
October..
November.
December
1973-January ....

..

.

6.8
6.2
6.4
5.9

.6
.7
.5
.6

.4
.3
.4
.3

93.9
94.2

6.3
6.3

.6
.5

.3

91.5

6.0

84.3

6.3

82.2

2 1.0

.

6.2

Estimated; excludes U.S.S.R., other Eastern European countries. China
Mainland, and North Korea.

I Quarterly data.

2.4
2.5
2.8
2.8

2.3
2.5
2.6
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Table 5. ---London Gold Price at P.M. Fixing, Jan.-May, 1973, Biweekly
(In U.S dollars)

...... 65.10
.. . . . .. .. .. .. . 65. 10
.. 66.60
* ... .....
73.65
. . ..
... 85.70
....... 1 82.75
.... 89. 25
....
.. .....
89. 30
90. 70
. ........
110. 00

Jan. 2 ........
Jan. 15 ..........
Feb. 1 ...........
Feb. 15 ..........
M ar. I ......
Mar. 15. ,_
Apr. 2 ..........
Apr. 16 ....
M ay I ........
M ay 15 ......
source: Board of (Iowvrnors of th IF.ed,,ral ierve 4yt.m.
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TABLE 6.-APPROXIMATE PRIVATE GOLD SALES IN ALL INTERNATIONAL MARKETS
[In millions of U.S. paper dollars at end of month]

:

January-,
February...
March .......
April .
May.
June..
.....
July
August .....
September ....
October .......
November.
December..
Total......

1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

,70
-.

1971

$165
200
240
210
220
260
275
255
300
285
325
310

$240
220
300
365
325
290
235
260
310
340
400
415

$510
525
490
370
325
315
475
380
290
375
315
325

$380
350
290
310
280
260
360
390
420
405
375
410

$380
345
390
375
445
510
445
410
370
420
650
985

$485
425
1.975
1.350
1.565
675
690
615
635
675
825
885

$520
310
290
230
275
205
340
325
310
330
230
[

$i0
220
240
265
315
270
230
320
360
475
460
425

$415
440
425
450
625
430
550
710
985
480
510
560

3,045

3,700

4,695

4,230

5.725

10,8U0

3.630

3,730

6.580

TABLE 7.-COMPARISON OF FEDERAL BUDGET ESTIMATES ORIGINALLY SUBMITTED TO CONGRESS AND FINAL RESULTS, UNDER THE
KENNEDY, JOHNSON, AND NIXON ADMINISTRATIONS-WITH PERCENT CHANGES IN PRICE INDEXES
[Dollars in billions]

Administration original budget
estimates submitted

Fiscal year

Administrative budget:
1963- Kennedy ....................
1964-Kennedy ....
..
.........
1965- Johnson .......... ............
1966-Johnson ..................
1967-Johnson ......
.....
. ...
1968-Johnson.................

Actual budget results
Surplus

Percent
changes
in Consumer
Price
Indexes
(all
i'-,rns)

Percent
changes
in Wholesale
Price
!ndexes
(all
commodities)

Receipts

Outlays

Surplus
or
deficit
(-)

$93.0
86.9
93.0

$92.5
98.8
97.9

$0.5
-11.9
-4.9

$86.4
89.5
93.1

$92.6
97.7
96.5

-$6.2
-8.2
-3.4

1963
1964
1965

-0.1
.4
3.4

94.4
111.0
126.9

99.7
112.8
135.0

-5.3
-1.8
-8.1

104.7
115.8
114.7

107.0
125.7
143.1

-2.3
-9.9
-28.4

1966
1967
1968

1.7
1.0
2.8

or

Receipts

Outlays

deficit
(-)

Calendar year

Federal funds budget:
1969-Johnson
1970-Johnson
1971-Nixon

135.6
147.8
147.6

147.4
154.7
154.9

-11.8
-6.8
-7.3

143.3
143.2
133.8

148.8
156.3
163.7

-5.5
-13.1
-29.9

1969
1970
1971

1972-Nixon..
1973-Nixon
1974-Nixon

153.7
150.6
171.3

176.9
186.8
199.1

-23.1
-362
-27.8

148.8
154.3
NA

178.0
188.4
NA

-29.1
-34.1
NA

1972
1973
lq74

Total recommended budget deficts.
compared to actual results:
Kennedy administration, fisca
year 1963-64ficI
Average yearly
Johnson administration, fiscal!
year 1965-70.
Average yearly
Nixon administration, fiscal year
1971-74.
Average yearly
I First quarter seasonally adjustedd. annualized rate of increase.
2 Fiscal year 1971-73.

-11.4

-5.7
-38.7

-14.4
-7.2
-62.6

-6.5
-94.4

-10.4
2-93.3

-23.6

:-31.0

3.4
18.8
NA

6.5
'21.1
NA

Source: Renort of the Joint Stuoy Committee on Budget Control Table
1. Economic *.port of the President. Tables C-50. C-51.
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TABLE 8.-CONSUMER PRICE INDEXES IN THE UNITED STATES AND OTHER
MAJOR INDUSTRIAL COUNTRIES, 1957-72
11963-1001
United
States

Canada

Japan

France

Ger.
many

Italy

Nether.
lands

United
King.
doam

1957

91.9

91.7

79.3

69.6

88.1

83.2

88.0

86.9

1958
1959
1960
1961

94.4
95.2
96.7
97.7

94.1
95.1
96.2
97.1

78.9
79.8
82.6
87.0

80.1
85.0
88.1
91.0

90.0
90.9
92..
94.3

85.5
85.1
87.1
88.9

90.0
91.0
93.0
95.0

89.5
90.0
90.9
94.0

1962
1963
1964
1965

98.8
100.0
101.3
103 1

98.3
100.0
101.8
104.3

93.0
100.0
10319
110.7

95.4
100.0
103.4
106.0

97.1
100.0
102.3
105.8

931
100.0
105.9
110.7

97.0
100.0
106.0
111.0

98.0
100.0
103.3
108.2

1966

106.0

108.2

116.4

108.9

109,..

113.3

117.4

112.4

1967

109.1

112.0

121.0

111.8

111.1

116.9

121.4

115.2

1968
1969
1970
1971

113.6
119 7
126.8
132.3

116.6
122.0
126.0
129.6

127.5
134.1
144.5
153.3

116.9
124.4
131.2
138.b

113.1
116.1
120.5
126.7

118.5
121.6
127.6
133.9

125.9
135.3
141.3
152.0

120.6
127.2
135.3
148.0

111721

136.6

135.2

159.6

145.8

133.3

140,b

162.9.) 157.5

Perod

1 For United States, I 2-month ,averau ; ft ll uther .ourotes. Janrmtty-October averdge.
Sources lUep.rtment (,f
Labor and Orommztation for tc .ImL. ooperalton and Develop.
ment.
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TABLE 9.-PERCENT APPRECIATION (+) OR DEPRECIATION (-)
AGAINST THE DOLLAR I

Apr. 30,
1971 to
Dec. 18,

1971

Currency ofAustralia .........
A u stria ............. .
Belgium-Luxembourg
Canada ..............
Denm ark ...... ......
Fin la n d ...............
France ...............
Germ any .............
G reece ...............
Ice la nd ..............
Ire la n d ...............
Ita ly ..................
Ja pa n ...............
Netherlands ..........
N orw ay ........ ......
Portugal ..............
Sp a in .................
Sw eden ..............
Switzerland ..........
Turkey....
United Kingdom ....
See notes to table 10.

...

...
...

.

..
...
...

+8.6
+11.6
+11.6
+.8
+7.5
+2.4
+8.6
+13.6
0
0
+8.6
+7.5
+16.9
+11.6
+7.5
+5.5
+8.6
+7.5
+13.9
+7.1
+8.6

Pre.
February
1973 to

M a 18,

Apr. 30,
1971
to
Ma
a178,

2

+11.0
+12.8
+14.4
-. 1
+11.8
+5.7
+15.2

+15.9
0

+8.3
+8.6
-1.2
+16.5
+12.7
+12.7
+7.9
+10.9
+6.7
+21.9
0
+8.6

+26.3
+25.8
+27.7
+.8
+20.1
+8.2
+25.0
+31.6
0
-3.3
+6.4
+6.2
+36.2
+25.7
+21.1
+ 13.84
+20.4
+14.7
+38.8

+7.1
+6.4
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TABLE 10.-WEIGHTED AVERAGE APPRECIATION AGAINST THE
DOLLAR 1

OECD currencies ..............
OECD currencies excluding
Canada ......................

Ar. 30,
N7'1, to
Dec. 18,
19712

PreFebruary
1973 to
May 18,
1 733

A r. 30,
197, to
May 18,

8.0

8.2

16.5

11.9

12.7

25.0

1973'

1Calculated on basis of U.S. cents per foreign currency unit. Averages are
weighted on basis of U.S. bilateral trade pattern in 1970.
2 Calculated on basis of Apr. 30, 1971, par values and, for Dec. 18, 1971, new
par values or central rates following Smithsonian agreement. Market rates on
Apr. 30 and Dec. 24, 1971, were used for Canada, whose currency was floating.
a Base rates are par values or central rates prevailing in early February 1973,
except for Canada and the U.K., for which base rates of U.S. $1=C$1 and $2.35= 1£,
respectively, were taken as an approximate average of rates prevailing in the weeks
preceding the FebruaVy market disturbances. Rates for May 18, 1973, are market
rates for most countries, and par values or central rates for a few of the smaller
countries whose rates are not available regularly.
Apr. 30, 1971, base rates and May 18, 1973, rates are as described in the
preceding footnotes.
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TABLE 11.-GLOBAL BALANCE OF TRADE AND PAYMENTS OF
THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY AND JAPAN, 1972
[In millions of dollars]

Country

Merchandise
trade
balance

Current
account

Official
settlementsI

France .................
Germ any ...............
Ita ly ....................
Netherlands ............
Belgium-Luxembourg..
United Kingdom .......
Denm ark .. ............
Ireland .................
Ja pan ..................

1,357
8,414
923
0
944
-1,720
-716
8,997

760
543
2,714
1,086
1,439
63
-109
6-470
6,6Q

Subtotal, EC-6 ....
Subtotal, EC-6+United King.
dom ........ ..........
Total, 9 countries ......

11,638

6,542

6,690

9,918
8,733

6,605

3,000
(1)

(2

1,600
4,790
-900
800
400
-3,690
(2

2,72

I Not strictly comparable with U.S. definition.
2 Not available.
Note: Preliminary. Partly estimated by OECD and national authorities. Converted from SDR at central rates or par values prevailing in 1972.
Source: Treasury Department, May 9, 1973.

45
97-331 0 - 73 - 14
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THE SECRETARY'S STATEMENT
Statement by the Honorable George P. Shultz
The Secretary of the Treasury
of the United States of America
at the
1972 Annual Meetings
of the
Boards of Governors
of the
International Monetary Fund
and the
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
and Affiliates
Tuesday, September 26, 1972
NEEDED: A NEW BALANCE
IN INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC AFFAIRS
Mr. Chairman, Mr. Managing Director, Mr. President, fellow Governors, Distisiguished Guests:
The nations gathered here have it in their power
to strike a new balance in international economic
affairs.
The new balance of which I speak does not confine itself to the concepts of a balance of trade or a
balance of payments.
The world needs a new balance between flexibility and stability in its basic approach to doing
business.
The world needs a new balance between a unity
of purpose and a diversity of execution that will
Permit nations to cooperate closely without losing
their individuality or sovereignty.
We lack that balance today. Success in the negotiations in which we are engaged will be measured
in terms of how well we are able to achieve that
balance in the future.
I anticipate working closely and intensively with
you to that end, shaping and reshaping the best
of our thinking as we proceed in full recognition
that the legitimate requirements of each nation
must be meshed into a harmonious whole.
In that spirit, President Nixon has asked me to
put certain ideas before you.
In so doing, I must necessarily concentrate my
remarks today on monetary matters. However, I
am deeply conscious that, in approaching this great
task of monetary reform, we cannot neglect the
needs of economic development. I am also conscious that the success of our development efforts

(49)

will ultimately rest, in large measure, on our ability
to achieve and maintain a monetary and trading
environment in which all nations can prosper and
profit from the flows of goods, services and investment among us.
The formation of the Committee of Twenty, representing the entire membership of the Fund, properly reflects and symbolizes the fact that we are
dealing with issues of deep interest to all members,
and in particular that the concerns of developing
countries will be fully reflected in discussions of
the reform of the monetary system.
As we enter into negotiations in that group, we
have before us the useful Report of the Executive
Directors, identifying and clarifying some of the
basic issues which need to be resolved.
We also look forward to participation by other
international organizations, with each contributing
where it is most qualified to help. The challenge
before us calls for substantial modification of the
institutions and practices over the entire range of
international economic cooperation.
There have already been stimulating contributions to our thinking from a wide variety of other
sources-public and private. I have examined with
particular care the statements made over the past
few months by other Governors individually and
the eight points which emerged from the deliberations of the Finance Ministers of the European
Community.
Drawing from this interchange of views, and
building upon the Smithsonian Agreement, we can
now seek a firm consensus for new monetary arrangements that will serve us all In the decades
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ahead Indeed, I believe certain principles underlying monetary reform already command widespread support.
First is our mutual interest in encouraging freer
trade in goods and services and the flow of capital
to the places where it can contribute mo,,t to
economic growth. We must avoid a breakup of
the world into antagonistic blocs We mus, not
seek a refuge from our problems behind walls of
protectionism
The pursuit of the common welfare through more
open trade is threatened by an ancient and recurring fallacy. Surpluses in payments are too often
regarded as a symbol of success and of good management rather than as a measure of the goods and
services provided from a nation's output without
current return
We must recognize, of course, that freer trade
must be reconciled with the need for each country
to avoid abrupt change involving serious disruptions of production and employment We must
aim to exand productive employment in all countries---and not at one another's expense.
A second fundamental is the need to develop a
common (ode of conduct to protect and strengthen
the fabric of a free and open international economic
order
Such basic rules as "no competitive devaluation"
and "most-favored nation treatment" have served
us well, but they and others need to be reaffirmed,
supplemented anrf made applicable to today's conditions Without such rules to guife us, close and
fruitful cooperation on a day-to-day basis would
not he possible
Third, in shaping these rules we must recognize
the need for clear disciplines and standards of
behavior to guide the international adjustment
process--a crucial gap in the Bretton Woods system Amid the debate about the contributing causes
of past imbalances and the responsibility for initiative toward correction, sight has too often been
lost of the fact that adiusment is inherently a twosided process-that for the world as a whole, every
surplus is matched by a deficit.
Resistance of surplus countries to loss of their
surpluses defeats the objective of monetary order
as surely as failure of deficit countries to attack
the source of their deficits. Any effort to c'evelop
a balanced and equitable monetary system must
recognize that simple fact, effective and symmetrical incentives for adjustment are essential to a
lasting system.
Fourth, while insisting on the need for adiustment, we can and should leave considerable flexibility to national governments in their choice among
adjustment instruments, In a diverse world, equal
responsibility and equal opportunity need not mean
rigid uniformity in particular practices But they
do mean a common commitment to agreed international objectives. The belief is widespread--and
we share it-that the exchange rate system must
be more flexible. However, important as they are,

exchange rates are not the only instrument of adjustment policy available; nor, in specific instances,
will they necessarily be the most desirable.
Fifth, our monetary and trading systems are an
interrelated complex. As we seek to reform monetary rules, we must at the same time seek to build
in incentives for trade liberalization. Certainly, as
we look ahead, ways must be found to integrate
better the work of the GATT and the IMF. Simultaneously we should insure that there are pressures
which move use toward adequate development
assistance and away from controls which stifle the
free flow of investment.
Finally, and perhaps most fundamental, any stable
and well functioning international monetary system
must rest upon sound policies to promote domestic
growth and price stability in the major countries.
These are imperative national goals for my governrent--and for yours. And no matter how well
we design an international system, its prospects
for survival will be doubtful without effective discharge of those responsibilities.
Toda' is not the occasion for presenting a detailid blueprint for monetary reform. However, I
do want to supplement these general principles
with certain specific and interrelated ideas as to
how to embody these principles in a workable
international agreement.
These suggestions are designed to provide stability without rigidity. They take as a point of
departure that most countries will want to operate
within the framework of specified exchange rates.
They would encourage these rates to be maintained
within specified ranges so long as this is accomphshed without distorting the fabric of trade and
payments or domestic economic management. We
aim to encourage freer flows of trade and capital
while minimizing distortions from destabilizing
flow of mobile capital, We would strengthen the
voice of the international community operating
through the ItF
I shall organize these ideas under six headings,
recognizing that much work remains to be done
to determine the best techniques in each area:
The Exchange Rate Regime
The Reserve Mechanism
The Balance of Payments Adtustment Process
Capital and Other Balance of Payments Controls
Related Negotiations
Institutional Implications

1. The Exchange Rate Regime
We recognize that most countries want to maintain a fixed point of reference for their currencies
-- in other words, a "central" or "par" value. The
corollary is a willingness to maintain and support
these values by assuring convertibility of their currencies into other international assets.

A margin for fluctuation for market exchange
rates around such central values will need to be
provided sufficiently wide to dampen incentives for
short-term capital movements and, when changes
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in central values are desirable, to ease the transition.
The Smithsonian Agreement took a major step in
that direction. Building on that approach in the
context of a symmetrical system, the permisib!router limits of these margins of fliiciuation for all
currencies-including the dollar-might be set in
the same range as now permitted for non-dollar
currencies trading against each other.
We also visualize, for example, that countries in
with
the process of forming a monetary union ---the higher degree of political and economic integration that that implies-may want to maintain
narrower bands among themselves, and should be
allowed to do so. In addition, an individual nation,
particularly in the developing world, may wish to
seek the agreement of a principal trading partner
to maintain a narrower range of exchange rate
fluctuation between them.
Provision needs also to be made for countries
which decide to float their currencies. However, a
country that refrains from setting a central value,
particularly beyond a brief transitional period,
should be required to observe more stringent standards of behavior in other respects to assure the
consistency of its actions with the basicrequirements of a cooperative order

2. The Reserve Mechanism
We contemplate that the SDR would increase in
importance and become the formal numeraire of
the system. To facilitate its role, that instrument
should be freed of those encumbrances of reconstitution obligations, designation procedures, and
holding limits which would be unnecessary in a
reformed system. Changes in the amount of S)R
in the system as a whole will be required periodito meet the aggregate need for reserves,
cally
A "central value system" implies some fluctuation in official reserve holdings of individual countries to meet temporary disturbances in their balance
of payments positions-ln addition, countries should
ordinarily remain free to borrow or lend, bilaterally
or multilaterally, through the IMF or otherwise.
At the same time, official foreign currency holdings need be neither generally banned nor encouraged. Some countries may find holdings of
foreign currencies provide a useful margin of flexibility in reserve management, and fluctuations in
such holdings can provide some elasticity for the
system as a whole in meeting sudden flows of volatile capital. However, careful study should be given
to proposals for exchanging part of existing reserve
currency holdings into a special issue of SDR, at
the option of the holder.
The suggested provisions for central values and
convertibility do not imply restoration of a goldbased system. The rigidities of such a system, sub-

ject to the uncertainties of gold production, specu-

lation, and demand for industrial uses, cannot meet

the needs of today.

I do not expect governmental holdings of gold
to disappear overnight, I do believe orderly procedures are available to facilitate a diminishing role
of gold in international monetary affairs in the
future.
3. The Balance of Payments Adjustment Process
In a system of convertibility and central values,
an effective balance of payments adjustment process is inextricably linked to appropriate criteria
for changes in central values and the appropriate
level, trend, and distribution of reserves. Agreement on these matters, and on other elements of
an effective and timely adjustment process, is essential to make a system both practical and durable.
There is, of course, usually a very close relationship between imbalances in payments and fluctuations in reserve positions. Countries experiencing
large deterioration in their reserve positions generally have had to devalue their currencies or take
rather measures to strengthen their balance of paymen's. Surplus countries with disproportionate reserve gains have, however, been under much less
pressure to revalue their currencies upward or to
take other policy actions with a similar balance of
payments effect. If the adjustment process is to be
more effective and efficient in a reformed system,
this asymmetry will need to be corrected,
I believe the most promising approach would
be to insure that a surfeit of reserves indicates,
and produce-, pressure for, adjustment on the surplus side as losses of reserves already do for the
deficit side Supplementary guides and several technical approaches may be feasible and should be
examined Important transitional difficulties will
need to be overcome. But, in essence, I believe
disproportionate gains or losses in reserves may be
the most equitab-ie aid effective single indicator
we have to guide the adjustment process.
As I have already indicated, a variety of policy
responses to affect the balance of payments can
be contemplated. An individual country finding its
reserves falling disproportionately would be expected to initiate corrective actions For example,
small devaluations would be freely permitted such
a country. Under appropriate international surveillance, at some point a country would have a prima
face case for a larger devaluation.
While we must frankly face up to limitation on
the use of domestic monetary, fiscal, or other internal policies in promoting international adjustments in some circumstances, we should also recognize that the country in deficit might well preferand he in a position to apply-stricter internal
financial disciplines rather than devalue its currency.
Only in exceptional circumstances and for a limited
period, should a country be permitted direct restraints and these should be general and nondiscriminatory. Persistent refusal to take fundamental
adjustment measures could result in withdrawal or
borrowing, SDR allocation, or other privileges.
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Conversely, a country permitting its reserves to
rise disproportionately could lose its right to demand conversion, unless it undertook at least
limited revaluation or other acceptable measures
of adjustment. If reserves nonetheless continued
to rise and were maintained at those higher levels
over an extended period, then more forceful adjustment measures would be indicated.
For a surplus as for a deficit country, a change in
the exchange rate need not be the only measure
contemplated. Increasing the provision of concessionary aid on an untied basis, reduction of tariffs
and other' trade barriers, and elimination of obstacles to outward investment could, in specific circumstances at the option of the nation concerned,
provided supplementary or alternative means. But,
in the absence of a truly effective combination of
corrective measures, other countries should ultimately be free to protect their interests by a surcharge on the imports from the chronic surplus
country.
For countries moving toward a monetary union,
the guidelines might be applied on a collective
basis, provided the countries were willing to speak
with one voice and to be treated as a unit for
purposes of applying the basic rules of the international monetary and trading system.
4. Capital and Other Balance of Payments Controls
It is implicit in what I have said that I believe
that the adjustment process should be directed
toward encouraging freer trade and open capital
markets. If trade controls are permitted temporarily
in extreme cases on balance of payments grounds,
they should be in the form of surcharges or acrossthe-board taxes. Controls on capital flows should
not be allowed to become a means of maintaining
a chronically undervalued currency. No country
should be forced to use controls in lieu of other,
more basic, adjustment measures.
5. Related Negotiations
We wek-me the commitments which major nations have already made to start detailed trade
negotiations under the GATT in the coming year
These negotiations, dealing with specific products
and specific restraints need not wait on monetary
reform, nor need monetary reform await the results of specific trade -negotiations.
Those negotiations, and the development of rules
of good behavior in the strictly monetary area,
need to be supplemented by negotiations to achieve
greater equity and uniformity with respect to the
use of subsidies, and fiscal or administrative pressures on trade and investment transactions Improper practices in these areas distort trade and
investment relationships as surely as do trade barriers and currency disequilibrium In some instances,
such as the use of tariff surcharges or capital controls for balance of payments purposes, the linkage is so close that the Committee of Twenty must

deal with the matter directly. As a supplement to
its work, that group can help launch serious efforts
in other bodies to harmonize countries' practices
with respect to the taxation of international trade
and investment, the granting of export credit, and
the subsidization of international investment flows.
6. Institutional Implications
As I look to the future, it seems to me that there
are several clear-cut institutional requirements of a
sensible reform of the monetary and trading system.
Several times today, I have stressed the need for
a comprehensive new set of monetary rules. Those
rules will need to be placed under guardianship
of the IMF, which must be prepared to assume an
even more critical role in the world economy.
Given the interrelationships between trade and
payments, that role will not be effectively discharged without harmonizing the rules of the IMF
and the GATT and achieving a close working relationship.
Finally, we need to recognize that we are inevitably dealing with matters of essential and sensitive national interest to specific countries. International decision-making will not be credible or
effective unless it is carried out by representatives
who clearly carry a high stature and influence in
the councils of their own governments. Our international institutions will need to reflect that reality,
so that in the years ahead national governments
will be intensively and continuously involved in
their deliberations and processes. Without a commitment by national governments to make a new
system work in this way, all our other labors may
come to naught.
I am fully aware that the United States as well
as other countries cannot leap into new monetary
and trading arrangements without a transitional
period I can state, however, that after such transitional period the United States would be prepared
to undertake an obligation to conert official foreign
dollar holdings into other reserve assets as a part
of a satisfactory system such as I have suggesteda system a surfing effective and equitable operation
of the adjustment process. That decision will, of
course, need to rest on our reaching a demonstrated
capacity during the transitional period to meet the
obligation in terms of our reserve and balance of
payments position,
We fully recognize that we have not yet reached
the strength we need in our external accounts. In
the end, there can be no substitute for such strength
in providing the underpinning for a stable dollar
and a stable monetary system.
An acceptable monetary system requires a willingness on the part of all of us to contribute to
the common goal of full international equilibrium.
tacking such equilibrium no system will work. The
equilibrium cannot be achieved by any one country
acting alone.
We engage in discussions on trade and financial
matters with a full realization of the necessity to
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continue our own efforts on a broad front to restore
our balance of payments. I must add, in all candor,
that our efforts to improve our position have, in
more than one instance, been thwarted by th,;
reluctance of others to give up an unjustified preferential and highly protected market position. Yet,
without success in our endeavor, we cannot maintain our desired share in the provision of aid, and
reduce our official debt to foreign monetary
authorities.
We take considerable pride in our progress toward price stability, improved productivity and
more rapid growth during the past year Sustained

into the future, as it must be, that record will be
the best possible medicine not only for our domestic prosperity but for the effective functioning of
the international financial system.
My remarks today reflect the large agenda before
us. I have raised difficult, complicated, and controversial issues. I did not shrink from so doing for
a simple reason: I know that you, as we, want to
move ahead on the great task before us.
Let us see if, in Nairobi next year, we can say
that a new balance is in prospect and that the main
outlines of a new system are agreed. We owe ourselves and each other that effort.

Appendix B
Communication Received by the Subcommittee in Response to
Questions Raised by the Subcommittee on International
Finance and Resources
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Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,

HOWARD S. PIQUETr,
Washington, D.C., June 10, 1973.

Chairman, Subcommittee on International Finance and Resouree8,
Committee on Finance, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.
DFAR SENATOR BYRD: In response to your announcement of May 23,
1973, I submit herewith answers to your five questions for incorporation ill the record of your proceedings on "The International Financial Crisis." I submit these views, not becausee of any personal selfinterest, but from the point of view of the broad national interest.
I might identify myself by pointing out that for over 22 years
(1946-69) I was the Senior Specialist in International Economics of
the (then) Iegislative Reference Service of the Library of Congress.
In that capacity I advised committees and Members of both Houses of
Congress on matters pertaining to international trade, the balance of
payments, and other international economic matters. Previously, I had
been Chief of the Economics Division of the U.S. Tariff Commission
for over 6 years.
Yours sincerely,
HOWARD S. PIQUET.
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I. What imnmediate-steps can the United States and other major
trading nat ofs take to strengthen the dollar?
Assurances by Government officials that the dollar will not again be
devalued in terms of gold will fall on (leaf ears. If a countryy devalues
its currency once, there is a strong (han'e that it will (1o it again, and
even again.
The external value of a currency and its internal value (purchasing
power) tend to equal each other. 'o strengthen the external value of the
dollar it is necessary to preserve its purchasing power within the
United States. This mans that we must apply strong brakes to inflation by1. Stabilizing the supply of money and credit.
2. Moving toward a balanced Federal budget.
3. Increasing taxes enough to show our firm determination to put
the IT.S. Government on an honest pay-as-you-go basis.
As evidence that we mean business, we should invoke a comprehensive wage-pwce freeze. to last at least 90 (lays without any assurance as to when it will be lifted. It should apply to all prices and to
all wages an(l salaries, without exception, including Federal Government salaries and built-in escalators, such as the 6.1-percent increase
scheduled for Government pensions on August 1. 1973. It should also
apply to escalation provisions in private wage contracts (existing as
well as future). It should be a genuine freeze and not a system of
controls.
If the President is unwilling to do this promptly it should be legislated by Congress.
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II. What can be done to cut the deficit in the U.S. balanceof payments?
As such, the deficit in the T.. balance of payments is of minor importance. Like a thermometer, which records room temperature, it
merely reflects existing conditions. We should transfer our attention
from the thermometer to a search for the causes of the heat which
have made the temperature rise.
Again. inflation (decline in the value of the dollar primarily because of over-issue) is the major cause. Rising prices cause imports
to increase and exports to decline.
Also, interest rates must, be allowed to rise to a level necessary to
bring savings into line with the demand for real capital. When we
keep interest rates too low, relative to interest rates abroad, we create
an incentive for funds to leave the country.
Because rising prices result in an inflationary psYchology. inducing
peoplee to rush to buy goods in anticipation of further price increases.
even in the albsence of a marked increase in the (iuatity of money, it
is necessary to take dramatic steps to convince the public that the
government means business in putting a halt to inflation. rhis reinforces the need for invoking an across-the-board wale-/mice .freeze.
111. How ran speculation in the ;nternm.o;on(d mnmey markets be
reduced?
We should alanlon the idea of returning to a system of fixed exchange rates. Fixed exchange rates represent one of the worst kinds
of price-fixing. They breed speculation of a kind that results in recurrent crises and instability.
Not all speculation is bad. Speculators who take large risks often
perform a useful economic function Iy lifting risks from the shoulders
of l)roducers or others performing useful economic services. Speculation in the grain market, for example, through the process of hedging
on the part, of millers and )akers. transfers the risk from changes in
the price of grain to professional risk takers, thereby allowing millers
to operate on the basis of costs and prices that will not-change during
theperiod of manufacture.
Under a system of freely-fluctuating exchange rates speculators buy
and sell currencies in accordance with changes which they think will
occur. The net result is a tendency for greater stability in the foreign
exchanges than would otherwise obtain because the speculators would
pit their judgments against each other.
However. under a system of fixed exchange rates, when it is known
that a. certain currency is weakening and is prol)ably going to be devalued to a lower level, there is great incentive for speculators to move
in the same direction at the same time. Instead of bringing about
stability, such activity aggravates instability and uncertainty.
As far as possible, we should strive to achieve a system of truly flexible exchange rates. The present "float" of the dollar is proving to be
more workable than most bankers and finance ministers thought
possible.
Even if we do insist on returning to a system of fixed exchange rates
there should be adequate provision for frequent adjustments in exehange parities. Although this was provided for in the Bretton Woods
Agreements of 1944 it was not. adequately implemented by the International Monetary Fund.
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IV. Should the 8hort-term liabiiitie8 of the United State8 be funded
by is8uing long-ter'm securities, or by other means?
This does not impress me as being a question of major importance,
but I can see some advantages in issuing U.S. Government bonds in
exchange for some of the dollars being held by foreigners because it
might increase confidence in the strength of the dollar.
It might even be advantageous to issue short-term government
securities bearing a low rate of interest and ear-marked for the specific
purpose of purchasing U.S. merchandise exports. This might involve
the disadvantage of bearing the stigma of "export subsidy'and necessitate discussions with other Contracting Parties to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade.
V. Is a new monetary covference, similar to Bretton TVood8, needed to
reshape the internationalecoiliomie order?
The danger of convening a new monet ary conference, similar to the
Bretton Woods Conference, is that we might return too quickly to a
system of rigid exchange rates, with inadequate provision for flexibility over shorLtperiods of time.
The hope would be that the( conference would provide for
strengthening the IMF, moving it at least one step farther toward being, in fact, a world central bank. It would be a landmark in internatioial monetary history if such a conference were to )rovide for
issuance of an international currency along the lines originally proposed at Bretton Woods for creation of an international currency to
be known as either the "bancor" (as )rol)osed by Lord Keynes) or the
"unitas" (as proposed by some Americans).
Whether such a conference would succeed in doing this would depend upon careful preliminary work on the part, of the major powers
in advance of the conference.
HOWARD S.
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